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Abstract
Nitrogen chemistry is ubiquitous in everyday life, from biological processes at ambient con-
ditions to atmospheric chemistry at low pressures and temperatures to high-temperature
combustion. Understanding the chemical behavior of nitrogen-containing species under a
variety of conditions and in multiple phases is critical to accurately modeling system behav-
ior. The further ability to model system behavior based solely on a first principles approach
would be a boon to researchers attempting to design and understand technologies utilizing
complex systems. This work attempts to further these abilities for both solution-phase and
gas-phase predictions from ab initio calculations,
An overview of solvation thermodynamics is given that relates computational chemistry to
phenomenological thermodynamics for common equilibrium expressions. Special attention
is paid to fully understanding the role of activity coefficients, standard states, and reference
states and how these affect the subsequent expressions.
A procedure is outlined for estimating the thermochemical properties of small molecules in
aqueous solution based on computational chemistry calculations utilizing continuum solva-
tion models. The partitioning of the entropic and enthalpic contributions is of the utmost
importance if one is to accurately estimate the enthalpy of formation and entropy in solu-
tion. Procedures for rate coefficient estimation via solution-phase transition state theory,
simple electron transfer theory, and dissociative isomerizations within a solvent cage are
also discussed. The oxidation of hydroxylamine in aqueous nitric acid was chosen as a test
system. A detailed chemical mechanism was constructed and thermochemical and rate
parameters from computational chemistry calculations were used to model the behavior of
the system. Using current continuum solvation models, it does not appear possible to build
reliable predictive models of complex aqueous systems, particular those with a high ionic
strength. However, the present semi-quantitative models may be helpful in focusing atten-
tion on the key unknowns.
Group additivity values were estimated for more than 50 new functional groups containing
nitrogen based on high-level computational chemistry estimates of the thermochemical pa-
rameters of 105 non-cyclic C/H/N/O species. The thermochemical and kinetics databases
of the group's Reaction Mechanism Generator software were restructured to be more ex-
tensible and to explicitly include nitrogen chemistry. This allows new chemistry to be
added to the software more easily and will allow predictions for gas-phase nitrogen-
containing systems in the very near future.
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I Introduction
The construction of complex chemical-physical models in the absence of experimental data
is a continuing goal of the scientific and engineering community. If accurate enough, these
predictive models could be used to design new systems, avoiding much of the expensive
Edisonian experimentation that slows innovation. Even when the predictive models are not
accurate enough for design, they often allow for identification of key reaction paths and to
help guide experimental studies. In many cases, it is the inability to predict thermochemical
data and rate coefficients accurately that has limited the success of such attempts. Ideally,
one would like to build an entire mechanism based solely on ab initio calculations capable
of making reliable predictions.
In the gas phase, this is becoming possible for some systems if one makes use of all avail-
able tools, including those that use microcanonical rate constants over many energy levels
to accurately predict rate coefficients as a function of temperature and pressure. There is a
large community devoted to developing these methods, and much has been published
demonstrating their accuracy and applicability. In recent years, a number of highly-complex
and very successful chemical kinetic models have been constructed for gas-phase C/H/N/O
systems."2 For example, predictive kinetic models based on quantum chemical calculations
identified the true pathway by which CH + N2 leads to NOx formation,3' the pathway to
NOx formation through NNH in low-T flames,5 '6 and the autocatalytic pathway in methane
pyrolysis.7 However, the detailed behavior of complex, gas-phase hydrocarbon systems
involving bound nitrogen is still not known precisely, and predicting condensed-phase
chemical kinetics has proven much more difficult due to the lack of accurate, computation-
ally-efficient quantum solvation models. The goal of this work was to build upon previous
advances in the kinetics, thermodynamics, and computational chemistry communities to
extend our ability to model the chemistry of nitrogen-containing systems in both the gas
and solution phases. The gas-phase and solution-phase systems were approached in differ-
ent manners, in an attempt to provide valuable contributions to each.
The solution-phase work required a multi-step approach due to the relative lack of infor-
mation available on how to model complex systems from ab initio calculations. The first
phase of research was focused on understanding the fundamentals of solvation thermo-
chemistry and the expressions necessary to build kinetic models. The relationship between
the chemical potential, activity coefficients, reference states, and standard states was investi-
gated, particularly as it relates to the computational chemistry approach taken in this work.
Chapter 2 is devoted to the explanation of this topic, delving into how activity coefficients
change with reference and standard states, the derivation of various equilibrium expressions
and constants, and how transition state theory is applied in solution-phase systems.
The next part of the solution-phase work focused on determining how to calculate the
thermochemical properties of species in aqueous solution using computation chemistry
techniques. Most previous work in this area has been aimed at obtaining accurate solvation
free energies, as this is often the most important parameter when determining if a process
is thermodynamically favorable. However, for a kinetics point of view, it is important to
have enthalpy and entropy separately, both to better understand reactivity and to better
capture the temperature dependence of a rate coefficient. The accurate computation of
the enthalpy and entropy separately also allows for direct comparison to experimental data
of those types, which is essential to understanding the accuracy of the methods. In this
vein, we developed a procedure to take computational chemistry output from a continuum
solvation model calculation and use it to estimate the enthalpy and entropy in solution at
standard temperature and pressure. The method is slightly parameterized for the small
molecule C/H/N/O species investigated, but could be easily extended to other systems.
The oxidation of hydroxylamine in aqueous nitric acid was chosen as a test system with
which to develop this methodology. Chapter 3 is devoted to explaining the method, pro-
viding estimated enthalpy and entropy data, and comparing the estimates with known ex-
perimental data.
Following development of the thermochemistry estimation procedure, the dynamics of the
chemical system was addressed. Estimating the rate coefficients of reaction in solution was
challenging in several regards: (I) there are interesting reaction types and transition state
structures that occur in aqueous solution that would be unfavorable in the gas phase; (2)
uncertainties generally lead to significant errors; (3) non-ideal effects are often important
and difficult to characterize; and (4) there have been few, if any, previous attempts to
model a complex chemical system in the manner attempted here. The rate coefficients for
over 90 reactions associated with the oxidation of hydroxylamine were estimated based
physical arguments, transition state theory, electron transfer theory, or a method for esti-
mating the dissociative isomerization rate within a solvent cage (developed in this work).
Even in these static continuum calculations, the role of explicit solvent molecules can be
important, both in terms of calculating an "accurate" rate constant and in simply allowing a
transition state to be found. We attempt to examine some of the important roles solvent
molecules may play in aqueous reactions. The effect of the so-called non-electrostatic sol-
vation energy on rate coefficients is also examined, particularly as it relates to the cavitation
free energy and entropy and their changes during a reaction. These topics are discussed in
detail in Chapter 4.
The final part of the solution-phase work involved modeling the test system in an attempt
to reproduce experimental data and to identify the most important reactions and species.
The modeling efforts are also discussed in Chapter 4. The aforementioned rate and ther-
mochemical data were used to construct a detailed chemical mechanism, which was simu-
lated in a constant volume batch reactor. The product yields as a function of initial hydro-
xylamine concentration, initial nitrous acid concentration, and initial nitric acid concentration
were simulated and compared with experimental data. The time-scale of the overall reac-
tion was also investigated. Sensitivity and flux analysis allowed us to propose several spe-
cies and reactions that may be important in fully understanding the evolution of the system.
Uncertainties in the model parameters were large, and several adjustments were needed to
reach reasonable agreement with the experimental yield and ignition time data. Although
the uncertainties prevent a firm determination of the most dominant pathway, we believe
this type of approach can yield useful information that can guide experimental efforts and
provide insight into potentially important species and reactions.
The gas-phase work related to nitrogen chemistry had an entirely different focus because
estimation methodologies and modeling techniques are already well-established. This work
was aimed at increasing the base of nitrogen data available to researchers and to advance
the automatic Reaction Mechanism Generator (RMG) created by various members of the
Green Research Group. RMG is a database-driven tool that constructs detailed chemical
mechanisms based on a combinatorial approach to searching for possible reactions. It de-
termines the most important reactions based on the overall flux of the reaction relative to
the system's characteristic flux. This approach requires the ability to estimate the thermo-
chemistry of an arbitrary species and the rate coefficient of any included reaction type; this
is accomplished using a thermochemical and kinetic parameter database. The initial data-
bases were constructed to allow for estimates for C/H/O species, with little regard for
other elements, necessitating a major change in the database structure.
The initial thrust of the gas-phase work, described in Chapter 5, involved deriving group
additivity values for use in thermochemical parameter estimation. Approximately 50 group
values were derived from high-level computational chemistry calculations of 105 non-cyclic
C/H/O/N molecules. Enthalpy values were fit to CBS-QB3 level enthalpies of formation,
and the entropy and heat capacity values were fit to statistical mechanical estimates that
accounted for hindered internal rotations. Uncertainties in the group values were esti-
mated using a traditional confidence interval approach combined with Monte Carlo sam-
pling to attempt to capture the effect of uncertainty in the molecular thermochemistry es-
timates. These were then added to the RMG thermochemical database, which should help
to extend its applicability beyond the native C/H/O chemistry subset.
However, the data could not be entered into the database initially because the original
RMG database was not designed to be easily extensible to other types of chemistry. I first
had to reconstruct the thermochemistry database from the ground up, paying special atten-
tion to future extensibility of the database. The structured hierarchy focused first on the
central atom, whether it was bonded to C/H atoms or heteroatoms, what types of bonds
the central atom makes with its neighbors, and so on. In addition to the thermochemistry,
the kinetics database also needed retooling, though not as drastically. All of the reaction
families were modified to allow nitrogen reactions when appropriate, as well as other small
changes to streamline the tree structure. Data from the literature was then used to popu-
late the nitrogen portion of the kinetics tree. Despite the availability of some nitrogen-
containing species and reaction data, the databases as they relate to nitrogen are still very
sparsely populated, and a concerted effort to add more data should be made to improve
reliability. A detailed discussion of these topics is given in Chapter 6.
2 Solvation Thermochemistry Fundamentals
2.1 Introduction
The topic of condensed-phase phenomenological thermodynamics is covered in some de-
tail in a number of chemical engineering and physical chemistry texts, as well as other
sources.8-12 However, finding a complete description of practical relationships in which all
of the many assumptions are explicitly described remains an elusive task. The unfortunate
reality is that many scientists and engineers are left with the option of using a relationship
that they do not fully understand or devoting a significant amount of time to understand
the topic "completely." We fear that the former is the more common course of action.
This piece aims to provide a more thorough understanding of the concepts for knowledge-
able non-experts who are not aware of or do not immediately comprehend many of the
implicit assumptions made in modem texts. It will also serve as a backdrop to the work
presented later in chapters 3 and 4, and we believe that fully understanding the fundamen-
tals of solvation is a prerequisite to any modeling activities. It is hoped that readers will
come away with an appreciation for how the choice of standard states and reference be-
haviors affect the validity of common assumptions and the interpretation of activity coeffi-
cients. It is assumed that the reader has knowledge of the concepts of chemical potential,
fugacity, and their general uses, as is available in many chemical engineering thermodynam-
ics texts. General vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE), Henry's Law, vapor pressure, condensed-
phase reaction equilibria, and condensed-phase transition state theory (TST) will be dis-
cussed. Although this work is applicable to ionic systems, we will focus on standard and
reference states that are most applicable to non-ionic solutes and solvents. Information
about specific issues related to ionic systems and how to reconcile them can be found in
the literature and textbooks. 3-'5
Standard and reference states, and how these affect the definition of the activity coefficient,
are often the crux of confusion when dealing with solution-phase thermodynamics. Let it
be clear that the choice of the reference behavior is completely arbitrary and often repre-
sents an unphysical situation. Standard states are also arbitrary, but most often represent a
condition of the system where data is available, or at least an idealized incarnation of such a
condition. They are simply starting points from which the behavior of a real state of the
system can be described. The states may also be defined differently for each molecule in a
system of interest, and doing so may be quite useful. These points will be illustrated below
in some detail.
Often, experimental data in aqueous solution are reported at a standard state of I M or
I molal. In computational chemistry calculations, energies are determined in the infinite-
dilution limit and often extrapolated to a standard state of 0.041 M using gas-phase parti-
tion function expressions. If the molecules in the system are completely miscible, a pure
component standard state is sometimes used. There are two common reference behav-
iors for non-ionic aqueous systems: the Henry's Law reference that describes the limiting
behavior as the mole fraction of the species approaches zero, and ideal solution behavior
(known as Raoult's Law or the Lewis-Randall reference). These are just a few common
examples of standard states and reference behaviors that may be used, and the proper
choice will depend upon the system and availability of data. The numerical value of some
thermochemical quantities will differ depending on this choice, with many possibilities for
confusion.
The treatment of solvent effects on the thermochemistry and kinetics of systems in con-
densed phases has been studied theoretically and empirically in a number of fields. Often
ambiguities present in the underlying assumptions and confusion with regard to standard
and reference states can cause difficulty when attempting to use data or equations cor-
rectly. An example of where confusion arises could be in the typical concentration-based
equilibrium constant (Kc), which is a physical property of the system. However, the free
energy change of reaction that it is related to in phenomenological thermodynamics is the
standard state change (AGO,), since the true free energy change at equilibrium must be
zero. This means that there are an infinite number of AG,, values because the standard
state may be chosen arbitrarily. The same problem is seen for gas-phase systems, but it is
less problematic because there is universal agreement on the conventional standard state:
an ideal gas at 298 K and one atmosphere or bar of pressure. One also must be careful to
use the same "zero" for the energies of the species. In solution-phase thermochemistry,
ion enthalpies of formation are often derived under the assumption that AH7 (H+) = 0,
along with the typical assumption that elemental species have a zero enthalpy of formation.
It is also possible to estimate an absolute enthalpy of formation for aqueous H', which
would constitute a completely different "zero" of the system. This paper is written under
the assumption that a consistent "zero" of energy has been used throughout. This is unre-
lated to the reference used to define the activity coefficient for a species, but is important
nonetheless.
The fugacity is a convenient way to express the non-ideality of a system; for ideal solutions
a species' fugacity is a linear function of its mole fraction. The fugacity is defined in terms of
the chemical potential of the molecule and is based upon an arbitrary reference condition
(the reference can be the standard state or an arbitrary reference state) as shown in equa-
tion (2-1). It is important to understand a few key properties of the fugacity. Generally,
the fugacity of a molecule is dependent on the temperature, pressure, and composition of
the system. For simplicity, the temperature and pressure dependences will not be ad-
dressed, but it is important to understand they are present. If two systems are in equilib-
rium, then the fugacities of each species must be equal in both systems, as is the case with
chemical potentials. For a vapor-liquid equilibrium situation, the fugacity (and chemical po-
tential) of each species will be the same in the liquid phase and the gas phase. In a simple,
pure system, this means that the fugacity of the pure liquid is equivalent to the fugacity of
the pure vapor. If the vapor phase behaves ideally, then the fugacity in both phases is the
vapor pressure of the pure liquid. For a multicomponent equilibrium with an ideal vapor
phase, the fugacity of each species in the condensed phase is the partial vapor pressure of
that component. The fugacity and vapor pressure will change depending on the interac-
tions in the condensed phase, which are the source of non-ideal behavior and are de-
scribed by the activity coefficients. All quantities discussed in this paper are intensive prop-
erties, independent of the size/mass of the system.
f .exp, - (2-1)RT
Equation (2- 1) illustrates a common way to define the relationship between the chemical
potential and the fugacity at two arbitrarily chosen states, the actual state (#) and standard
state (o) in this case. Here, 1f7 and p7 are the fugacity and chemical potential at a chosen
standard state of the system, and • and pi are the fugacity and chemical potential at the
actual state of the system. If the chosen standard state exists, then 1 would be the stan-
dard state vapor pressure, if the gas phase behaves ideally. If a hypothetical standard state
is chosen, then 1 has no direct physical interpretation, but can be thought of as the vapor
pressure of the hypothetical state. The standard state chemical potential is defined by the
zeros of energy chosen for the system, e.g. elemental forms have a chemical potential of
zero. You will also notice later on that we only see a ratio of fugacities and/or differences
in chemical potentials in pertinent equations. So the choice of standard state, and the nu-
merical values used for 1 and p,, will not affect our predictions as long as the same
standard states and numerical values are used consistently throughout.
In all equations, an "o" superscript will be used to signify the chosen standard state, a "+"
for the chosen reference state/behavior, a "#" for the actual state of the mixture, an "oo"
for the dilute-limit reference behavior, and a "pure" for the pure i reference behavior. A
circumflex or "hat" on the fugacity indicates that it is a fugacity in a mixture, where as an f
without a hat indicates a pure-component fugacity. For example, p7 is the chemical po-
tential at the actual state of the mixture, and p7 is the chemical potential at the standard
state condition. The symbol xi will be used for condensed-phase mole fractions, and y; will
used for gas-phase mole fractions (or pi for the partial pressure).
The "state" and "behavior" terminologies will be used here regarding the activity coefficient
reference, and it is important to understand the difference. Reference behavior describes
the variations of fugacity under certain assumptions over the entire mole fraction range,
fJ (x,), which is typically linear as with Henry's Law or ideal solution behavior. A refer-
ence state is a single point evaluated at a specific mole fraction along the reference behav-
ior line, e.g. J (x, = x#). Although the reference behavior may be defined in an arbitrary
manner, a simple and useful convention is to define the reference behavior for a molecule
only in terms of its mole fraction: J (x ) = a + b. xi. In general, o is taken to be zero be-
cause the fugacity approaches zero with the mole fraction, and b is taken to be a fugacity
value at a mole fraction of one. The reference behavior for species i is assumed to only be
a function of xi for simplicity, and because assuming a more complicated dependence on
other species would implicitly include non-idealities in the reference. If b = f""", then this
amounts to assuming ideal solution behavior for the reference. If one wanted to use a
Henry's Law reference, then there is an additional complication that f, = F (x) because
the behavior as xi -- 0 depends on the interactions of species i with the solvent and all
other solutes. However, in this paper we will make the common simplifying assumption
that our Henry's Law reference will always be for the molecule in pure water, i.e.
f+ = xiJ~ " where f" is a constant chosen so that f+ accurately approximates the actual
fugacity, f', as x, -- O. The key point to understand is the reference behavior is chosen
so that it only depends on the molecule of interest, whereas both the standard state and
actual state behaviors can be complicated functions of the mixture composition. As will be
shown later, the activity coefficient is left to capture these complex dependencies.
2.2 Derivation of a Condensed-Phase Equilibrium Expression
A non-equimolar, solution-phase equilibrium constant will be derived to illustrate the im-
portant assumptions needed to arrive at equations most often given in the literature. The
derivation is based on the concept of fugacity as a means to relate the chemical potential in
the actual state to some arbitrary reference behavior. The two reference behaviors dis-
cussed earlier are illustrated by dashed lines in Figure 2- I, which was adapted from the 3 rd
edition of Thermodynamics and Its Applications by Tester and Modell.,5 Henry's Law is the
extrapolation of the fugacity slope at low concentrations to the hypothetical fugacity at
xi = I (Jf"), and ideal solution behavior is a straight line connecting zero and the pure
component fugacity (f Pue) at x = I.
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Figure 2-I: Graphical representation of two fugacity reference behaviors and the corresponding activity coef-
ficients needed to correct to actual behavior.
2.2.1 Derivation
The fugacity embodies the non-ideal nature of a mixture at a given condition and serves to
relate the chemical potentials at two different conditions. As shown in equation (2-2),
knowing the fugacity of a species under two conditions will yield the chemical potential dif-
ference. Equation (2-2) also shows how the fugacity and the activity are related, though
the activity will not be explicitly used here: in our opinion it is more pedagogical to work
with fugacity instead. Equation (2-3) gives the chemical potential difference between the
actual state and a standard state.
Ajliq = uiq + RT In = +liq +RT In (a) (2-2)
Aliq oiq + RT In(Ii = ,q + RT In ai (2-3)
In these expressions, /ui#  is the chemical potential in the actual state, A,'2 iq is the standard
state chemical potential, fg is the fugacity in the actual state, and fo is the fugacity in the
standard state. Since the goal is to derive an equilibrium relationship for the example reac-
tion A N B + C, one must realize that the actual state chemical potentials of A and B + C
are equal at equilibrium. Writing equation (2-3) for each species and setting the chemical
'
potentials equal yields equation (2-4), dropping the explicit condensed-phase notation. A
simple rearrangement of the terms allows one to extract the well-known activity-based
equilibrium constant, KA, which is defined in terms of the standard state chemical potential
difference or the standard state Gibbs free energy change of reaction, AG',, as shown in
equation (2-5).
,u + RT n 4A +_ u + RTIn fn (2-4)
KA= exp= -exp A (2-5)
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In order to simplify this relationship, the fugacity may be defined as a product of a simple
reference fugacity at the composition of the actual state and a term accounting for the non-
linear behavior as a function of composition, equation (2-6).
#i +(x#).Y+# (2-6)
Here, x# is the mole fraction in the actual state, and P (x) is the reference fugacity ex-
pression. The term yc-+ represents the correction that must be made to the behavior at
the state "d' to achieve the behavior at state "V/', and is known as the activity coefficient.
For example, y7-+ is the activity coefficient to correct from behavior at an arbitrary refer-
ence behavior (+) to the behavior at the actual state of the system (#), at the composition
of the system. In general, the activity coefficient depends on the composition of the mix-
ture, the reference behavior chosen, temperature, and pressure. All activity coefficients
discussed here will be based on the mole fraction concentration scale. Using the reference
fugacity equation provided earlier, we arrive at equation (2-7), where ]+ is equivalent to b
from earlier. This also implicitly characterizes the definition of the activity coefficient, as
given for the standard state and actual state in equation (2-8). Note that the activity coeffi-
cient is a ratio of fugacities defined using a sliding reference (x, fi), so that the reference
fugacity is always at the composition corresponding to the state of interest. This differs
from the activity, which is a ratio of fugacities with a fixed reference state, for example
a7=j;" /)(xi =1).
" = xiy, ] (2-7)
- and Yjo (2-8)
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The pure fugacity reference, fi+, is the fugacity on the reference line evaluated at xi = I,
which means that the reference state at any mole fraction can be defined as x7f,'. Equa-
tion (2-7) says that the fugacity in the actual state is equal to the reference fugacity evalu-
ated at xi multiplied by the activity coefficient that corrects for deviations from the refer-
ence state behavior. It is often helpful to see this graphically as in Figure 2- I, and the
reader is urged to supplement this paper with graphical representations of the fugacity co-
efficient that can be found in most chemical engineering thermodynamics and physical
chemistry textbooks. Combining equations (2-5) and (2-7) yields equation (2-9).
K = exp -G,- f (2-9)
A +-R+--off x + # +--.#
Up to this point, very few assumptions have been made regarding the behavior or state of
the system, and it is desired that assumptions be kept to a minimum to allow the reader to
see where all terms arise in the equilibrium expression. It is important to use the same ref-
erence behavior (i.e. the same values of f+) when defining all activity coefficients for a
given species. This means that ratios of f, 's in equation (2-9) will be equal to one, result-
ing in the simplified equation (2- 10). Different reference behaviors (i.e. different f+'s) may
be chosen for each molecule, and the choice will not affect the resulting equilibrium con-
stant expression. A typical example of when choosing different references for separate
species can be beneficial is a dilute solution, when the solvent is almost pure and the dilute
species closely follow Henry's Law.
KA =exp AGB (2-I0)
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Equation (2- I0) is a general expression for the equilibrium constant and shows several im-
portant aspects of KA. First, it is dependent on the chosen standard state, which should be
obvious given that it is defined by the standard state free energy change. It can also be
seen that the reference behavior chosen in defining the fugacity is completely arbitrary, but
this arbitrariness is compensated for by the activity coefficient. Therefore, it does not affect
the equilibrium constant. For example, if you define your reference far from the behavior
of the actual system, then the actual state activity coefficient will be very large, and if you
define it close to the actual state behavior it will be close to one. This brings to light an-
other important aspect, which is that the activity coefficients for the actual state and stan-
dard state are completely independent because the standard state is arbitrary. In fact, it is
usually the case that the standard state and the actual state compositions are different
(otherwise AG,, = 0), which necessarily makes the activity coefficients different for real
systems. It is often possible to define the reference behavior beneficially, such that the ac-
tivity coefficient of the actual state or standard state is close to one. If the concentration of
species i (and all other solutes) in the actual state is low, then the Henry's Law reference
for solutes would be a logical choice because it would allow one to assume that y,"-# 1,
simplifying the expression for the equilibrium constant. If the standard state can also be
taken to be in the low-concentration limit, then one may also be able to safely assume
7i+o"- =1. However, the standard state is often defined by the data one has available, typi-
cally a I M concentration at 298 K for a species in aqueous solution, and often this concen-
tration is too high for Henry's Law to be accurate. It is also possible to define a single activ-
ity coefficient for each species as y ,•, -= / , but this ratio of non-idealities at dif-
ferent mixture compositions can be quite confusing. This essentially corresponds to defin-
ing the reference state as the standard state of the system. Often, this is how activity coef-
ficients are defined in the literature; however, this can create additional confusion because
the new "activity coefficient" would be dependent on the standard state. In a case like this,
the activity coefficient would approach one as the actual and standard states converged,
but would not necessarily approach one as the mole fraction approached zero or one. Al-
though this is mathematically valid, we believe that the definition of the activity coefficient is
clearer when defined relative to a reference state at the composition of the system, par-
ticularly because the standard state and actual state usually correspond to different system
compositions.
If one is attempting to construct detailed kinetic models, it is necessary to have the concen-
tration-based equilibrium constant (Kc) to calculate thermodynamically-consistent reverse
rate constants and concentration ratios within the system. The activity-based equilibrium
constant can be related to Kc with relatively little effort. In order to do this, the solution-
phase mole fractions must be converted into concentrations, by defining the mole fraction
as the concentration of i (C,) divided by the total concentration (C,). Applying this defi-
nition, one arrives at equation (2- 1I) where C4 is the total solution concentration of the
actual mixture, and C', is the total solution concentration under the standard state condi-
tion chosen for species i. The need to allow for a different total standard state concentra-
tion for each species comes from how the standard state is generated. Often, the data will
be acquired when the species of interest is present in an otherwise pure solvent such as
water. It is probable that separate solutions of A, B, and C in the solvent will have different
total concentrations at the species' different standard states, especially if the standard state
concentration of one or more of the species is large. If the experimental data is for a single
species in water, then y/'o must correct from the reference behavior to behavior for a
single species in water, whereas y"* would correct from the reference behavior to the
real mixture of A, B, and C in water. Data from computational chemistry calculations are
often for very dilute solutions of a solute in pure water, extrapolated using Henry's Law to
give an estimate of the free energy at some finite concentration. If one does not have full
knowledge of the conditions under which the data were obtained, then it is difficult to use
the data with any certainty.
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The total solution concentration is not necessarily the same at the actual state composition
and the standard state compositions. To simplify things, let us assume that the total stan-
dard state concentrations are equal, CO = Co,A = C ,B= In this non-equimolar reaction
example, the total concentration factors do not cancel even when all Coj,'s are equal, and
one will always be left with a term of the form (C/C In order to neglect this term, the
total concentration under the standard state conditions and actual state conditions must be
equal. Generally, this condition is not satisfied rigorously, but if the standard states of A, B,
and C and the actual state of interest are all relatively low concentrations in aqueous solu-
tion, one can safely neglect the last term in equation (2- I 2).
Kc~ =exp R B C I YB Y-  Y I T - ,CC (2-12)RT CO 7 C yj7sO OBC c
Equation (2-12) can then be evaluated if one is able to estimate a standard state free en-
ergy change, the activity coefficients for the actual system state, and the activity coefficients
for the standard states, These are not necessarily easy tasks to accomplish, and often fur-
ther assumptions can, or must, be made to simplify the relationship based upon the system
conditions and the choice of standard and reference states.
2.2.2 Understanding the Use of Standard and Reference States
It is useful to describe equations (2- I 1) and (2-12) from a physical perspective and com-
ment on why the standard state activity coefficients are present. Consider equation (2-13),
which is a combination of equations (2-3) and (2-7). Equation (2- 13) is also demonstrated
graphically in Figure 2-2(a) and (c) for a two-component mixture of solute and solvent, us-
ing both the infinite-dilution and ideal solution reference behaviors.
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Figure 2-2: Schematic representation of the steps needed to convert from the standard state to the actual
state. (a) Steps to convert from a real standard state to an actual state using the infinite-dilution (Henry's
Law) reference behavior. (b) Steps to convert from an idealized standard state to an actual state using the
infinite-dilution reference behavior. The idealized standard state is determined by extrapolating dilute-limit
behavior to higher mole fractions. (c) Steps to convert from a real standard state to the actual state using the
ideal solution reference behavior.
Essentially, a path must be found to convert from the known standard state chemical po-
tential to the unknown actual state chemical potential, which are related to the fugacity.
This path can be thought of as a thermochemical cycle from the standard state fugacity to
the actual state fugacity, as shown in Figure 2-2(a) or (c). This example cycle is based on a
single species, but it is straightforward to extend this concept to a reaction. The cycle be-
(a)
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gins with the chemical potentials under the standard state conditions, with the correspond-
ing fugacities of each species, .o. The process is composed of three steps:
(i) The first step removes the non-idealities present at the standard state condi-
tions. This step reverts back to reference behavior line, and is accomplished
with the -RT In(y ( 7") term shown in equation (2-13).
(ii) The next step in the cycle adjusts for differences in the composition at the stan-
dard and actual states and is accounted for by the +RTln ýK term.
(iii) The final step in the process converts from the reference behavior to the actual
behavior at the composition of the system as given by the +RTln(y +-#)
term.
The final term, RTln(f+/ f +) , was left in for completeness and would be zero when the
reference behavior is chosen to be the same for the actual and standard states for the
molecule of interest. Examining the situation graphically and as a cycle brings up an inter-
esting point about what is required when defining the standard state chemical potential or
free energy change. Although the work here assumes that AG, includes all non-idealities,
making it a "true" free energy change under the standard state conditions, one should real-
ize that other standard state free energy definitions are possible. As in the Henry's Law
experiments or computational chemistry calculations, it may be much easier to obtain
thermochemical properties under very dilute conditions, ignoring non-ideal effects. It is also
possible to extrapolate the dilute-limit behavior (or ideal solution behavior) to concentra-
tions well beyond where this limit is applicable. If this is done, one is left with a fugacity es-
timate that ignores non-idealities at mixture conditions that do not justify this simplification.
The result is a fugacity that lies on the reference behavior line, as indicated by the xof,"
fugacity in Figure 2-2(b). In this case, a measurement would have been made under infi-
nite-dilution conditions and extrapolated to xi = x0 . If this type of standard state data is
used, one must simply ignore the standard state activity coefficients because the standard
state fugacity already lies on the reference behavior line and does not need a correction.
Steps (ii) and (iii) of the cycle are the same as described above. The point to take away
here is that the standard state is arbitrary and can be defined in a variety of ways; however,
one needs to be sure of exactly what assumptions are implicit in the equations and data
being used. The unfortunate fact is that one rarely knows whether the data being used was
measured or calculated at the standard state concentration, or measured or calculated at
some other condition and extrapolated using a set of assumptions. This example illustrates
one method for obtaining equations for solution-phase equilibrium constants. Each as-
sumption was addressed in turn, and it is left up to the user to decide those that are legiti-
mate for a system under scrutiny.
The above figures assume that the system is only composed of two molecules, the solute
and solvent. However, most systems of practical importance are much more complicated
multicomponent mixtures. Everything covered earlier is still valid, but there is additional
complexity in understanding the process. A schematic similar to what was shown before
for the fugacity cycle is given in Figure 2-3 for a solution of A, B, and water. This figure
shows the case where the standard state is taken to be some concentration of A in water
(no B present), as is often the case with measured data. The cycle is very similar to the
two-component case, but when the concentration of A is changed from x - x~ the
concentration of B must be changed from 0 -* x4 and the concentration of the solvent
must be changed accordingly. All of these changes occur under the reference behavior
conditions for A, so equation (2- 13) is still valid because the reference behavior for A is
only dependent on the concentration of A. The final step of the process involves including
the appropriate interactions between A, B, and the solvent in the real mixture, which are
captured by the activity coefficients, y7". Therefore, although multicomponent mixtures
are more complicated, conceptually they are very similar to a single-solute, single-solvent
system. The governing equations are also identical, and it is only the activity coefficient that
is more complicated and likely more difficult to estimate accurately.
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Figure 2-3: Graphical representation of the process to transition from the standard state fugacity in water to
the actual state fugacity for molecule A in a mixture of A, B, and water.
2.3 Practical Equilibrium Expressions
The methodology discussed above can also be used to develop equilibrium relationships
between gaseous and condensed phases. Specific vapor-liquid equilibrium relationships can
be derived from the general expression by making further assumptions. The general VLE
relationship can be obtained from equation (2- 10), realizing that VLE is essentially an equi-
molar reaction transferring the same molecule from one phase to another. Furthermore,
the gas-phase mole fraction is written as a partial pressure (pi) and the activity coefficient as
a fugacity coefficient. A general expression for the standard state solvation energy in terms
of the compositions and behavior of the two phases is obtained, as shown in equation
(2-14). Here, O,".P is the fugacity coefficient that accounts for gas phase non-idealities and
is analogous to the activity coefficient for condensed phases. It was assumed that the gas-
phase reference state was a pure ideal gas at the temperature and pressure of the system
(fi = yP Yi' P) .
f pureJA
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It is relatively straightforward to define the Henry's Law and vapor pressure relationships by
applying additional assumptions to the general equation. A relationship between the
Henry's Law constant and the solvation energies can be obtained by making the following
assumptions: the solution-phase reference state is based on Henry's Law behavior, the actual
solution-phase concentration is very small (y0+# 1), and the gas phase behaves ideally under
all conditions (0-+# = #+-M = 1). This allows one to arrive at equation (2-15) when
H - p,/x, and y " is the activity coefficient correction under standard state conditions
in the condensed phase. The value of AGooV depends on the choice of the standard states
for both the solution phase and the gas phase, which are typically different.
H = r -( -exp AG(oI (2-15)x0 O jo RT
The vapor pressure relationship is derived by applying the following assumptions: the mole
fraction of the condensed phase is one, the reference state is based on ideal solution be-
havior (yfure# = 1), and the vapor phase behaves ideally. The result is equation (2-16)
describing the vapor pressure as a function of the solvation energy. You can see that the
equation is identical in form to Henry's Law but based on a different reference behavior,
which should be expected given that they both describe VLE in opposing limits. The two
reference behaviors results in different activity coefficients for a given standard state com-
position, causing a difference between H and p'aP for a given value of AGv,.
p •, re-p o .exp (2-16)i X o ,,jue+ RT)
The activity coefficient needed to relate the standard state and reference state behaviors
continues to be a problem because it is typically difficult to estimate accurately. To exacer-
bate the problem, a typical standard state of I M will often not obey the dilute or ideal so-
lution behavior taken as the reference, making estimation of the activity coefficient a neces-
sity. The other option is to use a solvation free energy value that is based upon the refer-
ence behavior (not the actual behavior) at the standard state concentration, which will be
denoted AGI' . For example, extrapolation of the dilute-limit solvation energy (AGS,,)
to the standard state concentration will yield a standard state concentration solvation en-
ergy based on dilute-limit behavior, AG.0 •. If this data was available and used in place of
AGO in equation (2-15), then the y•",o term would not be needed because the correc-
tion to the reference behavior has already been made by using AGO". A similar concept
can be applied to the vapor pressure expression. Equations (2-15) and (2-16) can be re-
written in terms of the idealized standard state solvation free energies, as shown in equa-
tions (2-17) and (2-18).
H= r oX .exp -Go (2-17)
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2.4 Solution-phase Transition State Theory
Transition state theory (TST) is a commonly employed approximation used to estimate
gas-phase rate constants from ab initio quantum chemical calculations. The solution-phase
analog is a straightforward extension based upon the equilibrium relationships derived
above, which means that it is plagued by the same confusion and ambiguity. This section
will discuss the solution-phase TST equations, the approximations often made, and where
confusion can arise. A bimolecular reaction will be examined: A + B " TS -- Products.
This analysis will follow the assumption that the gas phase behaves ideally. If this is not the
case, then one would require that additional coefficients, i"+- and ,+s", be present to
account for gas-phase non-idealities as a function of the composition, pressure, and tem-
perature that affect the solvation energies.
The general expression for the TST rate constant can be seen in equation (2-19), where
Kc is the equilibrium constant between the reactants and the transition state (TS), K is
the statistical/tunneling factor, kB is Boltzmann's constant, h is Planck's constant, and T is
temperature.9
kTST = K Kc  (2-19)h
The typical procedure for a gas-phase reaction would be to write the equilibrium constant
as a ratio of partition functions. This could be done for a condensed-phase reaction, but it
may be more illustrative to use previously-derived expressions for Kt in terms of free en-
ergy changes. Using a similar form as equation (2- 12), the TST rate constant can be writ-
ten in terms of the free energy change of reaction, activity coefficients, and the standard
state composition. This is shown in equation (2-20) where all applicable terms are based
upon the solution-phase standard state. As before, the final term involving the total solu-
tion concentrations can often be neglected and is neglected in all subsequent equations.
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It is possible to connect the solution-phase expression to the more common gas-phase
form. First, AGssoIn is split into the gas-phase free energy change at an arbitrary gas-phase
standard state and the change in solvation energy for the reaction. The solvation energy
change is defined in equation (2-22), where each solvation energy is defined for the proc-
ess of transferring a molecule from the gas-phase standard state (C gs) to the condensed
phase at the solution-phase standard state (CI,soln). The result is equation (2-2 1).
(2-20)
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It would be convenient to view this as a product of a gas-phase rate constant and a correc-
tion factor, but this is not precisely true because the standard state concentration terms are
still evaluated at C,,0oln . A way to reconcile this is to define a new quantity called the con-
stant-concentration solvation energy, AGsolv,, which is defined as the free energy change
for moving a mole of gas into solution when the concentration is equal in both phases
(similar to the pseudo-chemical potential discussed in section 8.2). When the gas phase
behaves ideally, this only varies from the traditional solvation energy by compression work,
as defined by equation (2-23). If AGsolv,* is evaluated at the gas-phase standard state, then
activity coefficients are needed to correct the value to the solution-phase standard state.
This is because AG,*ov, still includes the non-idealities of the two phases, which will vary
depending on the concentration. Because we desire it to be based on the solution-phase
concentration for this analysis, the activity coefficients are not needed. Also note that if the
gas phase was non-ideal, fugacity coefficients would be needed as well. Using this equation,
the solution-phase standard state concentrations cancel and only the gas-phase standard
state concentrations remain. Equation (2-24) is the result which clearly shows the gas-
phase rate constant expression along with the modifiers needed to achieve solution-phase
behavior.
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A further connection to the common gas-phase formulation can be made when one real-
izes the connection between AGOs,a, and the partition functions, equation (2-25). Each
QO term is the total gas-phase partition function of the species, taking care that the transla-
tional partition function is evaluated at the standard state specific volume corresponding to
COgas,i '
KA,ga = exp
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Substituting this expression into equation (2-24) and realizing that Cas,i is the inverse of
the standard state specific volume, V,., yields equation (2-26).
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This formulation explicitly shows the layers of approximations typically involved with solu-
tion-phase calculations, including the gas-phase basis, the solvation energy terms, and the
non-ideality corrections. Although it may not be explicitly clear from equation (2-26), the
rate constant is independent of the standard states. The Q,o/Vo terms are not standard
state dependent because the V0° in the denominator cancels with the V,0 in the transla-
tional partition function. The combination of AAGOv,rs and the y7--o terms results in the
solvation energy difference based upon the linear reference behavior, which is a standard-
state-independent value under the ideal gas assumption. The y7' terms then yield the
solvation energy under the actual reaction conditions.
(2-24)
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It is worthwhile to take a moment to talk about the use of these relationships and what is
common when constructing detailed kinetic mechanisms. In many reacting system, there
are a few species that are present in appreciable concentrations and many intermediates
and transition states that are only present in very small concentrations. A typical assump-
tion is that many species are in the dilute limit, and the activity coefficients associated with
these species will be one (y,."• z 1) given an infinite-dilution reference state. However,
care needs to be taken when making such assumptions because their validity relies upon
the conditions of the solution and the conditions under which AG',S or AAGv,Ts was
estimated. This assumption is valid only if the actual system conditions and the conditions
where AAGIv,,, was determined coincide. For example, consider a case where the solva-
tion energies were determined with pure water as the solvent, as may be the case in
Henry's Law experiments and many computational chemistry calculations. However, as-
sume the reacting system is a 3 M aqueous solution of nitric acid. In this case, even if the
species are infinitely dilute in the reacting solution, the y"4 ~ 1• assumption does not hold
because the inherent reference state is infinite dilution in pure water, not infinite dilution in
3 M nitric acid solution. The difference in chemical potential of the species at infinite dilu-
tion in the two solvents will give rise to an activity coefficient with respect to the pure wa-
ter reference. It is for the same reason that one would not expect the vapor pressure of a
solute in pure water to be the same as the vapor pressure in a concentrated solution of
acid. A way to understand this is to break the activity coefficient up into two pieces: (i) a
correction from infinite dilution in water to infinite dilution in the real solvent (y "20 •1"rea)
and (ii) a correction from infinite dilution in the real solvent to the actual mixture composi-
tion (Y "-r"a). This idea is shown in equation (2-27) for the case where "#" in this case
signifies a concentrated solution of nitric acid.
OH20-# = OH20"O real . real (2-27)H2 = ; "Y 
In the case of a dilute species in an aqueous acid solution, the assumption that yireo,- 1
would be perfectly valid; however, it is important to understand that y,20o-real # 1 and
must be taken into account. The concept of partitioning the infinite dilution activity coeffi-
cient is shown pictorially in Figure 2-4, where "real" signifies in the actual solution and
"H20" is only for molecule A in water. The process assumes a reference behavior defined
by Henry's Law behavior of A in pure water and begins from a standard state of A in wa-
ter. The difference comes when correcting from the reference behavior to the actual state
of the system. The figure shows a large actual-state mole fraction of A for clarity. If the
actual state was A in the dilute limit in the real solvent, then it should be clear from the fig-
ure that y7"r"'-# 1 and 7y " "2 ' 20Il 1. Accounting for the real solvent effect on the activ-
ity coefficient in the dilute limit is usually difficult. These same ideas hold for non-reacting
systems as well.
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Figure 2-4: Pictorial representation of the process and activity coefficients to move from a standard state in
water to the actual state in the real solution using the infinite dilution in water reference state.
2.5 Summary
The topic of solution-phase thermochemistry is often clouded by ambiguities present in
data or equations, leaving non-experts confused and frustrated. It is hoped that this chap-
ter can contribute to removing some of the ambiguity present in several common equilib-
rium relationships. Practitioners with a better understanding of the origin of these relation-
ships will be in a position to make more informed assumptions when attempting to model
a system or design a process. All of the non-trivial assumptions involved in the derivation
of a condensed-phase, non-equimolar reaction equilibrium constant were detailed in a
step-by-step manner. The implementation of similar ideas in the context of transition state
theory was also shown, emphasizing the relationship between the gas and solution phases.
The estimation of the solvation energies and non-idealities of a complex solution is typically
a difficult task, but hopefully getting to the appropriate equations that utilize them will now
be more transparent.
2.6 Appendices
2.6.1 Nomenclature
pi : chemical potential
x, : condensed-phase mole fraction
y, : gas-phase mole fraction
p, : gas-phase partial pressure
ap : vapor pressure
C, : molar concentration
C,: total solution concentration
"#" superscript: signifies an actual state property
"o" superscript: signifies a standard state property
"+" superscript: signifies a reference state property
"pure" superscript: signifies a pure i reference behavior
"oo" superscript: signifies a dilute i reference behavior
"t" superscript: signifies equilibrium between reactants and the transition state
ia-p : activity coefficient to correct for behavior at state a to that at state f8
~'-P : fugacity coefficient to correct for behavior at state a to that at state /
f#: fugacity in the real mixture
+' or f+: fugacity under reference behavior conditions
AGO,: standard state Gibbs free energy change of reaction
AGlOv: standard state Gibbs free energy of solvation
AGov: standard state Gibbs free energy of solvation when C',,, is equal to Cn,
AG,' ': AG0so based on infinite-dilution behavior at the standard state concentration
AGo',,"r: AGsoiv based on pure solute behavior at the standard state concentration
KA: activity-based equilibrium constant
Kc: concentration-based equilibrium constant
krT: transition state theory rate constant
AAGfov,s: solvation energy difference between TS and reactants based on AGo,
AAGlv,Ts: solvation energy difference between TS and reactants based on AG'ot,
Qo : total molecular partition function evaluated under standard state conditions
AEgas: gas-phase energy barrier to reaction at 0 K, including ZPE corrections
3 Solution-Phase Thermochemistry from Computational
Chemistry '
3.1 Introduction
The oxidation of hydroxylamine in aqueous nitric acid was chosen as a test system with
which to demonstrate the thermochemical estimation methodologies presented in this
chapter. Hydroxylamine is an important reagent used in the separation of plutonium and
uranium in the PUREX process. It is used to reduce the plutonium from Pu(IV) to Pu(lll),
causing a change in solubility and the transfer of the plutonium from an organic phase to an
aqueous phase. The aqueous solution used in these separation systems is a concentrated
nitric acid solution containing hydroxylamine, trace amounts of nitrous acid, and hydrazine
as a stabilizing agent. The nitrous acid is an impurity present in nitric acid solutions, and acts
as a catalyst in the oxidation of hydroxylamine by nitric acid. This work follows from a pre-
vious publication by Raman et al.,' 6 where a more detailed introduction and background
can be found; a brief introduction is presented here.
It was found that hydroxylamine can react autocatalytically with nitric and nitrous acids
(3-2) or act as a nitrous acid scavenger (3- 1) .17-21
NH30H + + HONO - N20 +H 20 + H30 (3-I)
NH3OH+ + 2HONO2 + 2HONO -- 5HONO + H30' (3-2)
Under certain conditions, the combination of (3- 1) and (3-2) can lead to rapid evolution of
N20(g); this is thought to have contributed to several vessel ruptures at nuclear facilities.22
The experimental investigation of these overall reactions has led to a proposed reaction
mechanism for each. The scavenging reaction (3- I) was proposed to occur through the
isomerization of an O-nitrosated intermediate, reactions (3-3) - (3-7).8 It has also been
suggested that the key isomerization step, (3-5), may occur through the unprotonated
form, NH20NO, which has a free lone pair that can act as the NO acceptor.20
'Reproduced in part with permission from Journal of Physical Chemistry B I II (2007) II 968. Copyright
2007 American Chemical Society.
H' + HONO - H2O + NO+
NH30H + + NO+ • NH3ONO+ + H30 +  (3-4)
NH3ONO + -- ONNH 2OH +  (3-5)
ONNH 20H + -- HONNOH + H +  (3-6)
HONNOH - N20 + H20 (3-7)
A reaction scheme has also been proposed for the autocatalytic reaction (3-2) by Pem-
bridge and Stedman, (3-8) - (3- 12).17
H+ + HONO + NO;. " ' N204 + H20 (3-8)
NH20 H + N204 -ow -> HNO + N20 3 + H20 (3-9)
HNO + N20 4 - N 20 3 + HONO (3-10)
N203 + H20 %" 't 2HONO (3- I I)
NH3OH + 1 NH20H + H +  (3-12)
Pembridge and Stedman note that there are likely a number of other elementary steps that
occur, but the available experimental data did not allow them to gain any meaningful insight
into what they may be. Many of the proposed intermediates have not been observed ex-
perimentally and almost no elementary step rate constant are available, so although this
mechanism seems reasonable, the exact pathway that converts NH20H to HONO is still
very much uncertain. Prior researchers were able to find a set of rate constants which gave
reasonable fits to experimental data measured with 273 K < T < 298 K. However, the
(3-3)
PUREX process is operated between 313 K and 333 K, and extrapolation of the empirically
fit, simplistic model would be unwise in such an unstable and potentially hazardous system.
There are a number of other researchers working on related topics utilizing ab initio tech-
niques that may be useful in understanding this system. Tomasi et al. have developed some
of the continuum solvation methods used in this work 23,24 Klamt and Eckert have devel-
oped the COSMO-RS theory as an extension to some of the continuum models discussed
here.25'26 The Truhlar and Cramer groups are developing an extension to the continuum
models able to more accurately estimate the solvation energies as a function of tempera-
ture in aqueous solutions.27'28 Many researchers have examined the ability of continuum
models to predict aqueous acidity and basicity constants, including Chipman29 and Klamt et
al.30 Leung et al. has examined the entropy in solution and proposed a breakdown of the
solvation entropy into cavitation and polarization contributions, which is an idea drawn
upon in the current work3' The cavitation free energy will be shown to be an important
part of this work and several methods of estimating it have been investigated.32-42
The present work aims to use and build upon the above research to further understanding
of the thermochemistry of elementary processes in solution and to lay the ground-work for
further efforts in modeling solution-phase dynamics. This relatively complicated system also
provides a test of the methodology for computing solvation enthalpies and solvation entro-
pies. A theoretical outline of solution-phase thermochemistry is given, including the con-
nection between pseudo-chemical potentials, standard state chemical potentials, and com-
putational chemistry results. Thermochemical parameters for potentially important species
are derived using the continuum solvation model available in Gaussian03 at several levels of
theory.
3.2 Theoretical Basis - Solvation Thermochemistry
The treatment of solvent effects on the thermochemistry and kinetics of systems in con-
densed phases has been studied theoretically and empirically in a number of fields. How-
ever, often ambiguities present in the underlying assumptions and confusion with regard to
standard states and reference states can cause difficulty when attempting to use the results
correctly. An example of where confusion arises could be in the typical concentration-
based equilibrium constant (Kc ), which is a physical property of the system. However,
the free energy change of reaction that it is related to in phenomenological thermodynam-
ics is the standard state change (AGL,), since the actual change in free energy at equilib-
rium must be zero. This means that there are an infinite number of AGl, values, since the
standard state can be chosen arbitrarily. The same problem is seen for gas-phase systems,
but it is less problematic since there is nearly universal agreement on the standard state and
the zeros of enthalpy and entropy. In solution thermochemistry there are many standard
state and zero-of-energy conventions used. Often the solutions are far from ideal at the
chosen standard state, and it is unclear what standard state or zero-of-energy was used in
either the computations or in the analysis of the experimental data. An attempt is made
here to explicitly define relationships in condensed phases between certain experimentally-
accessible properties and the thermodynamic variables that define them, with a particular
emphasis on the relation to computational chemistry estimates. Equilibrium relationships
for general vapor-liquid equilibria (VLE) and reactions in condensed phases are outlined in
terms of the typical standard state thermodynamic quantities, as well as the pseudo-
chemical potential (/p or G ) of Ben-Naim.
Prior to delving into the equilibrium relationships, it is important to understand a few im-
portant aspects of the free energy and solvation. The first major point is that the free en-
ergy is dependent on the concentration of the species of interest. This dependence comes
from the translational entropy and is directly related to the work required to compress a
gas or selectively change the concentration of a non-interacting solute. For an isothermal
process, as is the case in most equilibrium situations, the simple relationship between the
Gibbs free energy (G,) and the concentration (C,) is shown in equation (3-13). This
implicitly assumes a situation where the non-ideality of the mixture does not change when
the concentration is changed from C,. to C ; the more detailed discussion below will ad-
dress this point. This idea is important when comparing computational results with ex-
perimental data, which often assumes a standard state of I mole/liter for solution-phase
properties. The computational results are often at a concentration equivalent to an ideal
gas at a pressure of I atm, so one must correct the free energy and entropy estimates to a
concentration of I M before a comparison can be made.
G, (C,) = G, (C7) + RT In + (non-ideal corrections) (3-13)
The pseudo-chemical potential (PCP) as defined by Ben-Naim is the chemical potential
(CP) of a solute confined to a fixed position, and is denote by the "*" superscript.,"" The
concentration dependence due to the translation is no longer present in a PCP; however,
any concentration dependence of the chemical potential due to non-ideal interactions
would be. As will be seen below, one benefit of the PCP is that it allows for a direct corre-
spondence with experimental measurements, without the need for standard states. There
are other subtleties to the PCP definition and use, and the reader is encouraged to seek
the aforementioned references for more information. Equation (3-14) relates the tradi-
tional CP to the PCP as defined by Ben-Naim. Equation (3-15) is a useful relationship that
will be used to convert between the standard state CP and the PCP, where p is the num-
ber density (or molar concentration) and A3 is the ideal gas momentum partition function.
Equation (3-15) is derived by equating the traditional and PCP-based expressions for the
chemical potential.
,P =A +kTln(pA3) (3-14)
Solution-phase Gas-phase
piu"o = p+kTln(pA3)-kTln,- or pg = l i +kT1n(poA )-kT1n (3-15)
The "state" and "behavior" terminologies will be used here regarding references, and it is
important to understand the difference. Reference behavior describes the variations of fu-
gacity over the entire mole fraction range, jjf (xi), which is often linear as with Henry's
Law or ideal solution behavior. A reference state is a single point evaluated at a specific
mole fraction along the reference behavior line, e.g. f (x, = 1i). In all equations, an "o"
superscript will be used to signify the standard state, a "+" will be used to signify an arbi-
trary reference state, a "#" will be used for the actual state of the mixture, an "oo" will be
used for the dilute-limit behavior reference, and a "pure" will be used for the pure i refer-
ence state. For example, "p is the PCP at the actual state of the mixture, and Pi, is the
CP at the standard state conditions. The symbol xi will be used for condensed-phase mole
fractions, and y; will used for gas-phase mole fractions (or pi for the partial pressure).
Unless otherwise noted, the condensed-phase fugacity reference behavior will be defined
by a linear extrapolation of dilute-limit or ideal solution behavior. The analysis is not requi-
site on this assumption, but having a linear reference behavior simplifies some equations.
The terms ,P'" or yf'" represent the correction that must be made to the behavior at
state "d' to achieve the behavior at state "P' and are known as fugacity (gas phase) and
activity coefficients (condensed phase). All activity coefficients discussed here are based on
the mole fraction concentration scale, as is typical in chemical engineering thermodynamics
using the fugacity formalism.
3.2.1 Vapor-Liquid Equilibrium
Vapor-Liquid Equilibrium is an important phenomenon in life and in many areas of research.
The result is a large amount of high-quality data that can be used to determine the quality
of predictions from a priori quantum chemical calculations. In general, one may think of
VLE having three major regimes with regards to solute concentration: the dilute limit as de-
scribed by Henry's Law, the pure solute limit that is characterized by the vapor pressure,
and the intermediate regime where concentration-dependent non-idealities are important.
A single equation is sufficient to describe all VLE regimes, and certain assumptions can be
made to simplify it based upon the regime of interest. Equation (3- I 6) shows the relation-
ship in terms of the standard state chemical potential difference, and equation (3-17) gives
it in terms of the pseudo-chemical potential difference. It was assumed that same reference
state was used for the standard state and actual state in solution. The gas-phase reference
state was assumed to be an ideal gas at the total pressure of the system. The only additional
assumption that had to be made was that the total concentration of the solution (Csoin) is the
same for the standard state and the actual state. It is noteworthy that the PCP difference
can be directly related to the actual state of the system, in this case the partial pressure of
the gas and the concentration of the solute in the condensed phase, which allows one to
see the allure of the PCP definition. However, the drawback to the PCP approach is that
all of the details are hidden in the AGsotV term, meaning that it cannot be standardized by
choosing a standard state and making assumptions about non-ideal behavior. The disad-
vantage of the standard state approach is that one must be able to characterize the non-
idealities of the solution in the actual state and the standard state in order to derive strictly
correct solvation energies.
s-AGo/v -(r P -iq - gas = tx  ( oo,+exp exp ) + (3-16)
RT RT X . A o, +
Pi, x i Pi 0,"
RT RT
It is relatively straightforward to define the Henry's Law and vapor pressure relationships by
applying additional assumptions to the general equations. A relationship between the
Henry's Law constant and the solvation energies can be obtained by making the following
assumptions: the reference state is based on Henry's Law behavior, the actual concentration is
very dilute in solution (,v'" = 1), and the gos phase behaves ideally. This allows one to arrive
at equation (2-15) when the experimental observable H is defined as pi divided by xi.
H= 0 /G.exp G T or H= (RT. Co,.) exp (3-18)
The vapor pressure relationship for a pure species can be obtained by applying the follow-
ing assumptions: the reference is based on Lewis-Randall (ideal) solution behavior
(y#,pure = 1) and the vapor phase behaves ideally. The result is equation (2- I 6) describing
the vapor pressure as a function of the solvation energy.
p vap = ( Pre or pvaP =RT- C)ex -exp (3-19)
i 0 ,01pure OT i--RT
The activity coefficient needed to relate the standard state and reference state behavior
continues to be a problem because it is typically difficult to estimate accurately. To exacer-
bate the problem, the commonly chosen standard state of I M will often not obey the di-
lute or ideal solution behavior taken as the reference, making estimation of the activity co-
efficient necessary to derive a true standard state free energy change. Unless there are
many experimental data available that were actually measured at I M, it would generally be
better to choose a more dilute standard state. As shown below, the AG'ov's reported by
Gaussian03 are of this type, using a standard state of -0.04 M (I atm gas equivalent) and
298 K. Note that while AG',tV in equations (2-15) and (2-16) have the same numerical
value assuming the standard states were chosen to be the same, AGOIV usually varies sig-
nificantly and non-linearly as the solute concentration is varied because the non-idealities
are implicitly included. Yet another option is to choose a standard state behavior that is
either a linear extrapolation from the dilute limit (for Henry's Law) or is on a line connect-
ing the zero-fugacity point with the pure solute fugacity at a mole fraction of one (for vapor
pressure), and report AG,,' instead of AGov. This is essentially an idealized version of the
standard state, allowing the activity coefficient, y7'" or y pPure, to be ignored. However, the
solvation energy used to predict H or pvap must be measured/calculated at conditions
where the idealized behavior is valid, otherwise systematic errors will be introduced. Simi-
larly, a AG.,tV derived from H or pvaP when the activity coefficient is ignored will only be
valid when the mixture obeys the dilute- and pure-limit behaviors, respectively. Because
the complex non-idealities are accounted for externally with the activity coefficient, AG,,0
depends linearly on the log of the concentration.
3.2.2 Chemical Reaction Equilibria
The correct computation of equilibrium constants is essential to properly constructing a
detailed kinetic model, and understanding exactly what assumptions are being made is a
major part of understanding potential errors. The expression for the equilibrium constant
for a reaction is derived in much the same way as VLE. The expressions for the concentra-
tion-based equilibrium constant for a generic reaction are shown in equations (3-20) and
(3-21) in terms of a standard state and the pseudo-chemical potential differences, respec-
tively. As before, the total concentrations at the actual state and standard states of the sys-
tem were assumed to be equal.
KcGf ex products reactants 71'.
= e Reactants y fl ,+ (3-20)
reactants o,+products Yi1
__ HA.
Kc exp reactants (3-21)
products
The similarity between the reaction equilibria and VLE should be obvious, since a reaction
is a generalization of VLE. As seen previously, if one uses the standard state free energy of
reaction to estimate the equilibrium constant, then one must also use the accompanying
standard state concentrations for each species and the activity coefficients for the actual
and standard states relative to some arbitrary reference state. When defined in terms of
the PCP difference, one has no need for activity coefficients because they are implicit in the
AG,, value. Since the non-idealities in both of the above equations must be taken into
account, estimating the equilibrium constant from computational chemistry has equal diffi-
culty regardless of which definition is used. Typical continuum-dielectric methods give only
very rough estimates of the activity coefficients; however, the methodology introduced by
COSMO-RS theory provides a more sophisticated way to estimate these higher-order ef-
fects for real solution conditions.
3.2.3 AG* and AG* from Computational Chemistry
Estimating the change in free energy for a reaction in solution or a solvation process was a
major goal of this work. Having outlined the relationships above, the remaining task in-
volves estimating the free energy change from computational chemistry calculations. This
will be primarily concerned with data from continuum calculations, with non-ideal correc-
tions accounted for by activity coefficients from experimental data, empirical methods, or
COSMO-RS theory. In most cases, continuum solution-phase calculations are performed in
the infinite dilution limit, essentially an isolated molecule in a continuum that is meant to
mimic the solvent. What this implies is that the only condition under which one could
hope to estimate an accurate free energy change with a continuum model alone would be
for solute concentrations in the dilute limit immersed in a pure solvent, In this unique situa-
tion, it is relatively straightforward to estimate the standard state free energy change or
PCP difference, although the accuracy of such estimates is still subject to the general errors
introduced by the continuum approximations. The standard state free energy change can
be computed by directly taking the difference of the free energy values computed in the
PCM, with the standard state concentration defined by the pressure (usually I atm) under
which the partition functions were calculated. If the reference is taken to be dilute-limit
behavior and the actual and standard state concentrations are small enough to also be in
the dilute limit, then y7j' = y," = 1. Taking a dilute-limit reference state is not necessary,
so long as the standard state and actual state exhibit the same degree of non-ideality, in
which case y7'*''= 1. With these criteria met, the free energy change is easily com-
puted using the free energy values and standard state concentrations. The PCP difference
under these conditions is also relatively easy to calculate from the computational chemistry
output. In this case, AG* is obtained by taking the free energy difference but deleting the
translational partition function contribution (RT n (CcA)). Since the computational
chemistry results were assumed valid for the dilute-limit in a pure solvent, these are the
conditions where the PCP difference would be valid.
Additional information about the non-ideality of the system is needed to estimate proper-
ties for significant solute concentrations and/or when the solvent is not pure. In general,
continuum models cannot give insight into these effects and additional resources are re-
quired. For a real solution, it may be useful to think about the non-ideality correction as a
two-step process. Step one serves to bring the solute from the pure solvent of the quan-
tum calculation to the actual solvent condition, with the solute being in the dilute limit in
both cases. Step two takes the solute from the dilute limit in the real solvent to the real
solute concentration in the solution of interest. Breaking it up this way highlights an impor-
tant point about the dilute-limit activity coefficient; specifically that y7'" = 1 does not hold
for dilute solute concentrations in any solvent. For example, if the reference state is taken
to be the dilute limit in pure water, then the activity coefficient for a dilute-limit solute con-
centration in 3 M nitric acid solution will not be one because the chemical potential of the
solute will be different in both cases. In general, the aqueous PCM calculations that are
used to derive free energy changes are performed in a pure water solvent, not the real sol-
vent mixture, making it normal to choose the reference state and standard state such that
,v'' -+ 1, which implies a dilute solute in pure water for both states. If the real solution
condition is significantly different than pure water, then it should be clear that one cannot
choose a reference state such that Ky'+ -> 1 and y7'' -> 1. What this means is that the
estimation of a reaction equilibrium constant in a non-pure solvent will require some esti-
mate of the non-ideality of the solution, be it for the standard state condition or the actual
state or both. To get a better idea of the assumptions that must be made, it is useful to
parse the equilibrium constant expression further. Equation (3-22) shows another repre-
sentation of the solution-phase equilibrium constant that is defined in terms of the gas-
phase standard state free energy change, PCP solvation energies at infinite dilution in pure
water, and the two-step activity coefficient corrections. The notation assumes that the
quantum calculations were performed in pure water, and the actual solution is an aqueous
nitric acid mixture.
0 o
Kc - products *exp RT, y sogas exp S reaants (3-22)KC-s ex<p R JJ '.S (3-22)0p RT RT 7OHN 03,'O20 HNO3
reactants RTproducts
This shows the corrections needed to convert the gas-phase equilibrium constant (the first
two terms of the RHS) into a solution-phase Kc. In theory, the first three terms can be ob-
tained easily from computational chemistry, with the first two being rather trivial and well
established. The AG H" 2 term is the PCP-based solvation energy as calculated at the di-
lute limit in water, which are the natural conditions in a PCM calculation. Since the transla-
tional partition function is assumed to be same in the gas and condensed phases (and is
calculated as such in Gaussian03) and will cancel out, in practice this value can be obtained
directly by taking the difference of the free energies from the PCM and vacuum calcula-
tions, assuming that the statistical mechanical formulae were applied at the same pres-
sure/concentration. The final term embodies the non-ideal contributions and is difficult to
estimate, where 7 HO '"*"H2o represents the correction to take the solute from pure water to
the real solution in the dilute limit, and 7 "0H', represents the correction to go from the
dilute limit to the actual concentration in the real solvent. One method to obtain these
activity coefficients would be using COSMO-RS theory as implemented in COSMOtherm,
which can provide an estimate of the PCP value at any system composition. The activity
coefficient to correct from state a to state p can then be calculated using equation (3-23).
yf,' = exp ,Ui' , (3-23)
SRT
Activity coefficients may also be derived from experimental data when available or from
empirical methods assuming that parameter values can be found. The above discussion
outlines the procedure for estimating equilibrium properties for condensed-phase systems
from computational chemistry calculations using continuum models of the solvent and ac-
tivity coefficients to account for non-idealities of the solution. These ideas can be used in
the construction and implementation of detailed, solution-phase kinetics mechanisms that
are thermodynamically consistent.
3.3 Computational Methodology
3.3.1 Gas-Phase Thermochemistry
The Gaussian0343 suite of programs was used to perform the ab initio calculations. Gas-
phase geometry optimization and frequency calculations were performed at the B3LYP/6-
311 G(2d,d,p) (B3LYP/CBSB7) level of theory as implemented in the CBS-QB3 method.
The gas-phase enthalpies of formation were based on the energies derived using the CBS-
QB3 method, which is a compound method that seeks to approximate the complete basis
set limit." They were estimated through the commonly used atomization method, which
includes spin-orbit and bond additivity corrections (BACs) from Petersson et al.45 Only
two of these BACs, O-H and N-H, were applicable to the species studied here. As dis-
cussed below, additional bond additivity corrections specific to this system were derived
based on the limited amount of experimental data available by minimizing the sum of
squares of errors for the enthalpies of formation.
3.3.2 Solution-Phase Thermochemistry
Solution-phase calculations were completed using several levels of theory available in Gaus-
sian03. The IEFPCM solvation method with the UAHF radii set was used with the follow-
ing levels of theory: B3LYP/6-31 I G(2d,d,p), B3LYP/6-31 I++G(3df,3pd), and CBS-QB3.
The conductor-like screening model (COSMO) with the Klamt radii set was used with
B3LYP/6-3 II G(2d,d,p) and BP86/TZVP/DGAI. The COSMO-RS model from Gaussian03
was also used at the BP86/TZVP/DGA I level of theory. The COSMO-RS keyword, which
means COSMO for real solvents, is used in Gaussian03 to generate the data that COS-
MOtherm needs to perform "real solvent" calculations, and results in slightly different ener-
gies than the basic COSMO keyword. However, the COSMO-RS keyword does not result
in true COSMO-RS theory solvation energies; COSMOtherm was used for this purpose.
COSMOtherm4 6 '47 was also used to estimate solvation energies at the BP86/TZVP/DGA I
level of theory. COSMOtherm is a software package that takes surface charge and other
molecular data from a quantum chemical calculation and uses it in the context of the statis-
tical mechanics of interacting surfaces to estimate interaction energies between a solute and
solvent mixture. The resulting energies are presumably more accurate than a typical PCM
calculation because the real character of the solvent is taken into account, and not a simple,
homogenous continuum. Since it estimates solution-phase interactions, it can be used to
estimate many properties, such as Henry's Law constants, vapor pressures, activity coeffi-
cients, and solubility limits. It is also important understand that COSMOtherm is parameter-
ized to a certain degree for a given level of theory. The theory is described in detail else-
where, and work has been done to validate its applicability to a range of systems.' 2,25 ,26,30,46,47
In addition to solvation energy estimates, it could be a useful tool in estimating activity coef-
ficients to correct dilute-limit solvation energies from quantum chemical calculations to sol-
vation energies for more concentrated systems.
The way in which various computational chemistry packages estimate thermochemistry in
solution is often unclear. There are three main approaches for estimating solvation ener-
gies: (I) empirical group or descriptor-based models such as UNIFAC or the methods de-
veloped by Abraham,4 8 (2) explicit-solvent model such as Monte Carlo methods, usually
employing empirical force fields, and (3) polarizable or conducting continuum quantum
chemistry models. Often these approaches are combined, e.g. QM/MM or adding group
contributions to quantum mechanics. The different software packages often report differ-
ent quantities, in part because of differences in the assumed standard states, and because
most packages cannot compute all the contributions to solvation energies or have different
ways of including empirical corrections. For concreteness, the discussion here will address
how energies are estimated in GaussianO3 and how that compares to a more realistic sol-
vation energy; similar issues arise with most other approaches.
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Figure 3- 1: Thermochemical cycle for the solvation of species i from a real gas to a real solution.
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The general solvation process can be broken down into eight hypothetical steps to transfer
of a molecule from a real gas mixture into a real solution. A schematic of this process is
shown in Figure 3- 1, for the solvation of species i in an aqueous nitric acid solution, for ex-
ample. The processed is assumed to be isothermal, as would be the case at equilibrium.
(i) AG': The gas-phase mixture must first be taken from the real, non-ideal state
with concentration C, to an ideal gas mixture at a concentration C,. The work
associated with this process is AGN' and removes the non-idealities of the gas
mixture.
(ii) AGg,'aP : The ideal gas mixture must then be expanded, reducing the concen-
tration of the species from Ci, g. -+ C'. The dilute concentration, Ci", is arbi-
trarily low such that the molecule can be treated as isolated.
(iii) AG d: The molecule is wrapped in a hypothetical shell that blocks all interac-
tions between molecules. This serves to screen the molecule and its charge
from the surrounding environment. Since the molecule is already in the non-
interacting ideal gas phase, AGhd = 0.
(iv) AG:s The shielded molecule is inserted into a polarizable continuum model
of the solvent, water in this case. The solvent has a much lower free volume
than the gas phase, resulting in a loss of entropy. The amount of entropy loss
depends on the size of the solute molecule.
(v) AG s and AG,': The shield is removed from the molecule, allowing for
electronic interactions between the continuum and solute. Two free energy
terms are associated with this process, the electrostatic solvation energy, AGo,s
and the solvation energy arising from van der Waals interactions, AGsv. The
van der Waals interactions are typically written as repulsion and dispersion
terms (AGo, = AGoPv + AG' ").24 Typically, the user allows the solute geome-
try to relax in response to these interactions, and the geometry of the cavity in
the dielectric may also be adjusted.
(vi) AG e',"r•,o,,: The process of converting the continuum model of the pure sol-
vent into a discrete version of the pure solvent involves a solvent relaxation en-
ergy, A~Gqs° •n  When the real solvent molecules are introduced, the solute
and solvent orientations will change because the continuum model cannot accu-
rately capture the discreet interactions. This re-orientation will likely alter the
electrostatic and van der Waals interactions, as well as introduce entropic and
enthalpic changes within the local solvent molecules. These effect can be
probed using Monte Carlo or Molecular Dynamics approaches.4 9'50
(vii) AGeud,"': The process of changing from the dilute limit in pure water to the
dilute limit in a more realistic solvent will have an energy change dependent on
the real solvent composition. The AGO vent term embodies the change in
chemical potential of the solute when the solvent composition is changed and
corresponds to the 7y"HNO"H 2 o activity coefficient discussed earlier. Note that
this represents the effect of the mixed solvent on the solute, not the large en-
ergy change associated with preparation of this mixed solvent in the absence of
the solute.
(viii) AGA,: The final step involves increasing the concentration of the solute from
Ci Ci, oiC to create the true solution-phase mixture; for an ideal solution:
AGal, -RTln(Cio/Cs,, ). This process is similar to step (vii), but the excess
energy change due to non-idealities will be mainly attributable to solute-solute
interactions. This will also take the form of an activity coefficient, referred to as
7Y," , where "#" signifies the true solution-phase mixture composition.
The free energy in solution at an arbitrary temperature can be represented by equation
(3-24). Equation (3-25) expands the solvation energy in the same manner as in the ther-
mochemical cycle, while breaking up the van der Waals terms into repulsion and dispersion.
Figure 3-I indicates the solvation free energy that Gaussian03 attempts to estimate in a
continuum calculation, AGO3, represented by steps (iii) - (v) in the cycle. This infinite-
dilution solvation free energy contains contributions from electrostatic (ES) interactions,
cavitation, repulsion, and dispersion, as seen in equation (3-26).23124 The latter three are
known as the non-electrostatic (non-ES) terms and the associated solvation energy is de-
noted AGnon-ES
AGfolution = AGfgas + AGh"ue (3-24)
AG"" = AGN' + AG omp + AGi• + AGES + AG re•,• +AG dis
+AGol  AGon + AG (3-25)
relaxation dilute real
AGs, = AG s s + A G, + AGe,, + oAG s,
For most molecules under most conditions, the AGf,g, term can be evaluated using con-
ventional gas-phase quantum chemistry, and needs not be discussed further. The AGgaI
term can usually be estimated from an equation of state; often the ideal gas law is sufficient.
The AGg7s term for an isothermal ideal gas is trivial to calculate:
AG""" z -RT1n (Ci,gas,/C"). The AGsn, AGr, and AG-s terms are estimated within
Gaussian. The AGsv term is also estimated within Gaussian and its magnitude is depend-
ent on the electronic structure and the dielectric constant of the solvent. The non-ideal
solution corrections, AGven" and AGv, can take the form of an activity coefficient and
are typically dependent on temperature, pressure, composition, and an appropriately cho-
sen reference state. These quantities are not computed by Gaussian, but can be estimated
using COSMO-RS theory. If the species of interest is always in the dilute limit, the AG,~
term may be neglected. The solvent relaxation term, AGo leTlf•,is not compute by Gaus-
sian either, but can be estimated empirically or computed using Monte Carlo methods.
Each of the free energy terms shown above is composed of enthalpic and entropic parts,
which must be isolated to accurately estimate the enthalpy and entropy in solution and the
free energy at different temperatures. The terms estimated within the PCM methodology
will be addressed here. Although the precise methodology for parsing the free energy is
unclear, there are a number of logical assumptions that can be made with respect to the
above terms. The first is that AGs8 can be assumed to mostly enthalpic because it is
based on the electrostatic interaction between charges. However, there will be a portion
attributable to entropy due to the experimental nature of the dielectric constant (s). Since
an experimental . is used, an entropic penalty associated with aligning solvent molecules is
built into the value. If no penalty were present, the measured dielectric constant would be
larger and stronger ES interactions could be obtained. This entropy effect contributes to
the decrease in F as the temperature is increased, increasing the entropy cost associated
(3-26)
with orienting the solvent molecules in a specific direction. In this work, we neglected
higher-order effects such as this when trying to extract enthalpic and entropic parts of a
given term, making the assumption that each term is solely entropic or enthalpic, with the
exception of the analytical cavitation free energy term as discussed later. The AGn' -ES
term involves major enthalpic and entropic contributions; however, a logical partitioning can
still be made. The AG~eIsio°" and AGaprsio " terms are considered van der Waals interac-
tions24 and are assumed to contribute exclusively to the enthalpy of solvation. The free
energy associated with moving the solute from the gas phase to a cavity in the solvent,
AGeo", is primarily due to the loss of entropy because the free volume of the solvent is
much less than in the gas phase. Based on S = -G/aT analysis using Pierotti's equa-
tions40,4 1 and certain other assumptions shown later, approximately 90 - 93% of the cavita-
tion free energy is entropy-based.
It is important to examine the output from PCM calculations to understand which numbers
can be trusted. In Gaussian03, AGES, is added directly to the PCM-optimized electronic
energy, along with the "gas-like" thermal correction, to obtain the energy, enthalpy, or free
energy in solution at 298 K. This is significantly inaccurate because the enthalpy is being
derived based on a free energy of solvation, not an enthalpy of solvation. Although non-
electrostatic terms are estimated by the version of Gaussian03 used in the current work
(Revision B.05), the non-ES contributions are not included in the final energy reported at
the end of an optimization calculation or in the thermochemistry results from a frequency
calculation. If one wants to include the non-ES terms in the free energy, they must be in-
cluded manually. Equations (3-27) and (3-28) show how the solution-phase enthalpy and
free energy are calculated within a Gaussian03 frequency calculation, where Eec is the
sum of the electronic and zero-point energies and Cpgake and S9ke arethe heatca-
pacity and entropy calculated using gas-phase statistical mechanics formulae with the PCM-
estimated frequencies. The energies are referenced to the completely separated and ion-
ized atoms as is typical for Gaussian.
298K
Gaussian03 E + AG 298K+ f Cgas-like dT (3-27)
OK
298K
G 298K soin (OK A•ES, 298K Cpgas-like d T - T S2 98KGaussian03 - Eelec + solv + dT - gas-ike (3-28)
OK
The enthalpy equation is incorrect because the enthalpic portions of the non-ES solvation
free energy are excluded. The total non-ES free energies are typically small, 0 -
2.5 kcal/mole, but this is due to significant cancellation between enthalpic and entropic
terms. Taking H20 solvated in water using the PCM as an example, typical non-ES energy
values are (in kcal/mole): AG"-ES = 0.72, AG P"u'o" = 1.45, AG•d P" -= -5.18, and
AGs'i ta"io = 4.45. If dispersion and repulsion are assumed to be completely enthalpic, and
cavitation is assumed to be completely entropic, then neglecting the non-ES terms as in
equation (3-27) would introduce an absolute error of 3.73 kcal/mole, even though the total
non-ES energy is only 0.72 kcal/mole. For a larger molecule such as N204, this error would
be closer to 9 kcal/mole. The free energy equation is more reasonable, since one does not
have to worry about parsing the free energy of solvation into enthalpic and entropic terms,
but it still should include the total non-ES free energy. The entropy reported in the ther-
mochemistry section of a Gaussian03 PCM frequency calculation is essentially a gas-phase
entropy and should never be used as the true solution-phase entropy. The same can be
said for the heat capacity, which also implies that the thermal correction factors are erro-
neous for solution-phase calculations. Discussion of a more appropriate way to estimate
the entropy in solution will follow.
In the current work, the analogous equations used to estimate the thermochemistry in the
dilute limit are shown in equations (3-29) and (3-30). The values estimated by these equa-
tions are referenced to the elements in their standard states because AH'fBs,OK is calcu-
lated using an atomization method that is based on experimental values for the enthalpy of
formation of isolated atoms at 0 K, which are referenced to the elements in their standard
states. This allows direct comparison with experimental enthalpy of formation data for
neutral species; ions require the solvated proton reference to be modified. Equation (3-29)
attempts to include all of the enthalpic terms, including those from the non-ES free energy.
Notice that the solvation enthalpy term is estimated by removing the entropic contribution
(TAS,2Sv K ) from the free energy of solvation. The free energy equation shown in equation
(3-30) includes the ES and non-ES free energy terms and an additional empirical solvent-
ordering entropy correction. Because empirical terms are used to fit dilute experimental
entropy data, the solvation free energy estimated in this work attempts to capture steps (iii)
- (vi) in Figure 3-I, which is the solvation of an ideal gas in pure water at the dilute limit.
The methodology for estimating the terms not explicitly calculated by Gaussian will be cov-
ered later.
298KA soln, 298K __ gas, OK 298K + C dT (3-29)
f, current f,CBSQB3 sol pgas-like
G298K,soln soln, 298K -=,T S298K 298K (3-30)
current f, current gas-like solv
where: • AAI298K EGS + AGdispersion + AGrepulsion AGvitation S 298Kwheolr -AGEo  ol +-ol•o + So
AS298 K S •cavitation A solvent ordering
olv = solv solv
In this work, the solvation free energy was estimated by taking the difference between the
free energy of the optimized molecule in the continuum solvation model, including the
non-ES contribution, and the free energy of the gas phase-optimized molecule in vacuum.
In other words, an optimization and frequency calculation was perform in vacuum to get
the gas-phase free energy, and an optimization and frequency calculation was performed
within the continuum solvation model approximation in order to get the solution-phase
free energy. However, out of the solvation models used here, solution-phase frequency
calculations may only be performed using the IEFPCM method, and are not allowed when
using the COSMO or COSMO-RS keywords. Therefore, the zero point energy and ther-
mal corrections to enthalpy and free energy for COSMO and COSMO-RS calculations
were taken to be identical to those found using the IEFPCM solvation model and the
B3LYP/6-31 I G(2d,d,p) level of theory. The implicit assumption is that the geometries and
frequencies will not change significantly with the PCM radii set. Gas-phase ZPE and ther-
mal corrections were computed using the gas-phase vibrational-rotational frequencies in
the conventional rigid rotor-harmonic oscillator methodology.
3.3.2.1 Solution-Phase and Solvation Entropy
The solvation entropy is an important term to consider when dealing with solution-phase
systems. The entropy reported by Gaussian in the frequency calculation results using the
IEFPCM keyword is not the total entropy in solution, but a gas-like entropy calculated using
gas-phase statistical machinery with the PCM-predicted vibrational and rotational frequen-
cies. However, the large change in translational entropy upon solvation is accounted for in
the non-electrostatic solvation free energy computed within Gaussian. The AG,,so re-
ported by Gaussian is reasonably accurate, but the reported enthalpy and entropy in solu-
tion have significant systematic errors.
A simplistic way to think about the solvation entropy is to break it into two pieces, a cavita-
tion entropy and a solvent-ordering entropy.3" The cavitation entropy solely examines the
effect of confining the solute in the accessible free volume of the solution. The solvent-
ordering entropy only looks at the effect the solute has on increasing or decreasing the or-
der within the local solvent network. In general, the cavitation entropy will always be nega-
tive because the movement will always be restricted as compared with the gas phase. The
solvent-ordering entropy can either be positive or negative depending on the characteris-
tics of the solute and solvent. A theoretical framework, known as scaled-particle theory,
has been developed that allows one to estimate the excess chemical potential (solvation
free energy) associated with creating an empty cavity in a solvent.3233 '36 This detailed ap-
proach is theoretically sound and has been shown to work well for spherical non-
interacting molecules, but it is rather cumbersome. The solvation free energy of a cavity
can also be estimated with a methodology outlined by Pierotti, as shown in equation (3-3 I)
40, The parameters are only a function of the solvent properties and the radii of the sol-
ute and solvent, making this method useful for cases where fast estimates of solvation en-
ergy are needed with little data available.
G (32 r3Acav = K, +K, -rCav + K cav +K3 cavL
Ko = RT -ln(1-y) + rsolvent2 1-y 3
RT 6 Y + 18 + 4Pr2
K 1  2 61 +18 _ + 41Psolvent
rsolvent
K2 = 12 +18 Y +4Prsolvent
4roen 1-y 1-y
K3 4 p Y= 4prs3olvent
3 3
The Ki terms are only a function of the solvent properties, where rsolvent is the hard-sphere
radius of a solvent molecule, p is the number density of the solvent (molecules/A3 ), P is the
pressure (I atm = 0.01458 cal mole-' angstroms-3 ), R is the gas constant, and T is the tem-
perature. The solute radius enters from the rcov term, which is the hard-sphere radius of the
cavity, rc~ - rsolven, + rsolu•e . The size of the solvent and solute molecules is the main source
of uncertainty in the model, apart from the approximations that went into the derivation.
In this study, the radius of a water molecule was taken to be 1.35 A, which is approximately
half of the distance to the first peak in the experimental 0-0 radial distribution function for
water.5 ' The volume of a solute using the UAHF radii set was estimated with the "volume"
keyword in Gaussian03. This method determines the volume of the molecule by estimat-
ing the volume within an electron isodensity contour of 0.00 I1 electrons/bohr'. Since this
makes use of a relatively inaccurate Monte Carlo integration technique, 10 such integrations
were performed for each molecule, ensuring a 95% confidence interval in the mean of less
than 6%. Since the isodensity contour cutoff is somewhat arbitrary, it is sensible to believe
that some correction may be needed to achieve a more realistic solute radius. The solute
volume based on the Klamt radii set was determined using the COSMOtherm. For both
radii sets, the radius of the solute was taken to be the radius of a sphere with equal volume
to the cavity rs oue) , plus an empirical parameter (a) . Typical values of free energy of
cavitation range from 4 to 10 kcal/mole. The cavitation entropy can be related to the free
(3-31)
energy through a temperature derivative, as shown in equation (3-32). In this work, it was
assumed that the radii and solvent density are temperature independent. Typical values of
entropy of cavitation computed in this way range from - 10 to -25 cal/mole-K.
AScav ( rsolue Ko+K1' av +K 2 rcav where: reav = rsolute + rove,, (3-32)
The solvent-ordering entropy contribution was accounted for empirically because a simple
theoretical framework for estimating this term was not available. The principle behind the
chosen empirical correction was that the amount of ordering/disordering within the solvent
upon insertion of a solute molecule depends on the bonds within a solute. One would
expect that inserting a solute with many polar bonds would help to retain the hydrogen
bonding network of the solvent as compared with an empty cavity, resulting in a negative
value of the ordering entropy. A non-polar solute may disrupt the network, resulting in
increased entropy of the system. In the systems studied in this work, there were three ma-
jor terminal bond types: N-H, O-H, and N=O. The total entropy of the molecule in solu-
tion was estimated using equation (3-33). Notice that the basis for this is the gas-phase
entropy. The implied assumption is that the rotational-vibrational entropy of a molecule is
identical in vacuum and in solution; in our experience, the small shifts in geometry and vi-
brational frequencies upon solvation do significantly change Svib-rot '
S298K = S298K AS298K S298K + A rScav(rs tG03 +a)+,.No-, + N _+5 N (3-33)
solution gas so/v gas N=O
The Greek letters are empirically-fitted parameters and Nx is the number of bonds of type
x in the solute. Admittedly, this will not capture all of the interactions with the solvent,
such as those by lone pairs, but the limited experimental data necessitated a small number
of fitted parameters. This technique is obviously very specific to molecules in the H-N-O
class in water, and the confidence in the fitted parameters is low due to the lack of experi-
mental entropy data in solution, as only 9 of the nearly 50 species examined in this study
had experimental entropy values available. Typical values of the solvent-ordering correc-
tion range from -2 to +5 cal/mole-K,
3.3.2.2 Solution-Phase Enthalpy of Formation
The estimate of the solvation entropy allows the enthalpy of formation in solution to be
obtained. The data from 18 species was available for comparison with the computed val-
ues and came from several sources, with some enthalpy values estimated from Henry's Law
coefficients and the entropy of solvation estimated as described above.5256 The methodol-
ogy for converting a Henry's Law constant (H) into a enthalpy of solvation requires several
assumptions, gas-phase enthalpy and entropy data, and solvation entropy data. The rela-
tionship between H and free energy of solvation (AGsov) is given in equation (2-15). Given
the aforementioned data, the "quasi-experimental" enthalpy of formation in solution was
estimated by the following equation.
298K = AH298K + (AGfrom H + (3-34)
f,soln • f,gas ot  + Sov (3 34)
We say "quasi-experimental" because it is based on an experimental gas-phase enthalpy of
formation, an experimental, dilute-limit solvation free energy, and a quantum/empirical es-
timate of the solvation entropy. As defined here, the solvation energy is somewhat am-
biguous and depends on the concentrations of the gas and solution phases and possibly on
standard state properties. The errors in the estimated enthalpy in solution include uncer-
tainties in the solution-phase entropy, gas-phase enthalpy and entropy, and any ideality as-
sumptions. The experimental Henry's Law constants5 7 used in this study to derive solution-
phase enthalpy values are given in Table 3-1.
Table 3-I: Use of Henry's Law Constant to Estimate Solution-Phase AHf.
Henry's Law 4 G solv AH ,gas, AS soN A H f, on A H f, sol, deviation
molecule constant (H) (kcal/mole) (kcal/mole) (cal/mole-K) (kcal/mole) (kcal/mole) (kcal/mole)
expt. a from H expt. b estimate estimate expt.
NO2  1.2E-02 0.7 8.1 -17.2 3.7 - -
NO 1.9E-03 1.8 21.8 -12.3 19.9 - -
N204  1.6E+00 -2.2 2.2 -15.6 -4.7 - -
N20 3  6.0E-01 -1.6 19.8 -15.6 13.6 - -
HONO 2  2.1E+05 -9.2 -32.1 -16.2 -46.1 -49.6 c 3.5
HONO 5.0E+01 -4.2 -18.3 -16.2 -27.4 -28.5 c,d 1.1
N20 2.5E-02 0.3 19.6 -15.5 15.3 13.4 c 1.9
02 1.3E-03 2.0 0.0 -14.0 -2.1 -2.8 d 0.7
HOOH 8.2E+04 -8.6 -32.5 -16.3 -45.9 -45.7 cd -0.2
NH3  2.7E+01 -3.8 -11.0 -14.8 -19.2 -19.2 c 0.0
All values are at 298. 15 K; standard state concentration of I M in the gas and solution phases.
a - Henry's Law values are in mole L' bar', ref 57; b - ref 58; c - ref 55; d - ref 54;.
The estimated enthalpies of formation in solution are given for the four species of interest,
and for a test set of molecules where experimental solution-phase values have been re-
ported, yielding insight into the error of the method. The error in the method is likely
within the experimental errors in determining the Henry's Law constants and the enthalpy
of formation in solution. The significant error associated with HONO2 is a recurring con-
cem that will be seen in the ab initio predictions as well. One other check that is available
for the four species is the equilibrium constant for N204 and N203 dissociation reactions in
solution, which are believed to be known relatively accurately in dilute aqueous solution.
The reported equilibrium constants for the dissociation of N204 and N203 are .4x 1 05 M
and 7,3x 10- M, respectively.59 Again assuming an ideal behavior and using the 0,04087 M
standard state (equivalent to I atm in the gas phase), the AGý, based on these experi-
mental Kc values are 4.7 and 3.8 kcal/mole, respectively. The estimated values for AGrxn
based on Henry's Law data were 5.2 and 4. I kcal/mole, respectively, representing errors of
0.5 and 0,3 kcal/mole,
3.3.2.3 Non-Ideal Effects
Activity coefficients are difficult to estimate, and experimental activity coefficients meas-
urements are only available for a few species. The COSMO-RS theory proposed by Klamt
and implemented in COSMOtherm potentially allows one to estimate the activity coeffi-
cient of any species or transition state for which an electronic structure calculation can be
performed.' 2,25,26,46'47 The theory utilizes the statistical thermodynamics of interacting sur-
faces to calculate the chemical potential of interaction of the solute and solvent mixture,
and the activity coefficients are derived from the chemical potential difference. Even
though most species in our system of interest are in the dilute limit, their activity coeffi-
cients relative to the pure-water solvation energies estimated in Gaussian will not necessar-
ily be close to one due to the significant concentration of nitric acid. The activity coefficient
corrections for HONO2, NO3-, H30O, and H20, and possibly NH3OH ÷ and HONO, will
likely be the major contributors to non-ideal behavior and will undoubtedly be important
when attempting to model the system due to their effect on species equilibria and concen-
trations.
3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Gas-Phase Estimates
The CBS-QB3 procedure for estimating thermochemistry in the gas phase has already been
established and proven to be relatively accurate for gas-phase hydrocarbons. The reason
for dwelling on the gas-phase estimates in this work is because the solution-phase results
are highly dependent on the gas-phase enthalpies of formation. The solution-phase esti-
mates will be no more accurate (and likely much less accurate) than their gas-phase coun-
terparts, making it imperative to ensure good agreement in the gas-phase enthalpy of for-
mation estimates prior to embarking into the solution-phase methodology. The only new
aspect that was required in this work was the fitting of new parameters to deal with the
nitrogen-containing species that were at the heart of this study. The gas-phase BAC values
for O-H and N-H bond types were taken from previously published work using the CBS-Q
method and the "extended G2 neutral test set," and were not modified here.45 New BAC
values for N/N and N/O bond types are reported in Table 3-2 and show larger corrections
than the other derived values for C-H-O bond types.
Table 3-2: Gas-phase BAC Values.
O-H 0.02 N-N -1.87
N-H -0.42 N=N -1.58
N=O 1.11 N-O 0.35
Units: kcal/mole.
Regardless, the values reported here have large confidence limits due to the limited amount
of data used to fit them. The gas-phase BAC value for N=N bonds is based solely on ex-
perimental data for N2H2, since none of the species with experimental data in the current
set contained an N=N bond. The quantum chemical estimates for the gas-phase enthal-
pies of formation at 298.15 K are given in appendix 3.6. I1 for 47 species related to the
hydroxylamine system, with and without BACs. Many of these species were reported in a
previous work, but the estimates did not include BACs for N/O and N/N bonds.'6 Of the
twenty species used in the fitting procedure, the largest errors without BACs were
3.5 kcal/mole for N2H4, -3.2 kcal/mole for NO2', -2.8 kcal/mole for N204, and
-2.4 kcal/mole for HONO2. The largest errors when including BACs were 1.7 kcal/mole
for HNO and -1.0 kcal/mole for NO2', with all other species having absolute errors less
than I kcal/mole. The NO2' cation is being judged based on uncertain experimental data,
since there are few data points and no reported error bars. The uncertainty in NO2' is
likely about 2 kcal/mole because estimation its enthalpy of formation from AHf(N02)60 and
the ionization energy5" of NO2 yields a AHf(NO2') of 229 kcal/mole, compared to the
231.1 kcal/mole55 used in this work. Average signed errors were -0.62 and -0.02 kcal/mole,
mean absolute deviations (MAD) were 1.24 and 0.43 kcal/mole, and standard deviations in
the absolute errors were 1.02 and 0.41 kcal/mole, for estimates without and with BACs
respectively. The MAD values should provide a reasonable approximation of the average
error involved in the estimates. It is possible, if not probable, that other ions present in this
set will have errors comparable to, or larger than, NO2', though it is impossible to know
for certain without reliable experimental data to compare against. Since many of these
species are quite uncommon, and generally only of importance in aqueous solution, gas-
phase data is limited and the quantum chemistry calculations are the best tool to quickly
estimate thermochemical parameters. Gas-phase entropy values are listed in the electronic
supplemental materials in the "Chapter 3 - Entropy_table_with_BAC.xls" file.
3.4.2 Solution-Phase Estimates
The solution-phase thermochemical parameters are broken up into two parts, entropy and
enthalpy. Entropy values will be reported first because they were used to derive the en-
thalpy of formation values. The thermochemical parameters will be reported at a state
corresponding to a temperature of 298 K and a concentration of I M. All non-idealities are
ignored in the numbers reported here, meaning that the dilute-limit solvation energy is as-
sumed to be valid at the I M concentration. In the absence of strong non-idealities, one
would expect that the enthalpy of formation would have a weak dependence on solute
concentration. However, entropy and free energy of a system will be significantly affected
by the concentration at which the data is reported due to the entropy change when alter-
ing the solute concentration. The I M concentration choice was required because the ex-
perimental entropy and enthalpy data were reported at that state. The solution-phase
thermochemical parameters for many of these species were reported in an earlier work;'6
however, the values reported here should be considered revised and more rigorously cor-
rect estimates.
3.4.2.1 Entropy Results
The solution-phase entropy estimates at 298 K and I M for the species of interest are
shown in Table 3-3, including the empirical fitting parameters discussed in the Methodology
section. The entropy was estimated using Gaussian03 at four levels of theory employing
the UAHF and the Klamt radii sets. The molecular volume of the solute is reported in the
supplemental information for both radii sets before modifying the solute radius by the em-
pirical parameter a. The volume based on the Klamt radii set was computed in a determi-
nistic manner by COSMOtherm. In general, all of these methods yield approximately the
same entropy values, with relative standard deviations of well within 5% between the
methods for most molecules. It is also stressed that the solvation entropy given here is for
a constant concentration solvation process (e.g. I M in the gas phase -4 I M in the solution
phase). A full table of results, including the explicitly stated gas-phase entropy and the cavi-
tation and empirical solvation entropy contributions are included in the electronic supple-
mental materials in the "Chapter 3 - Entropy_table_with_BAC.xls" file.
Table 3-3: Solution-Phase and Solvation Entropy Estimates at 298 K and I M.
experiment IEFPCM w/UAHF radii l deviations
Species [cal/mole-K] S(solv) S(soln, 1M
HO0
HONO 2
HONO
NH2OH
N2H4
NO03
H30
+
HAN
NH3ONO*
+
ONON02
N20 4
NO2
NH2O
HNO
ONONO
NO2"
NO+
NO
NH 3OH
N2O
t-NH3ONO
+
c-NH2ONO
c-ONNH 2O
t-ONNHOH
ONNH +
NO2
+
NH30OH-H 2O
+
NH2ONO2
NH 2O0
c-HONNOH
HONN +
N203
02
HO 2
HOOH
HOONO
OH
HOONO 2
c-ONNH 2OH
+
NH3
ONNH 2ONO +
ONNHONO
Na
NH20(H)NO+
23.97 c
42.20 d
34.45 d,e
33.00 e
37.50 d,e
33.54 d'e
33.95 de
26.50 d
34.40 d,e.... 
I
-13.0
-16.2
-16.2
-17.8
-18.9
-18.5
-13.2
-22.9
-18.6
-18.0
-18.2
-15.6
-17.2
-16.5
-13.4
-18.6
-18.6
-10.3
-12.3
-16.8
-15.5
-19.4
-19.5
-19.5
-20.0
-15.7
-15.8
-23.0
-19.1
-15.2
-22.2
-15.2
-15.6
-14.0
-15.4
-16.3
-19.0
-12.5
-18.3
-16.0
-19.4
-14.8
-22.0
-21.4
-15.4
-19.8
25.7
41.1
36.8
31.9
33.6
37.4
28.8
55.1
47.9
33.1
55.4
52.8
33.7
33.7
33.0
45.7
31.7
30.7
30.4
33.7
30.7
44.9
41.5
41.6
39.9
34.8
28.9
41.0
45.9
32.1
36.9
36.3
49.6
28.6
32.9
32.0
41.7
23.7
46.2
34.5
45.3
27,0
57.5
51.8
24.0
44.5
) UAHF - Klamt b U
-0.2
0.1
0.2
-0.5
-0.8
-0.3
0.2
0.3
1.2
0.6
0.9
0.6
0.7
-0.1
0.1
0.7
-0.3
2.4
0.7
0.8
0.4
1.1
0.6
0.8
-0.2
0.4
1.7
0.0
0.9
0.9
0.0
1.2
1.3
0.8
0.2
0.1
0.5
-0.3
0.9
1.0
1.6
-0.8
1.4
Units: cal/mole-K, all estimates include empirical solvent-ordering correction.
a - IEFPCM/83LYP/6-3 I 1G(2d,d,p) with UAHF radii set.
b - IEFPCM/UAHF and COSMO/Klomt radii set difference at B3LYP/6-3 I IG(2d,d,p).
c - ref 3 1; d - ref 54; e - ref 55.
AHF- e
1.7
-1.1
2.3
0.6
-0.1
-0.5
-2.3
2.1
-2.3
xpt. Klamt - expt.
2.0
-1.2
2.1
-
1.4
0.2
-1.1
-1.9
-
-
1.4
-2.4
The effect of the empirical parameters on the errors in entropy is detailed in Table 3-4,
which shows statistics for four methods in three cases: without empirical corrections, with
only the solute radius correction, and with the radius and bond-ordering corrections. The
best-fit values of the parameters are shown for each case, which obey a similar trend and
have similar values. The radius correction parameter is the most important empirical term
needed to achieve reasonable entropy results because it reduces the MAD value by -2.25
cal/mole-K and corrects a large systematic error by forcing the mean signed error to near-
zero. The radius adjustment can be seen as a correction of an overestimate of the solute
radius or the water solvent radius fixed at 1.35 A for this analysis. The bond-ordering cor-
rection to the solvation entropy also serves to reduce a slight systematic error left after the
radius correction and reduces the MAD by another -0.5 cal/mole-K, when the radius cor-
rection is re-fit with the bond corrections. The uncertainty in the parameter values when
bond corrections are included is rather high, given that nine experimental data points are
being fit using four adjustable parameters and that assumptions had to be made in assigning
some bond types. For example, N03 was assumed to have one N=O bond and two de-
localized bonds, where in reality all bonds are delocalized to some degree; however, the
bond assignments were done in a logical manner and not after-the-fact to reduce errors. In
order to accurately estimate solution-phase entropy values in the manner proposed here, a
radius correction is required to achieve reasonable results; however, the inclusion of higher
order corrections will improve results but may not be statistically justifiable. Solution-phase
entropy estimates for the case with only a radius correction are available in the supporting
material.
Table 3-4: Simple Statistics for Entropy Estimates with and without Empirical Corrections.
IEFPCM/B3LYP/ IEFPCM/B3LYP/ COSMO/B3LYP/ COSMO/BP86/
6-311G(2d,d,p) 6-311++G(3df,3pd) 6-311G(2d,d,p) TZVP/DGA1
Empirical Correction none a radius all c none radius all none radius all none radius all
Mean Error 4.41 -0.15 -0.05 4.28 -0.19 -0.05 4.11 -0.13 -0.04 3.75 -0.15 -0.04
Mean (Errorl 4.41 1.92 1.46 4.41 1.81 1.40 4.11 1.83 1.52 3.94 1.64 1.12
Minimum Error 0.77 0.32 0.11 0.59 0.01 0.10 0.58 0.28 0.22 0.86 0.36 0.16
Maximum Error 9.64 4.66 2.35 9.71 4.84 2.54 9.34 4.71 2.45 8.87 4.61 2.57
Standard Deviation 2.77 1.41 0.89 2.76 1.83 0.76 2.65 1.43 0.67 2.35 1.68 0.89
Radius Correction, a (A) - -0.15 -0.11 - -0.15 -0.10 - -0.14 -0.10 - -0.13 -0.07
Bond # (O-H) - - -0.20 - - -0.54 - - 0.03 - - -0.33
Corrections y (N-H) - - 0.07 - - 0.41 - - 0.11 - - 0.45
(cal/mole-K) 8 (N=O) - - 2.50 - - 3.05 - - 2.48 - - 2.85
Units: cal/mole-K a - no solution-phase empirical corrections. b - fitted parameter for the solute radius
correction ( a). c - fitted parameters for the solute radius and solvent-ordering corrections ( a, /,, 8)
3.4.2.2 Enthalpy of Formation Results
The solution-phase enthalpy of formation estimates were derived from the entropy data
given above and from the free energy of solvation as computed at seven levels of theory, as
described in the Methodology section. However, the full results from only the most accu-
rate method are presented here, with the entire set of data available in the electronic sup-
plemental materials in the "Chapter 3 - Supplemental_Soln_Enthalpy_table.xls" file, which
also includes results with bond additivity corrections not presented in the text. The
method presented here is: B3LYP/6-3 II G(2d,d,p) using IEFPCM with the UAHF radii set.
The summary of errors for all methods is also present below. It is essential that the solva-
tion free energy and entropy are both based upon the same process, taken here to be a
constant concentration solvation process. The enthalpy was assumed to be independent of
concentration (dilute limit), which may not be accurate at a concentration of I M. The en-
thalpy of formation at 298 K is reported for 46 species, with the enthalpy of formation of
the proton in solution set to 93 kcal/mole, which is based on the fitting of experimental
data and is in reasonable agreement with the value recommended by Tissandier et al.6"
This value is needed to correct the experimental ionic enthalpies of formation, which are
conventionally referenced to the proton enthalpy of formation in solution.
The computed solution-phase thermochemical parameters are given in Table 3-5; experi-
mental values are given in the table as well, with NO, N02, N203, and N204 derived from
Henry's Law data and the estimated solvation entropy. Since the solvation entropy varies
slightly with each method, the "experimental" enthalpy of formation of these four species
will also vary slightly. The values given are based upon the solvation entropies from
IEFPCM calculations using the B3LYP/6-31 I G(2d,d,p) level of theory. The heat capacity
data in solution is not given, since the temperature dependence of the solvation effects is
not well understood. In general, the heat capacities of most species in aqueous solution
will not be an important factor in the overall heat capacity of a real solution, since water
will typically dominate; however, they are important for non-isothermal reacting systems
because the heat capacity is used to calculate temperature dependence of the equilibrium
constants. All of the work here is confined to isothermal behavior, and it is likely that the
solvation properties will be most accurate near 298 K.
A minimum in the potential was not found for ONNH +
optimized geometry was found using the Klamt radii set
values shown for ONNH' with the UAHF radii set were
tion that the solution-phase energy difference between
same for the IEFPCM and COSMO methods.
using the UAHF radii set, but an
and the COSMO keyword. The
estimated by making the assump-
ONNH' and HONNW was the
Table 3-5: Solution-Phase Enthalpy of Formation Data at 298 K.
calculated a deviation species
-68.5
-44.3
-29.2
-25.5
4.7
-143.2
26.7
-76.7
107.9
89.7
2.7
-3.5
2.7
0.3
16.8
15.2
-118.0
153.8
19.8
60.7
14.4
114.8
7.2
93.0
-0.2
5.3
-0.7
-2.0
-3.5
-1.1
-1.5
0.2
-1.0
0.1
0.5
0.4
1.0
-i
-m
c-ONNH 20
t-ONNHOH
ONNH +
NO2
+
NH3OH-H 20
+
NH2ONO 2
NH20 +
c-HONNOH
HONN ÷
N203
02
HO2
HOOH
HOONO
OH
HOONO2
NH30 +
c-ONNH 2OH
+
NH3
ONNH 2ONO
+
ONNHONO
N2
NH20(H)NO +
experimental calculated a deviation
-15.4 b
11.7
-2.8 c
-45.7 bc
-19.2 bI
16.9
-5.1
162.7
149.9
-1.6
-6.1
127.9
-17.6
158.2
14.2
-3.3
-10.8
-50.3
-13.2
0.1
-27.0
131.9
109.3
-20.9
156.2
29.4
-4.2
121.8
Units: kcal/mole. Note: The experimental values for ions assume AHf(H ÷) = 0. To compare with the
calculated values, the estimated absolute value for AHl(H÷) must be added to (cations) or subtracted
from (aonions) the given experimental entholpies of formation. This is required to properly calculate de-
viations for ions. a - IEFPCM/B3LYPI6-3 I IG(2d,d,p) with UAHF radii set. b - ref 55; c - ref 54; d -
ref 53; e - ref 56; f- from Henry's Law constants in ref 57.
The data in Table 3-6 indicate the amount of error involved in the estimates, and ultimately
in the solution-phase calculations because the gas-phase error is relatively small and well
distributed. It also shows the best-fit proton enthalpy of formation for each method. The
experimental values to which the estimates are compared did not include uncertainties, and
it is obvious that any error in those numbers may make the estimates appear better or
worse than what they are in reality. The MAD values for the seven methods ranged from
1.5 to 3 kcal/mole. Solution-phase bond additivity corrections were attempted using 7
bond types; however, the statistical uncertainty in the fitted values warrants their exclusion
species
H20
HONO 2
HONO
NH20H
N2H4
NO3"
H30 +
HAN
NH3ONO2 +
N2Hs
+
ONONO 2
N20 4
NO2
NH20
HNO
ONONO
N0O2
NO+
NO
NH3OH
+
N20
t-NH3ONO +
c-NH 20NO
experimental
-68.3 b
-49.6 b
-28.5 b,c
-23.5 b,d
8.2 b
-49.0 b,c,e
-1.8 b,c
-3.7 '
3.7
-25.0 b,ce
19.3 '
-32.8 b
13.4 b
(fitted)
here. The very brief summary of their effect is given here, Generally, the BAC values from
estimates using the UAHF radii set were similar to each other, and the values from esti-
mates using the Klamt radii set were similar. The inclusion of BACs could achieve two
goals; it greatly reduces the systematic error in the estimates and it reduces the MAD by
25% to 50%. It may be possible to derive meaningful BAC values for a given method, but
this would require a much larger test set and was not the goal of this work.
Table 3-6: Simple Statistics for Solution-Phase Enthalpy Estimates.
IEFPCM a COSMO b COSMO-RS c COSMOtherm d
B3LYP/ B3LYP/ B 3LYP/ BP86/ BP86/ BP86/
statistic CBSB7 6-311++G(3df,3pd) CBSB7 TZVP/DGA1 TZVP/DGA1 TZVP/DGA1
AHf(H ÷) 93.04 92.87 91.27 96.32 95.58 96.35 97.49
Mean Error -0.59 0.05 0.82 1.83 2.09 1.59 -0.51
Mean IErrorl 1.55 1.96 2.07 2.03 2.27 1.95 2.89
Min. Error 0.06 0.12 0.01 0.05 0.18 0.17 0.10
Max. Error 5.32 5.76 6.70 8.53 8.80 8,41 9.30
Std. Dev. 1.51 1.70 1.87 2.06 2.15 1.91 2.83
Units: kcal/mole, a - based on Gaussian03 solvation free energy using IEFPCM keyword with UAHF ra-
dii set, b - based on Gaussian03 solvation free energy using COSMO keyword, c - based on Gous-
sian03 solvation free energy using COSMO-RS keyword. d - based on solvation free energy derived from
COSMOtherm partial pressure prediction.
One significant observation is the major discrepancy in the enthalpy of formation for H30,
which is -27 kcal/mole when the IEFPCM/UAHF method is used and -45 kcal/mole when
the COSMO/Klamt method is used, both at the B3LYP/CBSB7 level. The enthalpy of for-
mation of hydronium ion in water has been reported to be -68.3 kcal/mole based on
f7 9 8 K (H )= 0." Based on the fitted value for H+ from IEFPCM/B3LYP/CBSB7,
fI98 K (H+) = 93 kcal/mole, the experimental absolute enthalpy of formation of H30O
appears to be -29 kcal/mole. The experimental value was deemed to be significantly un-
certain, thus not included in the fitting procedure, but nonetheless agrees well with the en-
thalpy of formation predicted by the IEFPCM/UAHF method. There appears to be a large
error in the solution-phase energy of H3O' that is introduced if the Klamt radii set is used
as implemented in this version of Gaussian03. This "error" seems to be significantly cor-
rected once the data is processed by COSMOtherm, which yields
AH 29 8K (H30O) = 33.5 kcal/mole, This is in reasonable agreement with the experimental
data point, given the COSMOtherm-preferred AH 2 98K (H) is -98 kcal/mole, yielding an
"experimental" AH8K (H3O +) of -34 kcal/mole. It will become obvious when examining
pKA predictions that using unprocessed data based on the Klamt radii set directly from
Gaussian03 will yield highly erroneous results whenever the hydronium ion is involved.
This is in contrast to the reasonable results obtained for most molecules examined in this
study, but emphasizes that care must be taken when using numbers derived from the Klamt
radii set without processing them in COSMOtherm. A summary of the unsigned error sta-
tistics are provided in Figure 3-2 for the seven methods. It shows the MAD, the range or
errors, and where several error percentiles lie. The MAD value is typically larger that the
50 th percentile, indicating that there is a higher frequency of smaller errors.
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Figure 3-2: Absolute errors in &Hfsoln for the seven methods investigated based on 18 experimental data
points; squares (o) represent the MAD, circles (0) represent the 50 percentile, the box spans from the 25'
to 75' percentile, and the bars show the entire range of errors.
3.4.3 Comparison with Experimental Aqueous Equilibrium Data
In addition to the experimental enthalpy of formation data, there are several experimental
reaction thermochemistry data available that can be used to test the quantum chemical es-
timates. Acid dissociation data is well known for several of the species of interest in this
study, and the relative pKA values for these equilibria (HA + H20, A- + H30, ) can be
estimated with the computed thermochemical values. The experimental pKA values were
converted to their relative counterpart by taking: pKA(H30') = - 1.74. The relative pKA val-
ues in dilute aqueous solution at 298 K for HONO, HONO2, N2Hs+, and NH3OH' are
4.99, 0.24, 9.84, and 7.68 respectively,6 2163 which translate into AG', values of 6.80, 0.33,
13.42, and 10.47 kcal/mole for a standard state concentration of I M, ignoring non-
idealities. As long as the standard state is identical for all reactants and products, the ideal-
ized AGln will be the same at all concentrations because this reaction is equimolar. The
errors (estimate minus experimental) in AGln estimates for these acid dissociation reac-
tions are presented in Table 3-7 for four of the seven methods, with surprisingly large er-
rors for the COSMO methods in Gaussian. This highlights the point made earlier that the
unprocessed COSMO results involving hydronium are highly erroneous. The results using
the UAHF radii set are better, but the errors are significant and highlight why it is very diffi-
cult to model complex processes in an aqueous system, where at room temperature an
error of 1.4 kcal/mole in AGn,, translates to an order of magnitude change in the equilib-
rium constant. The COSMOtherm results are not particularly impressive, but it should be
kept in mind that they used the estimated gas-phase AHf. The COSMOtherm results are
improved if the dissociation free energy values are calculated without modification and are
used in the empirical pKA relationship derived by Klamt, et al.3 If the free energy in solution
is calculated as the gas-phase free energy directly from Gaussian plus the solvation free en-
ergy derived from COSMOtherm's "partial pressure" estimate, and the AGý, value is used
in the empirical relationship, the predicted pKA value for the reactions are, as ordered in the
table: 5.35, -0.15, 10.29, and 7.42. These estimates are very good, with errors of less than
0.5 pKA units. COSMOtherm is capable of accurately estimating pKA values semi-empirically.
Table 3-7: Errors in AGRxn for Acid-Base Equilibria for Select Methods.
Experimental IEFPCM COSMO COSMOtherm
B3LYP B3LYP BP86 BP86
Reaction pK, AGn CBSB7 CBSB7 TZVP/DGA1 TZVP/DGA1
HONO + H20 •-NO + H30 4.99 6.80 0.23 14.96 16.81 -6.29
HONO, + H20 - NO- + H3,O 0.24 0.33 -3.83 11.73 13.55 -7.89
N2H; + H 20 - N2 H, + HO+ 9.84 13.42 -4.79 16.64 19.37 11.65
NHOH' + H,O .- NHOH + HO' 7.68 10.47 -2.30 12.74 13.37 7.72
Using IEFPCM Solvation Energy for COSMO H 3 0 + Calculations a
HONO + H 20 NO; + H30 4.99 6.80 - -3.38 -2.61 -
HONO, + HO • NO + H3O' 0.24 0.33 - -6.60 -5.87 -
N 2H; + H 20- N2 H4 + H3O 9.84 13.42 - -1.70 -0.05 -
NHOH' + H,O • NHOH + H,O 7.68 10.47 - -5.59 -6.06 -
Units: kcal/mole, a - COSMO-based estimates if the IEFPCM/B3LYP/CBSB7 AGso/v is used for H30 ÷.
3.4.4 Activity Coefficient Estimates
Accurate estimates of system non-idealities are necessary to effectively predict the behavior
of a concentrated, complex system. These effects can be important because they can eas-
ily amount to several RT in the effective Gibbs free energy of a molecule in a concentrated
solution; however, it is somewhat less important than the errors in the solvation energies
that have magnitudes of approaching 5 kcal/mole for some ionic species. For an isothermal,
isobaric system, a complex dependence of the activity coefficient of each species exists and
is based upon the concentration of that species, as well as the concentrations of all other
species in the mixture. It is a demanding task to examine all possible dependences to get a
true picture of the non-ideal surface of a system. However, in the system of interest in this
work, the majority of the species will be present only in very small concentrations because
the main reactant, hydroxylamine, is usually only present in concentration up to -0.25 M.
Therefore, it is a reasonable first approximation that all of the species in the system that are
not involved in the nitric acid acid/base equilibrium are present in concentrations that can
be taken at the dilute limit. This means that the concentration of any compound in the in-
finitely-dilute limit does not affect the activity coefficient of any other molecule in the sys-
tem. This assumption simplifies the activity coefficients tremendously, making them only
sensitive to the concentrations of H20, HONO2, H30O, and NO3. This is also simplified
further because these species exist in a fixed ratio if the acid-base reaction is assumed to
be in rapid equilibrium. The concentrations, mole fractions, and fraction of nitric acid disso-
ciated as a function of the initial concentration of nitric acid have been reported, taking into
account the change in total solution concentration as the nitric acid mole fraction is var-
ied.64 Using the known concentrations of the major species, for a range of compositions,
one can estimate the activity coefficient of these species, as well as those of other species
at infinite dilution over a range of nitric acid concentrations.
COSMOtherm provides a straightforward way to estimate the activity coefficient of any
species in any mixture, given the appropriate quantum chemistry calculation results. This
software was used to estimate the infinite dilution activity coefficient of all species in aque-
ous nitric acid up to a concentration of 10 moles/liter. This activity coefficient corrects for
the change in behavior from infinite dilution in pure water to infinite dilution in a nitric acid
solution, denoted earlier by In (y7 ' HON(ý'H2). COSMOtherm calculations were performed
at ten concentrations of nitric acid solution, from initial (pre-dissociation) HONO2 concen-
trations of 0 to 10 M. The nitric acid mole fraction and the fractional dissociation as a func-
tion of concentration were derived from the data given by Davis and de Bruin.6 4 The activ-
ity coefficient was calculated by taking the PCP difference between the state of interest and
the infinite dilution in pure water state, as in equation (3-23). The values given for H20 are
the deviations from the pure water condition, and not the infinite dilution condition. The
table of COSMOtherm estimates for the In 7HON0pH2o) is given in appendix 3.6.3 for a
range of nitric acid concentrations, based on the BP86/TZVP/DGA I level of theory.
Unfortunately, there is not a substantial amount of experimental data available for the activ-
ity coefficients of many of the species examined here. This makes it difficult to comment
on the accuracy of the activity coefficient estimates, especially for ionic species that may
have large chemical potential differences. However, the nitric acid equilibrium has been
studied in some detail. As a result, activity coefficient data is available for undissociated ni-
tric acid, water, and the "mean ionic" species.64 '65 The mean ionic activity coefficient is the
geometric mean of the activity coefficients of the H3O' and NO3-, which is reported in
place of individual ionic activity coefficients because they are difficult to determine inde-
pendently. A comparison of the experimental data and COSMOtherm estimates are
shown in Figure 3-3. The symbols represent the experimental data and the lines the esti-
mates. The estimated activity coefficient of water shows quite good agreement over the
entire range, and the undissociated nitric acid estimates agree reasonably well up to con-
centrations of 4 M. However, there is very poor agreement between the data for undisso-
ciated nitric acid above 5 M and for the mean ionic activity coefficient over the entire
range. The natural log of the activity coefficient ratio for the reaction is also shown in the
figure, indicating an inaccurate prediction of the non-ideality of the acid/base equilibrium.
Nitric acid activity coefficient calculations were also performed with H3O' and NO3 sol-
vated with one, two, or three explicit water molecules, but the overall accuracy of the es-
timates was not improved significantly. Although the amount of experimental data for in-
organic activity coefficients in nitric acid solutions is limited, this result implies that estimates
for neutral species at low acidities may be relatively accurate, while ionic species or predic-
tions at high ionic strengths may have large errors. In the PUREX process system, the nitric
acid concentration is maintained below 1.5 M in many tanks, making this methodology po-
tentially viable for neutral species in the system.
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Figure 3-3: Activity coefficients for nitric acid equilibrium. Experimental data64 - markers; Predictions - lines.
(a) Activity coefficients for undissociated nitric acid (solid line and o) and water (long dashes and A), as well
as the mean ionic activity coefficient (short dashes and x). (b) Log of the activity coefficient ratio for the re-
action: HONO, + H20 - -3O' + NOQ-.
3.5 Conclusions
In this work, a method for estimating the enthalpy of formation and entropy in aqueous
solution has been proposed. It requires the decoupling of the entropic and enthalpic terms
in the free energy of solvation that is returned by computational chemistry codes. The ac-
curacy of the results with and without a variety of empirical corrections was shown. The
MADs for solution-phase enthalpy of formation estimates were 1.5 to 3 kcal/mole. Rea-
sonable estimates of the entropy in solution could be obtained with the use of a single em-
pirical parameter to adjust the radius of the solute, implying that sum of the solute and sol-
vent radii needed to be reduced by -0.14 A. Employing several additional bond correction
terms could improve the estimates further, though the statistical significance of these addi-
tional terms is low. Infinite dilution activity coefficients were estimated over a range of ni-
tric acid concentrations using COSMO-RS theory as implemented in the COSMOtherm
software package. Although little data is available, the estimates for H20 and HONO2
showed reasonable agreement for [HONO2]o < 5 M, while the estimates for the ionic spe-
cies were poor over the entire range. This questions the applicability of the estimates for
ionic species or for any molecule in a solution with a high ionic strength. The thermo-
chemical estimates reported here should provide a basis for constructing a detailed kinetic
model of the oxidation of hydroxylamine in aqueous nitric acid solution, which is an impor-
tant but undesirable side reaction in the PUREX process.
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The proper use of solution-phase computational chemistry estimates in predicting the en-
tropy, enthalpy, and free energy has been outlined. The relationship between solvation
properties and certain experimentally-accessible data have been shown in a way that hope-
fully exhibits more clarity and detail than in the past. The implicit assumptions about stan-
dard states and ideality were kept to a minimum to allow the reader to explicitly see the
assumptions that must be made to achieve certain well-known relationships that are often
evoked. A clear distinction was made between the standard state chemical potential and
the pseudo-chemical potential and how each relates to experimentally-accessible proper-
ties, This approach made it easier to see how computational results can be used to esti-
mate measurable quantities, such as Henry's Law constants, vapor pressures, and reaction
equilibrium constants, as well as the assumptions that are implicitly made if one directly
uses the output of a code such as Gaussian03. It is sincerely hoped that the explanations
provided in this work will reduce the confusion and ambiguity often present in work dealing
with solvation properties and solution-phase thermodynamics in general.
3.6 Appendices
3.6.1 Gas-Phase Enthalpy Estimates
The following table lists the gas-phase enthalpy of formation estimates at 298 K at the CBS-
QB3 level for molecules studied in the
Species
H20
HONO 2
HONO
NH2OH
N2H4
NO3
H30 +
HAN
NH3ONO 2+
N2Hs+
ONONO 2
N20 4
NO2
NH20
HNO
ONONO
NO2"
NO+
NO
NH30H +
N20
t-NH3ONO +
c-NH 20NO
c-ONNH 20
t-ONNHOH
ONNH +
NO2+
NH3OH-H 20 +
NH2ONO 2
NH20 +
c-HONNOH
HONN +
N20 3
02
HO2
HOOH
HOONO
OH
HOONO 2
NH30 +
c-ONNH2OH +
NH3
ONNH 2ONO +
ONNHONO
N2
NH20(H)NO +
H+
oxidation of hydroxylamine [kcal/mole].
AHf, Gas (298K) [kcal/mole]
Estimate Experiment
(with BACs) (kcal/mol)
-57.94 -57.80
-31.94 -32.10
-18.27 -18.34
-11.41
22.74 22.79
-74.22
143.84
-57.40
187.32
178.94
10.58
1.95 2.17
7.89 8.12
14.02
25.50 23.80
21.71
-44.54
236.98 236.57
22.08 21.76
159.07
19.61 19.61
191.97
21.80
32.26
16.01
250.84
230.35 231.31
80.22
6.72
224.01 224.60
-0.28
247.71
20.07 19.80
Estimate
(without BACs)
-57.98
-34.53
-19.75
-10.94
26.29
-76.79
143.78
-59.08
186.01
182.91
6.56
-0.61
6.43
14.51
24.81
18.79
-46.00
235.87
20.97
159.96
18.55
191.77
20.84
33.51
16.82
251.73
228.13
81.07
4.64
223.74
0.56
248.17
18.62
-0.43
2.39
-32.82
-1.60
9.01
-15.88
224.93
191.91
-10.48
225.24
47.09
0.79
198.64
365.74
-0.43
2.41
-32.78
-0.12
9.03
-13.30
224.02
190.67
-11.74
225.44
47.71
0.79
199.62
365.74
Notes
Ref. 58
Ref. 58
Ref. 58
Ref. 58
Ref. 58
Ref. 60
Ref. 58
Ref. 55
Ref. 60
Ref. 58
Ref. 55
Ref. 66
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
Ref. 60
Ref. 58
Ref. 58
Ref. 66
0.00
2.94
-32.45
8.93
-10.97
0.00
365.70
3.6.2 Solution-Phase BAC Bond Assignments
This table outlines the bond types that were assigned in the bond additivity correction pro-
cedure for the solution phase.
Species O-H N-H N= O N-O N-N N=N
H20 2 0 0 0 0 0
HONO 2  1 0 2 1 0 0
HONO 1 0 1 1 0 0
NH 2OH 1 2 0 1 0 0
N2H4  0 4 0 0 1 0
NO03  0 0 2 1 0 0
H3O
+  3 0 0 0 0 0
HAN 1 3 2 2 0 0
NH 3ONO 2 +  0 3 2 1 0 0
N2Hs 0 5 0 0 1 0
ONONO 2  0 0 3 2 0 0
N204  0 0 4 0 1 0
NO 2  0 0 1 1 0 0
NH20 0 2 0 1 0 0
HNO 0 1 1 0 0 0
ONONO 0 0 2 2 0 0
NO02  0 0 1 1 0 0
NO +  0 0 1 0 0 0
NO 0 0 1 0 0 0
NH3 OH +  1 3 0 1 0 0
N20 0 0 1 0 0 0
t-NH3ONO +  0 3 1 1 0 0
c-NH20NO 0 2 1 2 0 0
c-ONNH 2O 0 2 1 1 1 0
t-ONNHOH 1 1 1 1 1 0
ONNH+  0 1 1 0 0 1
NO2+ 0 0 2 0 0 0
NH3OH-H 2O+ 3 3 0 1 0 0
NH20NO 2  0 2 2 2 0 0
NH 20+ 0 2 1 0 0 0
c-HONNOH 2 0 0 2 0 1
HONN +  1 0 1 0 0 1
N 203  0 0 3 0 1 0
02 0 0 0 0 0 0
HO 2  1 0 0 0 0 0
HOOH 2 0 0 0 0 0
HOONO 1 0 1 1 0 0
OH 1 0 0 0 0 0
HOONO2  1 0 2 1 0 0
NH30 +  0 3 0 1 0 0
c-ONNH 2OH +  1 2 1 1 1 0
NH3  0 3 0 0 0 0
ONNH 2ONO +  0 2 2 2 1 0
ONNHONO 0 1 2 2 1 0
N 2  0 0 0 0 0 0
NH 2O(H)NO÷ 1 2 1 2 0 0
3.6.3 Infinite-Dilution Activity Coefficients via COSMOtherm
The following table gives the infinite-dilution activity coefficients estimated using COS-
MOtherm as described in this chapter. The first three lines describe the initial (pre-
dissociated) amount of nitric acid at which the activity coefficients were calculated. Natural
log of gamma values approached -± 14, which would be equivalent to -8 kcal/mole correc-
tion to the free energy in solution at infinite dilution. Although this may be possible, it
seemed too large to trust without independent supporting evidence.
Initial HONO2 Data
Concentration (M) 0 0.005 0.05 0.5 1 2 4 6 8 10
Mole Fraction 0 8.50E-05 8.51E-04 8.61E-03 0.017 0.036 0.075 0.118 0.164 0.214
Fraction Dissociated a 1 0.99972 0.9978 0.9852 0.973 0.948 0.866 0.748 0.62 0.501
Species LN( y) at Infinite Dilution In Aqueous HONO 2 - Deviation from a pure water solvent
HzO 0.000 0.000 
0 1
0.000 0.003
0.000 0.002
0.000 0.000
0.000 -0.051
0.000 0.014
0.000 -0.006
0.000 0.005
0.000 -0.008
0.000 -0.010
0.000 0.003
0.000 0.004
0.000 0.002
0.000 0.001
0.000 0.001
0.000 0.003
0.000 -0.015
0.000 -0.012
0.000 0.002
0.000 -0.008
0.000 0.002
0.000 -0.009
0.000 0.002
0.000 0.001
0.000 0.002
0.000 -0.011
0.000 -0.013
0.000 -0.009
0.000 0.002
0.000 -0.009
0.000 0.002
0.000 -0.010
0.000 0.003
0.000 0.002
0.000 0.002
0.000 0.001
0.000 0.003
0.000 0.001
0.000 0.003
0.000 -0.008
0.000 -0.009
0.000 -0.182
0.000 -0.011
0.026
0.020
-0.004
-0.344
0.146
-0.063
0.047
-0.082
-0.102
0.028
0.035
0.022
0.007
0.010
0.031
-0.103
-0.129
0.016
-0.082
0.017
-0.091
0.015
0.008
0.022
-0.110
-0.130
-0.096
0.020
-0.091
0.019
-0.102
0.026
0.021
0.020
0.013
0.026
0.260
0.203
-0.026
-1.217
1.417
-0.599
0.474
-0.808
-0.978
0.263
0.331
0.205
0.072
0.096
0.280
-0.030
-1.247
0.141
-0.778
0.155
-0.899
0.142
0.060
0.226
-1.082
-1.267
-0.916
0.203
-0.878
0.190
-1.008
0.245
0.190
0.210
0.135
0.252
HONO 2
HONO
NH2OH
NH 4
NO
H30*
HAN
NH3 ONO 2
+
N2H5
4
NO 2
NH2O
HNO
ONONO
NO2
NO+
NO
NH3OH+
N 2O
t-NH3ONO
+
c-NH20NO
c-ONNH2O
t-ONNHOH
ONNH +
NO2
+
NH 3OH-H 2O*
NH2ONO2
NH 2O0
c-HONNOH
HONNW
N103
02
HO2
HOOH
HOONO
OH
HOONO2
NH 30+
c-ONNH 2OH
+
NH3
ONNH 2 ONO
+
ONNHONO
N2
NH20O(H)NO +
0.000 0.003 0.028 0.269
0.000 0.001 0.013 0.112
0.000 -0.011 -0.110 -1.092
0.495 0.873
0.385 0.669
-0.041 -0.097
-1.653 -2.302
2.846 5.706
-1.206 -2.431
0.935 1.786
-1.655 -3.462
-1.967 -3.969
0.484 0.779
0.612 1.003
0.374 0.594
0.134 0.224
0.175 0.269
0.509 0.793
0.571 2.200
-2.489 -4.946
0.253 0.379
-1.566 -3.168
0.278 0.415
-1.838 -3.822
0.255 0.379
0.094 0.075
0.440 0.808
-2.188 -4.455
-2.543 -5.110
-1.855 -3.793
0.377 0.619
-1.768 -3.571
-0.224 -0.398 -0.506 -0.547
1.151 0.935 0.619 0.400
0.828 0.581 0.277 0.081
-0.402 -0.822 -1.139 -1.333
-3.514 -4.603 -5.388 -5.942
10.688 13.473 13.897 12.720
-4.517 -5.360 -4.768 -3.144
3.007 3.547 3.738 3.857
-7.016 -9.307 -9.779 -8.895
-7.494 -9.340 -9.228 -7.701
0.705 0.039 -0.681 -1.275
0.984 0.220 -0.638 -1.352
0.491 -0.096 -0.723 -1.243
0.249 0.160 0.107 0.128
0.172 -0.163 -0.477 -0.685
0.577 -0.320 -1.252 -2.017
5.465 7.193 7.010 5.476
-9.220 -11.717 -12.301 -11.594
0.191 -0.373 -0.943 -1.410
-5.990 -7.385 -7.077 -5.513
0.199 -0.434 -1.074 -1.596
-7.643 -10.030 -10.475 -9.513
0.181 -0.368 -0.864 -1.192
-0.330 -0.981 -1.535 -1.934
1.223 1.284 1.274 1.352
-8.615 -11.137 -11.700 -10.925
-9.710 -12.512 -13.285 -12.695
-7.340 -9.297 -9.251 -7.721
0.593 0.109 -0.371 -0.666
-6.790 -8.568 -8.654 -7.546
0.358 0.610 0.704 0.423 0.140 0.014
-2.043 -4.172 -8.107 -10.496 -11.004 -10.220
0.448 0.714 0.601 -0.081 -0.810 -1.409
0.348 0.560 0.497 0.003 -0.530 -0.975
0.410 0.764 1.198 1.299 1.283 1.302
0.261 0.474 0.712 0.780 0.851 0.999
0.473 0.807 0.943 0.571 0.141 -0.158
0.214 0.389 0.579 0.599 0.592 0.632
0.616 1.077 1.385 1.065 0.623 0.302
-1.546 -3.138 -5.997 -7.514 -7.401 -6.102
-1.936 -4.017 -7.990 -10.426 -10.828 -9.769
-2.050 -2.605 -3.600 -4.495 -5.148 -5.618
-2.265 -4.768 -9.765 -13.177 -14.316 -13.845
0.502 0.841 0.921 0.452 -0.063 -0.436
0.195 0.263 -0.028 -0.674 -1.306 -1.818
-2.228 -4.614 -9.153 -11.982 -12.595 -11.649
0.011 0.110
0.033 0.324
-0.080 -0.766
-0.096 -0.948
-0.692 -1.648
-0.109 -1.100
a - mole fractions and fraction dissociated were derived from data In Davis Jr. and de Bruin, J. of Inorg. Nuc. Chem., 26 (1964) p. 1069
** - reference state is pure water
3.6.4 Bond Assignments in the Solvent-Ordering Entropy
This table shows the bond assignments used when computing the solvent-ordering entropy
correction.
Species O-H N-H N=0
H20 2 0 0
HONO 2  1 0 2
HONO 1 0 1
NH2OH 1 2 0
N2 H4  0 4 0
NO03  0 0 1
H30+ 3 0 0
HAN 1 3 2
NH3ONO2+ 0 3 2
N2Hs+  0 5 0
ONONO 2  0 0 3
N20 4  0 0 4
NO 2  0 0 0
NH20 0 2 0
HNO 0 1 1
ONONO 0 0 2
N0 2- 0 0 0
NO+ 0 0 1
NO 0 0 1
NH3OH *  1 3 0
N20 0 0 1
t-NH 3ONO +  0 3 1
c-NH2ONO 0 2 1
c-ONNH 2O 0 2 1
t-ONNHOH 1 1 1
ONNH +  0 1 1
NOz +  0 0 0
NH3OH-H 2O+  3 3 0
NH 2ONO 2  0 2 2
NH 20+ 0 2 0
c-HONNOH 2 0 0
HONN +  1 0 1
N20 3  0 0 3
02 0 0 0
HO2  1 0 0
HOOH 2 0 0
HOONO 1 0 1
OH 1 0 0
HOONO 2  1 0 2
NH3O+  0 3 0
c-ONNH 2OH +  1 2 1
NH3  0 3 0
ONNH 2ONO +  0 2 2
ONNHONO 0 1 2
N2  0 0 0
NH 20(H)NO + 1 2 1
3.6.5 Structures of Molecules in Solution
Level of theory: IEFPCM with UAHF radii set, B3LYP/6-31 I G(2d,d,p) unless noted
H20
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 1 0 0.000440 0.000000 -0.000503
2 8 0 -0.000939 0.000000 0.967857
3 1 0 0.941811 0.000000 1.189244
HON02
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 1 0 -0.001865 -0.001123 -0.002518
2 8 0 -0.000700 0.001289 0.990391
3 7 0 1.335570 0.000030 1.358055
4 8 0 1.512407 -0.000897 2.548416
5 8 0 2.156684 0.000249 0.469000
HONO
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 1 0 0.000385 -0.000946 -0.002385
2 8 0 -0.002030 0.000851 0.984274
3 7 0 1.355569 0.000919 1.314282
4 8 0 1.510271 -0.000650 2.482142
NH20H
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 1 0 -0.000634 0.004290 -0.001975
2 8 0 -0.001535 -0.003700 0.970248
3 7 0 1.413801 -0.001420 1.290297
4 1 0 1.528301 -0.816864 1.899572
5 1 0 1.523939 0.807006 1.909668
N2H4
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 7 0 -0.127907 -0.177850 0.023596
2 7 0 -0.220382 0.006086 1.459118
3 1 0 0.613055 0.414915 -0.365160
4 1 0 0.176697 -1.141046 -0.126967
5 1 0 -0.807172 0.828446 1.609347
6 1 0 0.698401 0.242304 1.848541
NO3
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 7 0 -0.000279 -0.000005 0.000040
2 8 0 0.000542 0.000002 1.256867
3 8 0 1.087847 0.000002 -0.628579
4 8 0 -1.088787 0.000002 -0.627972
H30*
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 1 0 -0.003093 0.002802 -0.007469
2 8 0 -0.004262 -0.008651 1.013405
3 1 0 0.967831 0.003827 1.319883
4 1 0 -0.437802 0.858463 1.328602
HAN (Hydroxylamine Nitrate, NH30H*-N03a)
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 8 0 -0.007801 0.120373 0.006426
2 7 0 0.045156 0.002425 1.410181
3 8 0 2.586376 -0.165621 -0.368948
4 7 0 3.201170 -0.643332 0.632398
5 8 0 4.395845 -0.914061 0.560123
6 8 0 2.564295 -0.838006 1.717264
7 1 0 -0.159020 0.915688 1.845367
8 1 0 1.021384 -0.335419 1.683932
9 1 0 0.954617 0.027649 -0.252030
10 1 0 -0.667753 -0.679440 1.709906
NH30N02'
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 7 0 0.012819 -0.012365 -0.012771
2 1 0 -0.005461 -0.033607 1.027559
3 1 0 1.004497 0.039454 -0.333682
4 1 0 -0.503043 0.815890 -0.374591
5 7 0 0.365336 -2.040563 -1.353494
6 8 0 -0.616000 -1.169802 -0.492779
7 8 0 -0.213887 -2.987471 -1.727225
8 8 0 1.458777 -1.601741 -1.462344
N2H5'
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 1 0 -0.002618 0.000238 -0.001961
2 7 0 -0.000537 0.000118 1.036312
3 7 0 1.312585 0.000116 1.644370
4 1 0 -0.524022 0.831397 1.361051
5 1 0 -0.523586 -0.831668 1.360922
6 1 0 1.797009 0.824686 1.269784
7 1 0 1.797471 -0.823924 1.269013
ONON02
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 8 0 0.001953 -0.000896 -0.005153
2 7 0 0.002631 0.000241 1.210339
3 8 0 0.975865 0.001045 1.938463
4 8 0 -1.231176 0.000632 1.767352
5 7 0 -1.193874 0.000122 3.571137
6 8 0 -2.248926 -0.000495 3.907085
N204
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 8 0 0.006182 -0.001574 -0.003058
2 7 0 0.005489 0.000581 1.184395
3 8 0 0.851217 0.001028 2.017917
4 7 0 -1.636576 0.001821 1.871285
5 8 0 -1.637118 0.005132 3.058705
6 8 0 -2.482225 -0.001285 1.037729
NO2*
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 8 0 -0.000240 0.000000 -0.000647
2 7 0 -0.000058 0.000000 1.192969
3 8 0 0.855571 0.000000 2.025154
NH20*
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 8 0 -0.000497 -0.000022 -0.001248
2 7 0 0.000039 -0.000074 1.279197
3 1 0 0.888865 -0.000009 1.788306
4 1 0 -0.873112 0.164453 1.788959
.....................................................................
HNO
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 1 0 -0.000855 0.000000 -0.005585
2 7 0 -0.000382 0.000000 1.067379
3 8 0 1.140743 0.000000 1.457125
ONONO
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 8 0 -0.002296 -0.000751 -0.003127
2 7 0 -0.002642 0.000003 1.152919
3 8 0 1.401323 0.001232 1.658470
4 7 0 1.272427 0.001858 3.145307
5 8 0 2.322313 0.002616 3.629161
NO2
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 7 0 0.002028 0.000000 0.001284
2 8 0 -0.001951 0.000000 1.260320
3 8 0 1.130560 0.000000 -0.556948
NO+
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 7 0 0.000000 0.000000 -0.000137
2 8 0 0.000000 0.000000 1.057219
NO*
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 7 0 0.000000 0.000000 -0.000278
2 8 0 0.000000 0.000000 1.147375
NH30H'
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 1 0 -0.024029 0.017085 -0.002038
2 7 0 0.012960 -0.008101 1.033211
3 1 0 1.009370 0.008821 1.327914
4 1 0 -0.474094 0.832409 1.402143
5 8 0 -0.626781 -1.192933 1.425049
6 1 0 -0.540862 -1.226986 2.435569
N20
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 7 0 0.000000 0.000000 -1.196755
2 7 0 0.000000 0.000000 -0.072500
3 8 0 0.000000 0.000000 1.110598
t-NH30NO'
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 1 0 0.198912 -0.256479 0.034727
2 7 0 -0.057263 0.069639 0.985192
3 1 0 0.803137 0.077802 1.574788
4 1 0 -0.428542 1.036504 0.933333
5 8 0 -1.029071 -0.775961 1.524862
6 7 0 -0.358807 -1.435235 2.909928
7 8 0 -1.098522 -2.128680 3.382237
c-NH20NO
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 7 0 -0.022298 -0.087608 -0.015645
2 1 0 0.002416 -0.063911 1.012226
3 1 0 0.954968 -0.064239 -0.335589
4 8 0 -0.627095 1.116879 -0.443497
5 7 0 0.011732 2.354967 0.008133
6 8 0 0.955039 2.186280 0.675763
c-ONNH20
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 7 0 -0.001845 0.004957 -0.000735
2 1 0 -0.003073 -0.000974 1.034314
3 1 0 0.957244 -0.002881 -0.390092
4 8 0 -0.887562 0.714668 -0.598601
5 7 0 -0.549890 -1.818131 -0.367376
6 8 0 -1.481517 -1.609652 -0.996252
t-ONNHOH
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 7 0 0.115999 0.226166 0.162478
2 1 0 -0.146130 0.078270 1.168958
3 8 0 1.436630 0.071960 -0.185021
4 1 0 1.509539 -0.840199 -0.545703
5 7 0 -0.625823 0.940966 -0.642409
6 8 0 -1.738963 1.214581 -0.189178
ONNH' (COSMO with Klamt radii, same level of theory as others)
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 7 0 -0.570247 -0.589900 0.000041
2 8 0 -1.443132 -1.315881 -0.000022
3 7 0 0.194674 0.247933 -0.000015
4 1 0 1.227031 0.295261 -0.000004
NO2'
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 8 0 0.000000 0.000000 -1.114279
2 7 0 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
3 8 0 0.000000 0.000000 1.114279
NH30H-H20*
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 1 0 0.000305 0.000127 0.000428
2 7 0 -0.000658 0.000146 1.034245
3 1 0 0.984410 0.001927 1.358933
4 1 0 -0.469291 0.867121 1.357563
5 8 0 -0.685561 -1.150613 1.445026
6 1 0 -0.667100 -1.103286 2.452928
7 8 0 -0.507503 -0.808494 3.994039
8 1 0 -1.344725 -0.705485 4.479214
9 1 0 -0.003107 -1.479280 4.486538
c-NH20N02
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 7 0 -0.000044 -0.000221 -0.000234
2 1 0 -0.001527 -0.001186 1.025673
3 1 0 0.964946 0.000367 -0.348827
4 8 0 -0.662105 1.109083 -0.464639
5 8 0 -0.634799 3.376229 -0.444643
6 7 0 -0.031368 2.436138 -0.021606
7 8 0 0.945593 2.356249 0.663540
NH20÷
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 8 0 -0.001455 -0.011451 0.066160
2 7 0 0.003930 0.041894 1.236002
3 1 0 0.934080 -0.019654 1.776166
4 1 0 -0.921261 0.153559 1.776886
.....................................................................
c-HONNOH
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 7 0 -0.023780 -0.000077 0.006227
2 7 0 -0.050753 0.000325 1.239960
3 8 0 1.191393 -0.000365 -0.632594
4 1 0 1.912452 0.000230 0.033097
5 8 0 1.211671 0.000359 1.826509
6 1 0 1.024451 -0.000472 2.790474
HONN'
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 7 0 0.014506 -0.000083 -0.001163
2 8 0 0.022606 0.000063 1.247089
3 7 0 0.131574 0.000044 -1.097069
4 1 0 -0.967287 -0.001027 1.587212
N203
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 8 0 -0.006963 0.000000 0.001220
2 7 0 0.000220 0.000000 1.205838
3 8 0 0.926299 0.000000 1.975427
4 7 0 -1.758314 0.000000 1.911175
5 8 0 -2.439075 0.000000 1.011843
02 (triplet)
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 8 0 0.000000 0.000000 0.000319
2 8 0 0.000000 0.000000 1.205575
H02*
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 8 0 0.036901 0.000000 -0.065045
2 8 0 -0.069759 0.000000 1.255316
3 1 0 0.864242 0.000000 1.612928
HOOH
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 8 0 -0.054843 0.051990 -0.144367
2 8 0 -0.017864 0.073819 1.306320
3 1 0 0.940163 -0.065225 1.478358
4 1 0 -0.413608 -0.846673 -0.317110
.....................................................................
HOONO
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 1 0 -0.001090 -0.001109 0.000012
2 8 0 0.000204 0.000533 0.990594
3 8 0 1.389745 0.000364 1.284775
4 7 0 1.780777 1.399439 1.530703
5 8 0 2.903566 1.435118 1.830684
OH*
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 1 0 0.000000 0.000000 -0.002112
2 8 0 0.000000 0.000000 0.987192
HOON02
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 1 0 -0.017208 0.074006 0.007149
2 8 0 0.000271 -0.001372 0.998698
3 8 0 1.365667 0.023411 1.295112
4 8 0 2.955123 1.460365 1.876276
5 7 0 1.813418 1.443699 1.526962
6 8 0 1.012810 2.301586 1.335495
NH30,**
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 7 0 0.000073 -0.000083 0.000531
2 8 0 0.000855 -0.000762 1.371316
3 1 0 0.975410 0.000509 -0.378785
4 1 0 -0.459703 0.905510 -0.297770
5 1 0 -0.571289 -0.789377 -0.380427
c-ONNH20H÷
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 7 0 0.063750 -0.040871 0.037032
2 1 0 0.087918 0.085911 1.066610
3 1 0 1.005323 0.003801 -0.388884
4 8 0 -0.763144 0.824710 -0.616586
5 7 0 -0.643116 -1.780836 -0.373855
6 8 0 -1.541530 -1.571746 -0.998459
7 1 0 -1.509840 1.039247 -0.000236
NH3
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 1 0 0.000371 0.000745 -0.000716
2 7 0 -0.001642 -0.002760 1.019438
3 1 0 0.980683 0.001287 1.294033
4 1 - 0 -0.366944 0.909127 1.294372
ONNH2ONO*
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 7 0 0.156691 -0.083853 -0.152627
2 1 0 0.163106 0.165363 0.857622
3 1 0 1.091582 -0.356558 -0.507495
4 8 0 -0.503982 0.751505 -0.953178
5 7 0 -0.498564 2.413832 -0.402258
6 8 0 0.075131 2.541485 0.546991
7 7 0 -1.034855 -1.685138 -0.171633
8 8 0 -1.918421 -1.356820 -0.751133
ONNHONO
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 7 0 0.278948 0.484003 0.497597
2 1 0 -0.172747 0.217468 1.399017
3 8 0 1.604893 0.412037 0.382747
4 7 0 2.035761 -1.100652 -0.266769
5 8 0 1.123853 -1.743024 -0.444111
6 7 0 -0.529152 0.773188 -0.524072
7 8 0 0.019866 0.976356 -1.596305
N2
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 7 0 0.000000 0.000000 -0.001548
2 7 0 0.000000 0.000000 1.093548
c-NH20(H)NOW
Center Atomic Atomic Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number Type X Y Z
1 7 0 -0.151257 0.050959 0.057112
2 1 0 0.117905 0.188710 1.038063
3 1 0 0.618948 -0.311861 -0.519407
4 8 0 -0.613769 1.261560 -0.420236
5 7 0 -2.586216 0.488884 -0.831558
6 8 0 -2.389133 -0.500814 -0.407882
7 1 0 -0.259066 1.399571 -1.338904
.....................................................................
4 Solution-Phase Kinetics and Modeling"
4.1 Introduction
The current methods suitable for "quickly" predicting the behavior of multicomponent re-
acting systems are generally limited to continuum solvation methods that ignore specific
solute/solvent interactions and treat the solvent as a continuum dielectric. These contin-
uum models are parameterized to some degree, whether in the atomic radii, non-
electrostatic interactions, or other empirical corrections. It is also possible to perform vari-
ous molecular dynamics (MD) or hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics
(QM/MM) simulations that specifically treat solute/solvent interactions in an attempt to gain
better accuracy. However, these methods are inherently slow due to the computation
power required to perform the calculations rigorously, and it would be difficult at present
to use these methods to generate the volume of data necessary to build a complex, solu-
tion-phase reaction mechanism with hundreds of reactions. Another possible approach to
solution-phase predictions is to combine the relatively ideal nature of the existing contin-
uum models with activity coefficients estimated in another manner. The recently devel-
oped COSMO-RS theory of Klamt has been shown to accurately predict the activity coeffi-
cients and phase equilibrium behavior of a variety of simple systems. 26,30 '67 This method is
also parameterized and is based on ab initio calculations for a molecule, combined with the
statistical mechanics of interacting surfaces, which allows for the estimation of chemical po-
tentials and activity coefficients. However, the applicability of COSMO-RS to highly ionic
systems and transition state structures is as yet unproven.
Here, the rate coefficients for a variety of reactions of HxNyOz molecules, radicals, and ions
in aqueous solution are estimated using continuum solvation models and density functional
theory. The computed thermochemistry for most of these species was presented earlier.68
An attempt is also made to reproduce the experimental data available for the nitric acid,
nitrous acid, and hydroxylamine (HONO2/HONO/NH20H) aqueous system using a de-
tailed chemical model based on these computed rate and thermochemical parameters.
We also examine the accuracy of the methodologies used in estimating model parameters
" Reproduced in part with permission from Journal of Physical Chemistry A, 112 (2008) 7577. Copyright
2008 American Chemical Society.
and comment on the importance of each contribution to creating a successful kinetic
model.
The reactions following the addition of hydroxylamine to nitric acid are thought to have led
to several explosions during nuclear material reprocessing. A number of experimental
studies have been conducted on this system, the most notable of which are those by Pem-
bridge and Stedman'7 and Bourke and Stedman.6 9 They proposed concise autocatalytic'7
and scavenging" mechanisms that can explain the observed behavior in the limited tem-
perature and composition ranges studied, as seen in Table 4- 1.
Table 4-I: Previously Proposed Autocatalytic and Scavenging Reaction Mechanisms
Autocatalytic Reaction HONO Scavenging by NH20H
2 (H + + NO3 +HONO, FasN,04 +H20) H' + HONO_ NO +H20
NHO20 H +N204 Slow ) HNO + N20,3 +H20 NO+ + NH30 H + T_ NH30 N O + 
+ H +
HNO + N20 4 -- HONO + N2 0 3  NH30ONO+ -- ONNH 2OH ÷
2 (N 20 3 +H20 Fast2HONO ONNHOH - HONNOH + H'
HONNOH -----N2O + H 20
NH20H + HONO2 --- 3HONO + H20 NH30H+ + HONO --- N20 + 2H20
The proposed autocatalytic reaction mechanism, which describes the pathway for the pro-
duction of up to three excess moles of nitrous acid per autocatalytic cycle, can be seen to
be a non-elementary reaction mechanism and is highly speculative. The mechanism is said
to be consistent with the experimental data, which was taken at 298K and with the absorb-
ance of HONO at 372 nm being the main observable. In the practical application of this
process, the temperatures will typically be in the 300K - 330K range, with particular interest
in the behavior near the explosive instability at the upper end of the temperature range.
With such a simple model and the limited amount and range of the data, one cannot con-
fidently extrapolate this model far from the experimental range.
The scavenging of HONO was examined by Bourke and Stedman, and a nearly elementary
reaction mechanism was proposed.2' They showed that with reasonable assumptions
about the rapid equilibria of two reactions, the model and experimental data can be consis-
tent. They were not able to extract kinetic data for most of the reactions; however, they
did postulate that at 298K the rate coefficient for the reaction of NO' and NH3OH + was 6
x 106 M' s-' at low acidities. This estimate was based on the simplistic proposed model,
along with other assumptions about what reactions were in equilibrium and which was
rate-limiting.
These mechanisms provide a basis for building an elementary reaction mechanism that will
detail each step in the process and ideally will allow more reliable predictions outside the
range of the experimental data. However, to create an elementary reaction mechanism,
thermochemical and kinetic data are needed, which creates a problem given the lack of so-
lution-phase data. Limited data are available for acid-base equilibria and solution-phase
equilibria of several of the NOx species, with rate coefficient data available for select reac-
tions, usually at a single temperature. Ab initio calculations are required to fill the many
gaps in the data. As such, we rely heavily on quantum chemical estimates of thermochemi-
cal and rate coefficients in this work
4.2 Computation Methodology
4.2.1 Thermochemistry Estimation
The thermochemical parameters were estimated using the Gaussian03 suite of programs,
along with additional corrections to account for important contributions missing from the
Gaussian03 output. A very brief summary of the methodology is given here; a more in-
depth explanation can be found in chapter 3, where many of the important details and
numerical values are given. The solution-phase thermochemical data were estimated using
a combination of high-level gas-phase thermochemistry calculations and continuum solva-
tion model (IEFPCM) estimates of the solvation free energy. Aqueous solvation free ener-
gies were obtained using the IEFPCM/B3LYP/6-31 I G(2d,d,p) level of theory with the
UAHF radii set. Full geometry optimizations and frequency calculations were completed
for all molecules. The solution-phase enthalpy of formation was calculated by taking the
gas phase value and adding the solvation enthalpy, as in equation (4- I). The solvation en-
thalpy was derived from the ab initio solvation free energy and the estimated solvation en-
tropy.6 8
298K
AH soln, 298K gas, OK Cgasike dT + A298K (4-1)
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The entropy of each species in solution was estimated as a combination of the gas-phase
/S solv eav298Kentropy, the solvation entropy due to cavitation (AS2o91K ), and an empirical solvation en-
tropy term (Asolv,9 emp) based on solute bonding. Typical values of the cavitation and em-
pirical solvation entropies range from -10 to -25 cal/mole-K and -2 to +5 cal/mole-K, re-
spectively. The Gibbs free energy for each species in solution was calculated from the en-
thalpy and entropy in solution. When modeling any system, the stable species thermo-
chemistry is generally of the utmost importance because it is used to determine equilibrium
concentrations and reverse rate coefficients. Specifically, the accuracy of the solvation free
energy and understanding its partitioning between entropic and enthalpic contributions are
critical to a successful model.
4.2.2 Rate Coefficient Estimation
Rate coefficients in the forward (exothermic) direction were estimated in one of four ways.
The majority were estimated either as diffusion-limited for barrierless reactions or using
transition state theory (TST) for reactions with significant barriers. Several electron transfer
reactions were also included in the mechanism and were treated using Marcus theory. A
handful of other reactions were classified as reactions in a solvent cage and were estimated
in a manner that will be described in more detail below. Reverse rate coefficients were
calculated using the equilibrium constant to ensure thermodynamic consistency throughout
the mechanism. The expression for the equilibrium constant is given in equation (3-20),
where AGO, is the standard state free energy change of reaction, C" is the standard state
concentration of species i, Co,, is the total solution concentration at the standard state for
species i, C4 is the total solution concentration at the actual state of the mixture, and y+-'
and yr>" are the activity coefficients to correct from the reference state to the actual and
standard states, respectively. A detailed description of the assumptions made in deriving
equation (3-20) are outlined in a write-up of common equilibrium expressions in solution
thermodynamics that is included in the supplementary materials. Equation (4-4) is the ex-
pression used to calculate the reverse rate coefficient. The equations used to estimate the
forward rate coefficients are discussed in the following sections.
Kc = exp products T,i reactants
C-I CI CT Yli (4-3)
reactants T, i products iV
kfk,= k (4-4)KC
Accurate estimation of reaction barriers is always important to building a successful model.
It is likely that with improved solvation models, barrier estimates will also become more
accurate. However, another important aspect in solution-phase systems is understanding
reaction types unique to condensed phases and devising new methodologies to estimate
rate coefficients. One such example is the effect of solvent cage on reactions, as is dis-
cussed below.
4.2.2.1 Diffusion-limited
Approximately half of the proposed reactions are radical-radical recombination, cation-
anion recombination, or simple proton transfers and were assumed to be diffusion-limited.
This assumption is supported by data found in the Notre Dame Radiation Lab's aqueous
kinetics database, which generally shows rate coefficients between 109 and 1010 L mol -' s-1
for radical recombination reactions. The diffusivity-dependent encounter rate of two spe-
cies and Stokes-Einstein diffusion within the solvent were used to estimate these rate coef-
ficients.9 The viscosity of the HONO2-H20 system was required and varies significantly
with both the temperature and concentration of nitric acid. These effects were taken into
account through a multivariate expression; see appendix 4.6.4 for more information. Pro-
ton transfer and radical recombination reactions were assumed to be diffusion limited, ne-
glecting any small barriers that may be present. The true nature of the aqueous proton is
unclear, and it was assumed that H30 + is a good representation. From an energetic stand-
point this is reasonable, but the diffusivity of H30' and H' in water will be significantly dif-
ferent due to the ability of the proton to "hop" through the solvent.70 In order to capture
this discrepancy, when computing the diffusion-limited rate coefficients, the effective radius
of the hydronium ion was changed from the calculated value of 1.88 to 0.25 A to match
the experimental proton diffusivity of - 1 x 10-8 m2 s -1 at 298 K.7' The list of molecular ra-
dii used in the diffusion-limited rate coefficient estimates is given in appendix 4.6.3.
4.2.2.2 Transition State Theory
Transition states (TS) in solution were optimized in Gaussian03 using the same basis set
and method as in the solution-phase thermochemical calculations. A simple Wigner tun-
neling correction was included in the rate coefficient estimates. Many of the radical reac-
tions and neutral species reactions proceed similarly to a gas-phase reaction; however, sev-
eral reactions required explicit solvent molecules to be used in the transition state structure
to allow for proton transfer to the solvent. In general, water-assisted H-transfer reactions
proceed with a significantly lower barrier than their unassisted counterparts, due to less
"strain" present in the TS complex when the water molecule(s) are present. In all cases
where an explicit water molecule was used in the transition state, it was also included in
one of the reactant structures to minimize basis set superposition error.
The solution phase transition state theory rate coefficient expression for a bimolecular re-
action is given by equation (4-5) or (4-6), which are identical (as seen in chapter 2). In
these equations, ic includes the tunneling effects, C, is the standard state concentration,
Q' and Jj, are the partition function and molar volume evaluated under standard state
conditions, yv"o and y"- represent the activity coefficients needed to convert from the
reference behavior to the standard state or actual behavior, AG s,soln is the standard state
free energy of activation in solution, AE I K is the gas-phase reaction barrier with zero
point energies included, and AAG,,,Ts is the change in constant-concentration solvation
free energy of the transition state relative to the reactants. It was assumed that the total
concentration terms in equation (4-3) cancel because they vary by less than 15% over the
entire range studied here. The total solution-phase concentration for aqueous HONO2
mole fractions of 0. I and 0.2 are 5 1.6 M and 47.5 M.64
/CBext TS, soln s Ts 7A 7B (4-5)
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The AAGsov,TS term is defined as: AGsolv,TS - (AGolv,A + AGo•v, B ) , where AGs•lV,i is defined
as the free energy change for moving a mole of gas into solution when the concentration is
equal to C7 soin in both phases. Each AGolV,i, term implicitly includes the non-ideal contri-
butions present in the both phases at the standard state concentration; here the gas phase
was assumed to behave ideally. For more details on these equations, please see the sup-
plementary materials.
Ideally, the activity coefficients of all species and transition states should be estimated to
provide the most accurate rate estimates, but they are difficult to measure or estimate ac-
curately in complex solutions. The COSMO-RS theory proposed by Klamt'2,2 5,2 6,30 ,47'67 po-
tentially allows one to estimate the activity coefficient of any species or TS for which an
electronic structure calculation can be performed. It utilizes the statistical thermodynamics
of interacting surfaces to calculate the chemical potential of interaction of the solute and
solvent mixture, and the activity coefficients are derived from the chemical potential differ-
ence. However, the activity coefficients estimated with this theory may have large errors
when ionic species or highly-acidic solutions are involved.68 Despite the fact that many spe-
cies will only be present in the dilute limit, the activity coefficients will not necessarily be
close to one. This is because the actual system is concentrated nitric acid, whereas the ref-
erence state refers to conditions when the solvent is pure water. The chemical potential of
the solute will change when the solvent is changed from pure water to aqueous nitric acid,
even when the solute is dilute, as discussed earlier. However, there currently does not ap-
pear to be any reliable way to accurately estimate the activity coefficients of the intermedi-
ates and transition states in nitric acid a priori. Some experimental activity coefficient data
are available for the major species HONO2, NO3, H30, and H20, and are discussed later
in this chapter.
k__ -A (EA + AG* + AGs
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In this work, the activity coefficients were neglected when determining rate coefficients be-
cause there is not a reliable method for calculating them for all species and transition states
in solution; however, they are potentially very important to system behavior and continued
work in this area could greatly benefit solution-phase modeling efforts. The TST rate coef-
ficient was computed using equation (4-7), where A(E + AGolE S + AGs*oloE S is
the difference between the transition state energy and the reactant energies. When using
Gaussian, this is a natural way to formulate the problem because the 0 K energy returned in
the thermochemistry section of a frequency calculation is the sum of the electronic energy,
zero point energy, and electrostatic (ES) solvation free energy. The non-electrostatic (non-
ES) solvation free energy was also included in all TST calculations in this work. The solva-
tion energy was taken to be constant when deriving the rate coefficient expressions as a
function of temperature, which is a significant simplification. This assumption was made be-
cause it is difficult to estimate the temperature dependence of the solvation energy; how-
ever, recent research has shown that parameterized solvation models such as SM6T may
provide a way to take these higher-order effects into account.27'28 The partition functions
were evaluated using traditional rigid-rotor/harmonic oscillator statistical mechanical expres-
sions for the gas phase, leaving the solvation energies to account for all changes in the en-
ergetics and partition functions of the molecules when solvated. The rate coefficient ex-
pression was evaluated at temperatures between 273 and 403 K, and a modified Arrhenius
form was fit to gain a simple expression for krsT (T) needed when solving the dynamic
modeling equations.
4.2.2.3 Electron Transfer Reactions
Electron transfer reaction rates were estimated using Marcus Theory, with energetic pa-
rameters taken from computational chemistry calculations. Energies were calculated using
the CBS-QB3 compound method with the IEFPCM solvation model and UAHF radii set.
The simple version of Marcus Theory used here assumes a parabolic potential surface along
the reaction coordinate for the reactant and product.7 2 -75 The reactant energy is zero at a
reaction coordinate value of zero, and the product energy is AG~, at a reaction coordinate
of one. The two surfaces will intersect, with the energy at this intersection being the ap-
proximate reaction barrier. The curvature of the reactant surface is estimated by perform-
ing an energy calculation for the each reactant molecule at the optimized reactant structure
and one at the optimized structure of the product (e.g. the NO2 energy would be calcu-
lated at the NO2 optimized geometry and the NO2- optimized geometry), The product
surface is estimated in an analogous manner.
A+B,, C A...B T >A+.'.B -  >~ BA' + B -  (4-8)
koverall,ET =KckET (4-9)
The rate coefficient was estimated assuming a three-step reaction process as shown in
equation (4-8): diffusion to form an outer-sphere complex, electron transfer, and fast diffu-
sion to free products. It was assumed that the enthalpy and non-translational entropy of
the outer-sphere complexes and the free reactants or products are equivalent because the
species in either case would still be encased in separate solvent shells, shielding interactions
between species. The translational entropy will differ because we are now forcing the two
species to be within a certain distance from each other. The standard state translational
entropy contribution is related to the volume accessible to the species (at standard state).
The expression for Kc under ideal solution conditions is given in equation (4- I0).
Kcideal exp I AHo - TASint - TASn (4-10)x( IRT -
K l 1 V;ee (4-1 I)
complex
With the enthalpy and internal entropy assumptions given earlier and relating the change in
translational entropy to molecular volumes in the free and complexed states, we arrive at
equation (4-I I), where V;ee is the standard state molecular volume of the free reactants,
Vcomple is the molecular volume inside which the two reactant must exist to ensure an
outer-sphere complex, and Co is the standard state concentration (assumed to be the
same for both reactants). If the standard state concentration is chosen to be I M, then the
average molecule has an accessible volume equivalent to a 12 A cube. At the standard
state, one molecule of A and B will exist inside the same cube. If we assume that the cen-
ter-to-center distance necessary to form an outer-sphere complex is - 10 A (radii of 2 A
and water shell thicknesses of 3 A each), then very little volume change is required to form
the complex. In this fortuitous case, Kc, ideal ,1 M-' and koverall, ET kET .1 M-'. The ap-
proximations made here are crude to be sure, but are justified given the uncertainty pre-
sent in other aspects of the simple Marcus theory employed. However, understanding and
accurately capturing these subtle details will be critical when more precise methodologies
are developed.
The electron transfer rate coefficient was estimated using equation (4-12),73 which employs
a simplified pre-exponential factor and shows AGt as the free energy of activation for the
electron transfer. The AGt term includes the electrostatic and non-electrostatic solvation
energies. More information on the methodology can be found in appendix 4.6.5.
= kBT exp -AG (4-12)
h RT
4.2.2.4 Reactions in Solvent Cages
The condensed phase can bring about new pathways and reactions types, one of which is a
reaction in a solvent cage. Cage effects have been studied experimentally using the chemi-
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cally-induced dynamic nuclear polarization (CIDNP), mainly dealing with geminate radical
recombination efficiency. We propose that cage effects play a major role in several of the
reactions present in this mechanism, particularly with "dissociative isomerizations in a sol-
vent cage" (DISC). The two traditional ways in which an isomerization reaction proceeds
are either though a concerted transition state or through a sequence where the reactant
dissociates, the fragments diffuse apart, diffuse back together (geminate or not), and then
re-associate in the isomeric form. The transition state pathway typically results in a higher
reaction barrier but is unimolecular, whereas the dissociative pathway requires a bimolecu-
lar recombination. There is a tradeoff between the enthalpic and entropic changes with
the two pathways, and it is not always clear which will dominate or if both are important.
In solution, we propose that this dissociative isomerization may happen completely within
the solvent cage, preventing the two fragments from diffusing apart. The general reaction
scheme is shown in equation (4- 13). In this scenario, the fragmented complex is still con-
sidered a single species when computing the translational entropy, since it occupies a single
cavity in the solvent. Unlike the gas-phase dissociation-recombination isomerization se-
quence, this process can be treated unimolecularly and may achieve a faster rate of reac-
tion. The main difficulty when estimating a rate coefficient for this type of reaction is com-
puting the partition function or entropy of the poorly-characterized caged complex. The
way in which we choose to deal with this difficulty is through the use of the partition func-
tion in a manner similar to variational transition state theory (VTST). There are many in-
carnations of VTST with varying levels of complexity; we choose a relatively simply version
presented by Forst as the basis of the caged rate coefficient estimates.76'77
caged complex
Reactant = (Fragment# 1.. Fragment# 2) Product (4-13)
The need for VTST comes from several assumptions about our system. The first is that
there may be a loose transition state between the reactant and the caged complex. Once
the caged complex forms, it is assumed that the free energy surface is flat, and that all ori-
entations of the fragments with respect to each other are equally likely. One further as-
sumption made in this work is that the reaction coordinate is fully characterized by the dis-
tance between the fragments. To characterize this loose transition state, the potential en-
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ergy surface and partition functions as a function of separation must be determined. These
can be combined to yield the free energy surface of the reaction, from which the rate coef-
ficient can be determined.
A partially-constrained energy scan was performed using the MP2/6-3 I G(d') level of theory
and the IEFPCM solvation model with the UAHF radii set. The angle between the main
chain in the larger fragment and the connected atom in the smaller fragment was held con-
stant, e.g. the H2N-O-NO angle when NH20NO dissociates to NH20 and NO radicals,
All other degrees of freedom were optimized as the bond length was incremented. The
energy profile including electrostatic and non-electrostatic solvation energies, but excluding
the zero point energy was obtained from this calculation. A frequency calculation was then
performed at the same level of theory at each point along the trajectory, yielding vibrational
and rotational frequencies. An additional rigid scan was performed as the reaction coordi-
nate was increased, and one of the fragments was rotated in the plane of the reaction co-
ordinate, e.g. the H2NO-N-O angle from 1800 to 0'. This information was used to define
the switching function discussed below, yielding insight into when the fragment interaction
energy is small enough such that the fragments can rotate freely.
The transition of the partition function from the reactant molecule to the caged product
complex can be handled in many ways; here we use a combination of a switching function
and discrete calculations. The partition function contributions from the conserved and well
defined degrees of freedom were calculated at each separation using the standard gas-
phase treatment as used in Gaussian. The conserved modes corresponded to the vibra-
tional frequencies that are present in the reactant and free fragments and the two overall
rotational motions of the complex (the rotation about the centers of mass of the fragments
is excluded). The partition function contribution from the two overall rotations was calcu-
lated as if the complex was a linear molecule. The overall rotation associated with the
spinning about the axis connecting the centers of mass of the fragments is treated in a spe-
cial manner, as described below. The unconserved vibrations were poorly-behaved and
often took on imaginary values as the fragment separation grew. One of these modes cor-
responds to the reaction coordinate. The rest are converted into the individual fragment
rotations in the caged complex. To better understand the degree of freedom transfer,
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consider N204 breaking into two N02 radicals en route to forming ONONO2, The reac-
tant has 12 vibrations and 3 rotations. The two non-linear NO2 fragments each have 3 vi-
brations and 3 rotations, and the overall complex has 2 unique rotations, for a total of 14.
The final degree of freedom is the reaction coordinate, matching the 15 of the reactant.
The overall complex has only two unique rotations because the rotation about the axis
connecting the centers of mass of the fragments is already accounted for by the individual
fragments' rotations about this axis, The partition function contribution from the highest
frequency rotational motion (about the centers of mass of the fragments) in the reactant
molecule is transitioned from its value in the reactant to one at a large separation using the
switching function to avoid double-counting this contribution in the caged complex.
The hyperbolic tangent switching function proposed by Forst was used to convert the un-
conserved vibrational partition function into the fragment rotational partition function, the
single overall rotational mode discussed above, and the reactant zero point energy into the
complex zero point energy. The zero point energy of the complex is simply taken to be
the sum of zero point energies of the free fragments. The rotational partition function of
the complex is taken to be the product of the rotational partition functions of the individual
fragments and the contribution from the two overall rotational motions of the complex.
The general form of the switching function is given in equation (4-14), where a and 8 are
parameters describing the transfer, R is the separation, and Req is the equilibrium separation
in the stable species. Typical gas-phase values are 0.05 to 0. 15 A- for a and usually near 2
for ."7 Normally these parameters would be fit to experimental rate coefficient data in
order to find best fit values, but another route had to be taken here because no experi-
mental rate data was available for the desired rate coefficients.
S(R) = 1 - tanh[a (R -Rq)] (4-14)
The rigid scan discussed earlier was used to estimate these parameters. The separation at
which the fragments can freely rotate with respect to each other could be determined
from the scan. The parameters of the switching function were set such that the value of
the function was approximately 0.01 when the barrier to rotation dropped to less than kBT.
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The exact parameter values for each reaction will be discussed later, but the values ob-
tained in this manner appear reasonable given the typical range of the parameters.
in Q (R)] = (n[Qreac,t]- In [Qcom,,p,ex]) S (R) +ln comp,,ex] n [onserved (R)] (4- I 5)
Equation (4-15) was used to determine the total partition function at varying separation.
The Qreoct and Qcomplex partition function terms cover the unconserved modes and zero point
energy in the reactant and complex that were transitioned using the switching function,
while Qconserved accounts for all other degrees of freedom. Once the partition function has
been computed as a function of separation, the free energy surface of the reaction can be
calculated by equation (4-16). An estimate of the rate coefficient for complex formation is
obtained using equation (4-17), where RTs is the separation at which the free energy is the
largest along the reaction path.
G(R) = E (R) + AGSo01 (R)- RT - In[Q (R)] (4-16)
kST =kBT eXp- G(Rs) - G (Re] (4-17)ksr k= exp (4-17)h RT
4.3 Mechanism Development
The elementary reaction mechanism was developed starting from the previously-published
mechanisms discussed earlier. These mechanisms were broken down into elementary
steps, and additional pathways were investigated and added. One of the strengths of ab
initio calculations is the ability to exclude certain reactions from the mechanism based on
thermodynamic arguments. If the computed endothermicity of a reaction is extremely high,
or significantly larger than a competing pathway, then the reaction may be safely excluded
from the mechanism in most cases. A similar argument can be made using the TST esti-
mates of the rate coefficients, but one must be more careful in this case because the TST
estimates are more uncertain, and one cannot be confident that the lowest energy TS has
been found. However, in some cases, rate coefficients estimates were used to eliminate
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certain reactions. The importance of individual reactions in the mechanism will be exam-
ined later when the modeling and sensitivity results are discussed.
Table 4-2: Proposed Elementary Mechanism for the NH20H/HONO/HONO2 System.
1. NO + 2H2OL H3 O' + HONO
2. NO,' +2HO ý . H30 + HONO,
3. ONONO, + NH3OH' + NH 3ONO,' + HONO
4. NH3OH÷,NOQ + NO2 -NH30ONOz + + HONO2
5. NH3OH'+HzO+ NO 2-.NH 3ONO,' + HO'
6. NO' + NO; > ,ONONO2
7. NO2' + NO '- . ONON02
8. NO2' + NO,2 ~ N20 4
9. NH20OH + NO
"
' -- HONO + NH2O'
10. NO
,
' + NH2O' -- HONO + HNO
1 1. NO,' + HNO - HONO + NO'
12. NO' + NO2' I " "-ONONO
13. ONONO+H 2O--02HONO
14. HNO+ NH20 --- NH20OH + NO'
15. NH2O' + NH2O' 0- NH2OH +HNO
16. HO' + NHzONO2 .i NH3ONO2, + HzO
17. H0O* + NHONO 2 NH20' + HONO + HO
18. NH 3OH'+ NO 3-  NH3OH.*NO;
19. ONONO, + H,O -- HONO + HONO,
20. HNO + ONONO -- HONO + ONONO
21. NH3OH+*NO, + NO -- NHzOHNO' + HONO2
22. NH3OH*.HzO + NO
+ 
,--- NH3 ONO* + H30'
23. H3O' + NH2ONO. DW'o NH3ONO
+ 
+ HO
24. NH2ONO*2H 2O--ONNH2 O*2H,O
25. ONNH2O02H20--ONNHOH*2H,O
26. ONNHOH.H 2 =-- HONNOH*H20
27. HONNOH.H2 -- N2 O + 2H 20
28. ONNH ÷ + 2H 20 DOW "ONNHOH + H30'
29. N2O + H30' " ONNH' + H2O
30. HONN' +2H20, HONNOH +H 3O'
31. H 3O' + NO;3 D-Z H2O + HONO,
32. H30 + + NO2 - , HO + HONO
33. NO*+ NO- • • N N2 03
34. HO*' + NHOH . NHIOH+ + HO
35. HO+• + NH 4 --'-~- N2 H,' + H2O
36. NH 2OH + HONO , NH3OH .NO;
37. NH2O' + H2 OD.,.. H 3O + HNO
38. NHONO + NO2 *- HONO + HNO + NO'
39. N2O + H30 HONNW + HO
40. NO'+ NO,' ± N2 03
41. NHO' + NO2 - NH2 ONO2
42. NH 2O' + NO3- HONO + HONO
43. HO,' + NO' I•- -HOONO
44. HOONO. ,• OH' + N02'
45. OH' + NO2' ~- HONO2
* Diffusion-limited, electron transfer, and solvent-cage
46. OH' +NO' , HONO
47. HO,' + NO,' ,- HOONO,
48. HNO +O, - NO' + HO,'
49. HO,' + NH2OH - HOOH + NHzO'
50. HO,' +NHO'---HOOH +HNO
51. HO'2 + HNO - HOOH + NO'
52. HO,' + HO,'~- HOOH + 0,
53. HO,' + HONO~--= HOOH + NO,'
54. OH' + NHOH --- HO + NHO'
55. OH' + HONO - H
,
O+ NO,'
56. OH' + HOOH -- H,O + HO,'
57. OH' + NHOH ---- H,O + NH,OH +
58. NHOH" + H DO ,, NHO' + H30 +
59. NO* + NH,OH . ' ONNH2OH+
60. ONNHOH + HO IDiff. H30' + ONNHOH
61. ONNHOH* + H,O -- H 3O' +ONNH,O
62. HOO N, + NO,- NO,- + HONO2
63. HOONO + N 2O, -- NOz + HONO,
64. 0O + NHOH -- NHO' + HO,'
65. 0, + NH,0' ~- HNO + HO,'
66. NH3OH
+ 
+ NO,
- 
- NH3 + HONO,
67. NHONO + NO* 4 ONNHONO'
68. ONNHzONO÷' 4!Z ONNH,O + NO'
69. ONNH2ONO' + HO I-±2m' ONNHONO + H3 0'
70. ONNHONO-----HONO+NO
71. NH3 +NO + * •,Do, N2 + H3O0
72. NO' + NH2 ONO .ONNHO + NO'
73. NHO' +NO' = NHONO
74. NHO' + NO' - ONNH2 O
75. ONNHzO2 s•" NHONO
76. NH,ONO + HO3 "" NH,OHNO' + H20O
77. ONNH2OH+ sobe,, ew,, NH2OHNO*
78. NH2OHNO-' .- D, NHONO'
79. NO+ + NO
- 
DOIr,, ONONO
80. NO' +NH2O'- HNO+HNO
81. NO, + NH2O' + H20. , NO + HNO+ HO'
82. NO; + NO' 4'O -NOQ + NO+
83. NHONO2 ~ HNO + HONO
84.(24') NH,ONOýONNHzO
85.(25') ONNH,0--, ONNHOH
86.(26') ONNHOH ---- HONNOH
87.(27') HONNOH 
- N2 O + H20
88. NO' + NH2OH - NHOHNO'
89. NO; + NH20H + HO 2", NOj + NHO' + HO'
90. NHO*' + NO,ý. Iwo , NH2ONO2
reactions are specified; others estimated via TST.
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The modeling was completed assuming a constant volume, isothermal, closed system, as
shown in equation (4-18), where Kc,m is the appropriate equilibrium constant. The initial
concentrations of nitric acid, hydroxylamine, and nitrous acid were changed to match the
experimental conditions under which the data sets were collected, but a typical set was:
[NH20H]o = 0.0 12 M, [HONO]o = 4x10 -5 M, [HONO2]o = 3 M, [02]o = Ix10 -4 M, T =
298 K, and the initial concentrations of all other species were set to zero. In some data
sets, the initial concentration of the nitrate ion was non-zero due to the addition of a ni-
trate salt; these cases will be noted in the discussion.
dC-= vk,m Cm - HI C f ' (4-18)
dt reactions, m reacts,j C,m prods,j
4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 Rate Coefficient Estimates
4.4.1.1 Transition State Theory
Transition state structures for 41 reactions were investigated. A number of these reactions
were examined in a previous work,'" which neglected the effect of the non-electrostatic
solvation energy on the rate."6 For several transition states and reactants, particularly those
with explicit solvent molecules, we were not able to obtain a stationary point with the ap-
propriate number of imaginary frequencies (one for a TS and zero for a stable species).
These specific cases will be addressed, and the reconciliation procedure will be described.
The solution phase rate coefficient at 298 K, the magnitude of the imaginary frequency cor-
responding to the reaction coordinate, and the reaction barrier are shown in Table 4-3.
The Cartesian coordinates of the transition state structures are given in the electronic sup-
plemental materials in the "Chapter 4 - Transition State Structures.pdf' file. Here the reac-
tion barrier is defined as the sum of the 0 K electronic energy and the AAGolv, T at 298 K,
excluding the change in the free energy of cavitation (AAGsor,,caV). This term is excluded
from the barrier because it is entropic in nature, and it is more appropriate to included it in
the A-factor although the rate coefficient at 298 K is not changed, it will affect the tem-
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perature dependence. Several reactions were computed to have negative barrier heights
and were corrected to a diffusion-limit rate coefficient in the modeling work to ensure
physical behavior.
Table 4-3: Transition State Theory Rate Coefficient Estimates in Solution at 298 K
k(298K) vimaginary barrier
reaction (mole-L-s) (cm 1 ) (kcal/mole)
3. ONONO, +NH 3OH* - NH3 ONO,' + HONO 2.5E-17 735 33.2 a
4. NH3OH.NO; + NO -NHONO, + HONO 7.3E+07 821 0.9 a
5. NH3OH*H,O0+NO,2' -NH3 ONO, + H3 O' 3.2E+01 347 10.9 a,b
9. NH2OH + NO,' = HONO+ NH,O' 3.4E+03 601 6.2 0
10. NO,' +NH,O' HONO + HNO 3.9E+00 632 9.1 a
11. NO 2, +HNO - HONO + NO' 1.2E+02 1064 9.5 a
13. ONONO + H20 2HONO 3.5E+04 1012 6.0 a
14. HNO+ NH20' ~NHOH + NO' 8.4E+05 1549 5.0
15. NHO' + NH20 O= NH 2OH + HNO 7.8E-03 981 13.1
17. HO' + NHONO2 • NH2,O + HONO+ H2O 1.6E-13 187 26.7 ab
19. ONONO,+ H,O HONO+HONO, 1.4E+08 756 0.7 a
20. HNO +ONONO, - HONO + ONONO 5.3E+06 474 0.7 a
21. NH3OH.NO; + NO'
+ NH,OHNO+ + HONO, 4.4E+10 867 -2.9 a,c
22. NH3OH+'H,O + NO' NHONO' + H3 O 1.7E+06 333 2.9 a
24. NH,ONO*2H,O ONNH,O*2HO 9.0E+02 193 13.3 a,b
25. ONNH2,O2H2O ONNHOH.2H,O 9.5E+07 1083 7.1 a,b
26. ONNHOH.HO _ HONNOH.H 20 7.6E+04 1118 10.5
27. HONNOH*H20, N,O+2H20 1.4E-01 765 17.6
38. NH 2 ONO+ NO,' - HONO + HNO+ NO' 2.3E-04 242 16.1 8
48. HNO+ 02 , NO + HO,* 7.7E+02 1624 10.5
49. HO,2 + NH2OH = HOOH + NH2,O 6.8E+05 854 3.9
50. HO' + NH2O' = HOOH + HNO 8.OE+00 865 9.5
51. HO,' + HNO ~ HOOH + NO' 4.0E+07 200 1.6 b
52, HO,' +HO,' HOOH +02  3.7E+06 536 2.5
53. HO,2 + HONO HOOH + NO2' 8.8E-02 1974 14.8
54. OH' + NH,OH H,O + NH2 ,O 8.2E+10 945 -1.5 c
55. OH' + HONO =H 20 + NO2' 1.9E+06 1574 5.3
56. OH' + HOOH H,O + HO,' 3.6E+09 294 0.4
57. OH' + NH3OH HO + NH,OH" 2.3E+28 1547 -24.7 c
62. HOON+ NO , NO- + HONO2  3.3E+04 440 4.1
63. HOONO+NO2  NO,2 + HONO, 4.5E+05 410 3.9
64. 02 + NH20H - NH20 + HO,' 6.0E-02 1354 15.5
65. O,+ NHO' = HNO+ HO,' 1.3E-05 1886 21.0
66. NH 3OH' + NO2- i NH 3 + HONO, 7.0E-04 433 15.3
70. ONNHONO i HONO + N2O 8.1E+00 852 17.1
80. NO'+ NH2O' - HNO + HNO 1.4E-13 852 29.7
83. NH2ONO,*H20 O HNO + HONO + H 20 1.2E+00 1037 16.9
84.(24') NHONO ONNH2O 1.6E-02 199 19.5 a
85.(25') ONNH,O -•ONNHOH 4.2E-14 1669 37.2 a
86.(26') ONNHOH ý HONNOH 3.2E-10 1778 31.9 a,b
87.(27') HONNOH + N,O±+ H.O 6.9E-01 1207 18.3 a
Unimolecular rate coefficients in s-'; bimolecular rate coefficients in L mola s-'. a: Calculated in current
work' also examined in a previous work by Raman, et al.'• b: Non-standard treatment required; see
text for details. c: Negative reaction barrier; corrected to be diffusion-limited in the modeling work
Five of the 4 I1 reactions listed in Table 4-3 required special treatment due to the presence
of unwanted imaginary frequencies present in the reactant or transition state of a reaction;
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these reactions are indicated in Table 4-3 with a "b" superscript. The TS for reaction 5
contained an imaginary frequency of 3 1 i cm-' for the rotation of the approaching N02
group. This mode was treated as a free rotor when calculating the TST rate coefficient and
the frequency removed. The reactant complex for reaction 24 had an imaginary frequency
corresponding to a ring bending motion created by the complexed solvent molecules. A
similar mode was observed in the transition state for reaction 24 with a frequency of
40 cm-', and the imaginary frequency of 44i cm-' for the reactant was changed to match the
transition state. A similar problem was observed for the reactant complex in reaction 25.
An imaginary frequency of 23i cm-' was changed to 25 cm-' to match a similar motion seen
in the transition state for reaction 24. The transition states for reactions 17 and 5 1 con-
tained imaginary frequencies of 44i and 52i cm-' for overall flexing of the TS structures,
both of which were arbitrarily set to 100 cm- . We apologize for not being to rectify this
numerical problem with very flat potential energy surfaces in a more rigorous scientific
manner. Although the modifications to reactions 17 and 5 1 are arbitrary, it will be shown
later that the overall reaction mechanism does not appear to be sensitive to either of these
rate coefficients. The transition state for reaction 86 could not be successfully optimized at
the B3LYP/CBSB7/IEFPCM level of theory. A single point PCM calculation was performed
on the gas-phase-optimized transition state structure in order to estimate the solution
phase energy. The partition functions for this transition state were calculated using the vi-
brational and rotational frequencies for the gas-phase optimized transition state geometry.
A limited amount of experimental solution-phase rate data is available for species present
in this system. Bielski et al. have reviewed the reactivity of HO2 in aqueous solution and
have recommended a value for its self reaction, represented by reaction 52 in our model.78
They give the rate coefficient as (8.3 + 0.7) x105 L mol' s-' for pH < 1.5, which is about
one-fifth of our TST-estimated rate coefficient of 3.7 x 106 L molo' s-'. Given the potential
errors in the continuum solvation model and the potential pH dependence of the reaction,
this represents reasonable agreement with the experimental data. Simic and Hayon have
investigated the reaction of hydroxyl radical with protonated and unprotonated hydroxyl-
amine.7 9  They report the rate coefficient for reaction 54 (unprotonated) as
9.5 x 109 L molP' s-' at a pH of 8 and for reaction 57 (protonated) as less than or equal to
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5 x 108 L mol- s-' at a pH of 4. Although there is a slight discrepancy between the ex-
perimental work, which list the NHOH radical as the product of reaction 54, and our com-
putational chemistry work, which predicts NH20 radical as the most probable product, the
ab initio and experimental results agree to within an order of magnitude. Both rate coeffi-
cients are essentially at the diffusion limit in solution. The rate of abstraction from
NH3OH ÷ by OH was found to be diffusion limited, given that the TST barrier was esti-
mated to be large and negative, yielding an aphysical rate coefficient.
Many of the reactions are analogous to what occurs in the gas-phase, such as H-
abstractions, radical recombination, radical disproportionation, and concerted reactions be-
tween stable, closed-shell molecules. Because these reactions types have been studied in
detail in many other places, here we simply report the reaction parameters and rate coeffi-
cient estimates in aqueous solution. Attention will be focused on less understood reac-
tions, such as those where explicit solvent molecules play a role and reactions involving
ionic species.
Reactions with explicit solvent molecules are particular interesting because they are usually
unique to condensed-phase systems. In the protic solvent examined here, solvent mole-
cules serve as proton acceptors, assist in intramolecular hydrogen transfers, or may help to
stabilize transition state structures. In reactions examined using transition state theory, wa-
ter served as a proton acceptor in reactions 5, 17, and 22. Reactions 5 and 22 are very
similar in that they both involve a positive ion attacking the oxygen lone pair in NH3OH'.
A proton acceptor is necessary because doubly-charged ionic species would be very unfa-
vorable. Allowing the simultaneous loss of a proton to the solvent yields a low energy
transition state and product, creating a potentially favorable reaction. In these cases, the
positively-charged electrophile begins to bond to the O atom, which simultaneously loses a
proton to a hydrogen-bonded water molecule. Reaction 17 is another example of when a
high-energy intermediate would be formed if a proton acceptor was not immediately avail-
able.
Reactions where water molecules serve as a hydrogen-transfer agents are also common, as
can be seen in reactions 25 - 27 and 83. In these cases, the traditional transition states
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without explicit solvent molecules (as in reactions 85 - 87) contain highly-strained ring
structures necessary to transfer the hydrogen from one position in the molecule to an-
other. The result is usually a high energetic barrier to the reaction. The inclusion of the
solvent molecule(s) allows the ring structure to be larger and less strained, causing the tran-
sition state energy to be lower, when compared to small, cyclic transition state structures.
Here, one or more water molecules simultaneously accept a hydrogen atom at a lone pair
site and give up one of its original hydrogen atoms to another molecule. A comparison of
the barriers is shown in Table 4-4 for reactions 25 - 27 and their unassisted counterparts,
85 - 87. Reaction 85 is an ca-3 hydrogen transfer, where the hydrogen shifts from one
atom to its direct neighbor, creating a 3-membered ring in the transition state, including the
hydrogen atom. Reaction 86 is an a.-y hydrogen transfer, creating a 4-membered ring in
the transition state, and reaction 87 is an a-8 hydrogen transfer, creating a 5-membered
ring.
Table 4-4: Comparison of Water-Assisted and Unassisted Intra-H-transfer Reactions
barrier Vimag k(298K)
reaction (kcal/mole) (cm - ) (mole-L-s)
25. ONNH20*2H 2O , ONNHOH.2H 2O 7.1 1083 9.5E+07
85. ONNH 2O = ONNHOH 37.2 1669 4.2E-14
26. ONNHOH.H 20 - HONNOH.H 20 10.5 1118 7. 6E+04
86. ONNHOH , HONNOH 31.9 1778 3.2E-10
27. HONNOH.H 20 N20 + 2H20 17.6 765 1.4E-01
87. HONNOH , N20 + H20 18.3 1207 6.9E-01
The benefit provided by the explicit solvent molecules is clear, especially with small,
strained ring structures. The inclusion of two water molecules in reaction 25 results in a
30 kcal/mole decrease in the reaction barrier. Reaction 26 sees a decrease of over
20 kcal/mole with the addition of a single solvent molecule. The benefit to reaction 27 is
small, and likely not significant given the uncertainty present in the computation method.
There are two reasons for this: the 5-membered transition state ring is not highly strained
and/or the barrier is dominated by the energy required to sever the N-O bond. The most
important point here is that some reactions change from completely unfavorable without
solvent molecules to fast and potentially significant with explicit solvent molecules.
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Explicit water molecules were also included in reaction 24 because it was seen to reduce
the barrier, even through the solvent molecules do not significantly affect the motion along
the reaction coordinate. Despite the lack of a direct role in the reaction, the two hydro-
gen-bonded solvent molecules reduce the barrier from a value of 20 kcal/mole to
13 kcal/mole. It is unusual to see such a large barrier reduction; a more comprehensive
study would be helpful to elucidate the origin of this effect.
Another interesting set of reactions modeled using transition state theory were those of
peroxynitrous and peroxynitric acid. These species mainly arise out of the reactions involv-
ing dissolved oxygen following the formation of HO2 or OH radicals, which subsequently
react with NO or N02 radicals to form peroxides. The peroxides can then react with the
nitrite ions in solution, as shown in reaction 62 and 63. The reaction of peroxynitrous acid
(HOONO) with nitrite has been studied previously by Maurer, et al."8 The authors con-
cluded that the HO' transfer from the peroxy species to the nitrite ion is the predominant
mechanism by which the reaction occurs. Mauer et al. also give a "Helmholtz" activation
barrier of 1.5 ±2.9 kcal/mole based on ab initio molecular dynamics calculations with spe-
cies concentrations equivalent to - I M. The zero-point corrected potential energy barrier
computed in the present work by the ab initio PCM method was 3. 1 kcal/mole, similar to
the barrier of Maurer. We compare the PCM potential energy barrier to the "Helmholtz"
barrier because Mauer states that the two fragments treated as the reactant in their study
are not far enough apart to be independently solvated, i.e. there is not a large entropy
change between the "reactants" (non-isolated) and transition state in the MD simulation.
This makes the Helmholtz energy barrier in the MD simulation similar to a potential energy
barrier. The net result of this reaction is the isomerization of peroxynitrous acid to nitric
acid, catalyzed by a nitrite ion. The reaction of peroxynitric acid (HOONO2) also proceeds
via OH' transfer, but with the product being a nitric acid molecule and nitrate ion.
Three additional rate coefficients in the system had experimentally-derived measurements
available. Reaction 22 was reported to be 6 x 106 M-Is -' at 298K by Bourke and Stedman,
though the validity of this estimate is questionable because of the pseudo-steady state ap-
proximation used to derive it.20 The TST estimate of 1.7 x 106 M-'s - 1 is quite close to the
I I I
experimental value. The rate coefficient for reaction 13 was cited to be 10 M-'s -' at 293K
and 37 M-is-1 at 298K, and the rate coefficient for reaction 19 was said to be
- 15 M-'s-' by Schwartz and White.5 9 These results disagree with our calculated values;
however, the TST estimates are based on the higher energy reactant isomers (ONONO2
and ONONO) whereas the rate coefficients inferred by Schwartz and White imply the
more stable symmetric N204 and asymmetric N203 as the reactants. Combine this with
the fact that these reactions make little difference in the HONO yield or ignition time, and
we can ignore this discrepancy with little concern to overall system behavior.
We briefly examined the effect of quantum chemistry method employed on the computed
reaction barriers, comparing the B3LYP results discussed above with MP2 calculations. Five
reactions were studied (19, 26, 63, 80, and 84). These reactions represent a good range of
the reaction types included in the mechanism. No clear trends were observed. The only
conclusion that can be drawn from this is that there are some discrepancies between
B3LYP and MP2 barrier heights, with the main differences appearing in the electronic and
electrostatic solvation energies, as would be expected. More information can be found in
appendix 4.6.7.
4.4.1.2 Electron Transfer
Three reactions, shown below, were modeled using simple Marcus theory to estimate the
rate coefficient. The reactions whose direct electron transfer product contains a labile pro-
ton (NH20' in reaction 81 and NH20H ÷ in reaction 89) were modeled both with and
without an explicit water molecule to accept the proton. After the electron is transferred
(or perhaps simultaneously), the proton will spontaneously move to the explicit water
molecule forming H3O' complexed to a neutral product. When the reactions are mod-
eled without an explicit water molecule, the N-H or O-H bond distances in the product
ion (- 1.08 A) are significantly larger than in reactant (0.98 - 1.02 A), but still quite close to
the parent. A major difference between these two approaches was seen to be the reor-
ganization energy. This energy depends on the structural differences between the reactant
and product, which are more pronounced with the explicit water molecule present than
without. These calculations are fraught with uncertainty stemming from the ambiguity in
defining the "true" reaction, differences in energetics as the level of theory is changed (par-
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ticularly in the non-equilibrium structures), and general assumptions built into the simple
Marcus theory. That being said, this analysis should provide a reasonable first estimate of
the electron transfer rates.
81. NO + NHO' + H 20 Elec. Trans. , NO + HNO + H30+
2. NO + NO Elec. rans NO + NO82. NO±20NO1 N 02+±NO+
91. NO +NH20H + H20 Elec. Trans. , NO 2 +NH20' +H3O'
91. N022NHO H2H2  3
Reaction 82 was the simplest because no hydrogen atoms are involved, eliminating the
need to consider explicit solvent molecules. The reorganization energies were found to be
small, which was expected given that the reactant and product structures are quite similar.
The AR and AP terms are the forces constants of the I -D parabolic energy surfaces of the
reactant and product along the assumed reaction coordinate. As written, AR and AP were
determined to be 28.6 and 29.6 kcal/mole, respectively, of which 15 - 20 kcal/mole is at-
tributed to NO2 or NO2- reorganization. The energy change for the reaction based on so-
lution-phase CBS-QB3 calculations was 17 kcal/mole, compared with - 10 kcal/mole with
the semi-empirical method described in the Thermochemistry section. Regardless of which
energy of reaction is used, the reverse of reaction 82 is predicted to have a barrier of I -
3 kcal/mole, which corresponds to a diffusion-limited reaction. In the models to be dis-
cussed later, this reaction was taken to be diffusion-limited in the exothermic (i.e. reverse)
direction.
Reaction 81 is complicated somewhat by the labile proton, so the analysis was completed
with and without an explicit solvent molecule. The species' geometries are shown in Figure
4- I for both cases; note the significant structural differences in the two situations. Without
an explicit water molecule, the AR and AP were determined to be 26.2 and 28.4 kcal/mole,
with an energy change of reaction of I I kcal/mole. This translates into a barrier of
13.3 kcal/mole and a rate coefficient of 1.1 x 103 M-s -' at 298 K. With the explicit water
molecule, AR and AP were 6 1. I and 40.78 kcal/mole, with an energy change of reaction of
0.2 kcal/mole. This yields a barrier of 12.5 kcal/mole and a rate coefficient of
4.1 x 103 M - 's- ' at 298 K. The close agreement of the barriers with and without a solvent
molecule is likely coincidental, since we will show very different results for reaction 89.
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Empirical corrections to the thermochemistry decrease the energy of reaction by
-2 kcal/mole, resulting in a barrier of - I 1.5 kcal/mole and a rate coefficient that is an order
of magnitude faster. Taking this into account, a reasonable estimate of the barrier and rate
coefficient would be 12 ± 3 kcal/mole and 1 x 104 M-'s - ', respectively. Note that this ulti-
mately results in the same products and is several orders of magnitude faster than the di-
rect H-abstraction (reaction 10).
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Figure 4-1: Reaction 81 electron transfer geometries with and without an explicit water molecule.
Reaction 89 was treated in an analogous manner to 8 I1. A large difference was again seen
in the reorganization energies with and without the solvent molecule. Without an explicit
water molecule, the AR and As were determined to be 46.6 and 58.0 kcal/mole, with an en-
ergy change of reaction of 6.8 kcal/mole; resulting in a barrier of 16.4 kcal/mole and a rate
coefficient of 5.6M-'s-' at 298 K. With the explicit water molecule, AR and AP were 72.0
and 67.3 kcal/mole, with an energy change of reaction of 5.9 kcal/mole. This yields a barrier
of 20.5 kcal/mole and a rate coefficient of 5.5 x 10-3 M-is-' at 298 K. Either way, this elec-
tron transfer appears to not be competitive with the direct H-abstraction (reaction 9) that
has a rate coefficient on the order of 103 M -' s-. As discussed below, the model predic-
tions are sensitive to the rate of reaction 9 and its alternative, reaction 89. If the simple
Marcus theory estimate of the barrier for reaction 89 is flawed and the electron transfer
actually proceeds significantly faster than the H-abstraction, it would have a major impact
on the dynamics of the system.
To test the validity of the electron transfer rate estimation approach used here, we compu-
tationally examined the reaction of CH20H radical with NO2 and compared the results
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with the experimentally-derived rate coefficient of 1 x109 M -' s'. 1  We only considered
the case with an explicit water molecule present in the calculations, but examined the reac-
tion at the B3LYP/CBSB7 and CBS-QB3 levels of theory with the same IEFPCM solvation
model used throughout. For the B3LYP/CBSB7 case, AR and AP were 60.6 and
53.3 kcal/mole, with an energy change of reaction of -22.9 kcal/mole due to the favorability
of formaldehyde formation. This yields a barrier of 4.7 kcal/mole and a rate coefficient of
2.1 x 109 M-'s -1 at 298 K. At the CBS-QB3 level, AR and AP were 57.9 and 47.7 kcal/mole,
with an energy change of reaction of -35.6 kcal/mole; resulting in a barrier of 0.5 kcal/mole
and a diffusion-limited rate coefficient. These results agree well with the experimental find-
ing that this electron transfer reaction is nearly diffusion limited, primarily due to the large
exothermicity of the reaction.
4.4.1.3 Solvent Cage Reactions
Reactions 75 and 77 were treated as dissociative isomerizations in a solvent cage. These
reactions are mainly important to the scavenging pathway that converts hydroxylamine to
nitrous oxide, but also may have a significant impact on the branching ratio between the
scavenging and autocatalytic pathways. The two traditional isomerization pathways for re-
action 75 are present in the mechanism in the forms of reaction 24, reaction 84, and the
combination of reactions 73 and 74. A direct isomerization transition state was not found
for reaction 77, but the fully dissociative isomerization pathway is included with reactions
59 and 88.
75r. NH2ONO (NO' - NH20) ONNH20
77. ONNHzOH ~- (NO+ - NH20H )  NH20O(H)NO+
Determining the potential energy surface for the dissociation of NH20NO requires multi-
ple calculations because the singlet state is most stable at small separations, while the triplet
(two radical fragments) is most stable at large separations. The restricted singlet state at
large separations corresponds to ionic species NH20- and NO+, which are much less stable
than their radical counterparts. For this reaction, a constrained scan was performed for the
restricted singlet and restricted triple states. The singlet energies were taken when
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R - Req < 1.25A (the approximate point at which the restricted singlet and triplet energy
surfaces cross), and triplet energies were used at larger separations. The equilibrium N-O
separation was Req = 1.45A. The composite surface was used in the calculation of the rate
coefficient and can be seen below in Figure 4-2. A rigid scan showed that the barrier to
rotation of the NO fragment was less than kBT when the N---O distance was larger than
4.5 A, or R - Req > 3.OA. The parameters chosen for the switching function for this reac-
tion were: a = 0.15A- 2.5 and 8 = 2.5, allowing S(R) to achieve a value of 0.01 5 at an N-
--0 distance of 4.5 angtroms. The values of the partition function contributions as a func-
tion of separation are presented in appendix 4.6.2.
The partition function and the potential energy, including electrostatic and non-electrostatic
solvation energies, can be combined to yield the free energy along the reaction coordinate,
as was shown in equation (4-16). The free energy profile is given in Figure 4-2 along with
the total partition function contribution to the free energy (-RTln[Qro,a,]), including the
zero point energy. A transition state can clearly be seen from the free energy profile and is
located at a separation of 2.5 A, or R - Req - 1.0 A. The free energy change from the reac-
tant to transition state (AGs) is 15.9 kcal/mole. Using this value with equation (4-17)
yields a rate coefficient estimate of 1.3 x 10' s-' for the formation of the caged complex
from NH20NO. It appears that the free energy surface flattens out after the transition
state, so we estimate the free energy change from the reactant to the complex to be
-I 1.5 kcal/mole. The non-electrostatic solvation free energy accounts for - 1.7 kcal/mole
of the free energy barrier. The translation of the free energy surface into a rate coefficient
for the overall caged isomerization reaction is discussed below. The free energy of
ONNH20 (I 1.2 kcal/mole) and free fragments (13.5 kcal/mole) relative to the NH20NO
potential energy are also shown in Figure 4-2 for a standard state concentration of
0.0409 M at 298 K.
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Figure 4-2: Potential energy (o) and free energy (< and dashed line) surfaces for the dissociation of
NH20NO (reaction 75); partition function and ZPE contribution to free energy (+); ONNH20 free energy
(A); dissociated fragments free energy (0). All at 298 K and a standard state concentration of 0.0409 M.
The characterization of reaction 77 was more straightforward because the reactant and
complex were always most stable in the singlet electronic state. The energy, free energy,
and partition function contribution to free energy are shown in Figure 4-3, and a summary
of the partition function with separation is given in appendix 4.6.2. For this reaction, we
also include the potential and free energy profile for the isomerization product breaking at
the O-N bond. The energy profiles for both reactant and product are very similar, as is the
barrier to convert the complex to either ONNH20H' or NH20HNO'. The partition
function contribution to the free energy is essentially identical for the reactant and product,
so only that of ONNH20H' is shown here. A rigid scan revealed that the NO' fragment
could rotate freely with respect to the NH20H fragment when R - Req > 4.0 A. The equi-
librium separation was 1.92 A in ONNH20H' and 2.14 A in NH20HNO'. The parame-
ters used in the switching function for both the reactant and product were a = 0.15A-2
and 8 = 2, allowing S (R) to achieve a value of 0.0 16 when R - Req = 4.0 A. The free
energy barrier for this reaction was determined to be 21.7 kcal/mole, resulting in a rate co-
efficient estimate of 7.5 x 10-4 s - for the reaction of ONNH20H' to the caged complex.
The non-electrostatic solvation free energy accounts for - 1.6 kcal/mole of the barrier in
this reaction. The free energy change from the reactant to the complex is -21.2 kcal/mole
for this reaction.
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Figure 4-3: Potential energy (o) and free energy (O and dashed line) surfaces for the dissociation of
ONNH2OH + (reaction 77); partition function and ZPE contribution to free energy for ONNH20H ÷ (+);
Potential energy (m) and free energy (* and solid line) surfaces for the dissociation of NH20HNO + relative
to ONNH20H÷; NH20HNO + free energy (A); dissociated fragment free energy (0). All at 298 K and a
standard state concentration of 0.0409 M.
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Figure 4-4: Free energy surface for reactions 75 (a) and 77 (b) and dissociation to free products at 298 K and
a standard state concentration of 0.0409 M. Units: kcal/mole.
Figure 4-4 provides a summary of the free energy surfaces for reaction 75 and 77, and in-
cludes the free energy of the free fragments. The effective rate coefficient for the DISC
pathway can be estimated by making the pseudo-steady state approximation for the caged
complex, ignoring the possibility of forming the free fragments. We found that the barrier
to form the reactant or product from the caged complex were nearly the same for reac-
tion 77; for simplicity and due to the uncertainties involved we assume that the barriers to
form either isomer from the caged complex are equal. Performing the PSSA analysis with
these assumptions leads to the effective rate coefficient expression: k' = kreact d
essentially saying that half of the caged complex forms the product, and the rest falls back
to the reactant. The resulting rate coefficients for reactions 75 and 77 were calculated to
be 6.7s - ' and 3.7 x 10-4 s-', respectively.
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The direct TS rate coefficient at the MP2/CBSB7 level for the isomerization of NH20NO
to ONNH20 was found to be 3.9 x 101 s-', which is faster than the DISC rate coefficient in
this case. It is also noticeably faster than direct rate coefficient calculated via B3LYP/CBSB7
(reaction 84 in Table 4-3) because the MP2 barrier is -4.5 kcal/mole smaller. The compu-
tational methodology may have a large impact on the estimated rate coefficients, highlight-
ing the significant uncertainty in the methodology. All methods give a small rate coefficient
for reaction 77, indicating that ONNH20H' and NH20HNO' react by other routes, pri-
marily deprotonation reactions. This shows that these DISC reactions will likely not be an
important part of the model and justifies not refining the rate estimates further. In general,
DISC reactions will become important when the barrier to form the caged complex is sig-
nificantly lower than the barrier for the concerted isomerization.
4.4.2 Modeling Results and Discussion
The system of interest has been studied by several researchers, mainly concerned with
product yields and ignition time, which are generally used to define the stability of the sys-
tem. The ignition event is characterized by a precipitous decrease in the hydroxylamine
concentration and a concurrent increase in the nitrous acid and/or nitrous oxide concentra-
tions. Pembridge and Stedman' 7 and Bennett, et al.' 8 have collected yield and ignition time
data for the system at 298K and over a limited range of initial nitric acid, nitrous acid, and
hydroxylamine concentrations. These data will be used as a metric for the kinetic model
prediction, and to identify which model parameters would need to be changed in order to
achieve agreement.
The model has four major parts: the reaction mechanism, basic thermochemistry, rate coef-
ficients, and activity coefficients. Two modeling results will be presented, including a model
where the ab initio thermochemistry has been modified to match experimental acid/base
equilibria and another with modified rate and thermodynamics parameters to best match
the experimental results. Model sensitivity analysis will show that there are only a small
number of rate coefficients and thermochemical parameters that significantly affect the ni-
trous acid yield and the ignition time.
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4.4.2.1 Thermochemistry and Rate Coefficient Corrections
The pKA values of the major acids in the system are known accurately, so it is prudent to
force the estimated thermochemistry to match with the well established experimental val-
ues when modeling the system. This was accomplished by altering the AHf of either the
conjugate acid or base. If experimental data were available for the AHf of species involved
in the reaction, then the correction was made to improve the agreement of both the esti-
mated AHf and pKA with experimental data. The ionic species were modified with more
prejudice because both the ab initio solvation model and the experimental data are likely to
have larger errors for charged species than for neutral species. The corrections to the
thermochemistry can be found in Table 4-5. In addition to these changes, the enthalpy of
formation of NO' was decreased by 5 kcal/mole, in order to match the experimental free
energy change for the HONO + H30+ NO+ + 2H 20 equilibrium of 8.9 kcal/mole. 2
Any further corrections to the thermochemistry needed to match the experimentally ob-
served HONO yields and ignition times will be discussed later.
Table 4-5: Corrections to Thermochemistry to Force Agreement with pKA Values
AHf solution (298 K) (kcal/mole)
species correction modified value expt. source
H20 0.2 -68.3 -68.3 Ref 55
HONO 0.7 -28.5 -28.5 Ref 55
NO2 0.7 -1 17.3 -118.0 Ref 55,68
HONO2 -3.0 -47.3 -49.6 Ref 55
NO3 I.0 -142.2 -142.0 Ref 55,68
NH20H 2.0 -23.5 -23.5 Ref 55
NH3OH' 0.0 60.7 60.2 Ref 55,68
N2H4 3.5 8.2 8.2 Ref 55
N2Hs5 -1.0 88.7 91.2 Ref 55,68
Another important correction is for the activity coefficients of the major species, in this case
HONO2, H20, H30O, and NO3-. Fortunately, nitric acid systems have been characterized
by a number of researchers and several estimates for the activity coefficients in a nitric
acid/water system are available.4' 65s83 86 Ideally, one would like to have the individual activity
coefficients for each species; however, typically a mean ionic activity coefficient is measured
for ionic species. This represents the geometric mean of the activity coefficients of the
counter ions, but tells nothing of the individual behavior of the ions. The activity coeffi-
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cients of undissociated nitric acid and water can be found in the literature.64 There are sev-
eral sources for the mean ionic activity coefficient for which the data do not agree, so there
may be considerable uncertainty. This will lead to further uncertainty in the predictions of
the kinetic model, but the non-ideality must be accounted for to achieve meaningful results.
The activity coefficients used in the models were fitted to data from Davis and de Bruin64
for undissociated nitric acid and water, and to the mean ionic activity coefficient reported
by Hamer and Wu65 for both NO3- and H30'. Details on exactly how these activity coeffi-
cients were built into the model can be found in appendix 4.6.6. Activity coefficients are
the last major piece required to achieve a realistic model. The infinite-dilution activity coef-
ficients are often overlooked but are especially important when the aqueous system has a
significant concentration of solutes. Ignoring these terms effectively means neglecting the
solute-solvent interaction change when the solvent changes from pure water (as in the sol-
vation model) to the actual solvent mixture (as in the real aqueous nitric acid system).
The limited experimental rate data available for comparison suggest that the calculated rate
coefficients are even more uncertain than the calculated thermochemistry. It is well under-
stood that gas-phase computational estimates of transition state energies generally have
larger errors than the associated equilibrium structures, and there is no reason to believe
this would change for solution-phase estimates. It is likely that the errors in reaction barri-
ers would be even larger in solution because the parameters in the solvation models have
been tuned to match equilibrium structures and several specific solvent effects known to
affect rate coefficients are neglected in continuum models.
4.4.2.2 Initial Model
The full system of differential equations was solved using the thermochemistry estimates
and ab initio rate coefficient predictions. An initial, minimally modified model is presented
first, which leads into the sensitivity discussion and the further refinements presented later.
The barrier for reaction 8 i, the electron transfer between NH20 and NO2, was the only
additional alteration to the model (besides those mentioned in the previous section) and
was taken to be I I kcal/mole for this model. This assumed value lies well within the be-
lieved accuracy of our previously-described estimate. The value of this parameter signifi-
cantly affects the HONO yield, as will be shown in the sensitivity analysis. The initial model
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shows the ability to reproduce some of the experimental yield data, keeping in mind that
the barrier of reaction 8 I1 was adjusted to fit the experimental HONO yield for the follow-
ing initial condition: [NH20H]o = 0.0 12 M, [HONO]o = 4x10 5 M, [HONO2]o = 3 M, [02]o
= Ixl10-4 M, and T = 298 K. For all models, the initial concentration of all other species
was taken to be zero. This may not be an accurate assumption given the nitric acid solu-
tion will likely have a variety H/N/O species present in small but appreciable quantities; this
is address briefly in the sensitivity analysis.
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Figure 4-5: Initial Model: (a) Nitrous acid yield as a function of initial hydroxylamine concentration for an
initial nitrous acid concentration of: 4x 105 M (O and solid line); 0.001 M (x and dashed line); 0.004 M (A
and dotted line). (b) Nitrous acid yield (O and solid line) and corrected nitrous oxide yield (A and dashed
line) as a function of initial hydroxylamine concentration for an initial nitrous acid concentration of 4x 10 M.
Experimental data - markers, model results - lines. The corrected N20 yield is the sum of the Henry's Law
corrected experimental N20 and N2 yields; see text for details. Experimental data from reference 18.
[NO3]o = I M for these results.
The product yield results are shown in Figure 4-5 for varying initial hydroxylamine and ni-
trous acid concentrations. The results are very reasonable for this metric. In Figure 4-5(b),
the corrected nitrous oxide yield was defined as the sum of the Henry's Law corrected ex-
perimental N2 and N20 yields.'8 The nitrogen and nitrous oxide yields are combined be-
cause the model does not contain a molecular nitrogen formation pathway, and it is be-
lieved that the nitrogen is produced through an offshoot of the scavenging pathway at low
hydroxylamine concentrations.'8 Therefore, we assumed that any nitrogen produced will
reduce the nitrous oxide yield, and not affect the nitrous acid yield. The experimental N20
and N2 yields of Bennett, et al. were measured through a combination of the pressure
above the solution and gas chromatography. The mass balance suggests Bennett et al. did
not take vapor-liquid equilibrium into account (a significant amount of N20 is dissolved in
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the liquid phase). This was corrected using equation (4-19), showing the relationship be-
tween the effective solution phase concentration (as would be given by our single-phase
model), the gas-phase concentration, and the Henry's Law constant (H) with units of
(moles/L)soin/(moles/L)gas. The Henry's Law constants are 0.6 1 for N20 and 0.0 15 for N2.57
The liquid/gas volume ratio was not specified in the original paper and was assumed to be
1:I for this analysis. The adjusted values agree much better with the modeling results, and
they also provide a more complete material balance.
Ceff _ Noal _ Vliq CgaH + VgsCgas C H + Vgas (4-I9)liq N V gas H - (4-19)
liq liq Viq
Despite reasonable agreement with yield data as a function of the initial hydroxylamine
concentration, the initial model fails to reproduce other metrics, particularly the ignition
time and HONO yield as a function of acidity. The temporal absorption profile corre-
sponding to HONO is given in Figure 4-6 for the experimental data'7 and model results.
The model concentration was converted to absorbance using an extinction coefficient of
50 M-'cm-' and a path length of I cm.' 8 The model predicts an ignition time that is ap-
proximately two orders of magnitude larger than experiment, which is a significant defi-
ciency for a model that we would like to use to predict the stability of the system. How-
ever, the trends match very well, and if the ignition time could be shifted to shorter times
without affecting the yield, the model results would be reasonable. Fortunately, there are a
number of ways in which the ignition time can be shortened without significantly affecting
the yield. Increasing the rate coefficient of reaction 22
(NH3OH' -H 20 + NO+ -- NH3ONO+ + H30+) has the largest potential effect. The
thermochemistry of species which participate in these reactions also can significantly affect
the timing. The species thermochemistry with the most sensitivity are NO +, NH3ONO +,
and NO2, ignoring species present in the major acid/base equilibria. Many combinations of
rate coefficient and thermochemistry changes can yield the desired ignition time, so the
choice of which parameters to modify is somewhat arbitrary. Despite having these handles
at our disposal, it was not possible with modest perturbations to achieve a better agree-
ment with experimental data than approximately one order of magnitude in ignition time.
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Although it would be possible to force agreement with more and/or larger changes, we
view such changes as too arbitrary to present here (though given the large uncertainties in
some of the model parameters, quite large adjustments may be correct).
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Figure 4-6: Initial Model: Absorbance profiles for nitrous acid (372 nm) for different initial hydroxylamine
concentrations: 0.012 M (O and solid line); 0.006 M (O and dashed line); 0.003 M (+ and dotted line).
Experimental data - markers, model results - lines. Experimental data and e = 50 M-'cm-' from reference 18.
[NO3]o = I M for these results.
The other major discrepancy is the acidity dependence of the nitrous acid yield, which ex-
perimentally shows non-monotonic behavior as the concentration of nitric acid is in-
creased." The model does a poor job of capturing this trend, as shown in Figure 4-7. As
with the ignition time, this disagreement could not be rectified by modest changes in the
parameter values.. Sensitivity analyses performed at nitric acid concentration of 3 M and
8 M showed that no single perturbation in species thermochemistry could cause the yield
to decrease at 8 M and stay the same or increase at 3 M, The model predictions do show
a non-monotonic behavior, but the peak in the yield curves occurs at nitric acid concentra-
tions larger than 10 M, and systems having a larger initial hydroxylamine concentrations
peaked at higher nitric acid concentrations. This trend is similar to the experimental data,
but offset by a large amount in yield and nitric acid concentration. This problem may be
indicative of deficiencies in activity coefficient predictions for the major species and/or ig-
noring the infinite dilution activity coefficients of the minor species in nitric acid.
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Figure 4-7: Initial Model: Nitrous acid yield as a function of initial acid concentration at various initial hydro-
xylamine concentrations: 0.001 M (O and solid line); 0.005 M (o and dash-dot line); 0.01 M (+ and dashed
line); 0.1 M (A and dotted line); 0.2 M (O and dash-dot-dot line). Experimental data - markers, model
results - lines. Experimental data from reference 17.
Despite the deficiencies in the initial model, we can examine the reaction fluxes to deter-
mine the autocatalytic and scavenging pathways demonstrated by this model. The auto-
catalytic pathway is shown below, where the NO2 is supplied by a combination of reactions
6, 7, and 19. The branching between the two pathways mainly occurs with the reactions of
NH20NO, where dissociation of this species leads to the autocatalytic products and isom-
erization leads to the scavenging products. As with any complicated mechanism, there are
other minor interactions between the two branches, but the majority of the behavior can
be characterize by this species. Although the branching occurs with NH20NO in this case,
the rate limiting reaction in the autocatalytic branch appears to be reaction 8 1.
Ir. H30O + HONO- -  NO + 2H20
22. NH3OH+'H 20 +NO+ -- NH3 ONO+ + H3O
23r. NH3ONO + H20 H3  + NH2ONO
73r. NH2ONO NO' + NH20O
81. NO + NH20 + H2  NON + HNO + H3 O
14. NH 20 + HNO- NH2OH + NO
12. NO' + NO>= -- ONONO
13. ONONO + H20,z-- HONO + HONO
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The dominant nitrous acid scavenging pathway predicted by the initial model is presented
below. There are other minor channels that contribute to the scavenging, but all other
fluxes are several orders of magnitude less. Under these conditions, reaction 24 is the
yield-limiting step in the scavenging reaction, whereas reactions I and 22 govern the time-
evolution of the system under these conditions.
Ir. H3O' + HONO Ž- NO' +2H20
22. NH3OH+'H 20 + NO+ = NH3ONO+ + H3O'
23r. NH3ONO + + H 20~, = H30 + NH2ONO
24. NH2ONO*2H20,- ONNH20.2H 20
61r. H3O' +ONNH20,-= ONNH 2OH+ +H 20
60. ONNHOH' + H20 *- H3O + + ONNHOH
28r. ONNHOH + H 3O' - ONNH' + 2H20
29r. ONNH + + H20O N20 + H3O÷
Understanding this rather complex kinetic system requires careful analysis, as is discussed in
the following sections.
4.4.2.3 Sensitivity Analysis
The first-order sensitivities were estimated by finite differences, changing the rate coeffi-
cients, the enthalpies of formation, and the initial conditions. These parameters were per-
turbed and the change in the nitrous acid yield, hydroxylamine conversion, and "ignition
time" were monitored to determine the species/reactions most important to the reacting
system. Yields were defined as the change in concentration from the initial condition di-
vided by the initial hydroxylamine concentration. The "ignition" time was defined as the
time until the half-maximum in the HONO concentration profile and is undefined if the
concentration never increases above the initial value, e.g. negative HONO yields. The ini-
tial condition was chosen to be: [NH20H]o = 0.012 M, [HONO]o = 4x 105 M, [HONO2]o
= 3 M, [02]0 = I xl 10 4 M, and T = 298 K, a condition where many experimental data are
available. The acid/base equilibria for HONO2 is fast, and [HONO2]0 = 3 M is equivalent
to [H30]o = 3 M and [NO3-]o = 3 M. The rate coefficients were increased/decreased by a
factor of 5 and the enthalpies of formation were increased/decreased by a 0. I kcal/mole in
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these analyses. The full sensitivity and flux analyses of all models can be found in the elec-
tronic supplementary materials in the "Chapter 4 - Sensitivity Analysis.xls" file. A model is
often most sensitive to species or reactions that are omitted in the model; despite efforts
to include many reasonable species and reactions, no complex mechanism can ever be
deemed complete.
The system is only sensitive to a handful of reactions and thermochemical parameters.
Relatively small perturbations in the system parameters will likely not change the main reac-
tion channel, but may change which reaction in the pathway is rate-limiting and most influ-
ential to the nitrous acid yield. When thinking about the sensitivity, it is also important to
remember the autocatalytic nature of the reaction and how it may affect the sensitivity re-
sults. In this type of reaction, there are two extremes, purely autocatalytic and purely sta-
ble, and the intermediate regime where the autocatalytic and scavenging processes are
somewhat balanced. If the model predicts a purely autocatalytic response, then the
HONO yield will always be high and constant, no matter what system parameters are var-
ied, and all of the sensitivity values will be near-zero. A similar behavior would be seen for
a purely scavenging (stable) system with a small HONO yield. However, in the parameter
space in between, minor changes in the system parameters can elicit large changes in the
yield, which is where the true physical system is known to exist.
The sensitivity of the initial model to the various parameters was examined. The main ob-
jective of this analysis was to find the parameters that are most important to the autocata-
lytic and scavenging pathways. The change in HONO yield was used as the main metric in
determining the system sensitivity to a given parameter. The two most influential rate coef-
ficients were those of reactions 8 I1 and 24, indicating that they are the rate limiting reac-
tions and govern the branching ratio. Perturbing reactions 74 and 61 also showed a mod-
erate ability to change the HONO yield, though the system sensitivity to these reactions is
about an order of magnitude less than reactions 8 1 and 24. In the thermochemistry sensi-
tivity analysis, many of the important species are involved in the acid/base equilibria that
were fixed. This is not unexpected since these equilibria govern the concentrations of ma-
jor species within the system; however, these thermochemical parameters cannot be
changed independently because it would violate the experimental pKA values mentioned
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earlier. For the initial model, the HONO yield is most sensitive to the thermochemistry of:
H20, H30, HONO, ONNH20, NO3-, NH20NO, NH20, and N02. Many of these spe-
cies are also present in the reactions that had the highest sensitivity.
The sensitivity of the initial model to changes in the initial concentration of minor species
was also investigated. The initial concentrations of HONO2, NH20H, HONO, and 02
were fixed, and the initial concentrations of other species in the systems were individually
changed from zero to I x 1 0, I x 1 0 , or Ixl 0-3 M. Although the initial concentration of 02
was fixed in this analysis, a cursory analysis showed that it had little effect on the model
within its reasonable range; the chosen value of I xl 0. M represents a reasonable upper
bound based on the equilibrium concentration of dissolved oxygen in aqueous salt solu-
tions. The equilibrium concentration of oxygen in pure water at 298 K with an 02 partial
pressure of 0.21 atm is approximately 3x 10- M, and the addition of - 1.5 M of ionic salts
appears to reduce the solubility by half.87 The detailed effect on the system behavior is
given in the electronic supplemental materials in the "Chapter 4 - Sensitivity Analysis.xls"
file and is summarized here. It is worth noting that the perturbed concentrations will likely
be absurdly large for many of the intermediates, but this analysis is meant to indicate the
worst case scenarios. None of the single perturbations significantly affected the HONO
yield of the system at any of the initial concentration levels. For the initial concentration
level of I x I 0- M, the "ignition" time was changed by no more than 7%, with the time from
5% to 95% of the HONO yield remaining essentially fixed. When the initial concentration
level was set to I x 104 M, the ignition time decreased by up to 30%, and the time from 5%
to 95% of the HONO yield changing by less than 2%. The concentration value of 0.001 M
could elicit even larger changes, but is unrealistic for nearly all of the minor species. The
interplay of combinations of minor species having a significant concentration could poten-
tially be more important, but the full combinatorial exercise was not undertaken for obvi-
ous reasons. A simple Monte Carlo analysis was performed by allowing each minor spe-
cies' initial concentration to randomly vary between I x 0-1 ' and I xl0 -6 M. The initial con-
centration vector was unique for each of the 3000 MC steps; however, given the 40-
dimensional space, these steps represent a miniscule part of the variable space. The change
in yield and ignition time was calculated relative to the normal case of assuming a zero ini-
tial concentration for minor species. The absolute values of the HONO yield change and
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ignition time change for all cases were less than 0.000 1 and 300 seconds, respectively, out
of base values of 0.32 and 14600 seconds.
4.4.2.4 Final Model
Although the initial model fails to reproduce some of the data, we had fixed the thermo-
chemistry of the major acid/base species. As one may expect, the thermochemistry of
these species is not only important to the acid/base equilibria, but to other reactions and
system behavior in general. If the experimental absolute enthalpy of formation data have
large uncertainties, then we may be forcing incorrect species thermochemistry even though
the pKA values are correct. In the final model, the thermochemistry of nitric acid and the
nitrate ion were modified, though still enforcing the experimental pKA. Instead of the cor-
rections of -3 and + I kcal/mole for HONO2 and NO3- shown in Table 4-5, we introduced
corrections of +2 and +6 kcal/mole; the other thermochemistry corrections were the same
as before. Because the HONO2/NO3§ changes tend to make the system more autocata-
lytic, the EA value for reaction 24 was decreased by 3 kcal/mole and the EA value for reac-
tion 8 I1 was set to 15.5 kcal/mole to achieve the proper yield.
The modeling results for the nitrous acid and nitrous oxide yields are shown in Figure 4-8.
These model predictions are essentially identical to those presented earlier, matching the
experimental yield measurements well. The acidity dependence of the nitrous acid yield
for this model is shown in Figure 4-9. Here the model-predicted HONO yield follows the
same non-monotonic trend as the experimental data, showing a distinctive peak as the ini-
tial concentration of nitric acid is increased. This is a direct result of the modification of the
nitric acid thermochemistry, which depressed and shifted the position of the peak in
HONO yield. The autocatalytic mechanism in this case is essentially the same as was seen
in the initial model.
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Figure 4-8: Final Model: (a) Nitrous acid yield as a function of initial hydroxylamine concentration for an initial
nitrous acid concentration of: 4x10 s M (O and solid line); 0.001 M (x and dashed line); 0.004 M (A and
dotted line). (b) Nitrous acid yield (O and solid line) and corrected nitrous oxide yield (A and dashed line)
as a function of initial hydroxylamine concentration for an initial nitrous acid concentration of 4x 10s M. Ex-
perimental data - markers, model results - lines. The corrected N20 yield is the sum of the Henry's Law
corrected experimental N20 and N2 yields; see text for details. Experimental data from reference 18.
[N03J]o = I M for these results.
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Figure 4-9: Final Model: Nitrous acid yield as a function of initial acid concentration at various initial hydro-
xylamine concentrations: 0.001 M (O and solid line); 0.005 M (o and dash-dot line); 0.01 M (+ and dashed
line); 0.1 M (A and dotted line); 0.2 M (O and dash-dot-dot line). Experimental data - markers, model
results - lines. Experimental data from reference 17.
The ignition time predicted by the final model is still about two orders of magnitude too
slow with only the corrections mentioned above. This can be partially corrected by de-
creasing the NO + enthalpy of formation further and/or by increasing the rate of reaction 22
without a significant impact on the product yields or the mechanism. Another change that
could be employed is decreasing the EA for reaction 9, NH20H + NO2 4 NH20 +
HONO, by 5.0 kcal/mole. This yields a rate coefficient of 3 x 107 M-'s - ' and changes the
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ignition time from about 17000 to 60 seconds, which is similar to the experimental data.
The barrier for reaction 9 was predicted to be -6 kcal/mole, so 5 kcal/mole is a significant
change. Alternatively, fast electron transfer for the NH20H + N02 -- NH20H+ + NO2
reaction would have essentially the same effect on the kinetics, but this would require a
barrier much lower than that predicted by simple Marcus theory, A comparison of the ad-
justed model and experimental HONO traces are given in Figure 4-10. The change to re-
action 9 does not materially affect the model yields presented in Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9.
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Figure 4-10: Final model with the EA for reaction 9 decreased by 5 kcal/mole: Absorbance profiles for ni-
trous acid (372 nm) for different initial hydroxylamine concentrations: 0.0 12 M (O and solid line); 0.006 M
(O and dashed line); 0.003 M (+ and dotted line). Experimental data - markers, model results - lines. Ex-
perimental data and e = 50 M-'cm -' from reference 18. [NO3]0 = I M for these results.
While only modestly affecting the product distributions, accelerating reaction 9 results in
major changes in the scavenging and autocatalytic pathways. The mechanism no longer
relies on the formation of NO+ and reaction 22 to drive the evolution, but instead almost
the entire flux is channeled through reaction 9, The new dominant autocatalytic mecha-
nism is given below. Minor channels that contribute species to the main pathway have
been omitted. The initial part of the autocatalytic mechanism is similar to what was previ-
ously proposed by Pembridge and Stedman; however, our model does not indicate that
reaction I3 is a significant source of nitrous acid formation, as proposed by Pembridge and
Stedman, In fact, the model flux analysis shows that there is a large reverse flux for reac-
tion 13, which generates ONONO and ultimately serves as a source of NO radicals for the
scavenging pathway.
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19r. HHOO 2 + HONO H20 + ONONO 2
7r. ONONO 2  NO + NO2O
9. NH20H + NO; NH20o + HONO
81. NO; +NH20" +H20,o NOQ + HNO + H 3O'
41. NO> + NH2O' - NH2ONO2
90r. NH2ONO2 - NH2O' + NO;
14. NH20O + HNO -- " NH20H + NO'
The new scavenging pathway is given below, which is the same as before once ONNH20
is formed. As mentioned above, the source of NO radicals in the scavenging pathway is
mainly from the decomposition of ONONO following the reverse of reaction 13.
19r. HONO, + HONO - H 20 + ONONO 2
7r. ONONO2 - NO2 + NO;
9. NH20H + NO ~ NH20' + HONO
73. NO' + NH20' NH2ONO
24. NH20NO.2H 20 ONNH20.2H 20
This exercise of parameter adjustment was not meant as an attempt to find the correct
mechanism; because of the uncertainties in the rate and thermochemical parameters, there
is not enough information to uniquely determine which pathways dominate. The purpose
is to show that fairly good agreement with experimental data can be obtained with a few
small changes in the parameters, well within the uncertainty of the estimates. There are
many ways that the parameters could be altered in order to achieve partial agreement with
the data, even yielding different autocatalytic pathways; two of these likely autocatalytic
pathways are presented here. Given the uncertainties in the ab initio thermochemistry and
rate coefficients, we cannot differentiate between these two mechanisms or prove that ei-
ther is dominant in the physical system. It is hoped that these hypotheses and rate coeffi-
cient calculations will help to guide experimental work attempting to draw a more precise
picture of the true scavenging and autocatalytic pathways.
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4.5 Conclusion
A general procedure for estimating solution-phase rate coefficients from ab initio calcula-
tions is presented. Traditional transition state theory procedures are outlined as they apply
to solution-phase estimates, taking care to address standard states and activity coefficients
correctly, as was previously discussed in chapter 2. A method was proposed to estimate
rate coefficients for dissociative isomerizations in a solvent cage, drawing ideas from varia-
tional transition state theory. The importance of including explicit solvent molecules in par-
ticular classes of reactions was shown. Unfortunately, a lack of meaningful experimental
rate coefficient data precludes us from drawing conclusions about the absolute accuracy of
the TST or caged-reaction rate coefficient estimates. However, given the error present in
the thermochemistry, it is unlikely the activation barriers are more accurate than
2 kcal/mole, which translates to at least one order of magnitude uncertainty in the rate co-
efficients at 298 K.
The hydroxylamine/nitric acid/nitrous acid system was modeled using a proposed 90-
reaction mechanism, taking into account several types of chemistry. The initial, minimally-
modified model showed some ability to reproduce experimental yield data; however, the
timescale of the reaction and the acidity dependences of the yields could not be rectified
with a few small perturbations in the parameters. The acidity dependence could be accu-
rately modeled by making changes to the thermochemistry of nitric acid and the nitrate ion,
while constraining them to be consistent with the known pKA. Potential autocatalytic and
scavenging pathways were proposed, although a definitive mechanism cannot be deter-
mined due to the uncertainties in the predicted rate coefficients and thermochemistry.
More importantly, we have highlighted the areas in which major improvements need to be
made in order to successfully model a complex solution-phase system. The most impor-
tant advances will come from more accurate, yet computationally-efficient, solvation mod-
els that allow accurate equilibrium constants and reaction barriers to be estimated. New
theories more precisely describing atypical reaction types that are found in condensed-
phase systems will also be needed to fully understand condensed-phase dynamics. A reli-
able methodology for estimating activity coefficients of stable species and transition states,
including at infinite-dilution in multicomponent mixtures, will also be critical when studying
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concentrated aqueous solutions. Many researchers are currently working on these tasks,
and we applaud their efforts; however, the community must make significantly more pro-
gress before ab initio prediction of complex aqueous system behavior is a reality.
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4.6 Appendices
4.6.1 Effect of Non-Electrostatic Solvation on the Reaction Barrier
We have discussed the effects of the non-ES solvation energies on the thermochemistry of
species in solution, but it also affects rate constants in similar ways, as was mentioned briefly
in this chapter. It is worthwhile to explain in more detail on where the non-ES solvation
energies will affect the reaction barriers in solution. Understanding this effect is necessary
to achieving the proper temperature dependence of the rate coefficient. The magnitudes
of the terms in question will also be discussed. This discussion applies to solution-phase
transition state theory.
The assumption made in this work is that each of the non-electrostatic solvation free en-
ergy terms (dispersion, repulsion, and cavitation) is entirely enthalpic or entropic. The dis-
persion and repulsion were taken to be enthalpic and the cavitation entropic. This means
that the dispersion and repulsion terms should be included in the reaction barrier, while the
cavitation contribution should be present in the A-factor. The cavitation effect can gener-
ally be thought of as a perturbation to the translational partition function, and as such
should naturally occur in the A-factor of a rate coefficient. The expression for the solution-
phase transition state theory rate coefficient under these assumptions is given in equation
(4-20).
A-factor terms Barrier terms
k -T -AAGC or -A (E + AGsolvES + AGvdirs + AG S)rs (4-20)
krs Ic exp T expS (4-20)
h RT I )VRT
gas
The magnitude of the cavitation free energy is usually on the order of 10 kcal/mole for
small molecules; however, we are concerned only with the change in cavitation free energy
(AAGCa, rs)) between the transition state and reactants. This change is usually much small
because most of the molecular volume (on which the cavitation energy is based) is retained
in the reaction. Typically, unimolecular reactions have AAGfc•,rs values near zero and bi-
molecular reactions have values that are slightly negative, signifying increased entropy in the
transition state due to cavitation. The distribution of AAGf v, T values for the 4 I1 reactions
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examined with transition state theory in this work are shown in Figure 4-1 , with contribu-
tions from unimolecular and bimolecular reactions shown separately.
14
U Unimolecular E Bimolecular
12
10
-2.5 -2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5
Cavitation Free Energy Change [kcal/mole]
Figure 4-I I: Distribution of AAGi ' Ts for unimolecular and bimolecular reactions analyzed using TST
This is a first step in accounting for temperature dependence of the rate coefficient, but is
most certainly not enough if temperature changes are large or solution properties change
significantly. In these cases, a true temperature-dependent set of solvation energies is
needed to ensure large errors are not carelessly introduced.4-needed to ensure large errors are not carelessly introduced.
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4.6.2 Additional DISC Reaction Information
Energy and Partition Function Contributions Along the Reaction Coordinate for Reaction 75
R - REq 0.00 0.55 1.05 1.55 2.05 2.55 3.05 3.55
E + AGeolv 0.00 9.54 17.30 16.71 17.66 18.71 18.86 18.71
LN(Qtranslation) 16.77 16.77 16.77 16.77 16.77 16.77 16.77 16.77
LN(Qvib,conserved) 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.26 0.30 0.28 0.28 0.28
LN(Qrot,complex conserved) 6.85 7.24 7.56 7.85 8.09 8.32 8.52 8.70
LN(Qrot,complex transitional) 3.42 3.31 2.85 1.98 0.97 0.29 0.05 0.01
LN(Qvib -> rot, transitional) 0.82 1.20 2.71 5.56 8.90 11.12 11.90 12.06
LN(QZPE) -38.39 -38.32 -38.05 -37.54 -36.94 -36.54 -36.40 -36.37
LN(QTotal) -10.51 -9.78 -8.12 -5.12 -1.91 0.23 1.12 1.44
Units: kcallmole for energy; Angstroms for separation; unitless for partition functions.
Energy and Partition Function Contributions Along the Reaction Coordinate for Reaction 77 -
ONNH 20H+ Fragmenting at the ON-NH 2OH Bond.
R - REq 0.00 0.50 .1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50
E + AGsolv 0.00 12.81 23.01 23.32 25.54 27.01 27.91 27.97
LN(Qtranslaton) 16.80 16.80 16.80 16.80 16.80 16.80 16.80 16.80
LN(Qvib,conserved) 0.07 0.16 0.20 0.20 0.24 0.28 0.26 0.28
LN(Qrot,complex conserved) 7.07 7.38 7.63 7.69 7.93 8.16 8.38 8.57
LN(Qrot.complex transitional) 3.49 3.36 2.97 2.36 1.62 0.93 0.44 0.17
LN(Qvib -> rot, transitional) 1.33 1.75 2.99 4.96 7.33 9.53 11.10 11.95
LN(QZPE) -49.90 -49.81 -49.54 -49.10 -48.58 -48.10 -47.76 -47.57
LN(QTot.1) -21.15 -20.36 -18.95 -17.10 -14.68 -12.40 -10.79 -9.80
Units: kcal/mole for energy; Angstroms for separation; unitless for partition functions.
Energy and Partition Function Contributions Along the Reaction Coordinate for Reaction 77 -
NH2OHNO + Fragmenting at the NH20-NO Bond.
R - REq 0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50
E + AGsely 7.94 16.59 22.10 24.92 26.95 28.05 28.22 28.00
LN(Qtranslation) 16.80 16.80 16.80 16.80 16.80 16.80 16.80 16.80
LN(Qvib,conserved) 0.19 0.17 0.14 0.17 0.20 0.22 0.23 0.25
LN(Qrot,complex conserved) 7.01 7.31 7.48 7.69 7.94 8.17 8.38 8.57
LN(Qrot,complex transitional) 3.51 3.38 2.99 2.37 1.63 0.93 0.44 0.17
LN(Qvib -> rot, transitional) 1.24 1.66 2.92 4.90 7.29 9.51 11.08 11.95
LN(QZPE) -49.44 -49.36 -49.14 -48.79 -48.37 -47.98 -47.70 -47.55
LN(QTot.l) -20.69 -20.06 -18.82 -16.86 -14.53 -12.35 -10.76 -9.80
Units: kcal/mole for energy; Angstroms for separation; unitless for partition functions.
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4.6.3 Molecular Radii
Molecular radii used in the estimation of the diffusion-limited rate constants in angstroms
Molecule
H20
HONO 2
HONO
NH2OH
N2H4
N03O
H30+
HAN
NH3ONO 2+
N2H5+
ONONO2
N204
NO2
NH20
HNO
ONONO
NO2"
NO+
NO
NH3OH +
N20
t-NH3ONO +
c-NH20NO
Radius (A)
1.84
2.43
2.27
2.22
2.32
2.44
0.25
2.84
2.61
2.26
2.72
2.71
2.19
2.15
2.10
2.60
2.28
1.85
2.01
2.16
2.24
2.51
2.51
Molecule
c-ONNH20
t-ONNHOH
ONNH +
NO2 +
NH3OH-H 20 +
NH20NO 2
NH20 +
c-HONNOH
HONN +
N20 3
02
HO2
HOOH
HOONO
OH
HOONO2
NH30 +
c-ONNH 2OH +
NH3
ONNH 2ONO +
ONNHONO
N2
NH,O(H)NO +
Radius (A)
2.51
2.52
2.26
2.09
2.54
2.63
2.05
2.49
2.21
2.56
1.95
2.04
2.09
2.46
1.81
2.56
2.11
2.49
2.03
2.80
2.76
2.05
2.51
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4.6.4 Diffusion-limited rate coefficients calculations
The equation below gives the general equation for a diffusion-limited reaction where cr is
the steric/spin factor that was taken to be 0.25, p is the viscosity of the solvent, df is the
reaction path degeneracy, and ri is the molecular radius.' This assumes Stokes-Einstein dif-
fusion within the solvent based on spherical particles.
2 RT (r+rjk = R r. df (4-21)1u3 , *.,r
The viscosity of the HONO2-H20 system varies significantly with both the temperature
and the concentration of nitric acid. These effects were taken into account through the
multivariate expression shown in the following equation, where C is the nitric acid concen-
tration in moles/liter, po is an expression for the viscosity at 3 13 K in centipoise, and m(C) is
an expression characterizing the change of aln(u)/a(T- ) as the concentration changes.
This was derived based on nitrous acid viscosity data at 293, 3 13, and 333 K and nitric acid
concentrations from 1.6 to 22 M.88
p[cP]= (C)(C ().exp m(C). To = 313K, T: inKelvin
(4-22)
uo (C) = 1.15 x 10-5 .C4 -8.74 x 10-4 3 + 0.0144 C2 -0.0147. C+ 0.734
m (C) = 0.0057 -C' -0.3185. C4+ 5.7676. C3- 39.165. C2+ 111.05 .C + 1449.3
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4.6.5 Electron-transfer rate coefficient calculations
Electron transfer reaction rates were estimated using Marcus Theory,727  with energetic
parameters taken from computational chemistry calculations. Energies were calculated us-
ing the CBS-QB3 compound method with the IEFPCM solvation model and UAHF radii
set. The reactant energy is zero at a reaction coordinate value of zero, and the product
energy is AG', at a reaction coordinate of one. The two surfaces will intersect, with the
energy at this intersection being the approximate reaction barrier. The curvature of the
reactant surface is estimated by performing an energy calculation for the reactant molecule
at the optimized reactant structure and one at the optimized structure of the product.
The product surface is estimated in an analogous manner. The energy difference is often
referred to as the reorganization energy, or the energy necessary to change the reactant
geometry to the product geometry for a given electronic state. Once the two potential
surfaces are known, the point of intersection can be determined algebraically, the result of
which is shown in equation (4-23) (see equation 6.12 in reference 72, which has a sign error
in the square root term). The AR and AP terms describe the parabolic curvature of the re-
actant and product surfaces as given in equations (4-24) and (4-25) with x being the reac-
tion coordinate that is zero at the reactant minimum and one at the product minimum,
AG'o, is the free energy change of reaction, and AG' is the barrier to reaction.72 The free
energy terms used in the Marcus Theory analysis are the electronic energy plus the free
energy of solvation. Zero-point energies and partition functions were not included when
determining the Ai values because of the presence of imaginary vibrational frequencies for
non-equilibrium structures (e.g. NO2 radical calculated at the geometry of the NO2- anion).
AGt ( AR {A- ARA, + AGO (A,-A) 2 (4-23)
(AR -Ap) 2x
ER= ARX2  (4-24)
E, = A, (1- x)2 + AG2,, (4-25)
A + B.• - .A-...B 'kE, %A+...B- Ia' 4A'++ B - (4-26)
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koverall, ET = KckET (4-27)
The rate constant was estimated assuming a three-step reaction process as shown in equa-
tion (4-26): diffusion to form an outer-sphere complex, electron transfer, and fast diffusion
to free ions. It was assumed that the enthalpy and non-translational entropy of the outer-
sphere complexes and the free reactants or products are equivalent because the species in
either case would still be encased in separate solvent shells, shielding interactions between
species. The translational entropy will differ because we are now forcing the two species
to be within a certain distance from each other. The standard state translational entropy
contribution is related to the volume accessible to the species (at standard state). The ex-
pression for Kc under ideal solution conditions is given in equation (4-28).
KCidea = exp ( AH - TASint -TA ns,,] (4-28)
C,ideal V1 e (4-29)
" Vcomplex
With the enthalpy and interal entropy assumptions given earlier and relating the change in
translational entropy to molecular volumes in the free and complexed states, we arrive at
equation (4-29), where V,,' is the standard state molecular volume of the free reactants,
Veomplex is the molecular volume inside which the two reactant must exist to ensure an
outer-sphere complex, and Co is the standard state concentration (assumed to be the
same for both reactants). If the standard state concentration is chosen to be I M, then the
average molecule has an accessible volume equivalent to a 12 A cube. At the standard
state, one molecule of A and B will exist inside the same cube. If we assume that the dis-
tance necessary to form an outer-sphere complex is - I0 anstroms, then very little volume
change is required to form the complex. In this fortuitous case, KC,ideal 1 M - and
koverall,,E T  kET .1 M -'. The approximations made here are crude to be sure, but are justi-
fied given the uncertainty present in other aspects of the simple Marcus theory employed.
However, understanding and accurately capturing these subtle details will be critical when
more precise methodologies are developed.
The electron transfer rate constant was estimated using equation (4-30), which employs a
simplified pre-exponential factor and shows AG' as the free energy of activation for the
electron transfer. The AGt term includes the electrostatic and non-electrostatic solvation
energies.
kET = exp RTh RT )
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(4-30)
4.6.6 Activity coefficient estimates for major species
In the modeling process, the experimental activity coefficient data was fit to the modified
Davies equation (below) for the activity coefficient of ions at high ionic strength. The equa-
tion used in the current work contains two parameters and the initial concentration of un-
dissociated nitric acid.
B [ HONO2]In (y) = A [HONO2]o + 0 (4-31)1+ [HONO2 0
The typical expression is written in terms of ionic strength (not initial acid concentration),
but the equation fit the data much better in this case when initial acid concentration was
used. The best-fit parameters are shown in the table below for a variety of experimental
data. The activity coefficient data fit here all converged to one as the concentration of ni-
tric acid approached zero, indicating that they are referenced to the infinite dilution state in
water. This type of activity coefficient is equivalent to y"~# mentioned in the text, where
in this case it is the correction needed to go from an actual infinite dilution state in water to
a state with a large nitric acid concentration. Because this is experimental data based on
partial pressure measurements, the data is not dependent on a standard state and none is
given. If one chooses a standard state of I M nitric acid and an actual state of 5 M, the
standard and real state activity coefficients for undissociated nitric acid would be
y700 = 1.36 and y"v` = 4.49 as read directly from the Davis and de Bruin data. Whether
one or both of these activity coefficients needs to be incorporated into a model depends
upon the assumptions that underpin the solvation energy data at the standard state.
Modified Davies Equation Parameters for ln(y) Based on Available Data
parameter HONO 2 a H20 a (+1.) a H30+ b N0 3 C (+-) d H30 e
A 0.29 -0.048 0.26 0.69 -0.16 0.16 0.48
B 0.00 -0.046 1.14 0.36 1.60 0.95 0.30
a - ref 64; b - ref 86; c - ref 83; d - ref 65; e - derived to force agreement with data from c and d,
Data from undissociated nitric acid, water, and the mean ionic activity coefficient were
available from Davis and de Bruin.64 The activity of the hydronium ion could be derived,
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making significant assumptions, from the Hammett acidity function data from Dawber and
Wyatt."8 The Hammett acidity function value, Ho, should theoretically equal the following,
where the base and acid are from the indicator, and not nitric acid.
Ho = -lo aHYbacise (4-32)
If one makes the assumption that the activity coefficient ratio is equal to one, then the ac-
tivity of the proton is directly related to the experimental Hammett acidity function. By
including water and using a relative pKA/Ho, the hydronium ion activity can be extracted as
well. This is likely a poor method for estimating the activity coefficient of hydronium, but
may be suitable for a zero order approximation. The Hammett estimate is shown as first
H30 ' column in the above table corresponding to reference 86. There is a limited amount
of experimental data for the lone nitrate ion activity coefficient. Marcos-Arroyo, et al. give
data for sodium and potassium nitrate salts from 0. I M - 3.5M,83 and Tamamushi presents
data for nitrate from nitric acid up to 0. I M.84 The data match to within 5% at the lone
overlapping point, with the salt nitrate value predicting a lower activity coefficient. This
suggests that using the nitrate salt activity coefficient may result in an underestimate of the
value for nitrate in nitric acid. As opposed to using the Hammett acidity function, a better
way to determine the hydronium ion activity coefficient is to use the experimental mean
ionic and nitrate ion activity coefficients to derive a consistent value for the hydronium ion.
However, a discrepancy exists between the mean ionic activity coefficient data from Davis
and that of Hamer and Wu.65 Also, data from Zaytsev85 draws on several sources (includ-
ing Hamer and Wu) and supports the numbers cited by Hamer and Wu. Due to the un-
certainty present in the absolute activity coefficients for the ionic species, the mean ionic
activity coefficient will be used in this work for both H30' and NO3-. The mean ionic data
of Hamer and Wu is used when modeling this system, although the discrepancy should not
be forgotten.
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4.6.7 B3LYP and MP2 reaction barrier comparison
The table below shows the B3LYP and MP2 barrier estimates using the CBSB7 basis set,
otherwise know as 6-31 1 G(2d,d,p). The MP2 transition state for reactions 63 and 80 each
had two imaginary frequencies, one that corresponds to the desired reaction coordinate
and one unwanted one. We believe these to be very close to the actual TS energies. The
MP2/B3LYP barrier relationship appear random from this small sample.
barrier (kcal/mole) ASolvation (kcal/mole)
reaction MP2 B3LYP Abarrier AAGsolv,ES AAGsolv,non-ES
19 3.14 0.70 2.45 1.84 0.24
26 I 1.35 10.50 0.85 0.43 0.01
63 15.82 3.89 I 1.93 -1 .59 -0.27
80 28.21 29.66 -1.45 -2.26 -0.33
84 14.92 19.42 -4.5 1 4.9 1 0.09
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5 Gas-Phase Group Additivity Values for C/HIN/IO Species "
5.1 Introduction
The desire to construct large, detailed chemical kinetic mechanisms for gas-phase processes
has resulted in the development of several computational tools to automatically generate
such mechanisms.89-92 In order to construct these large mechanisms, thermochemical and
rate information is needed to determine the importance of each potential species or reac-
tion to the overall system; lack of this type of information for chemical species is often the
most limiting aspect of these tools, The group additivity method, pioneered by Benson,93 -95
is one way an arbitrary molecule's thermochemical parameters can be estimated. Since
Benson's original work, many researchers have derived group additivity values for unsubsti-
tuted, oxygenated, and halogenated hydrocarbons,9 "-'9 but much less effort has been put
towards deriving nitrogen-containing groups.1 I0- 2 Extension of these tools to include the
detailed chemistry of gas-phase nitrogen species will allow new problems to be addressed,
particularly as it relates to pollutants from combustion processes and atmospheric chemis-
try. The chemistry of fuel-bound nitrogen may also play a greater role as the use of fuel
additives becomes increasingly necessary to meet both vehicle performance targets and
emission regulations. Another potential application is in the modeling of the gasification,
pyrolysis, and combustion of biomass feed stocks, which may have an inherently higher per-
centage of bound nitrogen than traditional fossil fuels. This work presents new nitrogen-
containing group additivity values based on computational chemistry calculations.
5.2 Methodology
The Gaussian0343 suite of programs was used to perform the ab initio calculations. Gas-
phase geometry optimization and frequency calculations were performed at the B3LYP/6-
31 IG(2d,d,p) (B3LYP/CBSB7) level of theory as implemented in the CBS-QB3 method.
The gas-phase enthalpies of formation are based on the energies derived using the CBS-
QB3 method, which is a compound method that seeks to approximate the complete basis
set limit.44 They are estimated through the commonly used atomization method, which
includes spin-orbit and bond additivity corrections (BACs) from Petersson et al.45 In addi-
"' Reproduced in part with permission from Journal of Physical Chemistry A 112 (2008) ???. Copyright 2008
American Chemical Society.
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tion, BACs derived for N/O and N/N bond types from a previous work are included."
Results are also presented excluding the bond corrections to provide a more complete pic-
ture.
The entropy at 298 K and the constant-pressure heat capacity values at 300, 400, 500, 600,
800, 1000, and 1500 K were calculated using statistical mechanics, including the effect of
hindered internal rotations. The effect of internal rotors was estimated using the method
outlined by Sumathi et al.;"13 a brief description of which is given here. The hindered rotor
potential was obtained by scanning the dihedral angle (0) for 3600 in increments of 30',
allowing for the relaxation of all other degrees of freedom. This potential energy scan was
performed at the B3LYP/6-3 I G(d) level of theory, and the corresponding values of the po-
tential, V(6), were fit to a fifth-order Fourier series, equation (33), where ao, am, and bm are
adjustable parameters.
5
V( +) -= cO -a m os (mq) + bm sin (m) (33)
2 M=1
-h 2  2
+ V (0) = E (34)8;r2I a¢2
The one-dimensional Schrbdinger equation, shown in equation (34), was solved in a
sine/cosine basis; the basis size was increased until the computed partition function con-
verged. The reduced moment of inertia was computed at the equilibrium geometry of the
molecule; in East's notation it is 1(13). 14 The thermodynamic quantities of interest were esti-
mated by a combination of the standard RRHO approximation methodology (translational,
rotational, and vibrational contributions with the vibration corresponding to the hindered
rotor removed) and the contributions from the hindered rotor as described here. The con-
tributions of the hindered rotor to the heat capacity and entropy were calculated using en-
semble average energies, (E) and (E2), as appropriate.
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Figure 5-1: Calculated potential energy profile for the COON rotor in CH3OON(CH3)2 for two full rota-
tions (o) and the corrected Fourier series potential used when calculating rotor energy levels (solid line).
The ability of amine groups to easily invert via the umbrella motion caused minor problems
when attempting to calculate the rotational potential for some rotors. The detailed inter-
actions of rotational/vibrational motions is very complex,' 1 and we do not attempt such an
undertaking here. During the course of the dihedral angle scan, an inversion typically results
in a discontinuity in the rotor potential. The inversion, although favorable at a given dihe-
dral angle, perturbs the molecule and prevents it from returning to the globally-optimum
energy at a dihedral angle of 3600. An example potential energy surface for two full rota-
tions of such a rotor is shown in Figure 5- 1, for the COON dihedral in CH300N(CH3)2.
The ab initio potential is shown by the open circles, while the Fourier series used to calcu-
late the energy levels is given by the solid line. It is clear that the inversion, which occurs
near 1500, creates a situation in which the molecule cannot return to its globally-minimum
energy. Continued rotation does not reverse the inversion, and a stable, higher-energy ro-
tation is obtained as shown between 360' and 720' in the figure. The differences in the
peaks near 180' and 540' is due to a 600 difference in the O-CH3 group rotor as well as
the umbrella inversion. In cases where an inversion occurred, we either copied the values
from 0-90o to the 120-210' and 240-3300 regions for rotors that had a symmetry number
of 3 or mirrored the values from 0- I 180' for rotors that had an energy peak near 1800
(which were symmetric or near-symmetric rotors about =- 180'). The molecules that
required corrections are noted in Table 5- I.
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The group additivity values were determined through linear regression of the computed
molecular data, using many of the previously-established group values from Benson95 and
Bozzelli.9899" ' 3 As is customary when deriving group values, the entropy used in the fitting
procedure was the so-called intrinsic entropy, which ignores external and rotor symmetry
and treats each atom in the molecule as distinguishable.96 The intrinsic entropy is com-
puted by adding Rln(c) to the molecular entropy. Optical isomers and the potential
umbrella motion of amine groups were not considered when reporting the molecular or
intrinsic entropy values. The 95% confidence intervals for the new group value estimates
were also computed to give a general indication of the uncertainty.
The confidence intervals were determined using a combination of Monte Carlo and tradi-
tional linear model confidence interval techniques. Monte Carlo was used in an attempt to
propagate the error present in the CBS-QB3 estimates into to the final confidence intervals
in the group values. The estimated molecular thermochemistry was assumed to have a
Gaussian distribution with mean equal to the CBS-QB3 estimate and a standard deviation
of 0.5 kcal/mole for enthalpy or 0.5 cal/mole-K for entropy and heat capacity. A value for
each molecule was taken randomly from this distribution, and the vector of values was
used in the regression algorithm, resulting in a unique set of best-fit group values and confi-
dence intervals for each molecular property vector. This process was repeated 1000 times
to yield a distribution of group values and confidence intervals. The confidence interval re-
ported here was taken to be mean value of the distribution of confidence intervals, at-
tempting to capture some of the uncertainty in the molecular data.
As will be shown in the discussion, not all atom-centered groups could be uniquely deter-
mined because certain ones always appear together. The specific groups that were af-
fected by this will be discussed later.
5.3 Results and Discussion
The thermochemical properties of 105 molecules were computed, which contain 66
groups to be determined and 14 groups with previously-derived values. The computed
structures for all of the molecules are included in the electronic supplemental materials in
the "Chapter 5 - Supplemental.pdf' file. Of the 66 unknown groups, 17 had to be assigned
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values or lumped in with other groups (equivalent to assigning a value of zero) to create a
tractable linear regression problem.
Estimates of the thermochemical parameters for the molecules are given in Table 5- I along
with the limited experimental enthalpy data; not enough entropy or heat capacity data is
available to make a meaningful comparison. The error (relative to the CBS-QB3 estimates)
from the group additivity method is also presented with and without the bond corrections
recommended in the literature.45 '68 The values without bond-additivity corrections appear
in parentheses. The bond-corrected enthalpy estimates agree significantly better with the
limited expehmental data than their uncorrected counterparts, giving credence to their in-
clusion. The mean absolute deviations relative to the 19 experimental data points were 0.7
and 1.7 kcal/mole, with and without bond corrections respectively. The overall fit to en-
thalpies calculated using bond corrections was also better, with a mean absolute deviation
of 0.40 kcal/mole, as compared to an MAD of 0.44 without corrections. The fitting errors
in the entropy estimates generally ranged from -1.5 to +1.5 cal/mole-K, with a MAD of
0.37 cal/mole-K. Note that the entropy listed in the table is the molecular entropy, not the
intrinsic entropy. The errors in the heat capacity data are not presented here for succinct-
ness, but the average MAD across all temperatures was 0.2 1 cal/mole-K.
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Table 5-1: CBS-QB3 Molecular Thermochemistry with (without) BACs
molecule
1 C 2H3CN
2 C2H3ONO
3 C2H3 NO02
4 CH3CHC(CH3)NO2
5 CH3CHCHNO2
6 (C2Hs)(CH3)2CNO
7 (C2Hs)(CH3)CHNO
8 (C2H5)(CH3)NNO
9 C2HsCN
10 (C2H5)(CH3)NNO2
11 (C2HS)NHNO
12 (C2H5)NHNO2
13 C2HSNO
14 C2H5NO 2
15 C2HsOCN
16 C2HsON(CH3)2
17 C2HsONH(CH3)
18 C2HsONO
19 C2HsONO2
20 C2HsOONO
21 (CH3)2CHNO
22 (CH3)2CHNO2
23 (CH3)2NCN
24 (CH3)2NNO
25 (CH3 )2NON(CH3)2
26 (CH3)2NONO
27 * C 3HNO
28 C3H7NO2
29 (CH3)3CCN
30 (CH3)3CNO
31 (CH3)3CNO2
32 CH3CN
33 * CH3NC(CH3)2
34 CH3NCCHCH,
35 CH3NCH2
36 CH3NCHCH3
37 CH3NHCN
38 CH3NHN(CH3)2
39 CH3NHN(CH3)(C2H3)
40 CH3NHNH(C2H3)
41 CH3NHNO
42 CH3NHON(CH3)2
43 CH3NHONO
44 CH3NNC2Hs
45 CH3NNCH,
46 CH3OCN
47 * CH3OON(CH3)2
48 CH3OONH(CH3)
49 CH3OONO
50 HNCCH(CH3)
51 HNCH(CH3)
52 NH2N(CH3)2
53 CH2C(CH3)(CN)
54 CH2C(CH3)(NO2)
55 * C 2H3N(CH3)(NH2)
56 C2H3NH(NH2)
57 C2H3NO2
58 (C2Hs)(CH3)2CCN
59 (C2H5)(CH3)2CNO2
60 (C2H5)(CH3)CHNO2
61 * (C2H)(CH3)NCN
62 * C2H5NC(CH3)2
63 C2HsNCH2
64 C2HsNHCN
65 C2zHNNC2 H5
AHf (298 K) [kcallmole] S (298 K) [callmole-K]
CBS-QB3 Exot. GAV Error CBS-QB3 GAV Error
45.5 (47.1) 43.0" -0.7 (-0.4)
8.5 (7.1) 13 (1.8)
-3.6 (-6.0) 0.2 (0 5)
-9.3 (-9.9) 0.0 (-0.2)
-0.1 (-1.3) 2.4 ý 0.6 (0.3)
-10.6 (-9.2) -0.3 (-05)
-1.1 (-0.2) -0.4 (-0.7)
5.7 (7.9) 0.1 (-0.1)
13.1 (15.1) 12 .3 b -0.2 (0.0)
-10.2 (-9.1) 0.1 (-02)
8.5 (10.7) 0.0 (-02)
-8.3 (-7.3) 0.0 (-0.2)
11.2 (11.1) 0.1 (0.4)
-24.7 (-26.0) -24.5 4 0.0 (0.2)
-8.6 (-7.6) 0 5 (0.2)
-21.2 (-20 1) 0.2 (0.2)
-17.2 (-16.1) 0.1 (0.1)
-22.8 (-23.7) -0.2 (-02)
-373 (-39.3) -37 0 0.0 (0.0)
-8.7 (-9.7) 02 (-0.1)
3.0 (3.4) 0.4 (0.7)
-33.6 (-34.3) -33.2 -03 (-0.1)
33.5 (35.4) -0.3 (0.0)
12.7 (14.4) -0.1 (01)
18.3 (19.4) 0.1 (0.1)
177 (16.8) -0.5 (-0.6)
6.5 (69) -01 (-0.4)
-29.8 (-305) -296 0.0 (-0.2)
-1.6 (15) -0.1 (0.2)
-6.3 (-5.3) 0.3 (0.5)
-42.6 (-42.8) -42.3h -0.2 (0.1)
17.6 (19.2)
1.3 (3.0)
40.4 (41.7)
19.4 (20.1)
8.6 (9.8)
34.4 (36.3)
17.7 (21.4)
38.9 (42.6)
41.0 (44 7)
15.3 (16.9)
22.6 (23.7)
21.5 (20 5)
29.5 (326)
36.1 (38.6)
0.5 (11)
-4.3 (-3.7)
-0.2 (0.3)
-0,2 (-1.6)
40.4 (41.7)
10.4 (11.6)
17.7 (21.4)
36.4 (38.6)
-1.3 (-2.5)
39.1 (42.9)
39.4 (43.1)
8.9 (7.2)
-6.7 (-3.1)
-47.8 (-47.5)
-39.2 (-39.4)
26.2 (28.6)
-6.1 (-3.9)
12.8 (14.0)
27.1 (29.6)
23.0 (26.5)
17.7' 00 (0.0)
-0.4 (-0.4)
-0.3 (-0 3)
0.6 (0.6)
0.1 (0 1)
-0.3 (0.0)
-0.3 (-0.3)
07 (0.9)
-1.1 (-0.9)
0o.o0 (0.2)
-0.3 (-03)
-0.3 (-0o4)
0o.o0 ( .0)
35.5c  00 (0.0)
-0.5 (-0.2)
04 (0.6)
0.3 (0.4)
-0.2 (0.1)
0.3 (0 3)
-1.1 (-1.1)
0.3 (0.3)
0.1 (0.4)
0.0 (0.2)
1.1 (1.2)
1.1 (1.3)
8.0 -0.6 (-0.3)
0.1 (-0.2)
0.2 (-01)
-39.1 0.3 (01)
0.3 (00)
-0.1 (-01)
0.1 (0.1)
0.3 (0.0)
0o0 (0.0)
300 K 400 K
(a) Group additivity value (GAV) errors are relative to the CBS-QB3 estimates. Values in parentheses
are enthalpy estimates and errors without employing gas-phase bond additivity corrections. Some gas-
phase enthoalpies were estimated from the liquid-phase enthalpy and heat of vaporization data. (b)
data from ref I /6; (c) ref 1 7; (d) ref 118; (e) ref 119; (f) ref 120; (g) ref 12 1; (h) ref 122; (i)
ref. 123; () ref 124; (k) ref. 125; (1) ref I26; (m) ref. 127; (n) ref 128; (o) ref. 129; (p) ref 130;
(*) Molecules that had at least one rotor potential corrected due to inversion of an amine group.
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21.5
21.6
28.4
23.2
36.7
29.0
27.6
17.5
29.7
21.3
24.8
18.3
19.3
20.5
31.5
25.6
22.0
23.6
26.4
23.7
25.3
20.4
21.2
37 0
26.8
231
24.4
29 8
30.2
31.6
12.5
23.6
22.9
14.2
19.9
163
275
31 4
26 0
17.1
31.5
22 2
24.4
18.9
15 1
31.1
24.6
20.8
17.8
14.1
21.8
20.9
23.6
25.6
197
17.6
35.6
38 1
32.2
26.8
29.3
19.8
21.9
29.9
400 K
18.3
25 1
26 5
34.7
28.3
44 1
35.3
33.5
21.3
36.5
26.3
30.5
21.6
23.7
24.7
39.3
32 0
26.0
28.7
31.1
28.5
31 2
24.7
257
45.9
32.2
28 2
30.5
36.8
36.4
39.1
14.6
29 5
277
17.4
24.1
19.3
34.8
37 9
32.1
20.0
38.8
26.1
29.6
22.6
17.5
37 8
29.7
23.9
21.6
17.2
27.5
25.2
28.9
30.9
24.6
21.6
44.0
46.9
39.2
32.6
36 9
24.7
26.6
36.6
C, Values [callmole-K]
500 K 600 K 800 K
20.8 23.0 26.3
277 29.6 32.5
30.4 33.3 37.4
40.4 45.3 52.8
32.8 36.6 42.3
50.7 56.4 65.5
41 0 46.0 53.9
39.0 43.7 51.2
24.7 27.6 32.2
42.7 480 56.2
30.9 34.8 40.8
35.5 39.5 45.6
24.7 27.4 31.9
27.7 31.1 36.3
28.4 31.5 36.5
46.5 52.6 62.1
37.9 42.8 50.4
29.6 327 37.7
33.2 36.9 426
35.1 38.3 43.3
32.8 36.6 42.8
36.4 40.8 47.6
28.9 327 38.7
29.9 337 39.6
53.8 60.4 70.6
36.8 40.8 46.8
32.8 36.8 431
35.9 40.4 47.4
42.7 47.6 55.3
41.9 46.6 54.2
45.6 51.0 59.2
16.6 18.3 21.2
35.2 40.1 48.2
32.2 36.2 42.7
20.4 23.0 27.3
283 31.9 38.0
221 24.5 28.4
41 1 46.3 54.2
441 49.5 58.2
372 41.5 48.1
23.0 255 29.6
45.4 51 0 59.7
29.2 31.8 35.6
34.5 38.8 45.8
263 29.5 34.8
19.9 21.9 25.3
44 1 49.7 58.2
34.5 38.7 45.2
26.5 28.7 32.0
24.9 27.8 32.3
20.2 22.9 27.1
32.4 36.5 42.8
28.9 32.1 37.1
33.4 37.0 42.6
35.9 40.2 47.1
28.9 32.4 37.6
25.0 27.8 31.7
51.2 57.1 66.5
545 60.9 70.7
45.5 50.9 59.2
38.0 427 50.2
439 50.1 59.8
29.1 32.8 38.7
30.7 34.2 39.7
428 48.2 56.8
1000 K 1500 K
28.8 32.5
34.7 38.1
40.0 43.5
58.2 66.2
46.4 52.2
72.4 83.2
59.8 68.9
56.7 65.2
35.6 41.1
62.2 71 0
45.1 51.4
50.0 56.5
35.3 40.5
40.1 45.9
40.2 45.8
690 79.4
55.9 64.3
41.4 46.9
46.5 52.0
46.9 52.3
47.4 54.6
52.6 60.2
43.2 50.1
43.9 50.6
77.9 88.9
51.2 57.5
47.7 54.8
52.5 60.2
60.9 69.9
59.9 68.9
65.2 74.5
234 26.9
54.2 63.6
47.5 55.1
30.6 35.7
42.6 49.8
31.4 36.1
60.0 691
64.7 74.6
52.9 60.4
32.6 36.9
661 75.4
384 42.7
51.0 59.2
38.8 45.0
27.7 31.6
63.9 71 6
49.7 56.1
34.4 38.0
35.7 41.1
30.4 35.5
47.3 54.5
40.8 46.6
464 52.1
52.2 59.9
41.2 46.5
34.3 38.1
73.4 84.2
77.9 88.9
652 74.6
55.8 64.6
67.1 78.3
43.1 50.0
43.9 50.4
63.3 73.4
Symmetry
1
2
18
6
27
9
9
3
18
3
6
3
6
3
27
9
3
6
3
9
18
9
9
162
9
3
6
81
81
162
3
27
9
3
9
3
27
9
3
3
27
3
9
18
3
27
9
3
3
3
9
3
6
3
1
2
27
54
18
9
27
3
3
18
Table 5-I (continued): CBS-QB3 Molecular Thermochemistry with (without) BACs
molecule
66 C3H7CN
67 C3H7ONO
68 C0H7ONO2
69 " CHC(CHa)(ONO)
70 CH2C(CH3)(ONO2)
71 (CH3)CHC(CH3)(CN)
72 (CH3)CHC(CH3)(ONO)
73 (CH3)CHCHCN
74 (CHS)CHCHN(CH3)(NH2)
75 (CH3)CHCHNH(NH2)
76 (CH3)CHCHONO
77 (CH3)CHCHONO,
78 CHsONO
79 CHaONO2
80 CH3NHN02
81 (CH3)2NNO0
82 CH2C(CH3)N(CH3)(NH2)
83 CH2C(CH-)NH(NH2)
84 *CH3CHC(CH3)N(CH3)(NH2)
85 CH3CHC(CH3)NH(NH2)
86 CH3NC(CHs)C(CH3s)
87 * CH3NC(CH3)CH2(CH3)
88 CH3NC(CH3 )CH(CH3)2
89 CH3NCHC(CHS)3
90 CH3NCHCH2(CH3)
91 CHaNCHCH(CH3)2
92 * CH3NHN(CH3)C(CH3)CH2
93 CHINHNHC(CH3)CH2
94 HNC(CH3a)
95 HNCH2
96 NH2OC2H5
97 NH20ONHCH3
98 NH2ONO
99 NH20OC2H5
100 * CH2C(CHa)N(CH3)2
101 CHC(CH3)NH2
102 CH2C(CH3)NH(CH3)
103 * CHzCHN(CH3)2
104 CH2CHNH2105 CH2CHNH(CHa)
AHf (298 K) [kcallmole]
CBS-QB3 Expt. GAV Error
7.7 (10.3)
-27.9 (-28.3)
-42.3 (-43.8)
-0.4 (-1.2)
-13.7 (-15.7)
28.8 (31.4)
-7.3 (-7.6)
36.3 (38.4)
32.8 (37.0)
33.5 (37.7)
1.4 (0.6)
-11.4 (-13.3)
-15.1 (-16.6)
-29.0 (-31.6)
-1.6 (-1.0)
-3.3 (-2.7)
30.7 (34.9)
29.5 (33.7)
26.0 (30.8)
25.0 (29.7)
-17.5 (-14.2)
-3.9 (-1.7)
-10.4 (-7.6)
-11.3 (-6.6)
3.6 (5.5)
-2.9 (-0.6)
30.7 (35.0)
31.7 (35.9)
0.2 (1.8)
21.5 (22.1)
-15.5 (-14.5)
27.2 (28.2)
21.4 (20.4)
-6.3 (-5.3)
6.1 (8.1)
4.1 (6.0)
4.5 (6.4)
13.7 (15.1)
13.8 (15.2)
14.2 (15.6)
7.5) 0.2 (0.0)
-28.4 k -0.1 (-0.6)
-41.6 1 0.1 (-0.4)
-0.4 (-0.4)
-0.3 (-0.5)
-0.1 (-0.4)
-1.4 (-1.9)
0.7 (0.4)
-0.5 (-0.8)
-0.9 (-1.2)
0.5 (0.5)
0.1 (-0.1)
-15.6 "  0.3 (0.8)
-29.2 -0.1 (0.5)
0.0 (0.2)
-1.2' -0.1 (0.2)
0.9 (1.0)
2.3 (2.5)
-2.4 (-2.7)
.1.1 (-1.4)
-0.8 (-0.8)
-0.1 (-0.1)
-0.1 (-0.1)
0.8 (0.8)
0.1 (0.1)
0.1 (0.1)
0.3 (0.4)
-0.4 (-0.3)
1.5 (1.5)
21.8 P -0.8 (-0.8)
-0.4 (-0.3)
0.2 (0.3)
0.9 (1.0)
-0.7 (-1.0)
-0.6 (-0.6)
0.5 (0.5)
0.5 (0.5)
0.6 (0.6)
-0.5 (-0.5)
-0.5 (-0.5)
S (298 K) [cal/mole-K]
CBS-0QB3 GAV Error
77.4 0.1
87.2 0.3
91.6 -0.2
82.7 0.3
86.9 0.6
82.6 -0.3
92.2 -0.6
73.7 0.1
87.0 0.4
78.7 0.3
81.7 0.2
87.0 -0.6
68.9 -0.7
72.2 -0.1
72.4 -0.3
81.3 -0.5
85.9 0.0
78.6 -1.1
95.1 -0.6
86.1 0.0
101.0 0.1
90.5 -0.1
97.3 0.1
92.2 -0.1
81.4 0.1
88.5 -0.1
94.1 0.5
85.1 1.1
71.7 0.1
54.3 -0.2
74.7 -0.3
71.2 1.1
70.5 -0.5
82.8 -0.2
86.8 0.5
71.8 -0.3
78.7 -0.1
80.7 -0.5
64.1 0.3
71.6 0.1
(a) Group additivity value (GAV) errors are relative the CBS-QB3 estimates. Values in parentheses are
enthalpy estimates and errors without employing gas-phase bond additivity corrections. Some gas-phase
enthalpies were estimated from the liquid-phase enthalpy and heat of vaporization data. (b) data from
ref i 16; (c) ref Il 7; (d) ref 118; (e) ref 119; (f) ref 120; (g) ref 12 1; (h) ref 122; (i) ref 123;
(i) ref 124; (k) ref 125; (1) ref, 126; (m) ref 127; (n) ref 128; (o) ref 129; (p) ref 130; (*) Mole-
cules that had at least one rotor potential corrected due to inversion of an amine group.
Derivation of new group values required the molecular data, known group values, and as-
signment of arbitrary values to certain unknown groups. The known and assigned group
values used in this work are presented in Table 5-2, where 14 groups have been previously
derived, 3 groups (N/Cd/H2, C/H3/C=N, and N/H2/O) were assigned values by analogy to
previously defined groups, 3 groups (N=N/C, N=C/H, and N=C/C) were assigned special
values to keep them consistent with Benson's values, and I I groups (CN/C, CN/Cd, CN/O,
CN/N, NO/C, NO/O, NO/N, N02/C, N02/Cd, N02/O, and N02/N) have been assigned
zeros for each parameter. The N=N/C, N=C/H, and N=C/C groups were all assigned
Benson's values for the enthalpy of formation; however, no entropy and heat capacity val-
ues were available. The entropy and heat capacity data for N=N/C was derived by taking
the N=N/H values and adding the difference between the C=C/C/H and C=C/H2 groups
in an attempt to mimic the effect of changing a neighbor from a hydrogen to a carbon.
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----il ---- '-300 K 400 K
22.9 28.2
27.0 32.6
28.8 35.4
25.7 30.6
28.1 33.9
25.3 30.8
30.4 36.0
20.8 25.0
31.5 38.7
26.0 32.1
26.7 31.3
27.2 33.0
16.9 19.4
18.2 21.7
19.0 23.1
23.3 28.6
31.9 39.3
24.6 31.0
36.2 44.86
30.0 37.9
41.5 52.0
29.3 36.5
34.8 43.9
37.3 46.2
25.2 30.9
31.1 38.4
37.5 45.1
32.1 39.4
19.4 23.9
9.1 10.7
21.0 25.7
21.8 26.9
15.9 18.4
24.4 30.0
30.5 38.3
20.9 25.8
26.5 32.9
24.7 30.5
15.4 18.8
22.2 26.6
Cp Values [callmole-K]
500 K 600 K 800 K
33.0 37.0 43.3
37.6 42.0 48.7
41.3 46.2 53.6
34.6 37.9 43.0
38.7 42.5 48.0
35.9 40.3 47.3
41.1 45.6 52.8
28.7 31.9 37.0
45.2 50.7 59.2
37.5 42.0 48.8
34.9 38.0 42.9
37.9 41.9 47.9
21.6 23.6 26.6
24.7 27.3 31.2
26.8 29.8 34.3
33.6 37.9 44.6
45.7 51.1 59.4
36.7 41.4 48.5
52.4 59.0 69.3
45.2 51.2 59.9
61.3 69.3 82.0
43.3 49.4 59.1
52.2 59.3 70.6
54.2 61.0 71.8
36.3 41.0 48.8
45.1 50.9 60.2
52.3 58.6 68.8
45.8 51.1 59.3
28.1 31.8 37.8
12.3 13.9 16.4
30.0 33.6 39.1
30.8 33.8 38.1
20.4 22.1 24.4
35.0 39.1 45.3
45.3 51.4 60.9
30.1 33.7 39.3
38.4 43.1 50.5
36.1 41.1 49.1
21.8 24.3 28.3
30.4 33.8 39.3
1 1Ouu K
48.0
53.7
58.8
46.7
51.8
52.5
58.0
40.8
65.3
53.5
46.6
51.9
29.0
33.9
37.5
49.3
65.4
53.5
76.8
66.0
91.5
66.4
79.0
79.9
54.7
67.2
76.6
65.4
42.4
18.3
43.2
41.2
25.9
49.5
67.9
43.5
56.0
55.1
31.3
43.5
150u K
55.4
61.2
66.3
52.1
57.4
60.6
65.9
46.6
74.6
60.6
52.3
57.5
32.4
37.5
42.2
56.3
74.6
60.8
88.4
74.9
106.4
77.8
92.1
92.6
63.9
78.2
88.6
74.8
49.5
21.4
49.5
45.9
28.1
55.7
78.7
50.2
64.6
64.3
36.0
50.2
Symmetry
o
3
3
6
9
9
369
3
3
3
6
3
27
9
729
27
81
243
9
27
27
972981
3
3
3
27
3
9
913
3
The N=C/R groups were more uncertain because Benson did not provide any entropy or
heat capacity values. The N=C/H data was derived using the following relationship:
N=N/H - (C=O/C/H - C=C/C/H)/2. We attempt to capture the effect of changing an
N=N bond to an N=C bond by analogy to the C=C to C=O change. This is a very rough
approximation and is meant to keep fitted values in line with Benson's95 and Cohen's'06
previously-published values. The values for N=C/C were assigned using the following rela-
tionship: N=C/H + (C=C/C/H - C=C/H2).
Table 5-2: Known and Assigned Group Values Used in the Derivation a
AHf (298 K) S (298 K) Cp Values [callmole-K]
group [kcal/mole] [cal/mole-K] 300 K 400 K 500 K 600 K 800 K 1000 K 1500 K
C/C/H3b -10.0 30.4 6.2 7.8 9.4 10.8 13.0 14.8 17.6
C/C2/H2 b -5.0 9.4 5.5 7.0 8.3 9.4 11.1 12.3 14.3
C/N/H3 -10.1 30.4 6.2 7.8 9.4 10.8 13.0 14.8 17.6
C/N/C/H2 -6.6 9.8 5.3 6.9 8.3 9.4 11.1 12.3 [14.8]
C/C/H2/O b -8.1 9.8 5.0 6.9 8.3 9.4 11.1 12.3 [14.7]
C/H3/0 b -10.1 30.4 6.2 7.8 9.4 10.8 13.0 14.8 17.6
CdC/H b 8.6 8.0 4.2 5.0 5.8 6.5 7.7 8.5 9.6
CdH2 c 6.3 27.6 5.1 6.4 7.5 8.5 10.1 11.3 13.1
C/Ce/H3b -10.0 30.4 6.2 7.8 9.4 10.8 13.0 14.8 17.6
Cd/H/O b  8.6 6.2 4.8 6.5 7.6 8.4 9.1 9.6 10.5
Cd/CIO d 8.2 -12.3 3.6 4.6 5.0 5.3 5.8 6.1 6.2
O/C/O ef -5.5 8.5 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.1 4.2 4.2
N/C/H/N 20.9 9.6 4.8 5.8 6.5 7.0 7.8 8.3 9.0
N/H2/N 11.4 29.1 6.1 7.4 8.4 9.3 10.5 11.5 13.2
NICd/H2 g  4.8 29.7 5.7 6.5 7.3 8.1 9.4 10.5 12.3
C/H3/C=N h -10.2 30.4 6.2 7.8 9.4 10.8 13.0 14.8 17.6
N/H2/O ' 11.4 29.1 6.1 7.4 8.4 9.3 10.5 11.5 13.2
N=N/C' 27.0 7.2 3.4 3.6 3.7 3.9 4.3 4.6 4.9
N=C/H k 16.3 13.3 3.0 3.5 3.9 4.3 5.0 5.5 6.4
N=C/C' 21.3 -6.3 2.0 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.9
(a) Data from Benson s5 unless otherwise noted. Values in brackets were estimated in the present work
Groups with assigned values of zero for every parameter CN/C, CNICd, CN/O, CN/N, NO/C, NO/O,
NOIN, N02/C, N02/Cd, N02/O, and N02/N. (b) Enthalpy values from ref I 06; (c) from ref 99; (d)
from ref 103; (e) enthalpy from ref 98; (f) entropy and CP from ref 103; (g) assigned Benson's values
for N/CB/H2; (h) assigned values for C/Cd/H3; (i) assigned values for N/H2/N; 0) enthalpy: assigned
Benson's value; entropy & CP: N=N/H + (C=C/C/H - C=C/H2); (k) enthalpy: assigned Benson's
value; entropy & CP: N=N/H - (C=O/C/H - C=C/C/H)/2; (I) enthalpy: assigned Benson's value; en-
tropy & CP: N=C/H + (C=C/C/H - C=C/H2).
The reason that 17 groups were assigned values lies in the fact they always appear with
another subset of groups, resulting in an underspecified system. This is a well-known prob-
lem with group additivity methods.9 3 '9 4  A simple illustration of this is the N=N/C group,
which will always appear with some member of the C/R/R'/R"/N=N group that is also pre-
sent. The system will always be numerically rank deficient because of linear combinations.
More generally, any atom centered group of the form R=N-R' will be redundant and can-
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not be determined independently from the R-centered and R'-centered groups on either
side, assuming that the R' atom centered group is defined as R'/N=R and not simply as
R'/N. The choice to include the specific nitrogen double bond in the group definition of
the neighbor makes defining the nitrogen-centered group unnecessary because no new in-
formation is included. In the general case, the thermochemical contribution of this section
of the molecule can be arbitrarily divided up between the R-centered, N-centered, and R'-
centered groups.
(C,H N N CH (b) (CH N C,H
C,H
Figure 5-2: Generalized azo and imino functional groups
Consider the generalized azo and imino functional groups shown in Figure 5-2. For simplic-
ity, consider only the case where the atoms on the edge of the group are either H or sp3
carbon. Enumeration of all combinations of atom-centered groups for the azo group re-
sults in 15 distinct combinations and 6 groups: N=N/H, N=N/C, C/H3/N=N,
C/C/H2/N=N, C/C2/H/N=N, and C/C3/N=N. All other groups outside of the azo sub-
group are assume to be known and would not appear in the design matrix. It seems that
15 equations and 6 unknowns should make for a simple linear regression, but the absolute
interdependence of some groups results in a rank of 5 (i.e. only 5 of the 15 equations are
linearly independent). Therefore, an arbitrary value must be assigned to one group to cre-
ate a tractable system, and this assignment can be made for any group except N=N/H. In
this work we chose to assign a value to N=N/C as discussed earlier. The imino functional
group suffers from similar problems. In this case, enumeration of possibilities, under similar
assumptions as the azo example, results in 75 distinct combinations and 13 groups, with a
numerical rank of only 10. Thus, three groups must be assigned values, and there are 129
acceptable, unique combinations that result in a tractable system of rank 10 (i.e. some
combinations of three specified groups will still result in an underspecified system). Specify-
ing more than one group out of each of the following sets will always result in a rank defi-
cient system: [C/H3/C=N, C/C/H2/C=N, C/C2/H/C=N, C/C3/C=N] and [C/H3/N=C,
C/C/H2/N=C, C/C2/H/N=C, C/C3/N=C]. The complete set of feasible selections is
complicated, and we do not attempt to present it here; however, selecting one group from
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each of the above sets and the final group from [C=N/H2, C=N/C/H, C=N/C2, N=C/H,
N=C/C] will ensure that the system is of full rank However, we chose to assign values to
both N-centered groups and the C/H3/C=N group due to availability of Benson's data,
which also resulted in a system of full rank This type of analysis can also be carried out for
other subsystems to determine the groups that need be specified. The main point to take
away is that one cannot independently determine all group values, and the choice of groups
that are assigned values can be rather arbitrary.
The linear least-squares fitting procedure yielded estimates for 49 groups containing nitro-
gen. The values from fitting the bond-corrected molecular data for the enthalpy of forma-
tion are presented in Table 5-3. We chose not to provide group values for the uncor-
rected enthalpy data because of their relatively larger errors with respect to experimental
data. Confidence limits (95%) in the parameter estimates are given for the enthalpy, en-
tropy, and average for heat capacity across all temperatures. It is worth noting that only
105 data were used to determine 49 parameters; obviously more data would be preferred
to yield higher confidence in the parameter values. Despite this apparent small
data/parameter ratio, the confidence intervals in the parameters are relatively tight; typically
less than 1.5 kcal/mole for group enthalpy, 1.5 cal/mole-K for entropy, and 1.0 cal/mole-k
for heat capacity. As mentioned previously, the confidence intervals reported in Table 5-3
are the results of a Monte Carlo approach, and are larger than if the molecular data were
assumed to be precisely correct.
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Table 5-3: Group Additivity Values Derived from CBS-QB3 Molecular Data with BACs
AHr (298 K) S (298 K) Cp values [callmole-K] confidence int. (95%)
group [kcal/mole] [cal/mole-K] 300 K 400 K 500 K 600 K 800 K 1000 K 1500 K AHf S CP (avg.)
C/H3/CN 17.7 60.2 12.5 14.6 16.6 18.3 21.2 23.4 26.9 1.9 1.7 1.3
CIC/H2/CN 22.9 39.8 11.3 13.5 15.3 16.8 19.2 20.9 23.5 1.3 1.2 1.0
a 225 402 11 1 134 155 17.2 197 213
C/C3/CN 28.3 -3.0 11.4 13.4 14.6 15.3 16.3 16.7 17.2 1.3 1.2 1.0
a 290 -28
C/C3/NO 24.1 1.2 12.2 13.3 14.0 14.5 15.3 15.7 16.2 1.3 1.2 1.0
C/C2/H/NO 23.4 23.1 11.2 12.7 14.0 15.1 16.8 17.9 19.5 1.3 1.2 1.0
C/C/H2/NO 21.4 44.3 11.8 13.6 15.2 16.7 18.9 20.5 23.0 1.3 1.2 1.0
C/C3/NO2  -12.7 5.2 13.5 16.0 17.8 18.9 20.3 21.1 21.9 1.3 1.2 1.0
C/C2/H/NO 2  -13.9 27.5 13.6 16.1 18.1 19.6 21.8 23.2 25.1 1.3 1.2 1.0
a -15.8 26.9
C/C/H2/NO2 -14.8 48.9 12.9 15.8 18.3 20.3 23.3 25.4 28.3 1.3 1.2 1.0
a -15.1 484
C/C/H2/C=N -5.1 10.1 5.5 6.9 8.1 9.2 10.9 12.2 14.1 1.7 1.6 1.2
C/C2/H/C=N -1.6 -11.2 5.0 6.5 7.5 8.2 9.3 9.9 10.9 1.7 1.6 1.2
C/C3/C=N 0.6 -33.5 5.3 6.6 7.3 7.5 7.8 7.8 7.7 1.7 1.6 1.2
C/H3/N=C -5.7 30.4 6.0 7.7 9.3 10.7 13.1 14.8 17.7 1.3 1.2 1.0
C/C/H2/N=C -2.9 8.6 5.3 7.2 8.7 9.8 11.6 12.8 14.7 1.7 1.6 1.2
C/H3/N=N -9.0 30.2 6.0 7.8 9.4 10.8 13.1 14.8 17.6 0.8 0.8 0.6
C/C/H2/N=N -5.5 9.4 5.3 6.9 8.3 9.4 11.1 12.3 14.2 0.8 0.8 0.6
a 60
Cd/C/N 3.5 -14.1 3.8 5.0 5.9 6.4 6.9 7.1 7.2 1.4 1.3 1.0
Cd/H/N 2.2 7.1 4.7 6.0 7.0 7.7 8.8 9.5 10.6 1.4 1.3 1.0
Cd/C/CN 40.2 17.9 9.2 10.6 11.7 12.5 13.8 14.7 15.9 1.3 1.2 1.0
Cd/H/CN 38.5 37.6 10.3 12.0 13.4 14.6 16.3 17.5 19.4 1.3 1.2 1.0
a 37.4 36.58 9.8 11.7 133 145 16.3 17.3
Cd/C/NO 2  2.3 24.0 12.1 14.3 16.1 17.5 19.3 20.3 21.4 1.3 1.2 1.0
Cd/H/NO 2  2.0 44.3 12.7 15.4 17.6 19.3 21.7 23.1 25.0 1.3 1.2 1.0
44.4 123 151 174 19.2 21.6 232 253
C=N/C2 5.7 2.0 3.5 4.2 5.0 5.6 6.6 7.2 7.9 1.2 1.1 0.9
C=N/C/H 3.3 21.2 5.5 6.3 7.2 8,0 9.3 10.2 11.6 1.3 1.2 0.9
C=N/H2 4.4 40.8 6.2 7.4 8.7 9.8 11.5 12.9 15.0 1.4 1.3 1.0
Cdd/C/N 25.9 19.7 4.5 5.1 5.6 6.0 6.5 6.9 7.4 1.5 1.4 1.1
O/C/CN 10.0 39.1 9.1 9.8 10.6 11.2 12.3 13.0 13.8 1.3 1.2 1.0
O/C/N -9.2 7.2 3.5 3.6 4.0 4.3 4.7 4.8 4.2 1.3 1.2 1.0
O/C/NO -4.8 40.0 10.6 11.3 11.9 12.6 13.6 14.3 14.8 1.1 1.0 0.8
a -59 41.9 9.1 103 112 12 13.3 139 14.5
O/Cd/NO -5.3 39.5 11.1 11.7 12.2 12.7 13.5 14.1 14.9 0.9 0.9 0.7
O/O/NO 15.2 40.7 11.7 12.9 13.6 14.2 15.0 15.5 16.0 1.3 1.2 1.0
O/N/NO 10.8 40.8 10.2 11.5 12.4 13.0 13.9 14.3 14.8 1.3 1.2 1.0
O/C/NO 2  -19.1 45.3 12.2 13.9 15.4 16.6 18.4 19.3 19.9 1.1 1.0 0.8
a -19.4 48.5
O/Cd/NO2  -18.4 45.4 12.4 14.2 15.7 16.9 18.5 19.3 20.1 1.1 1.0 0.8
O/O/N 5.3 6.9 4.3 4.9 5.6 6.3 7.0 7.1 6.5 1.3 1.2 1.0
O/N2 5.7 6.8 3.8 4.6 5.1 5.2 5.2 4.9 4.3 2.2 2.1 1.6
N/C/H/CN 44.1 40.7 10.3 11.6 12.8 13.9 15.5 16.7 18.3 1.3 1.2 1.0
N/C2/CN 53.3 21.0 8.6 9.6 10.5 11.4 12.9 13.8 14.8 1.3 1.2 1.0
N/C/H/O 20.4 8.1 5.2 6.2 7.0 7.7 8.7 9.4 10.5 1.4 1.3 1.0
N/C2/O 26.6 -12.7 4.3 5.1 5.7 6.2 7.0 7.3 7.5 1.2 1.1 0.8
N/C2/N 26.8 -14.5 3.7 4.9 5.8 6.3 6.8 6.8 6.7 1.3 1.2 1.0
a 29.2 -138
N/Cd/C2 25.9 -11,0 2.8 2.9 3.3 3.7 4.6 5.0 5.5 1.9 1.7 1.3
N/Cd/C/H 15.3 8.7 5.8 6.1 6.4 6.7 7.5 8.1 9.1 1.9 1.7 1.3
a 154
N/Cd/C/N 30.3 -13.2 4.2 4.2 4.4 4.8 5.4 5.7 6.0 1.5 1.4 1.1
a 30
N/Cd/H/N 20.5 6.6 4.5 5.4 6.5 7.3 8.5 9.1 9.9 1.5 1.4 1.1
a 21.5
N/C2/NO 32.6 19.3 9.4 10.5 11.5 12.4 13.8 14.6 15.3 1.3 1.2 1.0
N/C/H/NO 25.2 41.7 10.4 11.9 13.4 14.7 16.6 17.9 19.2 1.3 1.2 1.0
N/C/H/N0 2  8.4 45.3 13.1 15.5 17.6 19.2 21.4 22.8 24.4 1.3 1.2 1.0
N/C2/N0 2  16.7 25.8 11.5 13.4 15.2 16.7 18.8 20.0 21.1 1.3 1.2 1.0
(a) Values reported by Benson9 5 ore listed for comparison
Partial values for 13 of the groups were also available from Benson's previous work,95 and
these data are presented in Table 5-3 below the values derived here. Three groups had
nearly complete data provided by Benson (C/C/H2/CN, Cd/H/CN, and O/C/NO); how-
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ever, we chose not to treat these as known group values in the fitting procedure because
we were fitting similar groups where full data was not available and wanted to keep the
derived estimates more internally consistent. These also serve as a good metric to which
to compare our fitted values. The enthalpy and heat capacity data derived here agree well
with Benson's previous estimates. We do not hope to match exactly because the new val-
ues should be an improvement over the previously published values; however, it does
serve as a good check to ensure the fitted values and molecular data are reasonable. The
MAD relative to Benson for the group enthalpy values was 0.84 kcal/mole, with a signed
average error of 0.14 kcal/mole. Comparison of the group entropy values yields a MAD of
0.94 cal/mole-K and a signed error of -0.48 cal/mole-K. The heat capacity values agree very
well. Extensive lists of previously-derived group values not listed here are available from
Cohen'06 and Benson,95 among other sources cited previously.
(A)
(D)
(G)
(B) N/  (CU
(F)
C 'rý
(I)
(J) No2 (K) NO2  (L) NO2
(M) (N)
O2 N NO2  O2N /NO 2
Figure 5-3: Set of molecules used to test group value estimates. (A) - (H) from reference 13 1; (I) from ref-
erence 132; (J) - (N) from reference 1I 12.
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There is a limited amount of experimental data available to test the group values derived in
this work" 2'3 '3 2n The molecules in the test set are shown in Figure 5-3 and represent
imine- and nitro-type functional groups. Only gas-phase enthalpy of formation estimates
were compared with experimental data. The main problem associated with these com-
parisons is the lack of correct groups needed to construct the molecules. Many of the
groups adjacent to aromatic rings were not available, requiring substitute groups to be
used. The exact groups used to construct each molecule and the associated group values
are included in appendix 5.5.2. The group values used to calculate the enthalpies in Table
5-4 were taken from, in order of preference, the groups values derived here, Cohen's re-
vised values,'0 6 and Benson's original values.95 Table 5-4 lists the group additivity estimates
for the enthalpy of formation at 298 K, the experimental values, and the deviation between
the two. The average signed error for the data is 0.02 kcal mole -', and the mean absolute
deviation is 2.45 kcal mole"'. Much of this error is likely due to the imperfect group usage,
requiring substitute groups to be used to make the estimates possible. Additionally, the
uncertainties for group values derived in the present work are on the order of 1.5 kcal
mole-', so the observed deviations are to be expected. Steric effects not captured in group
values may also play a role. The group substitutes used in the calculations are shown in
Table 5-5. Most molecules in the test set required at least one substitute group, and those
that did not (J and K) have relatively small errors and fall within the experimental error bars.
Molecule L was a unique case because it has a large strain enthalpy of 8.3 kcal mole-','1 2 and
the large error is likely due to the group values not capturing this effect. If the strain en-
thalpy is included, then the group value estimate is in line with the experimental data.
Overall, the predictions are as expected, with significant errors in many cases when substi-
tute groups were used and generally good agreement when all groups were available for a
given molecule.
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Table 5-4: Group Value Enthalpy Estimates at 298 K using Imperfect Group Assignments a
molecule GAV estimate experiment deviation
A 66.0 59.4 ± 0.3 a,b 6.6
B 40.9 37.5 ± 0.2 a,b 3.4
C 65.7 64.2 0.3 ab 1.5
D 38.0 37.4 ± 0.8 a,b 0.6
E -6.3 -5.5 ±0.5 a,b -0.8
F 62.6 66.8 ± 0.4 ab -4.2
G 61.6 63.0 + 0.4 ab -1.4
H 87.0 89.0 + 0.5 a,b -2.0
I 12.4 11.8 0.9 a,c 0.6
3 -39.8 -39.5 ± 0.4 d -0.3
K -38.2 -38.1 0.2 d -0.1
L -67.8 -59.6 ± 0.3 d,e -8.2
M -21.7 -21.8±0.3 a,d 0.1
N 17.8 13.3 0.2 ad 4.5
(a) Units: kcal mole-'; The precise groups needed to build the molecules were not available, requiring
the use of similar groups. The group substitutions are discussed in the text. (b) ref 131. (c) ref 112.
(d) ref 132. (e) molecular strain"' 2 of 8.3 kcal mole-' not included in estimate.
Table 5-5: Substitutions for Unavailable Groups
unavailable substitute
Cb/C=N Cb/C
C=N/Cb2 C=N/C2
C=N/Cb/H C=N/C/H
C/C3/Cb C/C4
C/Cb/H2/N=C C/C/H2/N=C
C/C2/H/N=C C/C2/H/N
Cb/N=C Cb/N
N=C/Cb N =C/C
Cb/N02 Cd/C/N02
C/C3/N=C C/C3/N
5.4 Conclusion
The CBS-QB3 compound method was employed to calculate the enthalpy of formation,
entropy, and heat capacity for a set of 105 nitrogen-containing molecules. The atomization
procedure used to calculate the enthalpy of formation has been shown to be quite accu-
rate by Petersson et al.45 The entropy and heat capacity calculations employed traditional
gas-phase statistical thermodynamics, including corrections for hindered internal rotations.
The 49 derived, and 17 assigned, group additivity values appear reasonable and fit the cal-
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culated molecular data well. The uncertainty of the group values was estimated using a
Monte Carlo method to propagate errors in the molecular data into the fit. The overall
uncertainty is a combination of the error in the molecular data and fitting procedure and is
difficult to estimate accurately, but the Monte Carlo method yields a reasonable first esti-
mate that is more rigorous than assuming error-free CBS-QB3 thermochemistry estimates.
These new group values will prove useful in group-based automatic mechanism generation
tools when examining the role of nitrogen in high-temperature processes involving organics.
Accurate experimental data for gas-phase species of the types examined here would allow
for a more definitive estimate of the uncertainty and potentially allow for refined group
value estimates.
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5.5 Appendices
5.5.1 Table of Equivalent Molecular Names
(to be used in conjunction with the geometry data and group assignment matrix)
(1) C2H3CN c2h3cn (54) CH2C(CH 3)(NO 2) c2h2ch3no2
(2) C2H30NO c2h3ono (55) C2H3N(CH3)(NH 2) c2h3nch3nh2
(3) C2H30NO 2  c2h3ono2 (56) C2H3NH(NH 2) c2h3nhnh2
(4) CH3CHC(CH 3)NO2  c2h4cch3no2 (57) C2H3NO2  c2h3no2
(5) CH3CHCHNO 2  c2h4chno2 (58) (C2H5)(CH3)2CCN c2h5c2h6ccn
(6) (C2H5)(CH 3)2CNO c2h5ch3ch3cno (59) (C2H5)(CH 3)2CN0 2  c2h5c2h6cno2
(7) (C2H5)(CH 3)CHNO c2h5ch3chno (60) (C2Hs)(CH 3)CHNO 2  c2h5ch3chno2
(8) (C2H5)(CH 3)NNO c2h5ch3nno (61) (C2Hs)(CH 3)NCN c2h5ch3ncn
(9) C2H5CN c2h5cn (62) C2H5NC(CH 3 )2  c2h5ncc2h6
(10) (C2H5)(CH 3)NNO2  c2h5nch3no2 (63) C2H5NCH 2  c2h5nch2
(11) (C2H5)NHNO c2h5nhno (64) C2HsNHCN c2h5nhcn
(12) (C2H5)NHNO 2  c2h5nhno2 (65) C2H5NNC2H5  c2h5nnc2h5
(13) C2HsNO c2h5no (66) C3H7CN c3h7cn
(14) C2H5NO2  c2h5no2 (67) C3H7ONO c3h7ono
(15) C2HsOCN c2h5ocn (68) C3H70NO2  c3h7ono2
(16) C2H5sON(CH3 )2  c2h5onc2h6 (69) CH2C(CH 3)(ONO) ch2cch3ono
(17) C2H5sONH(CH 3) c2h5onhch3 (70) CH2C(CH 3)(ONO 2) ch2cch3ono2
(18) C2HsONO c2h5ono (71) (CH3)CHC(CH 3)(CN) ch3chcch3cn
(19) C2H50NO2  c2h5ono2 (72) (CH3)CHC(CH3)(ONO) ch3chcch3ono
(20) C2H5OONO c2h5oono (73) (CH3)CHCHCN ch3chchcn
(21) (CH3)2CHNO c2h6chno (74) (CH3)CHCHN(CH 3)(NH 2) ch3chchnch3nh2
(22) (CH3)2CHNO 2  c2h6chno2 (75) (CH3)CHCHNH(NH 2) ch3chchnhnh2
(23) (CH3)2NCN c2h6ncn (76) (CH3)CHCHONO ch3chchono
(24) (CH3)2NNO c2h6nno (77) (CH3)CHCHONO 2  ch3chchono2
(25) (CH3)2NON(CH3 )2  c2h6nonc2h6 (78) CH3ONO ch3ono
(26) (CH3)2NONO c2h6nono (79) CH3ONO 2  ch3ono2
(27) C3H7NO c3h7no (80) CH3NHNO2  ch3nhno2
(28) C3H7NO2  c3h7no2 (81) (CH3)2NNO 2  c2h6nno2
(29) (CH3)3CCN c3h9ccn (82) CH2C(CH3)N(CH 3)(NH 2) ch2cch3nch3nh2
(30) (CH3)3CNO c3h9cno (83) CH2C(CH 3)NH(NH 2) ch2cch3nhnh2
(31) (CH3)3CN0 2  c3h9cno2 (84) CH3CHC(CH 3)N(CH 3)(NH 2) ch3chcch3nch3nh2
(32) CH3CN ch3cn (85) CH3CHC(CH 3)NH(NH 2) ch3chcch3nhnh2
(33) CH3NC(CH 3)2  ch3ncch32 (86) CH3NC(CH 3)C(CH 3)3  ch3ncch3cc3h9
(34) CH3NCCHCH 3  ch3ncchch3 (87) CH3NC(CH 3 )CH2(CH 3) ch3ncch3ch2ch3
(35) CH3NCH2  ch3nch2 (88) CH3NC(CH 3)CH(CH 3)2  ch3ncch3chc2h6
(36) CH3NCHCH3  ch3nchch3 (89) CH3NCHC(CH 3)3  ch3nchcc3h9
(37) CH3NHCN ch3nhcn (90) CH3NCHCH2(CH3) ch3nchch2ch3
(38) CH3NHN(CH3)2  ch3nhnch32 (91) CH3NCHCH(CH 3)2  ch3nchchc2h6
(39) CH3NHN(CH 3)(C2H3) ch3nhnch3c2h3 (92) CH3NHN(CH 3)C(CH 3)CH2  ch3nhnch3cch3ch2
(40) CH3NHNH(C2H3) ch3nhnhc2h3 (93) CH3NHNHC(CH 3)CH2  ch3nhnhcch3ch2
(41) CH3NHNO ch3nhno (94) HNC(CH 3)2  hncc2h6
(42) CH3NHON(CH 3)2  ch3nhonc2h6 (95) HNCH 2  hnch2
(43) CH3NHONO ch3nhono (96) NH20C2H5  nh2oc2h5
(44) CH3NNC 2HS ch3nnc2h5 (97) NH20NHCH3  nh2onhch3
(45) CH3NNCH 3  ch3nnch3 (98) NH2ONO nh2ono
(46) CH30CN ch3ocn (99) NH200C2H 5  nh2ooc2h5
(47) CH30ON(CH 3)2  ch3oonc2h6 (100) CH2C(CH 3)N(CH 3)2  ch2cch3nc2h6
(48) CH3OONH(CH 3) ch3oonhch3 (101) CH2C(CH 3)NH2  ch2cch3nh2
(49) CH300NO ch3oono (102) CH2C(CH 3)NH(CH 3) ch2cch3nhch3
(50) HNCCH(CH 3) hncchch3 (103) CH2CHN(CH 3)2  ch2chnc2h6
(51) HNCH(CH 3) hnchch3 (104) CH2CHNH 2  ch2chnh2
(52) NH2N(CH 3)2  nh2nch32 (105) CH2CHNH(CH3) ch2chnhch3
(53) CH2C(CH 3)(CN) c2h2ch3cn
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5.5.2 Test Set Molecule Construction and Group Values
The groups that are listed in bold are substitute group values, in place of actual groups that
were not available.
molecule group construction and values
A 10*Cb/H + 2*Cb/C + C=N/C2 + N=C/H
10*3.3 + 2*5.5 + 5.7 + 16.3 = 66.0
B 5*Cb/H + Cb/C + C=N/C/H + N=C/C + C/H3/N=C
4*3.3 + 5.5 + 3.3 + 21.3 + -5.7 = 37.6
C 10*Cb/H + 2*Cb/C + C=N/C/H + N=C/C + C/C/H2/N=C
10*3.3 + 2*5.5 + 3.3 + 21.3 + -2.9 = 65.7
D 10*Cb/H + 2*Cb/C + C=N/C2 + C/C4 + 3*C/C/H3 + N=C/C + C/C/H2/N=C
10*3.3 + 2*5.5 + 5.7 + -0.1 + 3*-10.0 + 21.3 + -2.9 = 38.0
E 2*Cb/H + 4*Cb/C + 3*C/Cb/H3 + C=N/C/H + N=C/C + 5*C/C2/H2 + C/C2/H/N + ring corr.
2*3.3 + 4*5.5 + 3*-10.0 + 3.3 + 21.3 + 5*-5.0 + -5.2 + 0.7 = -6.3
F 10*Cb/H + Cb/C + Cb/N + C=N/C/H + N=C/C
10*3.3 + 5.5 + -0.5 + 3.3 + 21.3 = 62.6
G 9*Cb/H + Cb/C + Cb/N + C=N/C/H + N=C/C + Cd/C/NO 2
9*3.3 + 5.5 + -0.5 + 3.3 + 21.3 + 2.3 = 61.6
H 15*Cb/H + 2*Cb/C + Cb/N + C=N/C2 + N=C/C
15*3.3 + 2*5.5 + -0.5 + 5.7 + 21.3 = 87.0
I Cd/C/NO 2 + 4*Cb/H + Cb/C + C=N/C/H + N=C/C + C/C3/N + 3*C/C/H3
2.3 + 4*3.3 + 5.5 + 3.3 + 21.3 + -3.2 + 3*-10.0 = 12.4
1 C/C/H3 + 3*C/C2/H2 + C/C/H2/NO 2
-10.0 + 3*-5.0 + -14.8 = -39.8
K 5*C/C2/H2 + C/C2/H/NO 2 + ring corr.
5*-5.0 + -13.9 + 0.7 = -38.2
L 5*C/C/H3 + C/C4 + C/C2/H2 + C/C3/NO2
5*-10.0 + -0.1 + -5.0 + -12.7 = -67.8
M 4*Cb/H + Cb/C + Cd/C/NO 2 + C/C3/NO 2 + 2*C/C2/H2 + 2*C/C/H3
4*3.3 + 5.5 + 2.3 + -12.7 + 2*-5.0 + 2*-10.0 = -21.7
N 4*Cb/H + 2*Cd/C/NO2
4*3.3 + 2*2.3 = 17.8
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5.5.3 Two-dimensional structural schematics of all molecules studied
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5.5.4 Two-dimensional structural schematics of all groups derived
The atom center about which the group the group is defined is indicated by an asterisk
The following abbreviations are sometimes used: NO for a nitroso group, NO2 for a nitro
group, and CN for a nitrile group.
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5.5.5 Group Assignments for Molecules
Please see the electronic file named "Chapter 5 - group_assigments.xls" for the group as-
signment matrix specifying the group composition for each molecule.
5.5.6 Cartesian Geometries for Molecules
Please see the electronic file named "Chapter 5 - supplemental_coords.txt" for the Carte-
sian coordinates for the equilibrium geometry of each molecule studied here.
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6 Nitrogen Chemistry in Automatic Reaction Mechanism
Generation
Automatic, computed-assisted construction of detailed chemical kinetic mechanisms is a
promising way to gain insight into the very complicated chemistry that occurs in most real-
world systems. With recent advances in computer processing power and memory, it is
possible to generate mechanisms with thousands of species and tens of thousands of reac-
tions on a personal computer within a short period of time. The desire to construct large,
detailed chemical kinetic mechanisms for gas-phase processes has resulted in the develop-
ment of several computational tools to automatically generate such mechanisms.9092, 33
However, the usefulness of any model generated in this manner is highly dependent on the
quality of the thermochemical parameter and rate coefficient estimates. If these values are
highly uncertain, then it is likely that the mechanism will not include all important reactions,
and the model predictions will be erroneous. The algorithms behind automated mecha-
nism generators are important, but having high-quality estimates of rate and thermochemi-
cal data is essential to obtaining physically-meaningful mechanisms.
These tools have been shown to work well for hydrocarbon systems at high temperatures,
particularly for modeling pyrolysis and steam cracking.7 '" Hydrocarbon pyrolysis chemistry
is modeled well in part because the chemistry is "linear" in nature and many of the impor-
tant species are similar in structure. There is also a large amount of high-quality experimen-
tal data for simple hydrocarbon thermochemistry and kinetics from which relatively com-
prehensive databases can be constructed to feed the mechanism generator. Oxidation of
hydrocarbons, such as in combustion processes has also been studied in limited detail with
automatic mechanism generators, but the greatly increased complexity in the chemistry re-
sults in less confidence in the modeling results.91"•3 The goal of this phase of the research
was to extend automatic reaction mechanism generation to nitrogen chemistry, increasing
the variety of systems which can be addressed with these tools. The specific tool I focused
on was the Green group's Reaction Mechanism Generator (RMG).
6.1 Reaction Mechanism Generator
RMG is an automatic reaction mechanism generation software developed by the Green
group over the past decade. A detailed description of the software can be found in the
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology thesis by Jing Song'36 and the as yet unpublished MIT
thesis by Sandeep Sharma.'37 A brief description of RMG's algorithm and database struc-
ture is given here, but the reader is urged to seek the aforementioned theses for detailed
information.
6.1.1 Algorithm
The general algorithm RMG uses to construct mechanisms can be described with a 6 step
procedure:
I. Start with an initial set of molecules in the "core" of the species set. These species
are those are currently available for inclusion in the reaction mechanism.
2. Examine all possible ways that the species in the core can react with each other
based on user-defined reaction families. The reactions that form new species not
present in the core ("edge" species) are considered "edge" reactions.
3. Estimate the thermochemistry of the new species and rate coefficients of the new
reactions.
4. Solve the batch-reactor differential equations governing the system behavior. De-
termine the flux to each new species found in step 2 and compare them to the
characteristic flux of the system.
5. If the flux is greater than the user-defined tolerance (usually a fraction of the charac-
teristic flux), include the new molecule with the highest flux in the core along with
any reactions it participates in.
6. Repeat steps I - 5 until the fluxes to all new species are smaller than the user-
defined tolerance. The mechanism is now complete.
RMG uses a combinatorial approach to build reaction mechanisms, making use of user-
defined reaction families that describes how a certain class of reactions would change a re-
actant. Molecules are defined using chemgraphs, or adjacency lists, which are flat text rep-
resentations of the 2-D connectivity. A reaction family will operate on the chemgraph of
the reactant structure to generate the product structure. This is how new molecules are
formed, and the combinatorial approach ensures that all possible reactions are tested
(within the defined families). This approach is also somewhat wasteful in the sense that it
generates many negligible reactions in order to find the important ones. However, only the
reactions that core species participate in are included in the final mechanism. There are
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also a number of mechanism reduction techniques available if one wants to further reduce
the number of reactions in a mechanism.
6.1.2 Thermochemical Database
Thermochemistry is an integral part to any chemical kinetic mechanism, and its accuracy will
largely determine the success of a model. It serves three main purposes within a kinetic
model: (I) it is used to determine equilibrium constants for a given reaction, thus governing
species concentrations at equilibrium; (2) it is used to calculate reverse rate constants based
on the principle of microscopic reversibility; and (3) it governs the temperature change
within the reacting system as a function of time. Many reactions in a complex system will
exist in rapid equilibrium, which is one reason why thermochemistry is so important, as it
will often determine the reactant concentration for the rate-limiting steps in the process.
The thermochemical parameters within RMG are estimated in two ways, either using a
primary library that contains molecular data directly or via group additivity in a tree-base
database. The primary thermochemistry library contains well-established thermochemistry
for molecules, as well as data for very small molecules that would likely have large errors
using group additivity. The group additivity (GA) database was set up using a tree format
to organize the data. This format is ideally suited to this application because it arranges
data in a hierarchical manner that is chemically relevant, will allow for the estimation of the
thermochemistry of an arbitrary molecule (composed of atoms that have been added to
the tree), and is "easily" human readable and editable.
The thermochemical tree is composed of three parts: the tree, the dictionary, and the li-
brary. The tree defines the hierarchy of the data and the path that one must take to reach
a particular node. There are many possible tree structures, but the qualities of a good tree
structure are: (I) it arranges data in a chemically intuitive manner so that chemically similar
nodes are near each other; (2) it is extensible and the addition of new atoms to the data-
base can be completed in a logical manner, and (3) it is easy for an end user to add new
nodes and data to the database. The dictionary defines the nodes in the tree using flat-text
adjacency lists. This is what is read by RMG when traversing the tree in search of a match.
The library contains the group values for the thermochemistry, which are extracted once a
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match is found within the tree. There are many details and nuances associated with the
searching and other aspects, which are covered in the aforementioned theses.
6.1.3 Kinetics and Reaction Families
Kinetic parameters are estimated by a very similar method as the thermochemistry, through
a primary library and tree-structured reaction families. Each reaction family (e.g. hydrogen
abstraction, radical recombination, radical addition to a multiple bond) has its own tree, dic-
tionary, and library tailored to the specific nature of the reaction type. The tree structures
are based on what is important to each reaction. For example, the H-abstraction tree
specifies the structures of the radical center and the H-donor center in order to achieve
accurate rate constants estimates. The intramolecular H-abstraction tree details the struc-
ture of the radical center, the H-donor center, and the chain of atoms that connects the
two active centers. Despite this added complexity, RMG will simply search each part of the
tree for an appropriate match and look for corresponding data in the library. In most cases
a direct match for very specific node combinations cannot be found, but RMG is pro-
grammed to retreat back up the tree branches to find the closest possible match for any
given reaction.
6.2 Challenges of Adding New Chemistry
The challenge of adding new chemistry or atom types to any database of this sort arises
from the combinatorial nature of the connectivity and the fact that some chemical struc-
tures have non-local effects that can greatly impact the thermochemistry or rate coeffi-
cients. Consider the example of a central carbon atom that has four single bonds to its
neighbors. If one were only to consider C and H atoms, then there would be exactly 5
unique combinations of nearest-neighbor sets, ignoring stereochemistry. If we extend this
to C, H, and 0, then the number of combinations rises to 15. Adding nitrogen to the mix
increases the combinations to 35. Combine this with the different bonding arrangements
that each atom can have along with specifying next-nearest neighbors, and you have a very
large potential tree structure. Even more daunting than creating such a tree would be at-
tempting to find/derive enough data to fill a substantial portion of it.
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Another challenge, more specific to RMG, derives from the initial structure of the thermo-
chemical and kinetics trees. The original databases were designed with only C/H/O chem-
istry in mind, resulting in trees that were not able to be cleanly extended to include nitro-
gen or other complex non-hydrocarbon chemistry. Because of the relatively low combina-
torial nature of only 3 atom types, the original structure tended to enumerate all possibili-
ties under a given parent node. This made reasonable sense and was tractable for C/H/O
chemistry. However, the addition of nitrogen and future addition of other atoms would
greatly increase the complexity and lead to shallow and very broad tree structure, which is
not ideal when RMG is searching the tree for chemical matches. The original tree was also
built around specific functional groups, such as carbonyl, which although useful from a
chemical information perspective, is troublesome when attempting to add new atoms. A
functional group centric database can be useful, and will be discussed in more detail in the
section on the thermochemical database restructuring.
The final major challenge I will discuss here is the complexity of the chemistry of a given
atom. The chemistry of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen are all well-defined, meaning that
they all have a fixed number of bonding electrons and have very few special cases that
need to be addressed. Other atoms of major importance to many gas-phase systems, such
as nitrogen, phosphorus, and sulfur, have more complex chemistries with different numbers
of "apparent" bonding electrons. For example, consider the bonding of the nitrogen atom
in both nitrous acid (HONO) and nitric acid (HONO2). In nitrous acid, the nitrogen atom
is simply surrounded by a single bond, a double bond, and a lone pair, for a total of 3 bond-
ing and 8 valence electrons. In nitric acid it is bit more complicated. One way to envision
the bonding it to assume that nitrogen has 5 bonding electrons contained in two double
bonds and one single bond, yielding a total of 10 valence electrons. Another (more chemi-
cally precise) way to represent the structure would be to assume that nitrogen is single-
bonded to the OH group, single bonded to another oxygen atom, and double bonded to
the final oxygen atom. The nitrogen would then have partial charge of + I and the single-
bonded oxygen a partiaJ charge of - I. There would also be resonance between the two
non-OH oxygen atoms. In this case the traditional 8 valence electron rule is upheld. The
problem is that one must either deal with the trouble of partial charges on atoms or the
possibility of having a different number of bonding electrons for a single atom. The fact
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that computers can only follow very specific rules makes this particularly troublesome, since
programming special cases is time-consuming and often error-prone. Sulfur, phosphorus,
and other atoms with complex chemistries will suffer from similar complications. The
methods by which these problems were addressed for nitrogen will be discussed in the
following sections.
6.3 Thermochemistry Database Restructuring
As outlined above, the thermochemical database needed to be restructured to allow the
addition of nitrogen chemistry to RMG as well as to improve the future extensibility of the
program. What follows is a description of the new database structure and the general
changes that were made. Specific problems associated with the addition of nitrogen will
also be addressed. The full databases will not be given in the text, but are available in the
electronic supplemental materials in the "Chapter 6 - tree_revised.xls" file.
As mentioned before, the database is composed of three parts: tree, dictionary, and library.
It is important to understand exactly what these are before going into explanations of the
changes that were made. A very small example portion of the original RMG tree structure
is show in Figure 6-1. A clear hierarchy can be seen, ranging from a simple atom with no
connectivity specified (level I, LI) all the way to three atoms away from the atom center
(level 7, L7). Notation is also important in understanding the tree structure. Some nota-
tion is obvious, such as the C for a carbon atom and H for a hydrogen atom. Other nota-
tion requires explanation, but none is particularly complex. The Cs, Cds, Cb, Ct, Cdd,
Cd, Os, and Od terms correspond to what we call functional group atoms. These essen-
tially give information not only about what the atom is, but also the surrounding bonding
environment. The structural representations of these functional group atoms are shown in
Figure 6-2; the atom in bold corresponds to the atom center. The use of functional group
atoms serves two main purposes: it allows for more concise notation within the tree and it
allows for shorter adjacency lists in the dictionary. Note how some of these groups are
specific to C/H/O chemistry outside of the central atom; this is one aspect that was up-
dated in the new database. Changes to functional group atoms will be discussed in detail in
the next section.
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Figure 6-1: Example of a section of the original thermochemical tree structure
Cs Cds Cb Ct
R R C
C R-C R--C, C=C-R
R R R C
Cdd Cd Os Od
RC- R R=C or R=C=R 0 RO
Figure 6-2: Sample definitions for original functional group atoms
The dictionary is simply a means by which RMG relates the text name in the tree and li-
brary files to an actual chemical structure, since the names chosen are arbitrary. An exam-
ple dictionary entry is shown in Figure 6-3 for the methyl center in part of a ketone. The
first column is simply the atom number and is used to specify the bonding among atoms.
The "*" designation tells RMG the atom center as it relates to the group additivity scheme.
The third column contains the atom or functional group atom ("R" corresponds to any
atom), followed immediately by the number of radicals that are present on that atom. The
final part of each line specifies the connectivity between atoms: "S" for single bond, "D" for
double bond, "T" for triple bond, and "B" for an aromatic or "benzene" bond. The basic
idea of the dictionary does not change when the new database is introduced, only the no-
tation within the definitions.
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LO: R
L1: C
L2: Cs
L3: Cs-HHHH
L3: Cs-CHHH
L4: Cs-CsHHH
L4: Cs-CdsHHH
L5: Cs- (Cds-Od) HHH
L5: Cs- (Cds-Cd) HHH
L6: Cs-(Cds-Cds)HHH
L6: Cs- (Cds-Cdd) HHH
L7: Cs- (Cds-Cdd-Od) HHH
L7: Cs- (Cds-Cdd-Cd) HHH
L4: Cs-CtHHH
L4: Cs-CbHHH
L3: Cs-OsHHH
Cs- (Cds-Od) HHH
1 * C 0 {2,S} {3,S} {4,S} {5,S}
2 H 0 {1,S}
3 H 0 {1,S}
4 H 0 {1,S}
5 C 0 {1,S} {6,D} {7,S}
6 O 0 {5,D}
7 R 0 {5,S}
Figure 6-3: Example dictionary entry
The library file is straightforward and relatively self-explanatory. It consists of a name that
corresponds to a node in the tree, group values for enthalpy, entropy, and heat capacity, as
well as uncertainties in the group values and a section for user-entered comments. A value
for a node can also be referred to another node by simply writing the reference node's
name instead of thermochemical data. The library structure and use are also unchanged,
though some values may have been altered during the translation from the old database to
the new one.
6.3.1 Revised Database Functional Group Atoms
One of the first tasks associated with creating a new thermochemical database was defining
new functional group atoms. These serve as the building blocks of the tree and their crea-
tion also allows one to start thinking about how the new tree may be structured. New
functional group atoms are important not only because the addition of nitrogen chemistry
necessitates them, but also because new and cleverly defined groups can make the tree
structure more extensible and intuitive. Keeping extensibility in mind, it is also important to
be vigilant when creating names for functional group atoms. You may have noticed before
that the name "Cs" was used to signify a carbon with four single bonds; however, this is
also the chemical symbol for cesium. It is unlikely that cesium will ever make its way into
RMG, but it is important to avoid atomic labels already used when defining new groups.
Similar problems can be seen with "Os" (osmium) and "Cd" (cadmium). These will all be
renamed in the new definitions.
The functional group atoms can be divided into three categories:
I. Simple: These groups are explicitly defined with no ambiguity or flexibility in the
atom center or in the bonding. Flexibility in the connected atoms is allowed. A
few examples of these would be: Css, Cdd, N3s, etc.
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2. Complex: These groups have flexible bonding in one or more locations. Having
this type of group allows for more freedom in creating a desired tree structure;
however, as the name suggests it often creates additional complexity. These groups
will be shown later to be important when creating a deep, narrow tree.
3. Compound: These are the union of multiple atoms or functional group atoms and
are useful in creating the hierarchical structure when it is difficult to describe all
daughter nodes with a complex functional group atom.
The simple and compound groups are conceptually easy to understand and will not be dis-
cussed here; however, a brief discussion of the complex groups is warranted. When we
talk about flexible bonding, there are generally two cases that come to mind: completely
flexible bonding and partially constrained bonding. The completely flexible bonding is also
conceptually simple in that it allows any combination of bonding that satisfies the atom's
valence requirements. For example, a simple carbon atom with unspecified bonding would
fall under this category. The more interesting cases come from the groups with partially
constrained bonding, which will also require programming changes in how RMG treats
functional group matching.
Consider the functional group Cx2, which represents a carbon central atom bonded to
exactly two heteroatoms but with unspecified bonding. The aspect of this group that
complicates its definition is that depending on how the heteroatoms are bonded, the group
could have zero, one, or two C/H atoms bonded as well. The dictionary entry and possi-
ble structures stemming from this definition are shown in Figure 6-4. It should be clear that
the flexibility of the group allows it be a parent node for a wide range of chemistries, when
the most important aspect of the chemistry is implicitly the fact that it is bonded to two
heteroatoms. One important change to note is the inclusion of a new identifier in the dic-
tionary entry, shown here as a "#" sign. Similar to how the "*" indicated which is the cen-
tral atom, the "#" will tell RMG the groups that must be present when searching for
matches. When RMG generates a new molecule and is searching the tree for matches, it
needs to understand that all structures in Figure 6-4(b) are subgroups of Cx2. If we allow
atoms 4 and 5 to be optional, but require 2 and 3 to be matched, then RMG should be
able to find that all structures are indeed subgroups of Cx2. This is one change that will
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need to be made to RMG, as it currently does not have the programming required to per-
form flexible functional group matching.
(a) Cx2
1 * C 0 {2,{T,B,D,S}} {3,{B,D,S}} {4,{B,D,S}} {5,S}
2 # Rx 0 {1,{T,B,D,S}}
3 # Rx 0 {1,{B,D,S}}
4 Rch 0 {1,{B,D,S}}
5 Rch 0 {1,S}
(b) Rx {CH} Rx C C
C {H,C}- C Rx- C Rx= C
Rx {C,H} Rx Rx Rx
Rx Rx
Rx C C C Rx  C-Rx Rx C Rx
{C,H} Rx
Figure 6-4: Example of a complex functional group atom: (a) dictionary entry for carbon bonded to exactly 2
heteroatoms; (b) all possible structures stemming from this flexible definition. The "#" sign indicates groups
that RMG must find when searching for matches.
Another change that was made was the inclusion of delocalizing and non-delocalizing func-
tional group atoms. These types of groups are particularly useful when building the reac-
tion family trees, since radical stability can change dramatically when resonance-stabilization
is possible. In the original RMG reaction family trees, these were in use, but in a very spe-
cific manner. For example, if a delocalization group was single bonded to a carbon atom, it
would be specified in the dictionary entry as {Cds, Ct, Cb, CO}. The problem with this
entry method is that if one adds nitrogen, you have a new delocalizing group in the form of
"N3d," that now must be added to each of dictionary definitions containing this list. The
revised way to deal with this problem is to define a delocalizing function group atom (e.g.
sDeloc) that would replace the list in all dictionary entries. Now if someone wants to
add new chemistry that results in new delocalizing groups, they simply modify the functional
group atom definitions (instead of many separate dictionary entries). Figure 6-5 shows ex-
amples of the: (a) old method for defining delocalizing group, (b) the proposed revised
method using a functional group atom, and (c) an example of how the functional group
atom would be defined in RMG. This streamlines the changes that must be made to the
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kinetics database when new chemistry is added, and harnesses some of the power that
functional group atoms were designed to have in the first place.
(a) CO/H/OneDe (C) sDeloc
1 *1 C 0 {2,D} {3,S} {4,S} 1 {Cds,Ct,Cb,N3d} 0
2 0 0 {1,D}
3 *2 H 0 {I,S)
4 {Cd,Ct,Cb,CO} 0 {1,S}
(b) CO/H/OneDe
1 *1 C 0 (2,D} {3,S) {4,S}
2 0 0 {I,D)
3 *2 H 0 {1,S)
4 sDeloc 0 {I,S}
Figure 6-5: (a) Example of a how delocalization was treated in the original RMG version; (b) The same
group using the new notation; (c) functional group atom definition for sDeloc in revised notation.
In the new implementation of delocalizing functional group atoms, it is necessary to specify
how the group is attached to the atom of interest (e.g. single, double, triple bond). The
reason behind this is that the same group can act as both a non-delocalizing group and a
delocalizing group depending on how it is bonded. If we consider the Cds group, it is non-
delocalizing if double bonded to the atom of interest and delocalizing if it is single bonded.
Other groups also exhibit similar behavior. The 2-D structures of the non-delocalizing and
delocalizing functional group atoms that are implemented in the revised RMG database are
shown in Figure 6-6.
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(a) Non-delocalizing
× R R
C 1-11 X-N
R /  R R R
R
X=0 X=C X=N
X C-R X N
(b) Delocalizing
X X-C X-CR X-NR X-N
R R
R
X-=CR X=N=R X=N
X=N=R
Figure 6-6: Pictorial representations of the (a) non-delocalizing and (b) delocalizing groups defined as func-
tional group atoms. Each row represents a different type of bond to the atom of interest The "X" atom
represents the atom of interest (e.g. the H-donor or radical center in an H-abstraction reaction).
This was a brief overview of some of the changes made to the functional group atoms used
in the thermochemistry tree structure and dictionary definitions. When the revised tree
structure is discussed in the following sections, it should be clear why these changes were
necessary. Many of changes should be self explanatory and easily understood as long the
reader is familiar with the previous structure of RMG. The full list of functional group at-
oms in the revised RMG database at the time of writing is given in Section 6.6. 1, along with
a verbal description of each group. Dictionary entries for these can be found in the at-
tached electronic materials in the file "Chapter 6 - virtualAtoms.txt".
6.3.2 Revised Tree Structure
The thermochemical tree structure was the most significant change made with respect to
RMG. This section will attempt to describe the important aspects of the changes without
going into an unnecessary level of detail. The new thermochemical database can be found
in the electronic supplemental materials in the file named "Chapter 6 - tree_revised.xls"
and "Chapter 6 - New_Thermo_Tree.txt." The Excel file contains tree structures and li-
brary entries for all aspects of the thermochemistry database that will be discussed here.
The previous thermochemical tree was composed of two parts, what I will call the "main
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tree" and the "radical increment tree," The main tree served to generate the thermo-
chemical parameters for closed-shell species, and the radical tree was used to modify these
values when the species of interest was a radical. These two parts still remain in the re-
vised database. However, two new parts were added in the revised implementation, what
I call the "group centric" tree and "group adjacent" tree. As the names suggest, these are
defined around certain functional groups with less preference given to other bonded at-
oms. The reason for these new trees will be made clear in the discussion later. Also dis-
cussed later will be an alternative to implementing the group centric and adjacent trees.
6.3.2.1 Revised Main Thermochemistry Tree
The main tree was in large part revised, with little resemblance to the original tree struc-
ture. Many of the same principles are used in determining branching, such as local bonding,
but the tree now includes a high level of emphasis on heteroatoms (any atom other than
carbon or hydrogen). This serves to create a partition between groups that are locally hy-
drocarbon-like and those that are directly bonded to a heteroatom. The implicit assump-
tion in this decision was that hydrocarbon-like local structures are chemically similar to each
other and significantly different than any local structure containing heteroatoms.
The generalized hierarchy that was implemented in the revised thermochemistry tree is
outlined in Figure 6-7. This structure is applied recursively starting at the group center and
moving outward so that any level of desired group detail can be reached. The first level of
the tree is periodic table group, which is followed by the element. Data from these levels
should never be used, and their main purpose is organizational in nature. The levels below
this become more important for classifying and segregating the chemical behavior of differ-
ent groups. The next level divides those atoms with a hydrocarbon-like local structure
from those that are bonded directly to a heteroatom. A hydrocarbon-like local structure is
defined as the atom of interest having bonds to only carbon and hydrogen atoms, all others
fall under the heteroatom distinction. This branch is only concerned directly-bonded
neighbors, and does not account for the next-nearest neighbor atoms. For example, if one
considers the H3C*-CH2-OH structure, the C* would still fall under the initial hydrocarbon-
like classification because it is only bonded to C and H. However, the second carbon
would not because it is directly bonded to an oxygen atom. The hydrocarbon branch of
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the tree then follows a similar format as the original RMG tree: specify the bonding envi-
ronment, specify the nearest-neighbor atoms and how they are bonded, and then address
next-nearest-neighbor connectivity. In the revised case, when considering the next-
nearest-neighbors, one would reexamine whether the neighbor is bonded to only C/H at-
oms or a heteroatom, essentially starting the first recursion back to the "atom" level of the
procedure in Figure 6-7.
Figure 6-7: Generalized hierarchy of the revised main thermochemistry tree; this is applied in a recursive
manner if necessary to achieve the desired degree of specificity.
The heteroatom portion of the tree is significantly different from the previous RMG imple-
mentation, which had no real distinction between the treatments of atom types. If the
atom of interest is bonded to at least one heteroatom, the first branch determines how
many heteroatoms are directly attached; the idea being that more heteroatoms will result
in a larger perturbation from hydrocarbon-like behavior. The next level specifies exactly
what heteroatoms are present, followed by specification of the local bonding environment.
Note however that the types of bonds to the heteroatom(s) and/or C/H atoms have not
been explicitly specified at this point. For example, CdxN means a carbon atom with one
double and two single bonds with a nitrogen neighbor. This could mean either the nitro-
gen is double-bonded to the central carbon, or another carbon atom is double-bonded to
the central carbon with a single bond to the nitrogen atom. The next level specifies all of
the neighbors and how each neighbor is bonded. Using the above example, this level
would have entries such as: Cds-NRchRch or Cds-CNRch, where Rch means carbon
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Periodic Table Group
Atom
- Bonded to only C/H atoms (Ch)
* Bonding environment (Chs, Chd, Chdd, Chb, etc.)
- Specify nearest neighbor atoms (Cds-CCH, Cds-CHH, ... )
>> Neighbors bonded to C/H or heteroatoms? (Cds-ChChH, Cds-CxHH, ...)
- Bonded to at least one heteroatom (Cx)
* How many heteroatoms (Cxl, Cx2, Cx3, ... )
- What are the heteroatoms (CxO, Cx20N, ..
>> Bonding environment (CsxO, CdxO, N3sxO, ... )
- Neighboring atoms and how they are bonded (Css-ORchRchRch)
> What are non-heteroatom neighbors (Css-OCCH)
# Neighbors bonded to C/H or heteroatoms? (Css-OxChChH)
or hydrogen. In the revised notation, the order in which atoms are listed in the name de-
termines how atoms are bonded. The first atom satisfies the highest-order bond, and so
on down the line. The notation "Cds-NRchRch" means that the nitrogen is double-
bonded and "Cds-CNRch" means that the carbon is double-bonded. The general order
for bonding specification within node names is: triple, aromatic, double, and then single.
Once the neighbors have been specified, one can start on the next recursion of the proce-
dure by returning to the "atom" level Figure 6-7.
This tree creation procedure will likely make much more sense using actual examples from
the revised thermochemistry tree. An example section of the revised tree is shown in
Figure 6-8, which shows briefly how the hydrocarbon and heteroatom branches differ. The
"L#:" notation is read by RMG to determine the hierarchy, and is useful, along with inden-
tation, in creating a database that is human-readable. The hydrocarbon branch of the tree
is relatively straightforward, starting with the local bonding around the central atom at L4,
followed by the attached atoms at L5. Level 6 then specifies whether the neighbors are
bonded to heteroatoms or not; in the example here all four carbons are only bonded to
C/H. Other examples of nodes at L6 could be Css-ChChChCx or Css-CxCxHH
among the many possibilities. Both of these examples would result in the central atom
having heteroatoms as a next-nearest-neighbor. Then the next-nearest-neighbor bonding
and atom types are specified if desired.
The heteroatom branch starts on line 10 and shows how simple heteroatom connectivity
can be specified within the tree. The first decision is made based on how many heteroa-
toms are attached, one in this case. The next few levels specify in what periodic table
group the atom resides and exactly what atom it is, nitrogen here. The central atom bond-
ing environment is specified next, followed by all of the attached atoms. Here we used the
generic "Rch" nomenclature to mean C or H. All possible combinations of N, C and H
could have been specified at L9, but in an effort to reduce tree broadness this was not
done. Instead, the nitrogen details are further specified, implying that the details of the ni-
trogen atom are more important to the chemical behavior than exactly what the three
Rch groups represent. Also note that the 3-valent nitrogen was specified at level 10; there
are also 5-valent nitrogen nodes (Css-N5hRchRchRch and Css-N5xRchRchRch)
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further down the tree at the same level. In this case, we went so far as to specifying what
nitrogen was bonded to before specifying the Rch groups at level 14 in lines 32-35 and
39-42. The beauty of the tree structure is that it allows users to implement new data in
the way they deem most appropriate. Take note of the fact that specifying a group such as
N=O required going quite far down the tree; this serves as part of the motivation for in-
cluding the group centric and group adjacent trees as will be discussed later.
Figure 6-8: Sample section of the main thermochemistry tree highlighting the hydrocarbon and heteroatom
branches as well as the format for specifying the heteroatom branches. This is a truncated example and is
not identical to the actual tree. The numbers on the right hand side are simply line identifiers to aid the dis-
cussion of this figure in the text.
There are number of other specific aspects of the thermochemical tree that require expla-
nation. The first of which is the so-called "Others" syntax used in both the thermochemis-
try and reaction family databases, which is shown in Figure 6-9. The "Others" nodes are
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LO: R 1
L1: G4 2
L2: C 3
L3: Ch 4
L4: Chs 5
L5: Css-CCCC 6
L6: Css-ChChChCh 7
L7: Css-ChsChsChsChs 8
L7: Css-ChsChsChsChd 9
L3: Cx 10
L4: Cxl 11
L5: CxG4 12
L5: Cx!G4 13
L6: CxG5 14
L7: CxN 15
L8: CxsN 16
L9: Css-NRchRchRch 17
L10: Css-N3hRchRchRch 18
L11: Css-N3hCCC 19
L11:Css-N3hCCH 20
L1: Css-N3hCHH 21
L12: Css-N3hsCHH 22
L12: Css-(N3d-C)CHH 23
L11: Css-N3hHHH 24
L12: Css-N3hsHHH 25
L12: Css-(N3d-C)HHH 26
L10: Css-N3xRchRchRch 27
L11: Css-(N3xl)RchRchRch 28
L12: Css-(N3xO)RchRchRch 29
L13: Css- (N3xsO)RchRchRch 30
L13: Css- (N3d-0) RchRchRch 31
L14: Css- (N3d-0) CCC 32
L14: Css- (N3d-0)CCH 33
L14: Css-(N3d-0)CHH 34
L14: Css- (N3d-0) HHH 35
L12: Css-(N3xN)RchRchRch 36
L13: Css-(N3xsN) RchRchRch 37
L13: Css-(N3d-N) RchRchRch 38
L14: Css- (N3d-N) CCC 39
L14: Css-(N3d-N)CCH 40
L14: Css-(N3d-N)CHH 41
L14: Css-(N3d-N)HHH 42
typically used in cases where the complete subset of daughter nodes is large and very little
data is present. A node of the form "Others- [parent node]" is used to capture all
of the daughter nodes that are not explicitly specified, as shown in a level 7 and level 8
node below. There are two main reasons to use this syntax: (I) to make it clear that the
explicitly specified groups do not span the entire subset of nodes; (2) to assign a set of data
to the collection of all groups not explicitly specified. Note that RMG does not require the
use of the "Others" nodes, but it merely serves as a useful organizational tool and to spec-
ify data for a collection of groups.
Figure 6-9: Sample section of the tree demonstrating the "Others" syntax and other aspects.
Figure 6-9 also demonstrates the slight differences in nomenclatures when a heteroatom is
the central atom in a group. When this is the case, there cannot be a hydrocarbon-type
atom connected to the central atom because any neighboring atoms must be bonded to at
least the central heteroatom. The complex notation involved in choosing the heteroatom
group and element is dropped in this case because the heteroatom is known from the be-
ginning. This is demonstrated in the first major branch involving N3s-(Cxl)HH. Since the
carbon atom is only bonded to a single heteroatom, we know that it must be the 3-valent
nitrogen that it is already connected to, with the other unspecified bonds satisfied by C or
H atoms.
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L5: N3s-CHH
L6: N3s-(Cxl)HH
L7: N3s- (CxN) HH
L8: N3s- (CxsN)HH
L8: N3s- (CxdN) HH
L9: N3s- (Cds-CRch) HH
L8: N3s- (CxbN)HH
L7: Others-N3s- (Cxl) HH
L6: N3s-(Cx2+)HH
L7: N3s- (Cx2)HH
L8: N3s- (Cx2NO)HH
L9: N3s- (Cx2sNO) HH
L9: N3s- (Cx2dNO)HH
L10: N3s- (Cds-ORch) (H) (H)
L10: N3s- (Cds-CO) (H) (H)
L9: N3s- (Cx2bNO) HH
L8: Others-N3s- (Cx2)HH
L7: N3s-(Cx3)HH
L7: N3s- (Cx4) HH
L5: N3s-HHH
When multiple heteroatoms are connected to a single atom of interest, the notation is also
relaxed due to the complexity that would be involved. In these cases, we do not go
through the "CxG4" and "Cx! G4" type notation, but simply specify the heteroatoms that
are attached. For example, in Figure 6-9, after node N3s- (Cx2) HH, we directly specify
the attached heteroatoms with the group N3s- (Cx2NO) HH. We then make use of the
"Others" syntax to ensure that it is clear that several other possible subgroups to Cx2 ex-
ist. Adopting this relaxed tree structuring formalism is practical because it simplifies addi-
tion of new groups with multiple heteroatoms, and because it is rare to have enough data
to make a detailed enumeration of the possibilities worthwhile. Ultimately, these structural
simplifications affect tree organization, but should not significantly compromise the tree's
ability to estimate thermochemical parameters.
6.3.2.2 Revised Radical Increment Tree
The radical increment tree is used to estimate the thermochemistry of radicals encoun-
tered by RMG. The radical tree database stores the differences in thermochemistry be-
tween a radical and its closed-shell analogue, created by adding a hydrogen atom to the
radical site. If RMG generates a radical during the mechanism construction, the thermo-
chemical parameters are estimated in three steps: (I) place hydrogen atoms at the radical
sites to make a closed-shell compound, (2) use the main thermochemistry tree to estimate
the thermochemistry of the closed-shell surrogate, and (3) use the radical increment tree
to correct the closed-shell thermochemistry to that of the radical. Because the main ther-
mochemistry tree is used to estimate the base values, the radical tree can be more concise.
The revised radical tree is similar in structure to the original RMG tree, but many changes in
nomenclature were made. Additionally, an increased emphasis was put on using delocaliz-
ing and non-delocalizing groups, since this is a major factor determining radical stability.
One bit of new notation that warrants comment here is regarding delocalizing groups. To
achieve an accurate estimate of a delocalizing radical's stability, one must know both the
radical's neighbor and the atom on which the radical will be in the resonance form (next-
nearest-neighbor). In the tree hierarchy, we have one level specifying the radical's neighbor
(e.g. Css/H2/DelocN) and the next level specifying the other atom involved in the de-
localization (Css/H2/DelocN=C, Css/H2/DelocN=O, or Css/H2/DelocN=N).
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The effect that the next-neighbor has on the radical increments is shown in Table 6- I for
primary nitrogen radicals bonded to a carbon or nitrogen delocalizing group. These values
were derived from CBS-QB3 calculations for a single molecule/radical combination. The
enthalpy increments vary wildly, with rather insignificant changes to the entropy and heat
capacity. This certainly highlights the importance of specifying all aspects of a resonantly-
stabilized radical, though practically it is a very arduous task to do so.
Table 6-I: Effect
AHf (298 K
DelocC=C 76.8
DelocC=O 105.9
DelocC=N 90.6
DelocN=C 81.2
DelocN=N 86.4
DelocN=O 73.8
Units:
of Next-Nearest Neighbor on Delocalizing Radical
i) S (298 K) Cp300 Cp400 Cp500 Cp600 Cp800
0.5 -1.6 -1.9 -2.1 -2.4 -2.9
2.1 -0.2 -0.7 -1.2 -1.6 -2.4
0.8 -1.6 -1.8 -2.0 -2.2 -2.7
1.0 -0.8 -1.3 -1.7 -2.2 -2.8
3.6 -1.2 -1.7 -2.1 -2.5 -3.1
-2.0 -2.3 -2.7 -3.0 -3.2 -3.6
Enthalpy in kcol/mole; entropy and heat capacity in cal/mole-K
Increments
Cp1000 Cp1500
-3.4 -4.3
-3.0 -4.1
-3.2 -4.2
-3.4 -4.3
-3.6 -4.4
-3.9 -4.6
The other aspects of the radical tree should be self-explanatory and
discussion. The addition of nitrogen to the tree structure and data
other main contributions; both straightforward to understand.
containing radical increments can be found in appendix 6.6.3.
do not warrant further
to the library were the
The new nitrogen-
6.3.2.3 New Group Centric and Group Adjacent Trees
The group centric and adjacent trees are a new addition to the thermochemistry estima-
tion procedure that arose out the complexity of the main thermochemistry tree and the
fact that certain group values are assigned arbitrary values. Consider the nitro groups
(N02/R), which are assigned group values of zero because they cannot be determined in-
dependently from the R/N02 groups. Convention has generally been to lump terminal
groups (e.g. NO2, CN, NO) with what they are connected to when reporting group values,
a convention which we followed as well. The result of this choice is made most clear with
an example using data from the database.
Table 6-2 presents two sets of groups that are structurally similar, and would be thought to
have similar thermochemical properties. Both groups involve the general form of a single-
bonded "Ct" type atom bonded to the central carbon: Css/R3/C - R. Group numbers
I and 2 are analogous, as are groups 3 and 4, but their atom-centered group values are
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Group
N3s/H/
N3s/H/
N3s/H/
N3s/H/
N3s/H/
N3s/H/
I
~---
very different. One can make an argument as to why the enthalpies differ, but the entropy
difference is the "smoking gun" indicating something more is going on in this case. The dif-
ference is that groups I and 3 include the direct contribution from three heavy atoms
(Css, Ct, and N) in the values, whereas groups 2 and 4 only include the direct contribu-
tions of the Css group in their values (the Ct and other connected atoms as accounted
for by their own atom-centered group values). To create more "equal" counterparts to
groups I and 3, we can add the group contributions from the two "Ct" groups in 2 and 4,
as is shown in groups 7 and 8 in Table 6-2. Now, when groups I and 7 and groups 2 and
8 are compared, the entropy values are very close, indicating a valid comparison. The en-
thalpy values are still significantly different, which is likely a result of differences between the
bond energies of C - C and C = N bonds and the fact that the nitrogen is terminal and the
carbon is not. The key from this example is that the groups are siblings, yet still have very
different groups values due to lumping and arbitrary assignment of some group values.
Table 6-2: Comparison of Lumped and non-Lumped Group Values
# Group AHf (298 K) S (298 K)
1 Css-(Ct-N)HHH 17.7 60.2
2 Css-(Ct-C)HHH -10.2 30.4
3 Css-(Ct-N)ChHH 23.1 39.8
4 Css-(Ct-C)ChHH -4.7 10.3
5 Ct-ChtChs 27.6 6.4
6 Ct-ChtH 26.9 24.7
7 2+5+6 44.3 61.5
8 4+5+6 49.8 41.4
However, to fully illustrate the potential problems associated with this, we have to go one
step further. Suppose we wanted to estimate the thermochemical parameters of
CH3CH2CN, but we had stopped the thermochemical tree at the Css-CtHHH level (we
did not specify the subnodes 3 and 4). The following would be used to calculate the ther-
mochemistry: "Css-ChsHHH + Css-(Ct)ChHH + CN/Css." We know the CN
group should have a value of zero because it is lumped, the Css/H2/Css/Ct group has
a value of -4.7 kcal/mole, and the Css/H3/Css group has a value of -10.0 kcal/mole.
Summing these yields an enthalpy of -14.7 kcal/mole. The experimental enthalpy value for
this molecule is 12.3 kcal/mole, a far cry from our estimated value.58 If we repeat the esti-
mation procedure with the correct group choices (Css-ChsHHH + Css- (Ct-
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N) ChHH + CN/Css), the resulting enthalpy estimate is 12.9 kcal/mole, in line with the
experimental value. This highlights the crux of the problem. If the tree does not have
every lumped group/counter group pair specified explicitly, then there is a chance that the
estimated thermochemistry will be grossly incorrect in some instances, as was seen in the
above example.
The way in which this problem was addressed was through the creation of a (functional-)
group centric tree and a group adjacent tree. The former houses the group values for the
functional group centers (lumped groups), and the latter holds the values for the atom cen-
ter connected to the functional groups (counter group). Because we take a group centric
approach to constructing the trees, it is rather simple to ensure that all necessary lumped
and counter groups are specified. As an additional benefit, all nodes on a similar branch are
bonded to the same functional group, so all siblings on this tree should have similar group
values (unlike the sister nodes in the example above). The trees will be discussed briefly in
the following two sections.
6.3.12 New Group Centric Tree
As the name suggests, the group centric database is dedicated to housing the data for func-
tional groups. The database can be most easily described by presenting it, as is done in
Figure 6- I10. The top level of the tree is simply the union of all level 2 nodes, since the
connectivity is not very similar between most groups. It is easy to see why the first three
level 2 groups listed are in this tree, as they are clearly terminal and easily seen as lumped
groups. However, at level 3 we must take into account special cases because of the speci-
fication of small molecule species. The special cases are HCN, HNO, and HNO2. Ideally,
these would be present in the primary thermochemical library, which list small molecule
thermochemistry values explicitly. Including the special cases in the tree ensures that mole-
cules like these will not inadvertently be assigned zeros for thermochemical parameters. If
the CN branch is taken as an example, then we have two distinct possibilities: CN bonded
to H to make HCN or CN bonded to another heavy atom. In the case where HCN is
formed, we would like the group value to reflect the thermochemistry of HCN, and in the
case where it is bonded to a heavy atom, we want it to be assigned a value of zero (the
heavy-atom-centered group will account for the CN properties). The tree structure allows
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these differentiations to be made. The last three groups in level 2 are generally not termi-
nal in nature, but some were assigned non-zero values because they could not be deter-
mined independently from other groups. The two special cases of interest here are those
in which only hydrogen atoms are bonded to the central atom, effectively making the group
terminal. In other cases, the group values were fit to molecular estimates, as was discussed
in detail in chapter 5.
Figure 6-10: Current group centric database tree structure
The library associated with the group centric database is shown in Table 6-3. This presents
the values used for all groups in the tree and shows what groups were assigned values.
The derivation of many of these group values was discussed in detail in chapter 5.
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L1: set fgroups
L2: CN/R
L3: CN/H
L3: CN/R!H
L2: NO/R
L3: NO/H
L3: NO/R!H
L2: N02/R
L3: N02/H
L3: N02/R!H
L2: N=N/R
L3: N=N/H
L3: N=N/R!H
L4: N=N/C
L2: N=C/R
L3: N=C/H
L3: N=C/R!H
L4: N=C/C
L2: C=N/R2
L3: C=N/H2
L3: C=N/H/R!H
L4: C=N/H/C
L3: C=N/R!H2
L4: C=N/C2
Table 6-3: Group Centric Database Library
Group AH (298 K) S (298 K) Cp300 Cp400 Cp500 Cp600 Cp800 Cp1000 CpI500 dH dS dCp Notes
CN/H 32.30 48.24 8.59 9.38 9.97 10.47 11.31 12.00 13.24 0 0 0 Ref. 58 for HCN
NO/H 23.80 52.75 8.29 8.79 9.34 9.87 10.77 11.45 12.52 0 0 0 Ref. 58 for HNO
N02/H -14.15 56.74 9.01 10.40 11.56 12.72 14.46 15.77 17.57 0 0 0 Ref. 30o f r HN02
CN/R!H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 assigned
NO/R!H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 assigned
NO2/R!H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 assigned
N=N/H 25.1 26.8 4.38 4.89 5.44 5.94 6.77 7.42 8.44 0 0 0 Ref. "
N= N/C 27 7.16 3.44 3.56 3.74 3.94 4.32 4.6 4.87 0 0 0 See chapter 5
N=N/R!H N=N/C
N=C/H 16.3 13.34 2.98 3.51 3.95 4.34 4.99 5.55 6.44 0 0 0 See chapter 5
N=C/C 21.3 -6.31 2.04 2.18 2.25 2.34 2.55 2.73 2.87 0 0 0 See chapter 5
N=C/I!H N=C/C
C=N/H2 4.4 40.75 6.19 7.41 8.67 9.76 11.54 12.86 14.97 1.2 1.04 0.65 See chapter 5
C=N/HIC 3.3 21.24 5.45 6.27 7.17 7.97 9.3 10.2 11.56 1.1 0.97 0.61 See chapter 5
C=N/C2 5.7 1.95 3.46 4.18 4.96 5.6 6.62 7.18 7.89 1.1 0.93 0.58 See chapter 5
C=N/H/R!H C=N/H/C
C=N/R.I!H2 C=N/C2
Units: kcallmole for enthalpy, callmol-K for entropy and heat capacity. dH, dS, and dCp represent the
uncertainties in the group value estimates.
One key change will need to be made with respect to how RMG deals with these groups.
RMG will need to mark atoms that are part of the functional group (in addition to the cen-
tral atom) as "read" so that it does not attempt to find group values for them. Consider
the two group centric dictionary entries shown below. Similar to how complex functional
group atoms were dealt with, we can include an identifying mark to indicate to RMG which
atoms should be counted as "read." In these cases, we do not want RMG to find group
values for the terminal nitrogen or oxygen atoms because their contribution is already ac-
counted for by the C-centered group in CN and the N-centered group in N02. This pre-
vents possible problems with double counting of groups. Note that the "#" sign here does
not serve that same purpose as that used in the flexible functional group atom definitions.
A different identifier could be used in this to prevent confusion.
CN/R
1 *
2 #
3
0 {2,T} {3,S}
0 {1,T}
0 {1,S}
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N02/R
1 * N5 0 {2,D} {3,D} {4,S}
2 # 0 0 {1,D}
3 # O 0 {1,D}
4 R 0 {1,S}
6.13.2 New Group Adjacent Tree
The full group adjacent tree and library are given in appendix 6.6.2 at the end of this chap-
ter, a truncated example of the tree and library will be used here to explain its purpose.
This database is made to be used in conjunction with the group centric tree and lists the
counter groups to those in the group centric tree. A sample portion of the tree is shown
below in Figure 6- I I. This tree is also based on functional groups, but the central atom is
not part of the functional group. The functional group is bonded directly to the central
atom, and can be matched with a group from the group centric tree. Consider the C/CN
node and subnodes shown below. Each one of these would be combined with the
CN/R! H group from the group centric database when calculating the thermochemistry of
a molecule. The key is that each of the group values contained within the group adjacent
database is consistent with the values that are present in the group centric database. Then
whenever RMG needs to estimate the thermochemistry of a molecule with one of these
functional groups, it will always have a set that is derived self-consistently. As such, there
must be a branch in the group adjacent tree that corresponds to each functional group
branch in the group centric tree. Note that many of the nodes in the group adjacent tree
will overlap with groups present in the main thermochemistry tree; however, this poses no
problem (but an attempt should be made to keep them consistent).
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set adjgroups
L2: R/CN
L3: C/CN
L4: Css/CN
L5:
L5:
L5:
L5:
L4: Cds/CN
L5:
L5:
L4: Cb/CN
L4: Ct/CN
L3: O/CN
L4: O/H/CN
L4: O/R!H/CN
L5:
Css/H3/CN
Css sec/CN
Css ter/CN
Css_quat/CN
Cds sec/CN
Cdster/CN
O/C/CN
N3s/H2/CN
N3s sec/CN
N3ster/CN
Css/H3/NO
Css sec/NO
Css ter/NO
Css_quat/NO
L3: N3/CN
L4:
L4:
L3: N5/CN
L2: R/NO
L3: C/NO
N3s/CN
L5:
L5:
L5:
N3d/CN
L4: Css/NO
L5:
L5:
L5:
L5:
Figure 6-1 1: Sample section of the group adjacent tree
In an attempt to elucidate the use of these new databases, examples will be given in the
following section.
6.113 Examples
An example of how RMG would use this new functionality is presented here, which will
hopefully clarify any ambiguous parts of the above descriptions. The example molecule will
be the one previously discussed: CH3CH2CN. After generating this molecule, RMG would
use the following algorithm to estimate its thermochemistry.
I. Search the primary thermochemical library for an exact match of the molecule. In
this case, assume that the molecule was not found.
2. Search the molecule to see if any atom-centered group matched those present in
the group centric tree. If no match is found, proceed to the main thermochemistry
database to find all group values. If a match is found, as in this case with CN/R! H,
then the group value is pulled from the library. Here, the terminal nitrogen atom
would also be marked as "included" in the group, telling RMG not to search for its
group values.
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3. If (and only if) a group centric value is found, search the group adjacent tree for the
counter group. For the CN/R!H counter group, RMG would find the
Css_sec/CN group with non-zero values accounting for the CN contribution as
well.
** The group values for three atom-centered groups have now been deter-
mined, shown in bold: CH3CH2CN
4. Since no other groups match the group centric tree, the remaining group values
(Css/H3/Css) are sourced from the main thermochemistry tree using the origi-
nal RMG methodology.
5. All group values are then added together to yield the molecular thermochemistry
estimate. The groups in parentheses are a centric/adjacent pair. Enthalpy values
are shown below in kcal/mole:
Css/H3/Css + (Css_sec/CN + CN/R!H) =
-10.0 + (22.9 + 0.0) = 12.9
Consider another example, this time for the molecule ethyl nitrate (C2H50NO2), with an
experimental enthalpy value of -37.0 kcal/mole.' 20 Here, the groups involved in the ther-
mochemical estimate are as follows, along with the enthalpy in kcal/mole:
Css/H3/Css + Css/H2/Css/O + (O/Css/N02 + N02/R!H) =
-10.0 + -8.1 + (-19.1 + 0.0) = -37.2
As with the previous example, the enthalpy estimate matches experimental data well.
Consider one final example for azomethane (CH3N=NCH3), which has an enthalpy of
formation of 35.5 kcal/mole.' ,7 As before, the groups and estimate are provided below.
(Css/H3/N=N + N=N/C) + (Css/H3/N=N + N=N/C) =
(-9.0 + 27.0) + (-9.0 + 27.0) = 36.0
In the final example, RMG would not need to search the main thermochemistry tree be-
cause all groups are either group centric or group adjacent. These demonstrations of the
centric and adjacent databases show how RMG will use them, and that they can accurately
reproduce thermochemical data. The additional complexity introduced by adding these
databases is balanced by the reduced probability of selecting group values that are not rep-
resentative of the molecule being estimated. Additional thought will be needed to devise
an algorithm for the case when 2+ functional groups are bonded to the same central atom.
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6.3.2.4 Potential Alternative to Group Centric/Adjacent Trees
There is another alternative to specifying the group centric and group adjacent trees, which
involves "intelligently" assigning values to certain groups as opposed to unilaterally giving all
thermochemical properties zeros for the case of lumped groups such as CN, NO, and
NO2. As was shown above, lumping the contribution of terminal groups into its neighbor-
ing groups can create large and abrupt changes in the values of related nodes. The funda-
mental reason for this is that the enthalpy and entropy contributions from the neighboring
atoms in the functional group are included in some cases, and not in others. The rationale
behind the potential alternative method discussed here is to assign meaningful values to the
atom-centered groups within the functional groups so that the atom-centered groups con-
nected to terminal functional groups do not have large contributions from neighboring at-
oms included. This, in theory, should allow these groups to have values more in line with
their parent and sibling nodes. The approach will be described in two ways in this section,
a more rigorous mathematical method and a "by-hand" method showing the general me-
chanics involved. The mathematical approach will be described first. This will be followed
by "by-hand" and mathematical examples for select functional groups examined here.
The rigorous approach involves amending the original linear regression problem used to
solve for all groups. In this case, no lumped groups are used, and all atom-centered groups
within the functional groups are specified explicitly as separate groups to be fit. In addition
to the normal molecule reconstruction equations which are equated to molecular thermo-
chemistry data, we must also introduce constraining equations that allow the linearly de-
pendent group values to be uniquely derived. The constraining equations serve to increase
the rank of the design matrix to create a tractable problem. They are created by relating
the linearly dependent groups to siblings within the tree in an attempt to reduce the nu-
merical differences between sibling group values within the tree structure. The general
structure of the augmented linear regression matrix is shown in equation (6-1), where
nFG-LRE is the matrix of non-functional group coefficients in the linear regression equa-
tions, FG-LRE is the matrix of functional group coefficients in the linear regression equa-
tions, molec. data is the vector of molecular thermochemistry data being fit in the regres-
sion, FG-CE is the matrix of functional group coefficients in the constraining equations, and
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ref.data is the vector of reference data used in the constraining equations. This is the
case if all of the reference data is assumed to be known and does not depending on the
nFG-LRE coefficients. By functional groups we mean groups that could be lumped func-
tional groups, such as CN or NO, or those groups adjacent to the functional groups.
nFG-LRE FG-LRE molec.data
0 FG-CE ref.data
Solving the augmented problem is a relatively trivial task; however, constructing the con-
straining equations may introduce some difficulties. Data availability is the main reason why
problems could arise. In order to properly solve the above system, one must introduce
enough constraining equations such that the system becomes of full rank. This may be dif-
ficult when data is not available for desired reference groups. If a full rank is not achieved
using reference groups, additional arbitrary equations will need to be added (i.e. lumping or
arbitrary assignment of values). The examples given later on in the section will demon-
strate this procedure in more detail and hopefully clarify any confusion about the method-
ology.
It is worth taking a moment to discuss exactly what is meant by the constraining equations.
They serve to fix the values of the linearly dependent groups to have "reasonable" agree-
ment with sibling nodes. An example of one type of constraining equation for the nitrile
system is shown in equation (6-2).
unknown groups known ref. groups
A
Css-(H3)(C= N) = Css-(H3)(C= C) (6-2)
Css-(H2)(C)(C N) = Css-(H2)(C)(C C)
Css-(H)(C2)(C N) = Css-(H)(C2)(C C)
This is a simple relation to a single sibling with a known value. The known values would be
placed in the ref.data vector of the regression problem, and the FG-CE matrix would be
populated according to the unknown groups. Obviously, these equalities are not necessar-
ily satisfied because this is a regression. Another type of constraining equation could in-
volve relating two groups present in the fitting procedure. This would likely be the case in
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the ideal world where all group values were fitted simultaneously. If this "global" approach
was taken, then the structure of the linear regression matrix would change, and a zero ma-
trix would not be present in the lower-left quadrant. The new form is shown in equation
(6-3).
nFG-LRE FG-LRE moledata (6-3)
nFG-CE FG-CE ref.data
The nFG-CE term now accounts for the non-functional group terms that are included in
the reference equations. In most cases, the ref.data vector would contain a zero when
both non-FG and FG groups being fit are related to each other, with a form as shown in
equation (6-4). Any complex combination of linear equations could be implemented if
there was a justification to do so.
unknown groups
Css-(H3)(C=N) - Css-(H3)(C'C) = 0
Css-(H2)(C)(C=N) - Css-(H2)(C)(C=C) = 0 (6-4)
Css-(H)(C2)(C-N) - Css-(H)(C2)(C =C) = 0
Now that the general mathematical approach has been discussed, it is important to under-
stand the mechanics of the procedure, starting with potential difficulties and example im-
plementations. There are two aspects of this approach that create difficulties, the "intelli-
gent" assignment of reference values and the relative lack of data for relevant groups. The
approach will be discussed first, followed by the potential difficulties with implementing this
method. The principle of the approach is relatively simple: we want to assign values to
lumped groups such that the neighboring atom-centered group agrees better with its close
relatives in the tree. This can be most easily conveyed through a brief example. Consider
the following hypothetical part of the tree that the nitrile group would belong to (units:
kcal/mole and cal/mole-K):
L1: Css-(C) (H2) (Ct) AHf (298 K) S (298 K)
L2: Css-(C) (H2) (C=C) -4.7 10.3
L2: Css-(C) (H2) (C-N) 23.1 39.8
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If one examines the level 2 groups, it is clear that there are major discrepancies that occur
when the next-nearest neighbor (C or N) is added to the group. This is somewhat con-
trary to group theory ideas that indicate less importance as one moves away from the
atom center, especially in cases where delocalization and conjugation are not a concern.
The entropy is the dead giveaway that something is amiss, and because the two groups are
structurally very similar, the entropy should also be very similar. Another indication is that
the enthalpy and entropy values for Css- (C2) (H2) are -5.0 kcal/mole and 9.4 cal/mole-
K, which would represent reasonable values for the level one Css- (C) (H2) (Ct) group.
This is further indication that something is different about the Css- (C) (H2) (C-N)
group.
The answer to why these group values are so different is the assigned values for the nitrile
group. The traditional assumptions that the thermochemical values of the atom-centered
groups (C and N) in the nitrile functional group are zero give rise to the differences. The
effect of these assumptions is that the Css- (C) (H2) (C-N) group must not only ac-
count for the thermochemistry of the Css central atom, but also for the two additional
heavy atoms in the nitrile group. This is not the case for the other sibling node, Css-
(C) (H2) (C-C), because both carbon atoms in the (C-C) portion of the group have
non-zero, derived thermochemical values, meaning that the group only has to account for
the contribution due to the central Css atom. This is the fundamental reason for the dif-
ferences. This should also emphasize the point that if the lumping assumption is made, it is
imperative to use groups that "know" lumped groups are present (as was the main pur-
pose of the group centric and adjacent trees discussed above). The discussion here will
only be for enthalpy and entropy for conciseness, but heat capacity could be accounted for
in an identical manner.
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Table 6-4: Comparison of Nitrile-containing Group Values and Siblings
Group H (298 K) Deviation S (298 K) Deviation
Css-(R3) (Ct)
Css-(H3) (C=C) -10.0 27.7 31.5 28.7
Css-(H3) (C=N) 17.7 60.2
Css-(C) (H2) (C=C) -4.7 10.3 29.5
Css-(C) (H2)(C=N) 23.1 39.8
Css-(C2) (H) (C=C) -1.8 27.4 -11.2 31.0
Css-(C2) (H) (C=N) 25.6 19.8
Css-(C3) (CEC) 1.3 27.6 -34.0 31.0
Css-(C3) (CN) 28.9 -3.0
Cds-(=C) (R) (Ct)
Cds-(=C) (C) (C-C) 9.5 31.0 -15.0 34.7
Cds-(=C) (C) (CN) 40.5 19.7
Cds-(=C) (H) (C=C) 6.7 31.9 6.4 31.2
Cds-(=C) (H) (C=N) 38.6 37.6
Ct- (C) (Ct)
Ct- (=C) (CC) 25.3 38.5 6.4 29.0
Ct-(C) (C=N) 63.8 35.4
Lumping is present in nitrile-containing groups. Units are kcal/mole for enthalpy and cal/mole-K for en-
tropy. Values taken from chapter 5, Cohen,'06 and Benson.95 Values in bold italics were estimated here.
An alternative solution to the centric and adjacent trees is to "unwind" the lumping by as-
signing more relevant values to the atom-centered groups within terminal functional groups.
I will go through a detailed example for the nitrile functional group because of the relatively
large amount of data available. The information that will be used to guide this discussion is
found in Table 6-4. The way in which we want to unwind the lumping is by assigning val-
ues that make sibling group values similar, It is clear that there are significant deviations be-
tween siblings, regardless of the local bonding around the central atom, though the local
bonding does affect the magnitude of the deviation. The first step in the process is to re-
duce these deviations as much as possible (where chemically reasonable) by assigning a
more intelligent and informed value to the carbon-centered group in the nitrile functional
group. We can identify three of these groups: Ct- (-N) (Css), Ct- (=N) (Cds), and
Ct- (EN) (Ct). A reasonable method for assigning groups values to these would be use
the average deviations from the Css, Cds, and Ct-centered groups shown in Table 6-4.
The reason is that we would not expect the next-nearest neighbor to significantly affect the
group values in this case, so achieving a deviation of zero is the goal. The resulting values
for the carbon-centered nitrile group are shown below.
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Group H (298 K) S (298 K)
Ct-(=_N) (Css) 27.6 30.1
Ct-(=N)(Cds) 31.5 33.0
Ct-(=N)(Ct) 38.5 29.0
It is also important to understand that the nitrogen-centered group in the nitrile group still
is assigned values of zero (effectively still lumped). It is now important to examine how
well these newly derived group values agree with neighboring nodes in the tree. The com-
parison is shown in Table 6-5 for both enthalpy and entropy. Here we do not see a con-
sistent enthalpy deviation across the groups, which is expected because a nearest-neighbor
atom is being altered, and this will significantly affect the enthalpy values of the group. The
entropy is more consistent because the general structure does not change drastically, as is
indicated by the approximately equivalent entropic deviations. The entropic deviations are
quite large and for a similar reason as before; the entropic contribution of the nitrogen
atom is still lumped into the C-centered group.
Table 6-5: Comparison of C-centered Nitrile Group Values and Siblings
Group H (298 K) Deviation S (298 K) Deviation
Ct- (=R) (Css)
Ct- (=C) (Css) 27.3 0.3 6.4 23.7
Ct-(-N)(Css) 27.6 30.1
Ct- (-R)(Cds)
Ct- (C) (Cds) 27.9 3.6 6.4 26.6
Ct-(=N)(Cds) 31.5 33.0
Ct- (-R) (Ct)
Ct- (=C) (Ct) 25.3 13.2 6.4 22.6
Ct- (=N) (Ct) 38.5 29.0
Lumping is present for the terminal nitrogen group. Units are kcal/mole for enthalpy and cal/mole-K for
entropy. Values taken from chapter 5, Cohen,'0 6 and Benson.95 Values in bold italics were estimated
here.
To further the unwinding process, we must assign values to the triple-bonded nitrogen cen-
tered group within the nitrile functional group. It is likely prudent to keep the assigned en-
thalpy of the N-centered group equal to zero for two reasons: (1) the triple-bonded ni-
trogen group in N2 will have an enthalpy value of zero, and (2) there is no justification from
Table 6-5 to assign a particular value, as we had when assigning the C-centered group.
However, any value could be assigned, including an average of the deviations as was done
before, The entropy (and likely heat capacity) values are a different story because there is
still a consistent and large deviation across the groups. This implies that the nitrogen cen-
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tered group (Nt-C) should be assigned an entropy value of 24.3 cal/mole-K (the average
of the deviations). It would also be possible to specify more specific group values if the
user desired, such as (Nt- (C-Css)) at lower levels of the tree. The value for the Nt-C
group also agrees relatively well with the entropy value implied by N2 for the Nt-N group
of 22.9 cal/mole-K, lending credence to this choice of value.
The unwinding of the lumped group is almost complete; the only task remaining is to adjust
the values of the groups to be consistent. This can be accomplished with a series of simple
algebraic steps using equation (6-5), where B represents a generic thermochemical parame-
ter, Badj  is the revised value for the atom-centered group being adjusted, B adj  is the
value when lumping was present for the atom-centered group being adjusted, B"vised iS the
revised value for an atom-centered group in the functional group that is "outside" of the
group being adjusted, and B"mped is the value when lumping was present for an atom-
centered group in the functional group that is "outside" of the group being adjusted.
Badj _ adj FG FG
revised lumped te revised lumped (6-5)
heavy atoms
The summation is over the heavy atoms in the functional group that are towards the outer
edge of the group from the atom-centered group being adjusted. It is very important to
start from the outer edge of the group and work inward for this approach to work The
first correction will modify the values at L2 due to changes in the values at L3 (see Figure
6-12). The second correction step will modify the values at L I for changes at L2 and L3.
Going through the example will best illustrate this point.
L3 L2 LI1 Rch
N-C -C-Rch
Rx'
Figure 6-12: Unwinding functional groups from the outside in
In cases where the functional group is truly lumped, the Bu•mped terms will have values of
zero, but in a more general case where non-zero values were arbitrarily assigned this may
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not be true. Again, we can take the nitrile example discussed above to demonstrate the
final step of the unwinding process. As mentioned, we start from the outside (N atom)
and work inward. The N-centered group is simply assigned the values discussed above,
and since nothing is "outside" of it, no further correction need be made. Next we move
on to level 2. We know from above that Ct- (-N) (Css) was given revised (but still
partially-lumped due to the N-centered group) values of 27.6 and 30.1 for enthalpy and
entropy, as well as that the N-centered group was assigned values of 0.0 and 24.3. In this
case, Buped will be zero. The resulting relationships for enthalpy and entropy for the
Ct- (-N) (Css) group are shown in equations (6-6) and (6-7). There is one term in the
sum because the N-centered group is the only group "outside" of group being adjusted.
AH iadi = 27.6 - (0.0 - 0.0) = 27.6 kcal/mole (6-6)
Srevised = 30.1 - (24.3 - 0.0) = 5.8 cal/mole-K (6-7)
Now that we have final revised the values for the L2 group, we can now move on to revis-
ing the LI values. If we consider the Css- (C) (H2) (C-N) group, we know that the
Badj,, values for enthalpy and entropy are 23. I and 39.8 respectively (the original lumped
regression values). We also know that there are two atom-centered groups in the nitrile
group that have been given new values: Ct- (-N) (Css) was given values of 27.6 and 5.8
for enthalpy and entropy; and Nt-C was given values of 0.0 and 24.3. The resulting rela-
tionships for the Css- (C) (H2) (C-N) group are shown in equations (6-8) and (6-9).
There are now two terms in the summation because two groups are outside of the group
of interest.
AHf adj  = 23.1 - (27.6 - 0) - (0.0 - 0) = -4.5 kcal/mole (6-8)
Sadj = 39.8 - (5.8 - 0) - (24.3 - 0) = 9.7 cal/mole-K (6-9)
We now have a set of group values that are consistent with the original lumped values and
are similar in value to their sibling nodes in the tree. To summarize, the thermochemical
values for the new groups and their siblings are presented in Table 6-6. This procedure
clearly produced values that are now in line with their siblings. The final check to ensure
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that information was not lost is to add the revised group values and compare them to the
original lumped values; they should be equal. The sums of the revised values are 23. I1
kcal/mole for enthalpy and 39.8 cal/mole-K for entropy; identical to the original lumped val-
ues for the Css- (C) (H2) (C-N) group. This confirms that we have the same informa-
tion content and would predict the same thermochemical parameters as before the un-
winding process.
Table 6-6: Comparison of Revised and Sibling Values
Group H (298 K) S (298 K)
Css- (C) (H2) (CEN) -4.5 9.7
Css-(C) (H2) (CEC) -4.7 10.3
Ct-(=-N)(Css) 27.6 5.8
Ct-(-C) (Css) 27.3 6.4
Nt-C 0.0 24.3
Nt-N 0.0 22.9
This process must be completed for each lumped group involving the nitrile functional
group, and the corresponding values must be updated in the thermochemical libraries. This
process was completed for all of the groups shown in shown in Table 6-4 and Table 6-5,
the results of which are compiled in Table 6-7. It is clear that this method can work effec-
tively for at least this particular functional group. One aspect of this approach that is quickly
noticed is that it requires a significant amount of data because one must have data for both
sibling groups. If a sibling value is not present, then you may not have a chemically-relevant
reference value to compare the lumped groups against. This is one major difficulty with the
method, which will be highlighted more when the NO and NO2 functional groups are dis-
cussed below. However, this only becomes a problem when you have a lumped functional
group with a group value and nothing derived for its sibling. This method would need to
be completed for the nitrile groups bonded to other atoms as well, such as oxygen and
nitrogen. The procedure would essentially be the same when attempting to unwind the
lumping in the 0- (R) (CEN) and N- (R2) (CEN) groups, with reference groups of the
form O- (R) (C=C) or N- (R2) (C-C). It was not covered here, but one would also
have to consider cases where atoms other than carbon and hydrogen were neighbors to
the central atom in the lumped groups, adding to the complexity. Frankly though, data is
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often not available for these types of atom-centered groups so it is not possible to derive
group values for them at this point.
Table 6-7: Final Revised Groups Values for the Nitrile Functional Group
Group H (298 K) Deviation S (298 K) Deviation
Css-(R3) (Ct)
Css-(H3) (C=C) -10.0 31.50.1 -1.4
Css-(H3) (C-N) -9.9 30.2
Css-(C) (H2)(C=C) -4.7 10.30.2 -0.6
Css-(C) (H2) (C=N) -4.5 9.8
Css-(C2) (H) (C=C) -1.8 -0.2 -11.2 0.9
Css-(C2) (H) (C-N) -2.0 -10.3
Css-(C3) (C=C) 1.3 -34.0 1.00.0 1.0
Css-(C3) (C=N) 1.3 -33.1
Cds-(=C) (R)(Ct)
Cds-(=C) (C) (C=C) 9.5 
-15.0
Cds-(=C)(C)(C=N) 9.1 -13.3
Cds-(=C) (H) (C=C) 6.7 0.4 6.4 -1.7
Cds- (=C) (H) (C=N) 7.2 4.6
Ct- (=-C)(Ct)
Ct-(=C)(C=C) 25.3 0.0 6.4 0.0
Ct- (=C)(C=N) 25.3 6.4
Ct-(=R)(Css)
Ct- (C) (Css) 27.3 0.3 6.4 -0.6
Ct-(=N) (Css) 27.6 5.8
Ct-(=R)(Cds)
Ct-(=C)(Cds) 27.9 3.6 6.4 2.3
Ct-(=N)(Cds) 31.5 8.7
Ct-( -R)(Ct)
Ct-(=C) (Ct) 25.3 13.2 6.4 -1.7
Ct-(=-N) (Ct) 38.5 4.7
Nt-C 0.0 0.0 24.3 -1.4
Nt-N 0.0 22.9
Units are kcol/mole for entholpy and col/mole-K for entropy. Volves taken from chapter 5, Co en,
and Benson.95 Volues in bold itolics were estimated here.
The above exercise demonstrated the mechanics of the approach used to relate lumped
groups to reference 
groups to reduce 
discontinuities within 
the tree data. We 
will now
give an example 
of the regression-based 
approach described 
at the beginning 
of the sec-
tion. However, because the group values have already been determined for the lumped
functional groups, we can take a simplified approach that does not involve refitting all
groups. The 
regression matrix 
and vector of 
data are shown 
in Table 6-8.
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Table 6-8: Enthalpy Linear Regression Matrix for Unwinding Lumped Nitrile Groups
Css-H31CN Css-CIH2/CN Css-C2/HICN Css-C3/CN Cds-C/HICN Cds-CICICN Ct-CICN CN-Css CN-Cds CN-Ct Nt-C I H (298 K)
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 •, . 20 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0 0 0 0 1 0 U U
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0o o o o o ii l iiii o o0 0 0 0 0 0 1. 0 U
17.7
23.1
25.6
28.9
38.6
40.5
63.8
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -10.0
0 ..1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -4.7
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1.8
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.3
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 6.7
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 9.5
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 25.3
o o o o o o o o o 0 0 0 0 0 1 o.o
Enthalpy units: kcallmole
The first seven lines of the matrix effectively recreate the pertinent part of the original
group-fitting regression, by relating the lumped group values to the lumped group composi-
tion. The rank of this portion of the matrix is 7, which does not allow for the determina-
tion of all I I variables (the reason why 4 were lumped in the original problem). The final
eight lines correspond to the constraining equations, which must raise the rank of the sys-
tem to equal the number of variables; in this case it does. The first seven constraining
equations simply relate the adjacent groups to their respective siblings with (C=C) func-
tionality as in the "by-hand" discussion. Notice that equations for the C-centered groups in
the nitrile group are conspicuously missing from the constraints. As alluded to earlier, it is
likely incorrect to directly relate the enthalpy of a C-N/R group to a C-C/R group, given
the significant difference in the triple bond enthalpies. Not including these constraining
equations allows the values to "float" in concert with the other constraints. The final (and
necessary) equation forces the terminal N-centered group to zero. The freedom of the C-
centered nitrile groups is essential to allowing the terminal N group value to be zero.
A similar matrix can be constructed for the entropy of the groups, as shown in Table 6-9.
The form and function of the first 14 lines of the entropy matrix are the same as with the
enthalpy, so they will not be discussed again. The final constraining equations are essentially
the opposite as was seen in the enthalpy example, in this case specifying the C-centered
groups and not constraining the terminal N-group. Here we want to constrain the entropy
of the C=N/R groups to be similar to the C=C/R groups because of the structural similar-
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ity, on which entropy is heavily dependent. We could also have constrained the N-group
to be similar to N2, but chose not to. This choice of how to implement the constraining
equations also highlights where ambiguity and arbitrariness can be introduced using this
method.
Table 6-9: Entropy Linear Regression Matrix for Unwinding Lumped Nitrile Groups
Css-H31CN Css-CIH2/CN Css-C21H/CN Css-C3/CN Cds-C/H/CN Cds-C/CICN
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
00o00
0
0
0
02
0
0
0
0
0
00
0
0
0
0oiti
0
0
0
0
1.
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
00
Entropy
Etop
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0i :ii•• i hll~i~~
o
0
0
0
0
o
o 0
o o
o 0
o o
o o
o 0
o o
o o
o 0
1 0o
We can now solve
to the "by-hand" m
shown below in Tal
equations to demor
correspond the ma
centered nitrile grol
the enthalpy and entropy regression problems and compare the results
ethod to ensure the values obtained are reasonable. The comparison is
ble 6- 10. For entropy, we examined three different sets of constraining
nstrate the effect on the resulting group values. The "rigorous I" values
itrix shown in Table 6-9. "Rigorous 2" is for the case when the C-
ups are not constrained and the terminal N-group is related to the 22.9
cal/mole-K value derived from N2. "Rigorous 3" accounts for constraining equations for
both the C-centered nitrile groups as well as the relating the terminal N-group to N2. It is
clear that the choice of constraining equations can significantly influence the individual final
group values, but they should all be equally competent at reconstructing the molecular
thermochemistry values from which they were fit. We can also compare the entropy esti-
mates to all reference groups values used in the constraining equations. The mean abso-
lute deviations were 1.2, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.6 cal/mole-K for the by-hand, rigorous I, rigorous 2,
and rigorous 3 methods respectively. The superiority of the rigorous methods can be at-
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Ct-C/CN EN-C== 
CN-Cds nu.et use 
I S (298 K)
60.2
39.8
19.8
-3.0
37.6
19.7
35.4
31.5
10.3
-11.2
-34.0
6.4
-15.0
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.4
units: col/mole-K
··
Vh VP Vl
tributed to the simultaneous nature of the regression, as opposed to the sequential solution
procedure in the by-hand approach.
Table 6-10: Comparison of Rigorous and By-hand
Css-H3/CN Css-C/H2/CN Css-C2/HICN Css-C31CN Cds-CIHICN
Methods to Unwind Lumping
Cds-CCICCN Ct-CICN CN-Css CN-Cds CN-Ct Nt-C
Enthalpy rigorous -10.0 -4.6 -1.9 1.3 6.9 9.3 25.3 27.6 31.5 38.5 0.0
(kcal/mole) by-hand -9.9 -4.5 -2.0 1.3 7.2 9.1 25.3 27.6 31.5 38.5 0.0
rigorousl 30.7 9.9 -10.8 -33.6 6.1 -13.6 5.8 5.9 7.5 5.8 24.4
Entropy rigorous2 30.8 10.0 -10.7 -33.5 5.5 -14.1 6.4 7.2 10.1 6.1 22.9
(cal/mole-K) rigorous3 30.8 10.0 -10.7 -33.5 6.2 -13.4 6.0 6.3 7.8 6.0 23.8
by-hand 30.2 9.8 -10.3 -33.1 4.6 -13.3 6.4 5.8 8.7 4.7 24.3
A similar approach can be taken with other terminal functional groups; NO and NO2 will
be discussed here. The nitroso group will be addressed first, and a comparison of lumped
nitroso groups with their sibling groups is presented in Table 6- I. As mentioned above,
we attempted to include neighbor atoms other than carbon and hydrogen as well, to give a
more realistic idea of the procedure. The first clearly visible aspect of this type of group is
the relative lack of data compared to the nitrile group, as we have no data for a nitroso
group adjacent to a Cds or Ct type carbon atom. This means that assumptions will have
to be made when assigning or deriving values for the N-centered part of the functional
groups when it is next to those types of carbon atoms. There is also increased question as
to what reference groups to use; here we are using simply carbon-centered groups next to
a generic nitrogen atom. It would also be possible to use another type of group
(Css- (R3) (N=C)) as the reference. This would likely be a better choice; however, only
two data points for this type of group were available: Css- (H3) (N=C) with enthalpy
and entropy values of -5.7 kcal/mole and 30.4 cal/mole-K, and Css- (C) (H2) (N=C)
with values of -2.7 and 8.6. These values are about 4 kcal/mole larger in enthalpy than the
groups with generic nitrogen neighbors, which would alter the revised group values had
they been used. This type of decision must be made when revising group values, and can
be an additional source of uncertainty.
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Table 6-11: Comparison of Nitroso Group Values and Siblings
Group H (298 K) Deviation S (298 K) Deviation
Css-(R3)(N)
Css-(H3)(N) -10.1 30.4
Css-(H3) (N=O) --- ---
Css-(C)(H2)(N) -6.6 9.8
Css-(C) (H2) (N=O) 21.5 44.3
Css-(C2) (H) (N) -5.2 29.0 -11.7 34.8
Css-(C2) (H)(N=O) 23.8 23.1
Css-(C3) (N) -3.2 -34.127.8 35.3
Css-(C3) (N=O) 24.6 1.2
Cds-(=C)(R) (N)
Cds-(=C)(C)(N) 3.8 -14.1
Cds-(=C)(C)(N=O) --- ---
Cds- (=C) (H) (N) 2.3 7.1
Cds-(=C)(H)(N=O) --- ---
Ct-(C) (N)
Ct-(C) (N) --- ---
Ct-(C)(N=O) --- ---
Oss-(R)(N)
Oss-(H) (N) -10.1 30.4
Oss-(H) (N=O) --- ---
Oss-(C) (N) -9.0 7.2 32.8
Oss-(C)(N=O) -4.7 40.0
Oss-(O) (N) 5.5 6.9 33.8
Oss-(O) (N=O) 15.2 40.7
Oss-(N) (N) 5.7 5.2 6.8 34.0
Oss-(N)(N=O) 10.9 40.8
N3s-(R2)(N)
N3s-(H2) (N) 11.4 29.1
N3s-(H2) (N=O) --- ---
N3s-(C)(H)(N) 20.9 9.6 32.1
N3s-(C)(H)(N=O) 25.3 41.7
N3s-(C2) (N) 26.8 -14.5 33.8
N3s-(C2) (N=O) 32.7 19.3
N3d-(=R) (N)
is present in nitroso-containing groups. Units are kcal/mole for enthalpy and col/mole-i
tropy. Values taken from chapter 5, Cohen, '06 and Benson.95
K for en-
As with the nitrile group, we do find that the deviations are consistent across the groups
where data is available, indicating that the method should work for this functional group as
well. The minor exception to this is the peroxynitroso group with an enthalpy deviation of
9.7 kcal/mole, but this can likely be attributed to a large effect of the NO group on the
relatively weak 0-0 bond. This will be excluded when computing the average deviation.
Using the same procedure of taking the average deviation, we can estimate a preliminary
value for one of the N-centered nitroso groups, with the thermochemistry of the terminal
oxygen atom still lumped into the group. As before, the result is a reasonable enthalpy de-
viation given the nearest-neighbor atom change and a very large entropic deviation due to
the still-lumped oxygen atom. It is unclear how to deal with the lack of data for the other
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Lumping
groups, but attempting to assign values based on analogy to other situations may be the
only way to proceed, short of deriving many new group values. Regardless of the ap-
proach, consistency is integral to success.
Table 6-12: Comparison of N-centered Nitroso Groups with Siblings
Group H (298 K) Deviation S (298 K) Deviation
N3d- (=R) (C)
N3d-(=C) (Css) 21.3 7.0 -6.3 41.2
N3d-(=O)(Css) 28.3 34.9
N3d-(=C) (Cds) --- ---
N3d-(=0) (Cds) --- ---
N3d- (=C) (Ct) --- ---
N3d-(=O)(Ct) --- ---
N3d- (=R) (0)
N3d- (=C) (Oss) --- ---
N3d-(=O) (Oss) 4.8 33.5
N3d- (=R) (N)
N3d- (=C) (N3s) --- ---
N3d-(=0) (N3s) 5.2 32.9
N3d- (=C) (N3d) --- --- -
N3d-(=0) (N3d) --- ---
Lumping is present for the terminal oxygen group. Units are kcallmole for enthalpy and cal/mole-K for
entropy. Values taken from chapter 5, Cohen,'06 and Benson.95
The entropy of the oxygen-centered group can be assigned to minimize the deviation in
the one group for which we have data. However, the agreement between the implied
Od-N group entropy of 41 .2 cal/mole-K differs significantly from the value implied by the
entropy of the Od-O group of 24.5 (based on the entropy of 02). This is not surprising;
the Od-O group is more-or-less fraudulent because molecular oxygen is better repre-
sented as a singly-bonded diradical as opposed to a double-bonded species. The significant
difference in bonding may be part of the reason for this discrepancy. The bent nature of
the NO group may also play a significant role because it introduces an internal rotor not
present in the linear 02 molecule. It is also possible that the reference group, who's values
were derived earlier in chapter 5, is the source of the problem. Again, it is clear that the
lack of data will make it difficult to justify the values assigned to the terminal oxygen group.
One useful task that may provide a basis for the assigned values is analysis of the lumped
CO functional group used extensively in the group value literature. Analyzing the group
may provide a reasonable estimate of the entropy and enthalpy that should be assigned to
a terminal oxygen group, though oxygen is bonded to carbon in the CO case and nitrogen
in the NO case. A cursory comparison of C=C/R2 and C=O/R2 groups shows an aver-
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age entropy deviation of 26.5 cal/mole-K. Given that this matches well with the 02-derived
value, it may imply that the entropy value derived for the N3d- (=C) (Css) group is in-
consistent, despite the justification given earlier in chapter 5.
The algebraic procedure for determining the final, non-lumped group values was completed
for the nitroso group system. The results are shown in Table 6-13 where data availability
allowed revised groups to be derived. Groups with limited data are presented to empha-
size the fact that this is a very data-intensive way to address the problem, and the lack of
data will require assumptions to be made to fill in the tree. There are several points to
take note of when viewing the table:
I. No data was available for the Ct or N3d atom type bonded to a NO group. This
part of the tree cannot be filled with data.
2. The data needed to assign values to the terminal oxygen group are very scarce. It
is limited to a single enthalpy and entropy pair. These were used to assign the
Od-N group values, which were subsequently used to derive the final group values
for all other formerly-lumped groups. A change in the Od-N group values would
require all other groups to be re-derived to keep a consistent set.
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Table 6-13: Final Revised Groups Values for the Nitroso Functional Group
Group H (298 K) Deviation S (298 K) Deviation
Css-(R3)(N)
Css-(H3) (N) -10.1 30.4
Css-(H3) (N=O) --- ---
Css-(C)(H2)(N) -6.6 -0.2 9.8 -0.4
Css-(C)(H2)(N=O) -6.8 9.4
Css-(C2) (H)(N) -5.2 0.7 -11.7 -0.1
Css-(C2)(H)(N=O) -4.5 -11.8
Css-(C3)(N) -3.2 -0.5 -34.1 0.4
Css-(C3) (N=O) -3.7 -33.7
Cds-(=C) (R) (N)
Cds-(=C) (C) (N) 3.8 -14.1
Cds-(=C)(C) (N=O) --- ---
Cds-(=C)(H) (N) 2.3 7.1
Cds-(=C)(H) (N=O) --- ---
Ct-(C)(N)
Oss-(R) (N)
Oss-(H) (N) -10.1 30.4
Oss-(H) (N=O) --- ---
Oss-(C) (N) -9.0 -0.4 7.2 -0.7
Oss-(C) (N=O) -9.5 6.5
Oss-(0) (N) 5.5 6.9 0.3
Oss-(0) (N=O) 10.5 7.2
Oss-(N) (N) 5.7 0.5 6.8 0.5
Oss-(N) (N=O) 6.2 7.3
N3s-(R2)(N)
N3s-(H2) (N) 11.4 29.1
N3s-(H2)(N=0) --- ---
N3s-(C) (H) (N) 20.9 -0.8 9.6 -0.9
N3s-(C)(H)(N=O) 20.2 8.8
N3s-(C2)(N) 26.8 0.8 -14.5 0.9
N3s-(C2)(N=0) 27.6 -13.6
N3d-(=R) (N)
N3d-(=R) (C)
N3d-(=C) (Css) 21.3 7.0 -6.3 0.0
N3d-(=0) (Css) 28.3 -6.3
N3d-(=C) (Cds) --- ---
N3d-(=O) (Cds) --- ---
N3d-(=C) (Ct) --- ---
N3d-(=0) (Ct) --- ---
N3d-(=R) (0)
N3d-(=C) (Oss) --- ---
N3d-(=O) (Oss) 4.8 -7.6
N3d-(=R) (N)
N3d-(=C) (N3s) --- ---
N3d-(=O) (N3s) 5.2 -8.2
N3d-(=C) (N3d) --- ---
N3d-(=0) (N3d) --- ---
Od-N 0.0 41.20.0 -16.7Od-O 0.0 24.5
Units are kcal/mole for enthalpy and cal/mole-K for entropy.
Values taken from chapter 5, Cohen,'"' and Benson.15
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The rigorous approach was also applied to the nitroso functional group. The same princi-
ples hold as with the rigorous example for the nitrile functional group. The enthalpy and
entropy matrices are shown below in Table 6-14 and Table 6-15. As before, the first sec-
tion of the matrices sets up the lumped group equations, and the remaining lines constitute
the constraining equations. The main difference here is that there is less data available to
constrain the group values, and many groups values must be omitted because data is not
available. However, data-less group values could be included if we were willing to assign
values through the introduction of arbitrary constraining equations.
Table 6-14: Enthalpy
Css-CIH2/NO Css-C2/HINO Css-C3/NO
0 n 1
0 o o
0 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
o o a
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 o 0
Linear Regression Matrix for Unwinding Lumped Nitroso Groups
Oss-CINO Oss-OINO Oss-NINO N3s-C/HINO N3s.C2/NO NO-Css NO-Oss
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
iil Oli~l illiilll . ... O
0
n
0 u 0 0 0 0
o . a o o o
o a r!iis~~s ri* a a
UU 0 0 itU 1 0lt U
0 0 0 0 1 0 0o• 0 0 o ^ o ^
SH (298 K)
21.5
23.8
24.6
-4.7
15.2
10.9
25.3
32.7
I
u u 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -6.6
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -5.2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -3.2
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i -9.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5.5
o o0 It. 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 5.7
o o o i o o0 0 0 0 20.9
0 0 0 0 1% i 0 0 0 0 I 26.8
o 0 0 0 0 0o o o i0 I o.o
Entholpy units: kcallmole
Table 6-15: Entropy
Css-CIH2/NO Css-C2/HINO Css-C31NO
i1 0
o 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
o 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0o 0 0
o 0 0
Linear Regression 
Matrix 
for Unwinding
s-sO CING Oss-01NO Oss-NING N3s-ClHINO N3 O @^^*
0
0
0
0
0
0
00
0
00
0
0
0
0
0i o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
o
0
0
0
E0?~rly
1<
0
0
0
0
0
o
o
o
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
000, ,0
Lumped NI
0
0
0
0 1 .
0 0 1
0 0 0
ntropy units: col/mole-K
The comparison of the by-hand and rigorous approaches is shown in Table 6- I 16. As be-
fore, a generally good agreement between the methods is seen. Here, the peroxynitroso
group was included in the rigorous calculations, which is one reason for the by-
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Jitroso Groups
S (298 K)
44.3
23.1
1.2
40.0
40.7
40.8
41.7
19.3
0 0 -11.7
0 0 I-34.1
0 0 7.2
0 0 6.9
0 0 6.8
0 0 9.6
0 0 1 -14.5
0 0 -6.3
~"""~ ""~"`~ N.n.-0s
hand/rigorous differences between the Oss-centered and NO-Oss groups seen in the ta-
ble (the peroxynitroso group was excluded from the averaging procedure in the by-hand
example).
Table 6-16: Comparison of Rigorous and By-hand Methods to Unwind Lumping
Css-CIH2/NO Cs.-C2H/INO Css-C3/NO ss-CINO Oss-.ONO Oss-NINO N3s-CIHINO 3s-C?2NO NO-Css NO-Oss NO-N3s Od-N
Enthalpy rigorous -6.7 -4.9 -3.5 -10.1 7.2 5.1 20.5 27.2 28.3 6.4 5.2 0.0
(kcallmole) by-hand -6.8 -4.5 -3.7 -9.5 10.5 6.2 20.2 27.6 28.3 4.8 5.2 0.0
Entropy rigorous 9.6 -11.7 -33.9 6.8 7.0 7.0 9.2 -14.1 -6.3 -7.6 -8.2 41.2
(callmole-K) by-hand 9.4 -11.8 -33.7 6.5 7.2 7.3 8.8 -13.6 -6.3 -7.6 -8.2 41.2
The final functional group we examined was NO2, which shared many characteristics with
the nitroso group. The rigorous method will not be presented for this group, though the
by-hand mechanics will still be demonstrated. The entire process of deriving the data will
not be shown because it seems overly repetitive. The final revised values for the nitro
group analysis are presented in Table 6-17. The availability of data is modestly different
than the analogous nitroso groups, but the main theme of sporadic data still exists. The
key difference with the nitro group data is the lack of reference groups at the N-centered
group level. Where there was one reference group for the nitroso case, there are none
for the nitro group case. This makes it impossible to specify a unique value for the oxygen-
centered group bonded to an N5dd type atom, For this case, we simply used the same
values for the oxygen group as were derived during the nitroso group analysis, though the
value is questions as shown previously. Had we chosen the same enthalpy reference
groups as the nitroso, the deviation would have been nearly 30 kcal/mole, which would not
agree well with the previous assumption/assertion that the terminal oxygen group enthalpy
value should be approximately zero.
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Table 6-17: Final Revised Groups Values for the Nitro Functional Group
Group H (298 K) Deviation S (298 K) Deviation
Css-(R3) (N)
Css-(H3)(N) -10.1 30.4
Css-(H3) (NO2) ---
Css-(C) (H2) (N) -6.6 0.4 9.8 -0.1
Css-(C)(H2)(NO2) -6.2 9.7
Css-(C2) (H) (N) -5.2 0.1 -11.7 0.0
Css-(C2) (H)(NO2) -5.1 -11.7
Css-(C3)(N) -3.2 -0.5 -34.1 0.1
Css-(C3)(NO2) -3.7 -34.0
Cds-(=C) (R) (N)
Cds-(=C)(C)(N) 3.8 -0.5 -14.1 0.5
Cds-(=C)(C) (N02) 3.3 -13.7
Cds-(=C) (H) (N) 2.3 0.5 7.1 -0.5
Cds-(=C) (H) (N02) 2.8 6.7
Ct-(C) (N)
Oss-(R) (N)
Oss-(H) (N) -10.1 30.4
Oss-(H) (N02) --- ---
Oss-(C) (N) -9.0 0.0 7.2 0.0
Oss-(C) (N02) -9.0 7.2
Oss-(O) (N) 5.5 6.9
Oss-(0) (N02) --- ---
Oss- (N) (N) 5.7 6.8
Oss-(N) (N02) ---
N3s-(R2) (N)
N3s-(H2)(N) 11.4 29.1
N3s-(H2)(NO2) --- ---
N3s-(C)(H)(N) 20.9 -1.2 9.6 -2.3
N3s-(C)(H) (NO2) 19.7 7.3
N3s-(C2)(N) 26.8 1.2 -14.5 2.3
N3s-(C2)(NO2) 28.0 -12.2
N3d-(=R) (N)
N5dd-(=R2) (C)
N5dd-(=C2)(Css) ------
N5dd-(=02)(Css) -8.4 -2.0
N5dd-(=C2) (Cds) ---
N5dd-(=02) (Cds) -0.7 -3.5
N5dd-(=C2) (Ct) ---
N5dd-(=02)(Ct) --
N5dd-(=R2) (0)
N5dd-(=C2) (Oss) --- ---
N5dd-(=02) (Oss) -10.0 -3.1
N5dd-(=R2) (N)
N5dd-(=C2) (N3s) ---..
N5dd-(=02)(N3s) -11.2 -3.2
N5dd-(=C2) (N3d) --- ---
N5dd-(=02) (N3d) ---
Od-N 0.0 0.0 41.2 -16.7
Od-O 0.0 24.5
Units are kcal/mole for entholpy and cal/mole-K for entropy.
Values taken from chapter 5, Cohen, o' and Benson. 5
It should be clear after these examples that, in theory, one can transform lumped or as-
signed-value functional groups into non-lumped groups that have similar thermochemical
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increments as their siblings. If this approach is to be implemented, rigorous implementation
and modification of all instances of the functional groups are of the utmost importance. In
practice, it will difficult to use either the group centric/adjacent or the intelligent unwinding
approaches discussed here extensively because of the relative lack of data available for
many of the groups, particularly when non-hydrocarbon atoms are present along with the
functional group. Despite the shortcomings of these methods, they both remain a viable
approach for creating more consistency in library values throughout the tree by removing
discontinuities imposed by functional group lumping.
6.3.3 Revised Library Entries
There is little to be said related to library revisions because the structure is identical to the
previous RMG structure. The library is constructed with columns for the node name, en-
thalpy of formation at 298 K, entropy at 298 K, heat capacities at 300, 400, 500, 600, 800,
1000, and 1500 K, uncertainties in the enthalpy, entropy, and CP, and comments. The main
point to make is that in the conversion of the old database structure to the revised struc-
ture, many groups did not have a one-to-one translation. It is unclear if this imperfect
translation will have a significant effect on RMG's ability to estimate thermochemistry. Cer-
tainly, a comparison of the previous database's and the revised database's thermochemistry
estimates should be carried out for a large test set of molecules that have experimental
enthalpy values. This will elucidate whether this potential issue is important, and can be
completed once RMG has been reprogrammed to accept the new databases.
6.4 Reaction Family Restructuring
The reaction family restructuring was less invasive than the thermochemistry. This is mainly
because we have less data and cannot build complicated groups of any significance. In gen-
eral, the kinetics database is a collection of smaller database sets (tree, dictionary, library)
for each reaction family defined within RMG. These families are then used to check all pos-
sible reactions for a given set of species in a model. The changes that were made to these
files were threefold: nitrogen functionality was added to the families, tree structures and
nomenclature were modified to reflect changes in functional group atoms, and some reac-
tions families were combined. This section will describe the general changes that were
made, with examples of each. The exact changes to the 15 revised reaction families will
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not be covered, but the revised trees are available in the electronic supplemental materials
in the "Chapter 6 - modified kinetics trees.xls" file.
6.4.1 Tree Structure Changes and the Addition of Nitrogen
The primary goal of this work was to allow RMG to build mechanisms involving nitrogen,
and one prerequisite for this is obviously the presence of nitrogen-related kinetic data. The
two main tasks associated with this were the inclusion of nitrogen-centered branches to the
trees and adding nitrogen as a neighbor to other atom-centered groups. However, in or-
der to do this we needed to modify the tree nomenclature and structure to simplify the
addition of nitrogen into the database. This also has the added benefit of making the tree
more human readable by unaffiliated parties by making the node names more consistent
and having a more logical hierarchy within the tree.
Figure 6-13 shows part of the kinetics tree from the hydrogen abstraction reaction family.
A portion of the hydrogen-donor section of the tree is shown; the radical center tree is not
included here for succinctness. This will be used as an example to demonstrate several of
the changes that were made to the structure. The node names that are listed in bold indi-
cate those that are new additions, while those in normal font were present in the original
tree, though the nomenclature may have changed. Structurally speaking, the main change
here is the more explicit use of delocalizing and non-delocalizing groups within the tree.
This type of change was made across all applicable reaction families. Another change
across many families was moving the "CO" group from its own branch, to a subsection of
the "Cds" branch. Separating the CO group may have made sense when it was the only
double bonded group other than carbon-carbon groups, but part of this revision process
was to remove special cases and increase generality of the tree structures. The new CO
groups are of the form "Cds/dNonDeO/R2" because the oxygen in CO is a non-
delocalizing, double-bonded group.
Figure 6-1 3 also shows the addition of nitrogen atom neighbors to carbon-centered groups.
These are of the form "NonDeN" for a non-delocalizing nitrogen neighbor, or a delocaliz-
ing nitrogen atom such as "OneDeN." These types of groups are also present in the oxy-
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gen-centered branch and are easily amended to any other branch where they are needed.
This type of modification was also performed on the other reaction families.
Figure 6-13: Portion of the H-abstraction reaction tree, H-donor branch. Bolded nodes indicate those that
were added in the revision process.
Figure 6-14 shows a part of the hydrogen abstraction tree again, focusing on the nitrogen-
centered branch. The nitrogen addition to the kinetics trees was generally straightforward
and follows very closely with how the carbon- and oxygen-centered trees are structured.
Note again the liberal use of delocalizing and non-delocalizing groups to create a well-
structured hierarchy within the tree.
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LI: X_all H
L2: X H
L3: H2
L3: CssH
L4: CH4
L4: Csspri
LS: Css/H3INonDe
L6: CsslH31NonDeC
L7: Css/H3/Css
L6: CsslH3INonDeO
L7: Css/H3/O
L6S: Css/H3NonDeN
L5: CsslH31OneDe
L6: CsslH310neDeC
L7: Css/H3/Cds
L8: Css/H3/CO
L7: Css/H3/Ct
L7: Css/H3/Cb
L6: CsslH3/OneDeN
L4: Css sec
L3: CdsH
L4: Cds pri
LS: CdslH2/NonDe
L6: Cds/H2/NonDeC
L6: Cds/H2/NonDeO
L6: CdsIH2/NonDeN
L5: CdslH2lOneDe
L4: Cds sec
L5: Cds/H/dNonDelsNonDe
L6: CdsIHIdNonDeClsNonDe
L7: Cds/H/dNonDeC/sNonDeC
L7: Cds/H/dNonDeC/sNonDeO
L6: CdslH/dNonDeOlsNonDe
L6: CdslHIdNonDeN/sNonDe
LS: CdslHIdNonDelsDeloc
L6: Cds/H/dNonDeClsDeloc
L6: Cds/H/dNonDeOIsDeloc
L6: CdslHIdNonDeNIsDeloc
L5: CdsiHIdDeloclsNonDe
L5: Cds/lHdDeloclsDeloc
Figure 6-14: Portion of the H-abstraction reaction tree, H-donor branch for nitrogen. Bolded nodes indicate
those that were added in the revision process.
The full kinetics trees and library files can be found in the electronic supplemental materials,
in the "Chapter 6 - modified kinetics trees.xls" file. Generally, the structure and usage of
the kinetics trees is not changed drastically from the originally implementation, and to ac-
quire a more thorough understanding of the reaction families, please read the thesis of Jing
Song."36
6.4.2 Merging of Similar Reaction Families
The previous kinetic database had several sets of reaction families that were very similar,
essentially breaking out special cases for a given reaction type. In the revision, these similar
families were consolidated into a single reaction family for simplicity in editing and under-
standing the family. A secondary benefit of this is collecting all of the data into a single li-
brary file.
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L3: N3_H
L4: N3s_H
LS: NH3
LS: N3spriLH
L6: N3slH2/NonDe
L7: N3s/H2/NonDeC
L7: N3s/H2/NonDeO
L7: N3s/H2/NonDeN
L6: N3slH21OneDe
L7: N3s/H2/OneDeC
L7: N3s/H210neDeN
LS: N3ssec_H
L6: N3s/HINonDe2
L7: N3slH/NonDeCC
L7: N3slHINonDeCO
L7: N3slHINonDeCN
L7: N3slHINonDeOO
L7: N3slHINonDeON
L7: N3s/HINonDeNN
L6: N3s/HIOneDe
L7: N3s/HINonDeClOneDeC
L7: N3s/HINonDeC/OneDeN
L7: N3slHINonDe01OneDeC
L7: N3s/HINonDeOlOneDeN
L7: N3s/HINonDeN/OneDeC
L7: N3s/HINonDeNIOneDeN
L6: N3slH/TwoDe
L7: N3slH/TwoDeCC
L7: N3slHITwoDeCN
L7: N3s/H/TwoDeNN
6.4.2.1 Radical Recombination Families
In the original implementation of RMG, there were three reaction families dedicated to
radical recombination reactions: simple radical-radical recombination in the
"R_Recombination" family, radical-oxygen atom recombination in the
"Oa R Recombination" family, and radical-CO biradical recombination in the
"R_Addition_COm" family (CO is treated as a biradical in RMG for the purpose of reac-
tion rate libraries; however, the thermochemistry is that of the more stable CO singlet
state). All of these families have identical reaction recipes: form a bond between the two
fragments and each fragment loses a radical. They also naturally fall within a single tree
structure without special cases, so the initial reasoning for this parsing is unclear. The fami-
lies were united in the "R_Recombination" family, with CO and oxygen atom both occur-
ring in the biradical branch of the radical tree. The rate data was also merged into a single
library file.
6.4.2.2 Radical Disproportionation via H-transfer Families
RMG originally was created with two disproportionation libraries. The first was the main
family (Disproportionation), which took the general form of any radical abstracting a beta
hydrogen atom from a second radical, resulting in double bond formation, as shown below.
R' + H-X-Y -- R-H + X Y
The second family (Disproportionation_O02d) involved the disproportionation reaction be-
tween 02 and an H-X-Y radical. The fundamental reason for treating this family separately
was the interpretation of molecular oxygen within RMG. Generally speaking, RMG under-
stands molecular oxygen as a doubly-bonded singlet species, as opposed to the triplet bi-
radical state that is known to exist in naturally. Because 02 is not treated as a radical by
RMG, the reaction recipe needed to recreate a disproportionation reaction is different that
above, which is what necessitated the separate families. As shown below, additional bond
breaking and radical generation/destruction is required with doubly-bonded 02.
O=O + H-X-Y --- O-O-H + X-Y
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The solution to this discrepancy is to treat molecular oxygen as its true biradical form, mak-
ing the reaction families behave identically.
*0-0' + H-X-Y --- 'O-O-H + X-Y
These reaction families were merged, with molecular oxygen added as a two-centered bi-
radical and the kinetic data combined in a single library file. The issue of how to treat mo-
lecular oxygen will be discussed more in section 6.5.
6.4.2.3 2+2 Cycloaddition
This set of families described the reaction of two multiple bonds coming together to form a
4-membered cyclic structure. This reaction could involve two double-bonded species, as
shown below, or could also involve one or two triple bonded species, which is much less
likely due to the highly-strained ring that would be produced.
A X A-X
B Y B-Y
The three reaction families (2+2_cycloaddition_Cd, 2+2_cycloaddition_CO, and
2+2_cycloaddition_CCO) were combined into a single family under the name
"2+2_cycloaddition." The tree was reconfigured slightly to allowed for each of three cases
(and others), and the library files were combined.
6.5 Necessary Modifications and Recommended Improvements
There are number of aspects of RMG that need to be modified in order to make the most
of the changes discussed here. This section is meant to discuss some other proposed
changes and to describe the rationale behind them. They relate to RMG algorithms and
programming, the databases, and the general interpretation of the chemistry within RMG,
and if implemented should help RMG to be a more effective and accurate tool.
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6.5.1 Necessary Modifications
6.5.1.1 Flexible Functional Group Atoms
The implementation of new functional group atoms (FGA), including flexible definitions, is
absolutely necessary for the new database changes to be used. This will involve changing
RMG from the current state where the FGAs are hard-programmed into the code, to a
system where they are read from a text file. This will facilitate user editing of the FGA list if
the need arises. The new FGA definitions should give RMG the ability to read the new
thermochemical and kinetic databases. The main change needed is programming RMG to
understand the flexible FGA format that was discussed in section 6.3. I1. This may involve
asking if a given group matches the required subsection of the group, then asking if the re-
maining parts of the molecule matches the flexible parts of the group. I am certainly not
knowledgeable enough about the inner workings of RMG to determine the best way to
implement this change; however, I will suggest a method to deal with flexible groups.
There are two main ways in which flexible groups will be encountered: as the atom cen-
tered group and connected to the atom center.
(a) Cx2
1 * C 0 {2,{T,B,D,S}} {3,{B,D,S}} {4,{B,D,S}} {5,S}
2 # Rx 0 {1,{T,B,D,S}}
3 # Rx 0 {1,{B,D,S}}
4 Rch 0 {1,{B,D,S}}
5 Rch 0 {1,S}
(b) Rx CH) Rx C FC
C {H,C}- C Rx-C Rx= C
Rx (C,H} X X
Rx Rx Rx
Rx Rx
Rx-C C-C RxýC-Rx Rx --C---Rx
{C,H} Rx
Figure 6-15: Example of a complex functional group atom: (a) dictionary entry for carbon bonded to exactly
2 heteroatoms; (b) all possible structures stemming from this flexible definition. The "#" sign indicates
groups that RMG must find when searching for matches.
We will use the Cx2 functional group as an example, as shown in Figure 6-15. Let us first
consider the case when the flexible group is the atom-centered group. One possible algo-
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rithm for checking if an atom-centered group in a molecule matches the flexible functional
group involves turning the flexible group into a subset of fixed functional groups, then
comparing those to the molecule. This procedure is summarized below.
Find the required atoms in the flexible group, designated by the "#" sign.
Add the first required atom, in this case atom 2; use all possible bonds types to
start the subset:
RxP C Rx C Rx=--- C Rx- C
3. Then find the next required atom, and add it to each of the substructures gener-
ated in step 2 using all acceptable bond types. For example, if the first required
atom is triple bonded, the only acceptable bond type is a single bond for the sec-
ond required atom. If the first is double bonded, then both single and double
bonds are acceptable. The resulting new subset is shown below. Groups shown in
boxes are complete and cannot accept new bonds because all valence electrons
are accounted for.
Rx C-Rx'
Rx C
Rx'
Rx- C=Rx'
Rx-C
Rx'
Rx C
Rx'
Rx-C
Rx'
Rx- C
'Rx'
Rx-C
Rx'
4. Since the required atoms have now been exhausted, we use the optional atoms to
fill in the required valence in all possible ways. Start with the first optional atom
(generally this will have the most possible bonding types).
Rch
Rx-C
Rx'
5. There is only one remaining group that is not complete, and the final optional atom
is used to fill its valence requirement. The result in the complete subset of groups
for the Cx2 flexible functional group.
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Rx= C Rx'
6. If Rx and Rx' can be considered identical, then two groups are duplicates and can
be removed. Now, RMG can compare the molecular structure with the subset of
groups generated from the Cx2 flexible functional group. If a match is found, then
RMG can navigate to the next level of the Cx2 branch in the tree to continue
searching for a better match.
Consider another example in which there are two different required heteroatoms with
constrained bonding, as is the case in the Cx2dNO group. This group must be written in a
different manner because the general bonding and the number and type of heteroatoms
are fixed but the specific type of bond to each atom is not; the adjacency list is shown be-
low. You will notice something unique about this group, which is the use of the atom
number zero. This line indicates to RMG the atoms that must be connected, in this case
one of each N, 0, and Rch. If the bonding were different and 4 atoms were attached, line
0 may look like [N, 0, Rch, Rch]. This addendum is necessary to restrict the possible
combinations that would be possible with the tradition adjacency shown in lines I - 4.
Cx2dNO
[N, O, Rch]
{N,O,Rch} 0
{N, O, Rch} 0
{N,O} 0
{2,D}
{1,D}
{1,s}{IS}{IS}
{3,S} {4,S}
The procedure is similar to what was described above, taking into account the restriction
on the number of atoms of each type.
I. The first step in generating the feasible subset of groups is to choose the first bond
type and all possible atoms with that bond, The result would be the following:
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1 *
I Rx C -Rx' Rx=• C Rx'
Rch C*
2. Then move on to the next bond type and potential atoms and adding all possibili-
ties to each substructure. However, when the next atom is being added, RMG
must check that it does not violate the composition dictated by line zero. For ex-
ample, another nitrogen atom cannot be added to the first substructure.
O
N- C*
Rch
N C*
N Rch
O---C* O C*
\ \
N
Rch - C*
0
Rch C*
3. Step 2 is then essentially repeated with the next (and final in this case) bond type
and atoms. At this point, there are two outcomes: (a) there is a viable atom avail-
able for the final bond, or (b) the final atom violates the line zero constraints. We
will have both cases in this example.
The two crossed-out groups violate the composition criterion because the final
atom can only be nitrogen or oxygen, and structures I and 3 already have one of
each. Structure 6 is identical to 5 and can be omitted from the final set. The final
set of possible substructures for the Cx2dNO group is shown in boxes. Had atom
4 also allowed Rch, then we would have found no structure violations and three
duplicates.
The additional complication and need for the "line zero" specification arises from the fact
that you cannot specify a flexible, yet atom-type constrained, functional group with the tra-
ditional adjacency list format. Another way to address this would be to neglect the level of
specification in which the general bonding and heteroatoms are specified (e.g. Cx2dNO)
and skip directly from the known heteroatom/unknown bonding level (e.g. Cx2NO) to the
known specific bonding and neighbor level (e.g. Css- (N) (0) (Rch) (Rch),
Cds- (N) (0) (Rch)). This would certainly work but would give rise to a significant
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O• C*N= C*\
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
broadening of the tree due to the removed node level. The additional flexibility of the
functional group atoms would allow a more tapered hierarchy. RMG will need to be pro-
grammed to read this new type of "line zero" functionality, along with the required atom
"#" syntax.
The other case occurs when the flexible group is attached at the edge of an atom-centered
group, such as with the group Css- (R3) (CxO). The adjacency list for CxO is shown
below.
CxO
1 * C 0 {2,{B,D,S}} {3,{T,B,D,S}} {4,{B,S}} {5,S)
2 # O 0 {1,{B,D,S}}
3 Rch 0 {1,{T,B,D,S}}
4 Rch 0 {J,{B,S}}
5 Rch 0 {I,S}
The ideal way to go about generating the feasible subset for Css- (R3) (CxO) would be
to have the most restrictive node of CxO be the one that is attached to the Css atom.
However, it is not clear how to tell RMG what is the most restrictive node, so attempting
all possible structures is a safe way to proceed. We already have information about how
the CxO group is bonded to the central atom, a single bond in this case. The procedure
for generating the subset of structures is given below.
I. Find the first atom that can satisfy the connection via the already-specified bond
(single bond to a carbon atom in this case). Atoms 3 - 5 can all work here.
2. Choose atom 3 to be the Css central atom, and then add the first required atom
in all possible bonding arrangements. The structures would be:
Css(R 3)- C Css(R 3)- C Css(R 3) C
3. If another required atom exists, add it in all combinations as well to the above
structures. In this case, only optional atoms remain. Add the remaining atoms (4
and 5) in all possible ways to complete the structures, making the following. Note
that atoms 4 and 5 cannot form double bonds.
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4. Now we take the next atom position that can satisfy the central atom, atom 4. The
key point here is that now atom 3 is free to be flexible, which will yield a new struc-
ture with Rch double-bonded. The same procedure holds as was done in steps 2
and 3, and going through the process will yield the structures found in step 3, plus
the following one.
5. We would then repeat steps 2 and 3 for atom 5 as the central atom, but it would
yield the same results as step 4.
It is clear that by going through this process for all possible nodes in the flexible group
bonded to the central atom, much redundancy is created. If RMG can intelligently select
the most restrictive node, then much of this could be avoided. However, this should not
account for a significant fraction of the CPU time, and a guaranteed rigorous approach in
this case is likely warranted. Once the structure subset has been generated, RMG can
compare with the molecule to see if Css- (R3 ) (CxO) is the correct branch to traverse.
If the generation of these group subsets does become a drain on CPU resources, then it
may be possible to store the results of the subset generation procedures in flat-text adja-
cency list formats. The first time RMG generates a structure subset, it could also store the
associated subset adjacency lists in a file, and if that flexible group is ever encountered
again, the text file can simply be read as oppose to generating the structures again. Testing
should be completed to determine which method is the most efficient.
6.5.1.2 Resonance Structure Generation
Proper treatment of resonance structures within RMG has been a concern since the begin-
ning, especially as it applies to resonantly-stabilized radicals like allylic species. As such,
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O
Css(R 3) C-Rch
Rch
RMG already has select tools in its arsenal to deal with resonance, mainly situations when a
radical is next to an unsaturated bond. However, at least two new types of resonance
structures need to be addressed in the revised version of RMG: molecular oxygen and
multi-valent nitrogen.
The treatment of molecular oxygen is not strictly related to resonance, but more associ-
ated with its perception and chemical behavior. We know that molecular oxygen's most
stable electronic state is a two-centered, diradical triplet, but the majority of chemically-
knowledgeable non-experts likely think of molecular oxygen as a double-bonded species.
In low and intermediate level chemistry classes, students are taught heuristics like Hund's
Rule and the Octet Rule that attempt to capture the majority of chemical bonding behav-
ior, however, molecular oxygen happens to be a very important special case that seems to
behave illogically. The reason I bring up this point is because the vision of RMG is to be a
tool that scientists, engineers, and researchers from many levels can use, so we must take
user knowledge into account when designing the software. It is safe to assume that some,
if not many, of these users interested in simulating systems with 02 would assume the
0=0 structure when entering it into RMG as a reactant. This is one reason why RMG
needs a tool that treats both forms of molecular oxygen as a single species. Another rea-
son is that the doubly-bonded form is used in some of the reaction families, for example
the 2+2 cycloaddition reaction type. The cycloaddition could proceed with triplet 02;
however it would require a multi-step reaction involving radical addition to a multiple bond,
followed by radical-radical cyclization reaction.
Another major issue arose out the addition of new chemistry to RMG, namely the idea that
nitrogen appears to behave as either a trivalent species with a lone pair or a 5-valent spe-
cies without a lone pair. In actuality, the 5-valent form is most accurately represented by a
partially-charged nitrogen atom and neighbor, as is shown in Figure 6-I 6 using NO2 radical
as an example. The first structure is the 3-valent form (N3), the second structure is the 5-
valent form (N5), and the final structure is the more chemically-accurate partial charge rep-
resentation of the 5-valent form. The reason we chose to represent nitrogen using the 5-
valent form is simply because RMG is not set up to deal easily with partial charges, whereas
the bonding/radical forms are much easier to integrate. The main problem associated with
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this choice is the fact that RMG only deals in precisely-defined atoms, with exact valence
requirements. This means that we must institute two separate atoms within RMG to treat
3- and 5-valent nitrogen atoms differently.
N O N O E N0o 0 o
Figure 6-16: Structural differences in 3-valent, 5-valent, and partially-charge nitrogen atoms
This has consequences in both the thermochemical and kinetic realms, since the thermo-
chemistry and reactivity may differ. RMG needs the ability to convert between the two
atom types, in order to achieve realistic behavior. Nitrogen dioxide serves as a good ex-
ample of why this is needed. One tool is needed to allow resonance between N3 and N5
types of a given species. Consider an H-abstraction reaction by N02. The hydrogen can
be abstracted by an O-centered radical (O-N3=0) or an N-centered radical (O=N5=0).
However, these two "species" are identical, and it is only the resonance between them that
creates two possible products. Kinetically, it is important that both species have the same
thermochemistry and the same concentration (equal to the total [NO2]), yet have different
rate constants. In the context of RMG, a simple resonance tool should be able to provide
these attributes, when combined with kinetics trees that differentiate N3 and N5 (as is
done in the revised databases). We only need RMG to understand when to look for both
cases.
6.5.1.3 Reaction Families with N3/N5 Conversions
As with the N3/N5 resonance issues, the use of two nitrogen atoms can also result in
complications when reactions result in the conversion from N3 to N5 or vice versa. For-
tunately, it is only in rare cases that this type of conversion occurs, an example of which is
the isomerization of N204 from the more stable symmetric form to the asymmetric form
as shown in Figure 6-17(a). Another example, stemming from a potential mechanism for
the decomposition of the explosive RDX,138 is shown in part (b).
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Figure 6-17: (a) N204 isomerization and (b) a potential step in RDX decomposition'38 showing the conver-
sion between N3 and N5
The direct isomerization is a relatively special case that would not fall into a currently-
defined reaction family and would likely be put in the primary reaction library. This reaction
could also proceed via a dissociative isomerization through fission of the N-N bond fol-
lowed by a radical recombination. Once the NO2 resonance tool is in place, this type of
reaction could occur naturally within RMG. From the RDX example, we may be able to
get an idea about how to deal with this type of change. One way to proceed is to assume
that whenever a radical is present next to an N3 atom, there is a resonance where the
radical combines with one electron from the lone pair to make an N5 atom with a radical,
as shown in the first step in Figure 6- I 8. Once the N5 atom is formed, the final structure
can be obtained in two ways: (I) beta-scission of a hydrogen atom to form a double bond,
or (2) H-abstraction from the beta position followed by the neighboring radicals forming a
bond. Either of these situations should fit nicely into RMG's current structure.
O O O
02N N02 02N N02• O O2N NO
Figure 6-18: RDX decomposition example and how to deal with the N3/N5 conversion
6.5.1.4 Neighboring Radical Bond Formation
As was mentioned briefly in the previous section, RMG should be able to recognize when
radicals are present on two neighboring atoms, and create a bond between them. This is
necessary to ensure that when a diradical species of this type is formed, it has a fast route
to a more stable species because it is rare that a diradical like this is the most stable elec-
tronic structure (02 being a notable exception). At present, RMG does not have this abil-
ity, and this likely results in incorrect thermochemistry for products of some reactions. A
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simple fix for this could be a reaction family that performs this reaction, which would likely
occur on the time scale of bond vibrations (-3x 10" s-' for a 1000 cm-' frequency). RMG
would simply look for a structure where two radicals are next to each other, and form a
bond between the two. The tree structure could be as follows:
L1: Rrad Rrad
L2: Orad Orad
L2: Rrad R!Orad
The challenging aspect would be ensuring the special cases are treated correctly, such as
02. In the tree above, the rate for triplet molecular oxygen could be given a rate of zero,
while everything else reacts with a rate constant of 3x 10' s-. "R! Orad" means any radi-
cal except oxygen, and "Rrad_R!Orad" should allow for any combination except
"Orad_Orad". Other special cases could be added to the tree as necessary. This was
not implemented in the revision because there may be a more efficient to combine this
with the resonance structure changes that are necessary. Another method to address the
special cases would be to allow all reactions of this type to occur, and then use a resonance
algorithm separately to ensure resonance structures are treated identically and that the
concentrations are lumped together. A better method to deal with this issue may be to
have a checker that runs after each reaction, and "fixes" any cases where a diradical of this
type is formed. This way would avoid the formation of the diradical completely.
6.5.2 Suggested Improvements
There are a number of areas in which RMG can be improved, both related to database is-
sues discussed here and other aspects of the program. These are generally not required
for RMG to function properly, but could be useful in enhancing its predictive abilities, in-
creasing transparency of the estimation procedures, and in reducing the barrier to entry for
new users of the code.
6.5.2.1 Referring Nodes without Data to Those with Data
One useful aspect of the database structure is the ability to refer a node without data avail-
able to another node with data. This gives the user more control over how RMG assigns
group values when an exact match to a node with data cannot be found. The database
structure currently has references of this type throughout, but it could improve the accu-
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racy of RMG estimates if additional thought was given to these. It may also be useful to
ensure that the database has data or a reference for each node up to a certain point, for
example the nearest neighbor atom specification. This would ensure that RMG is using the
most reasonable numbers (based on one person's interpretation of what is best). This
could be a relatively simple method by which the thermochemistry and rate estimates
could be improved.
6.5.2.2 Multiple Primary Thermochemistry and Kinetics Databases
It would often be useful to have the ability to use multiple primary thermochemistry or ki-
netic libraries with different priority levels. This would allow users to take advantage of the
fact that there is often a small amount of very accurate data and a large amount of more
uncertain, but still useful, data. This may especially be the case if a user is an expert in a
certain area of research, but wants to use RMG to model a more complex system involving
their area of expertise. Have multiple primary databases would allow a user to make a
high-priority database to use preferentially over the base data (e.g. GRI-Mech, Leeds). The
general algorithm could be something of the form shown below.
I. RMG first searches the highest priority database for data of a given molecule or re-
action.
2. If found, the data is used; if not, RMG will move on the next highest priority primary
database. This process is repeated until all primary libraries are exhausted.
3. If data is not found is any primary library, RMG will then use the group value data-
bases to estimate the thermochemistry or rate constant.
The main benefit is that primary libraries can be keep intact, such as the thermochemistry
from GRI-Mech 3.0. At present, if more precise thermochemical values were measured for
a molecule (e.g. HNO), the existing primary library would have to be changed, resulting in a
hybrid. This makes it more difficult to track changes and creates additional confusion. A
hierarchy of prioritized databases would allow the user to keep "whole" databases intact,
yet still use the best available data when available.
6.5.2.3 Reporting of Group Values Used in Estimates
Another modification that may be of interest to "power users" is to strategically increase
the amount of information reported by RMG in the output files. I consider a "power user"
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as someone that seeks a deeper understanding of the chemistry and cares about how indi-
vidual thermochemical and rate parameters were calculated and their potential impact on
the modeling results. Most researchers currently using the program would be classified in
this way.
One type of report that would be useful is a summary of the group values used to estimate
the thermochemistry and rate constants. I envision multiple ways in which these could be
reported, a list of several of these options is given below. These are geared mainly toward
the thermochemical groups, but similar principles would apply to the kinetic groups.
I. Report the group values in order of group population for all species in the mecha-
nism. This report yields the groups used the most, but likely will not yield much
useful information because most molecules in a mechanism are of little importance
to the overall behavior.
2. Report a weighted sum of group values from all molecules in the mechanism. The
idea here is to make a more educated guess at the group values that most impact
system evolution. Possible weights that could provide valuable information (uni-
form weighting corresponds to the option # I):
a. Molecular Flux - This uses the overall flux to/from a species, making groups
that occur in molecules present in the main reaction pathway most influen-
tial in determining the weighted sum.
b. Reaction Sensitivity - This adds weight to those species that are present in
the most influential reactions in the mechanism.
c. Thermochemistry Sensitivity - This attempts to expose those species that
contribute heavily to the system behavior, but do not necessarily appear in
the most important reactions. This would be important when the equilib-
rium concentration of a species has a large impact on behavior.
d. Group Uncertainty - This would require most group values to have uncer-
tainties assigned to them, which is currently not the case. It is obvious that
we would like to minimize the number of highly-uncertain groups used.
e. Combinations of the above options
3. Report groups based on when a species was introduced to the mechanism, with
the motivation being that the earlier species are likely many of the most important
ones.
These reports indicate to the user where resources should be allocated to have the most
immediate impact on the system model. The most obvious example that may arise out of
such an analysis would be a heavily-used group in high-sensitivity molecules with large un-
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certainties in the group values. The most populous groups are often easy to deduce from
the bulk species, but most common groups from the most important species is a non-
intuitive piece of information that could come out of this type of tool. Information is
power when trying to understand complicated kinetic systems and mechanisms, and as long
as the information is presented in an easily digestible and strategic manner, more informa-
tion is almost always better.
6.5.2.4 Warnings for Use of Dissimilar Groups
In line with the reports of group values used in the mechanism, it is also important to im-
plement a warning system that tells the user when RMG uses a potentially erroneous piece
of data. The above reports address the problems associated with group value quality, but a
completely different and equally (if not more) important question is: Are we using the cor-
rect groups to begin with?
In order to answer this question, we need an algorithm to decide how close the group that
RMG used is to the actual molecular structure. In the ideal world of a heavily populated
database, RMG would find nodes in the tree that both have data and are very close to the
molecular structure, but RMG's world is far from ideal. This means that when RMG finds
the group match without data present, it must trace back up the tree until a node with data
(or a reference to another node) is found. The surrogate node may be quite different
from the original.
A tiered warning system could give the user more insight into potential weak points in a
model due to lack of data. There are several methods by which the degree of matching
could be determined. The first should be simple to implement and would simply count the
number of levels RMG must retreat in order to find a node with a reference or data pre-
sent. A criterion could be made for when a warning message should be thrown, such as if
the node used by RMG was 2 or more level removed from the best match. If a node was
used that referred to another note, the number of "steps" needed to reach the reference
node from the best match may be the proper metric.
A second method uses an algorithm to determine to what degree the node used by RMG
matches the actual molecular structure. The local bonding and the attached atoms would
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likely be the main criteria used to determine the similarity. A warning could be thrown if all
of the nearest neighbors in the group do not match with the molecular structure. A severe
warning could be given when there are less than two matching neighbors or if the bonding
around the central atom does not match. These cases would likely indicate highly errone-
ous group being used.
A final method is to warn the user when any group from the first "X" levels of the tree is
used. The upper levels of the tree structure are mainly present in an organizational role,
and any data values assigned to them are merely for completeness. Since these upper lev-
els are rather general by nature, there is no single set of values that can describe them.
The first four levels of the tree (up to L3; before local bonding is specified) may be a rea-
sonable cutoff for a severe warning, and anything in level "L4" would throw a normal
warning, corresponding to when local bonding has been specified but before neighboring
atoms.
There are certainly other criteria that could be used for warning generation, as well as rea-
sons other than group similarity for which warnings may be warranted. This is merely
meant as a way to start thinking about the issue and the ways in which warning messages
may be used to help a researcher determine where to focus time and energy.
6.5.2.5 Warnings for Small Molecules via Group Additivity
Another potential use of a warning system could be for ill-advised use of the group additiv-
ity method. It well known that group additivity works for extended molecules such as hy-
drocarbons, but accuracy suffers for small molecules, particularly when multiple heteroa-
toms are involved. This is one reason why the primary thermochemistry database was cre-
ated, as it allows the thermochemistry of small molecules to be specified without relying on
group additivity. A small molecule warning could be thrown when group additivity is used
to estimate the thermochemistry of a molecule with less than 4 total atoms or less than 3
heavy atoms. Weightings could also be used as was discussed above to attempt to single
out the most important occurrences.
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Listing of Functional Group Atoms in Revised Database
Anything
Anything except a hydrogen atom
A carbon or hydrogen atom
Heteroatom; anything except a carbon or hydrogen atom
Any group 4 atom (C, Si)
Any group 5 atom (N3, N5, P)
Any group 6 atom (O, S2, S6)
Any group 7 atom (F, Cl, Br, I)
Hydrogen atom
atom, bonds are still not defined
atom bonded only to C/H
atom bonded to at least one atom that is not C or H
atom with four single bonds
atom with four single bonds to C/H
atom with one double bond and two single bonds
atom with one double bond and two single bonds to C/H
atom with two double bonds
atom with two double bonds to C
atom with one triple bond and one single bond
atom with one triple bond and one single bond to C/H
atom belonging to an aromatic ring
atom belonging to an aromatic ring bonded to C/H
atom belonging to a fused aromatic ring
atom belonging to a fused aromatic ring bonded to C/H
with a double bonded 0 and two single bonds
atom bonded to
atom bonded to
atom bonded to
atom bonded to
atom bonded to
atom bonded to
atom bonded to
atom bonded to
atom bonded to
C
Ch
Cx
Css
Chs
Cds
Chd
Cdd
Chdd
Ct
Cht
Cb
Chb
Cbf
Chbf
CO
Cxl
Cx2+
Cx2
Cx3
Cx4
CxG4
Cx!G4
CxG5
Cx!G4G5
CxG6 Carbon atom bonded to
Cx!G4G5G6 Carbon atom bonded
5, or 6)
CxG7 Carbon atom bonded to
Cx!G4G5G6G7 Carbon atom bonded
5, 6, or 7)
Cx Si Carbon atom bonded to
Cx!Si Carbon atom bonded to
bon or silicon)
CxN Carbon atom bonded to
gen)
Cx!N Carbon atom bonded to
trogen)
Carbon atom with 4 single bonds and exactly one heteroatom
(nitrogen)
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6.6 Appendices
6.6.1
R
R!H
Rch
Rx
G4
G5
G6
G7
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
exactly one heteroatom
at least two heteroatoms
exactly two heteroatoms
exactly three heteroatoms
exactly four heteroatoms
exactly one group 4 heteroatom
exactly one heteroatom (not group 4)
exactly one group 5 heteroatom
exactly one heteroatom (not group 4 or
exactly one group 6 heteroatom
to exactly one heteroatom (not group 4,
exactly one group 7 heteroatom
to exactly one heteroatom (not group 4,
exactly one group 4 heteroatom (silicon)
exactly one group 4 heteroatom (not car-
exactly one group 5 heteroatom (nitro-
exactly one group 5 heteroatom (not ni-
CxsN
CxdN Carbon atom with 1 double and 2 single bonds and exactly one
heteroatom (nitrogen)
CxddN Carbon atom with 2 double bonds and exactly one heteroatom
(nitrogen)
CxtN Carbon atom with 1 triple and 1 single bond and exactly one
heteroatom (nitrogen)
CxbN Carbon atom with 2 aromatic and 1 single bond and exactly one
heteroatom (nitrogen)
CxP Carbon atom bonded to exactly one group 5 heteroatom (phospho-
rus)
Cx!NP Carbon atom bonded to exactly one group 5 heteroatom (not ni-
trogen or phosphorus)
CxO Carbon atom bonded to exactly one group 6 heteroatom (oxygen)
Cx!O Carbon atom bonded to exactly one group 6 heteroatom (not oxy-
gen)
CxsO Carbon atom with 4 single bonds and exactly one heteroatom
(oxygen)
CxdO Carbon atom with 1 double and 2 single bonds and exactly one
heteroatom (oxygen)
CxddO Carbon atom with 2 double bonds and exactly one heteroatom
(oxygen)
CxtO Carbon atom with 1 triple and 1 single bond and exactly one
heteroatom (oxygen)
CxbO Carbon atom with 2 aromatic and 1 single bond and exactly one
heteroatom (oxygen)
CxS Carbon atom bonded to exactly one group 6 heteroatom (sulfur)
Cx!OS Carbon atom bonded to exactly one group 6 heteroatom (not oxy-
gen or sulfur)
CxsS Carbon atom with 4 single bonds and exactly one heteroatom
(sulfur)
CxdS Carbon atom with 1 double and 2 single bonds and exactly one
heteroatom (sulfur)
CxddS Carbon atom with 2 double bonds and exactly one heteroatom
(sulfur)
CxtS Carbon atom with 1 triple and 1 single bond and exactly one
heteroatom (sulfur)
CxbS Carbon atom with 2 aromatic and 1 single bond and exactly one
heteroatom (sulfur)
CxF Carbon atom bonded to exactly one group 7 heteroatom (fluo-
rine)
CxsF Carbon atom with 4 single bonds and exactly one heteroatom
(fluorine)
CxdF Carbon atom with 1 double and 2 single bonds and exactly one
heteroatom (fluorine)
CxtF Carbon atom with 1 triple and 1 single bond and exactly one
heteroatom (fluorine)
CxbF Carbon atom with 2 aromatic and 1 single bond and exactly one
heteroatom (fluorine)
Cx!F Carbon atom bonded to exactly one group 7 heteroatom (not
fluorine)
CxCl Carbon atom bonded to exactly one group 7 heteroatom (chlo-
rine)
CxsCl Carbon atom with 4 single bonds and exactly one heteroatom
(chlorine)
CxdCl Carbon atom with 1 double and 2 single bonds and exactly one
heteroatom (chlorine)
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CxtCl Carbon atom with 1 triple and 1 single bond and exactly one
heteroatom (chlorine)
CxbCl Carbon atom with 2 aromatic and 1 single bond and exactly one
heteroatom (chlorine)
Cx!FCl Carbon atom bonded to exactly one group 7 heteroatom (not
fluorine or chlorine)
CxBr Carbon atom bonded to exactly one group 7 heteroatom (bromine)
CxsBr Carbon atom with 4 single bonds and exactly one heteroatom
(bromine)
CxdBr Carbon atom with 1 double and 2 single bonds and exactly one
heteroatom (bromine)
CxtBr Carbon atom with 1 triple and 1 single bond and exactly one
heteroatom (bromine)
CxbBr Carbon atom with 2 aromatic and 1 single bond and exactly one
heteroatom (bromine)
Cx!FClBr Carbon atom bonded to exactly one group 7 heteroatom (not
fluorine, chlorine, or bromine)
CxI Carbon atom bonded to exactly one group 7 heteroatom (iodine)
CxsI Carbon atom with 4 single bonds and exactly one heteroatom
(iodine)
CxdI Carbon atom with 1 double and 2 single bonds and exactly one
heteroatom (iodine)
CxtI Carbon atom with 1 triple and 1 single bond and exactly one
heteroatom (iodine)
CxbI Carbon atom with 2 aromatic and 1 single bond and exactly one
heteroatom (iodine)
Cx!FClBrI Carbon atom bonded to exactly one group 7 heteroatom (not
fluorine, chlorine, bromine, or iodine)
Cx200 Carbon atom bonded to exactly two heteroatoms (both oxygen)
Cx2sOO Carbon atom with 4 single bonds and exactly two heteroatoms
(both oxygen)
Cx2dOO Carbon atom with 1 double and 2 single bonds and exactly two
heteroatoms (both oxygen)
Cx2ddOO Carbon atom with 2 double bonds and exactly two heteroatoms
(both oxygen)
Cx2bOO Carbon atom with 2 aromatic and 1 single bond and exactly two
heteroatoms (both oxygen)
Cx2bfOO Carbon atom with 3 aromatic bonds and exactly two heteroatoms
(both oxygen)
Cx2NO Carbon atom bonded to exactly two heteroatoms (oxygen and ni-
trogen)
Cx2sNO Carbon atom with 4 single bonds and exactly two heteroatoms
(oxygen and nitrogen)
Cx2dNO Carbon atom with 1 double and 2 single bonds and exactly two
heteroatoms (oxygen and nitrogen)
Cx2ddNO Carbon atom with 2 double bonds and exactly two heteroatoms
(oxygen and nitrogen)
Cx2tNO Carbon atom with 1 triple and 1 single bond and exactly two
heteroatoms (oxygen and nitrogen)
Cx2bNO Carbon atom with 2 aromatic and 1 single bonds and exactly two
heteroatoms (oxygen and nitrogen)
Cx2bfNO Carbon atom with 3 aromatic bonds and exactly two heteroatoms
(oxygen and nitrogen)
Cx2NN Carbon atom bonded to exactly two heteroatoms (both nitrogen)
Cx20Cl Carbon atom bonded to exactly two heteroatoms (oxygen and
chlorine)
Cx3000 Carbon atom bonded to exactly three heteroatoms (all oxygen)
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Cx3sOOO Carbon atom with 4 single bonds and exactly three heteroatoms
(all oxygen)
Cx3dOOO Carbon atom with 1 double and 2 single bonds and exactly three
heteroatoms (all oxygen)
Cx3bOOO Carbon atom with 2 aromatic and 1 single bond and exactly
three heteroatoms (all oxygen)
Cx40000 Carbon atom bonded to exactly four heteroatoms (all oxygen)
Si Silicon atom with undefined bonding
Sih Silicon atom bonded only to C/H
Six Silicon atom bonded to at least one heteroatom
Sihs Silicon atom with four single bonds to C/H
Sihd Silicon atom with one double bond and two single bonds to C/H
Sihdd Silicon atom with two double bonds to C/H
Siht Silicon atom with one triple bond and one single bond to C/H
Sixl Silicon atom bonded to exactly one heteroatom
Six2+ Silicon atom bonded to at least two heteroatoms
N Generic nitrogen, 3-valent or 5-valent
N3 3-valent nitrogen with undefined bonding
N3h 3-valent nitrogen atom bonded only to C/H
N3x 3-valent nitrogen bonded to at least one heteroatom
N3s 3-valent nitrogen with 3 single bonds
N3hs 3-valent nitrogen with 3 single bonds to C/H
N3d 3-valent nitrogen with one double and one single
N3hd 3-valent nitrogen with one double and one single to C/H
N3t 3-valent nitrogen with 1 triple bond
N3ht 3-valent nitrogen with 1 triple bond to C/H
N3b 3-valent nitrogen in an aromatic ring
N3hb 3-valent nitrogen in an aromatic ring to C/H
N3x1 3-valent nitrogen bonded to exactly one heteroatom
N3xG4 3-valent nitrogen bonded to exactly one group 4 heteroatom
N3x!G4 3-valent nitrogen bonded to exactly one heteroatom (not group
4)
N3xG5 3-valent nitrogen bonded to exactly one group 5 heteroatom
N3xN 3-valent nitrogen bonded to exactly one group 5 heteroatom
(nitrogen)
N3xN3 3-valent nitrogen bonded to exactly one group 5 heteroatom (3-
valent nitrogen)
N3xsN3 3-valent nitrogen with 3 single bonds to exactly one group 5
heteroatom (3-valent nitrogen)
N3xdN3 3-valent nitrogen with 1 double and 1 single bond to exactly
one group 5 heteroatom (3-valent nitrogen)
N3xtN3 3-valent nitrogen with 1 triple bond to exactly one group 5
heteroatom (3-valent nitrogen)
N3xN5 3-valent nitrogen bonded to exactly one group 5 heteroatom (5-
valent nitrogen)
N3xdN5 3-valent nitrogen with 1 double and 1 single bond to exactly
one group 5 heteroatom (5-valent nitrogen)
N3x!N 3-valent nitrogen bonded to exactly one group 5 heteroatom
(not nitrogen)
N3x!G4G5 3-valent nitrogen bonded to exactly one heteroatom (not group
4 or 5)
N3xG6 3-valent nitrogen bonded to exactly one group 6 heteroatom
N3xO 3-valent nitrogen bonded to exactly one group 6 heteroatom
(oxygen)
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N3xsO 3-valent nitrogen with 3 single bonds to exactly one group 6
heteroatom (oxygen)
N3xdO 3-valent nitrogen with 1 double and 1 single bond to exactly
one group 6 heteroatom (oxygen)
N3x!O 3-valent nitrogen bonded to exactly one group 6 heteroatom
(not oxygen)
N3x!G4G5G6 3-valent nitrogen bonded to exactly one heteroatom (not
group 4, 5, or 6)
N3x2+ 3-valent nitrogen bonded to at least two heteroatoms
N3x2 3-valent nitrogen bonded to exactly two heteroatoms
N3x2NO 3-valent nitrogen bonded to exactly two heteroatoms (nitrogen
and oxygen)
N3x2dNO 3-valent nitrogen with 1 double and 1 single bond to exactly
two heteroatoms (nitrogen and oxygen)
N3x3 3-valent nitrogen bonded to exactly three heteroatoms
5-valent nitrogen
5-valent nitrogen
5-valent nitrogen
5-valent nitrogen
5-valent nitrogen
5-valent nitrogen
5-valent nitrogen
5-valent nitrogen
5-valent nitrogen
5-valent nitrogen
5-valent nitrogen
5-valent nitrogen
5-valent nitrogen
5-valent nitrogen
5-valent nitrogen
with undefined bonding
atom bonded only to C/H
bonded to at least one heteroatom
with one double and 3 single bonds
with one double and 3 single bonds to C/H
with two double and one single bond
with two double and one single bond to C/H
with one triple and two single bond
with one triple and two single bond to C/H
with one triple and one double bond
with one triple and one double bond to C/H
bonded to exactly one heteroatom
bonded to at least two heteroatoms
bonded to exactly two heteroatoms
bonded to exactly two heteroatoms (both oxy-
gen)
N5x2dOO 5-valent nitrogen with 1 double and 3 single bonds to exactly
two heteroatoms (both oxygen)
N5x2ddOO 5-valent nitrogen with 2 double and 1 single bond to exactly
two heteroatoms (both oxygen)
N5x3 5-valent nitrogen bonded to exactly three heteroatoms
N5x3000 5-valent nitrogen bonded to exactly three heteroatoms (all
oxygen)
N5x3dOO 5-valent nitrogen with 1 double and 3 single bonds to exactly
three heteroatoms (all oxygen)
N5x3ddOOO 5-valent nitrogen with 2 double and 1 single bond to ex-
actly three heteroatoms (all oxygen)
N5x3NOO 5-valent nitrogen bonded to exactly three heteroatoms (1 ni-
trogen and 2 oxygen)
NSx3ddNOO 5-valent nitrogen with 2 double and 1 single bond to ex-
actly three heteroatoms (1 nitrogen and 2 oxygen)
N5x4 5-valent nitrogen bonded to exactly four heteroatoms
5-valent Phosphorus with undefined bonding
5-valent Phosphorus bonded only to C/H
5-valent Phosphorus bonded to at least one heteroatom
with five single bonds to C/H
with one double and three single bonds to C/H
with two double and one single bond to C/H
with one triple and three double bonds to C/H
with one triple and one double bond to C/H
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N5
N5h
N5x
N5d
N5hd
N5dd
N5hdd
N5ts
N5hts
N5td
N5htd
N5xl
N5x2+
N5x2
N5x200
P
Ph
Px
Phs
Phds
Phdd
Phts
Phtd
O Oxygen atom with undefined bonding
Oh Oxygen bonded to only C/H
Ox Oxygen bonded to at least one heteroatom
Oss Oxygen atom with two single bonds
Ohs Oxygen atom with two single bonds to C/H
Od Oxygen atom with one double bond
Ohd Oxygen atom with one double bond to C/H
Oar Oxygen atom with 3 valence e- to allow 2 aromatic bonds
Ob Oxygen atom with aromatic bonding
Ox1 Oxygen bonded to exactly one heteroatom
OxG4 Oxygen bonded to exactly one group 4 heteroatom
Ox!G4 Oxygen bonded to exactly one heteroatom (not group 4)
OxG5 Oxygen bonded to exactly one group 5 heteroatom
OxN Oxygen bonded to exactly one group 5 heteroatom (nitrogen)
OxN3 Oxygen bonded to exactly one group 5 heteroatom (3-valent ni-
trogen)
OxN5 Oxygen bonded to exactly one group 5 heteroatom (5-valent ni-
trogen)
Ox!N Oxygen bonded to exactly one group 5 heteroatom (not nitrogen)
Ox!G4G5 Oxygen bonded to exactly one heteroatom (not group 4 or 5)
OxG6 Oxygen bonded to exactly one group 6 heteroatom
OxO Oxygen bonded to exactly one group 6 heteroatom (oxygen)
Ox!G4G5G6 Oxygen bonded to exactly one heteroatom (not group 4, 5, 6)
Ox2 Oxygen bonded to exactly two heteroatom
S generic sulfur atom, 2-valent or 6-valent
S2 2-valent sulfur with undefined bonding
S2h 2-valent sulfur with bonds to C/H
S2x 2-valent sulfur bonded to at least one heteroatom
S2hs Sulfur with two single bonds to C/H
S2hd Sulfur with one double bond to C/H
Sar Sulfur atom with 3 valence e- to allow 2 aromatic bonds
S2b Sulfur atom with aromatic bonding
S6 6-valent sulfur with undefined bonding
S6h 6-valent sulfur with bonds to C/H
S6x 6-valent sulfur bonded to at least one heteroatom
S6hs with six single bonds to C/H
S6hds with four single and one double bond to C/H
S6hdd with two double and two single bonds to C/H
Fh Fluorine atom with one single bond to C/H
Fx Fluorine atom with one single bond to a heteroatom
Clh Chlorine atom with one single bond to C/H
Clx Chlorine atom with one single bond to a heteroatom
Brh Bromine atom with one single bond to C/H
Brx Bromine atom with one single bond to a heteroatom
Ih Iodine with one single bond to C/H
Ix Iodine atom with one single bond to a heteroatom
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Important general forms that are used with all atoms
* [atom]x[group]: [atom] is bonded to one heteroatom in group
[group] (e.g. CxG6 is a carbon bonded to one heteroatom in
group 6, O or S)
* [atom]x2[group][group*]: [atom] is bonded to two heteroatoms in
groups [group] and [group*]
:::: this is extended to 'x3', 'x4', and further if necessary
* [atom]x![group]: [atom] is bonded to one heteroatom NOT in group
[group] (e.g. Cx!G4 is a carbon bonded to one heteroatom that
is not in group 4)
* [atom]x![group] [group*]: [atom] is bonded to one heteroatom NOT
in groups [group] or [group*] (e.g. Cx!G4G5 is a carbon bonded
to one heteroatom that is not in group 4 or 5)
:::: this is extended to as many groups as needed and also to
multiple heteroatoms with 'x2', 'x3', 'x4', and further if neces-
sary
*** the above templates are also used with [atom] in place of
[group]
* [atom]h[bonding]: [atom] is bonded only to H and C with [bonding]
bond types (e.g. Chd is a carbon with one double and two single
bonds only bonded to C and H)
* [atom]x[bonding]: [atom] is bonded to at least one heteroatom
with [bonding] bond types; how the heteroatom is bonded is still
not defined (e.g. Cxd is a carbon with one double and two single
bonds attached to at least one heteroatom)
* [atom]x3[bonding)[atoml] [atom2][atom3]: This specifies the num-
ber of heteroatoms, the type of heteroatom, and how the central
atom is bonded
*** this is also used for 'x', 'x2', etc
*** an example of this would be N5x3ddOOO, which is a 5-valent ni-
trogen with two double and one single bond, bonded to three heteroa-
toms, which are all oxygen. This would be a nitrate-type group.
* Others-[parent node]: The "Others" is meant to capture all
unlisted daughter node possibilities for a given [parent node].
This is used when it would be difficult to specify all of the
daughter nodes of a parent.
*** Generally it is preferred for daughter nodes to span the entire
set of possibilities for a given parent. This is likely not a
strict requirement of RMG, but I am not 100% sure. If you wanted to
specify data for "Others", then an entry of this type would be re-
quired.
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Groups defining delocalizing and non-delocalizing groups; typically
used in the kinetic trees where radical stabilization due to resonant-
stabilization is very important
I/I//I/I//I//I
//Non-delocalizing groups
sNonDe any non-delocalizing group (NDG) connected via single bond
sNonDeC a carbon-centered NDG connected via single bond
sNonDeO an oxygen-centered NDG connected via single bond
sNonDeN a nitrogen-centered NDG connected via single bond
dNonDe any NDG connected via double bond
dNonDeC a carbon-centered NDG connected via double bond
dNonDeO an oxygen-centered NDG connected via double bond
dNonDeN a nitrogen-centered NDG connected via double bond
tNonDe any NDG connected via triple bond
tNonDeC a carbon-centered NDG connected via triple bond.
tNonDeN a nitrogen-centered NDG connected via triple bond
//Delocalizing groups
sDeloc any delocalizing group (DG) connected via single bond
sDelocC a carbon-centered DG connected via single bond
sDelocN a nitrogen-centered DG connected via single bond
dDeloc any DG connected via double bond
dDelocC a carbon-centered DG connected via double bond
dDelocN a nitrogen-centered DG connected via double bond
tDeloc any DG connected via triple bond
tDelocN a nitrogen-centered DG connected via triple bond
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6.6.2 Group Adjacent Tree and Library
6.6.2.1 Group Adjacent Tree
L1: set_adjgroups
L2: R/CN
L3: C/CN
L4: Css/CN
L5: Css/H3/CN
L5: Css sec/CN
L5: Css ter/CN
L5: Css quat/CN
L4: Cds/CN
L5: Cds sec/CN
L5: Cdster/CN
L4: Cb/CN
L4: Ct/CN
L3: O/CN
L4: O/H/CN
L4: O/R!H/CN
L5: O/C/CN
L3: N3/CN
L4: N3s/CN
L5: N3s/H2/CN
L5: N3s sec/CN
L5: N3ster/CN
L4: N3d/CN
L3: N5/CN
L2: R/NO
L3: C/NO
L4: Css/NO
L5: Css/H3/NO
L5: Css sec/NO
L5: Css ter/NO
L5: Cssquat/NO
L4: Cds/NO
L5: Cds sec/NO
L5: Cdster/NO
L4: Cb/NO
L4: Ct/NO
L3: O/NO
L4: O/H/NO
L4: O/R!H/NO
L5: O/C/NO
L6: O/Css/NO
L6: O/Cds/NO
L6: O/Cb/NO
L6: O/Ct/NO
L5: O/O/NO
L5: O/N3/NO
L5: O/N5/NO
L3: N3/NO
L4: N3s/NO
L5: N3s/H2/NO
L5: N3s sec/NO
L5: N3ster/NO
L4: N3d/NO
L3: N5/NO
L2: R/N02
L3: C/N02
L4: Css/N02
L5: Css/H3/NO2
L5: Css sec/N02
L5: Css_ter/N02
L5: Css_quat/NO2
L4: Cds/NO2
L5: Cds sec/N02
L5: Cds ter/N02
L4: Cb/NO2
L4: Ct/N02
L3: O/NO2
L4: O/H/NO2
L4: O/R!H/NO2
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L5: O/C/N02
L6: O/Css/N02
L6: O/Cds/N02
L6: O/Cb/N02
L6: O/Ct/N02
L5: O/O/N02
L5: O/N3/NO2
L5: O/N5/N02
L3: N3/N02
L4: N3s/N02
L5: N3s/H2/N02
L5: N3s_sec/N02
L5: N3s_ter/N02
L4: N3d/N02
L3: N5/N02
L2: R/N=N
L3: C/N=N
L4: Css/N=N
L5: Css/H3/N=N
L5: Css_sec/N=N
L5: Css_ter/N=N
L5: Css_quat/N=N
L4: Cds/N=N
L5: Cds_sec/N=N
L5: Cds_ter/N=N
L4: Cb/N=N
L4: Ct/N=N
L3: O/N=N
L3: N3/N=N
L3: N5/N=N
L2: R/N=C
L3: C/N=C
L4: Css/N=C
L5: Css/H3/N=C
L5: Csas_ sec/N=C
L5: Css ter/N=C
L5: Cssquat/N=C
L4: Cds/N=C
L5: Cds sec/N=C
L5: Cdster/N=C
L4: Cb/N=C
L4: Ct/N=C
L3: O/N=C
L3: N3/N=C
L3: N5/N=C
L2: R/C=N
L3: C/C=N
L4: Css/C=N
L5: Css/H3/C=N
L5: Css sec/C=N
L5: Cas ter/C=N
L5: Css_quat/C=N
L4: Cds/C=N
L5: Cds_sec/C=N
L5: Cds_ter/C=N
L4: Cb/C=N
L4: Ct/C=N
L3: O/C=N
L3: N3/C=N
L3: N5/C=N
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6.6.2.2 Group Adjacent Library
Group AHI (298 K) 5(298 K) Cp300 Cp400 Cp500 Cp600 Cp800 Cp1000 Cpl500 dH dS dCp Note
Css/H3/CN 17.7 60.16 12.45 14.59 16.57 18.33 21.21 23.43 26.93 1.6 1.42 0.89
Csssec/CN 23.1 39.84 11.26 13.47 15.3 16.8 19.18 20.9 23.54 1.1 1.01 0.63
Csster/CN 26 18.435 11.33 13.435 14.96 16.07 17.72 18.79 20.36 1.1 1.01 0.63 avg. of sec/quat
Css-quat/CN 28.9 -2.97 11.4 13.4 14.62 15.34 16.26 16.68 17.18 1.1 1.01 0.63
CdssedCN 40.5 17.88 9.22 10.57 11.66 12.5 13.8 14.65 15.85 I.1 1.01 0.63
Cds_ter/CN 38.6 37.56 10.3 12.02 13.43 14.56 16.28 17.52 19.42 1.1 1.01 0.63
O/C/CN 10.1 39.06 9.09 9.84 10.58 11.22 12.29 13.01 13.79 1.1 1.01 0.63
OI/R!H/CN O/C/CN
N3s/H2/CN 32.47 59.18 12.34 13.98 15.33 16.47 18.29 19.72 21.25 0 0 0 NH2CN from ref. 117
N3s_sedCN 44.2 40.66 10.31 11.63 12.84 13.86 15.52 16.7 18.26 1.1 1.01 0.63
N3s ter/CN 53.3 21.03 8.58 9.55 10.53 11.4 12.86 13.81 14.79 1.1 1.01 0.63
Css/H3/NO 18.50 60.99 12.60 14.99 71.10 18.91 21.44 23.59 26.60 0 0 0 CH3NO from ref. 130
CsssedNO 21.5 44.34 11.79 13.56 15.23 16.65 18.93 20.54 22.96 1.1 1.01 0.63
Css_ter/NO 23.8 23.11 11.23 12.71 14 15.06 16.75 17.87 19.45 1.1 1.01 0.63
Cssquat/NO 24.6 1.15 12.16 13.27 14 14.49 15.27 15.67 16.18 1.1 1.01 0.63
O/H/NO -18.59 60.71 10.78 12.21 55.65 14.32 15.63 16.47 17.90 0 0 0 HONO from ref. 130
OICss/NO -4.7 39.99 10.63 11.25 11.94 12.56 13.58 14.25 14.75 0.9 0.82 0.51
O/Cds/NO -5.1 39.49 11.09 11.7 12.19 12.68 13.46 14.07 14.86 0.8 0.71 0.44
0/O/NO 15.2 40.72 11.71 12.88 13.63 14.24 14.97 15.51 16.04 1.1 1.01 0.63
O/N3/NO 10.9 40.84 10.22 1.48 12.39 13.03 13.85 14.33 14.76 1.1 1.02 0.64
N3s/H2/NO 17.90 60.30 12.17 14.32 67.44 17.83 20.39 22.11 24.02 0 0 0 NH2NO from ref. 130
N3s_sedNO 25.3 41.69 10.35 11.89 13.39 14.68 16.64 17.89 19.21 1.1 1.01 0.63
N3ster/NO 32.7 19.26 9.38 10.5 11.54 12.42 13.8 14.62 15.31 1.1 1.01 0.63
CsssedNO2 -14.6 48.92 12.88 15.78 18.27 20.3 23.34 25.39 28.33 1.1 1.01 0.63
Css_ter/N02 -13.5 27.45 13.58 16.06 18.05 19.58 21.81 23.2 25.09 1.1 1.01 0.63
Cssquat/N02 -12.1 5.24 13.5 16.03 17.75 18.87 20.34 21.06 21.88 1.1 1.01 0.63
Cds_sec/N02 2.1 44.34 12.7 15.36 17.56 19.28 21.65 23.12 25 1.1 1.01 0.63
Cdster/N02 2.6 24.03 12.06 14.3 16.1I 17.48 19.3 20.29 21.39 1.1 1.01 0.63
O/H/N02 -32.1 63.76 12.97 15.32 17.23 18.73 20.72 21.96 29.3 0 0 0 HON02 from ref. 117
O/Css/N02 -19 45.27 12.21 13.86 15.37 16.61 18.35 19.29 19.86 0.9 0.82 0.51
OICds/NO2 -18.3 45.39 12.36 14.16 15.67 16.89 18.47 19.32 20.09 0.9 0.82 0.51
N3ssedNO2 8.5 45.25 13.11 15.52 17.57 19.17 21.41 22.79 24.36 1.1 1.01 0.63
N3s_ter/N02 16.8 25.77 11.47 13.41 15.21 16.68 18.82 20.04 21.09 1.1 1.01 0.63
Css/H3/N=N -9 30.22 6.03 7.76 9.39 10.8 13.07 14.79 17.64 0.7 0.65 0.41
Css_sedN=N -5.3 9.42 5.34 6.91 8.26 9.35 11.05 12.26 14.24 0.7 0.65 0.41
Css/H3/N=C -5.7 30.37 5.96 7.66 9.29 10.73 13.06 14.84 17.72 1.1 1.01 0.63
Css_sec/N=C -2.7 8.64 5.29 7.16 8.66 9.84 11.61 12.83 14.71 1.5 1.3 0.81
Css/H3/C=N -10.2 30.41 6.19 7.84 9.4 10.79 13.02 14.77 17.58 0 0 0
Css sedC= N -4.9 10.11 5.53 6.85 8.09 9.16 10.87 12.15 14.14 1.5 1.31 0.82
Css_ter/C=N -1.2 -11.15 5.01 6.47 7.51 8.24 9.27 9.93 10.89 1.5 1.31 0.82
Cssquat/C= N 1.2 -33.48 5.3 6.59 7.25 7.54 7.78 7.78 7.67 1.5 1.31 0.82
Units: kcal/mole for enthalpy, cal/mol-K for entropy and heat capacity. dH, dS, and dCp represent the
uncertainties in the group value estimates. Unless otherwise noted, see chapter 5 for more details re-
garding the derivation of group values.
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6.6.3 Radical Increments for Nitrogen-containing Groups
In order to estimate the thermochemistry of radical species within RMG, we need so-called
radical increments. These increments are the differences in the thermochemistry between
the radical species and the closed-shell molecule if a hydrogen atom was put in place of the
radical. For enthalpy, this basically amounts to a bond dissociation energy. The entropy
and heat capacity differences come from changes in the vibrational frequencies and symme-
try numbers. When RMG encounters a radical, it will fill the valence shell by adding hydro-
gen atoms, and then estimate the thermochemistry using the thermochemical database.
Then RMG uses the radical increment tree to adjust the thermochemical values to those of
the radical.
A small set of nitrogen-containing radical increments were derived using both experimental
data from the literature and from high-level CBS-QB3 computational chemistry calculations.
The increments were essentially calculated as simple differences between the thermo-
chemical properties, taking symmetry and the enthalpy of the hydrogen atom into account
as specified in Jing Song's thesis.'36 The resulting radical increments are shown in the table
below, with units of kcal/mole and cal/mole-K.
Some increments were derived from literature data from Dean and Bozzelli,'30 where the
complete set of thermochemical parameters was reported for both the radical species and
its closed-shell analogue. The remaining increments were estimated by performing CBS-
QB3 computational chemistry calculations for both the radical species and the closed-shell
counterpart, then taking the differences in the computed thermochemical parameters.
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Group
NH2_rad
N3s/H/NonDe
N3s/H/NonDeC
N3sII/NonDeO
N3sIH/NonDeN
N3s/H/Deloc
N3s/H/DelocC
N3s/H/DelocC=C
N3s/H/DelocC=O
N3s/H/DelocC=N
N3s/H/DelocN
N3s/H/DelocN=C
N3s/H/DelocN=N
N3s/H/DelocN=O
N3s/NonDe2
N3s/NonDeC/NonDeC
N3s/NonDeC/NonDeO
N3s/NonDeC/NonDeN
N3s/NonDeO/NonDeO
N3s/NonDeO/NonDeN
N3s/NonDeN/NonDeN
N3s/OneDe
N3s/NonDeC/DelocC
N3s/NonDeC/DelocC=C
N3s/TwoDe
N3s/DelocC/DelocC
N3s/DelocC=C/DelocC=C
N3d/C
N3d/Cds
N3d/Cdd
N3d/O
N3d/N
N3_birad_pri
N3_birad/NonDe
N3_birad/NonDeC
Css/H2/NonDeN
Cds/H/NonDeN
Css/H2/DelocN
Css/H2/DelocN=O
Cp300 Cp400 Cp500 Cp600 Cp800 Cpl000 Cp1500 Notes
-0.4 -0.9 -1.4 -1.9 -2.7 -3.3 -4.3 from NH3 in Dean and Bozzelli data in Gardiner 2000
H (298 K) S (298 K)
108.6 -0.3
N3s/H/NonDeC
100.9 1.7
77.0 -0.3
77.4 -3.8
N3s/H/DelocC=C
N3s/H/DelocC=C
76.8 0.5
105.9 2.1
90.6 0.8
N3s/H/DelocN=C
81.2 1.0
86.4 3.6
73.8 -2.0
N3s/NonDeC/NonDeC
84.7 5.0
72.2 0.8
69.7 1.0
65.4 0.8
62.7 0.4
59.5 -0.8
N3s/NonDeC/DelocC
N3s/NonDeC/DelocC=C
72.0 0.7
N3s/DelocC/DelocC
N3s/DelocC=C/DelocC=C
66.5 -1.6
N3d/Cds
89.4 -1.0
108.0 -2.1
48.3 -2.4
61.2 0.7
N3 birad/NonDe
N3_birad/NonDeC
87.5 -2.2
93.9 0.0
96.4 0.0
Css/H2/DelocN=O
75.0 0.0
from HNCH2 in Dean and Bozzelli data in Gardiner 2000
from HN=C=O in Dean and Bozzelli data in Gardiner 2000
from HNO in Dean and Bozzelli data in Gardiner 2000
from HN=NH and HN=NCH3 in Dean and Bozzelli data in Gardiner 2000
from NHCH3 in Dean and Bozzelli data in Gardiner 2000
from CH3NH2 in Dean and Bozzelli data in Gardiner 2000
from H2C=NH in Dean and Bozzelli data in Gardiner 2000
-0.9 -1.1 -1.5 -1.9 -2.3 -2.9 -3.7 from CH3NO in Dean and Rn77elli data in (~ardiner 9flflf
from NH2CH3 in Dean and Bozzelli data in Gardiner 2000
from NH20H CBS-QB3 calculations
from N2H4 in Dean and Bozzelli data in Gardiner 2000
from NH2CH=CHCH3 CBS-QB3 calculations
from NH2CH=O CBS-QB3 calculations
from NH2CH=NCH3 CBS-QB3 calculations
from NH2NCHCH3 CBS-QB3 calculations
from NH2NNCH3 CBS-QB3 calculations
from NH2NO CBS-QB3 calculations
from CH3NHCH3 and C2H5NHC2H5 CBS-QB3 calculations
from CH3NHOH CBS-QB3 calculations
from CH3NHNH2 CBS-QB3 calculations
from HONHOH CBS-QB3 calculations
from NH2NHOH CBS-QB3 calculations
from NH2NHNH2 CBS-QB3 calculations
-0.9 -1.3 -1.7 -2.0 -2.7 -3.2 -4.2 from CH3NHCHCHCH3 CBS-QB3 calculations
-1.6 -1.8 -2.0 -2.2 -2.8 -3.3 -4.2 from CH3CHCHNHCHCHCH3 CBS-QB3 calculations
-0.9 -1.1 -1.5 -1.9 -2.3 -2.9 -3.7 from CH3NO in Dean and Bozzelli data in Gardiner 2000
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7 Summary
This work, although somewhat dichotomous in nature, was united by its ab initio roots and
the focus on extending our knowledge of processes involving nitrogen chemistry.
The solution-phase work was ambitious, perhaps too much so, and yielded a greater un-
derstanding of what is needed if we want to build accurate models using detailed chemical
kinetic mechanisms. For complex aqueous systems such as the one examined here, im-
proved solvation energy estimates, universal ab initio activity coefficient models, and a
greater understanding of solution-phase reaction processes would greatly benefit these ef-
forts. Solvation theory was discussed in an attempt to clarify the role of activity coefficients,
standard state, and reference states to knowledgeable non-experts. The relationship be-
tween the non-ideal corrections and computation chemistry estimates was emphasized.
We believe that in the future, computation chemistry tools will be able to more accurately
describe solution-phase behavior, and the relationships between the ab initio results and
phenomenological thermodynamic expressions will be more important.
Methodologies for estimating thermochemical parameters in solution were presented, but
resulted in significant uncertainties due to inaccuracies in the solvation energies as well as
assumptions in the methods. This was followed by rate coefficient estimates in solution
using diffusion-limited processes, solution-phase transition state theory, simple electron-
transfer theory, and a proposed new method to estimate the rate of dissociative isomeriza-
tion in a solvent cage (DISC). The methodology used for DISC reactions followed closely
with variational transition state theory, which is used when loose transition states are pre-
sent. Although not competitive for the processes we examine, DISC reactions may be im-
portant in other systems.
The capstone of the solution-phase work was modeling of the oxidation of hydroxylamine
in aqueous nitric acid. This showed that although a quantitative prediction of system be-
havior could not be obtained due to uncertainties in the thermochemistry and rate coeffi-
cients, major product yields could be reasonable reproduced by fixing acid base equilibria at
their experimental values and perturbing a small number of parameters within their uncer-
tainty bounds. It is possible that non-aqueous systems and/or those with very low ionic
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strengths could be modeled much more effectively due to the relatively small solvation en-
ergies and more ideal interactions between species. Hydrocarbon solutions may allow near
gas-phase accuracies in the energies yet still have the nuances that stem from being in the
condensed phase, such as activity coefficients and significant solvation entropy effects.
The solution-phase work was an attempt to solve a practical scientific problem using con-
ventional tools in an untested manner and level of complexity, supplemented with strong
pedagogical underpinnings to communicate the important aspects of the work despite the
significant uncertainties involved.
The gas-phase work focused mainly on extending the capabilities of our group's automatic
reaction mechanism generator software. The thermochemistry database was changed
drastically to include nitrogen chemistry and to generally increase the ease of extensibility
to new elements. Two new databases (group centric and group adjacent) were added to
supplement the main and radical increment databases to prevent the misuse of multi-heavy
atom lumped groups. A potential alternative method for addressing this problem by intelli-
gent relation of lumped groups to their siblings was also discussed. Many new functional
group atoms were defined to address the additional flexibility and the presence of nitrogen.
The flexibility of some atom-centered groups will require modified algorithms within RMG
to properly navigate the tree structures. Examples of how this may be accomplished were
outlined using examples. The reaction rate estimation families were also modified to ac-
cept nitrogen reactions, as well as to make use of the new delocalizing and non-delocalizing
functional groups.
The final phase of this push was to add nitrogen-related data to the libraries. Thermo-
chemical parameters were taken from the literature, in addition to the group values derived
in this work- Reaction rate coefficients used in the kinetic libraries were taken exclusively
from the literature. Despite these efforts, the databases are still sparsely populated, espe-
cially for nitrogen-containing groups and reactions. A non-trivial amount of work still re-
mains on the programming side of RMG, as several key issues must be addressed before
the new features discussed here can be implemented. A number of recommendations
were also made regarding potential improvements to RMG.
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Overall, this work has contributed both data and understanding to the community. We
hope that the work regarding solution-phase modeling via computational chemistry will
help lead to further advancements in the field and refinement of the estimation techniques
presented here. The gas-phase work should help future researchers seeking to better un-
derstand complex kinetic processes involving nitrogen and help in the construction of large
detailed kinetic models seeking to model these processes.
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8 General Appendices
8.1 Using the "tst2c I" Rate and Thermochemistry Code
8. 1.1 General Procedures
The "tst2cl" code was developed by Sumathy Raman in the Green group to compute
thermochemical and rate data from computation chemistry output. This program and re-
lated utilities allows one to estimate entropy, heat capacity, partition functions, and bimol-
ecular rate constants. It has the ability to account for hindered and free rotors as well as
return the energy levels for a hindered rotor potential.
The procedure for calculating the properties of a molecule with hindered rotors are as fol-
lows:
I. Find the optimized geometry and calculate the vibrational and rotational frequencies
2. Find hindered rotors and perform at least al 3-point potential energy scan (over
3600) to determine the potential energy surface for the torsional motion.
3. Determine the moment of inertia for each free/hindered rotor. This is done using
the "inertia" program and a corresponding input file (shown later) containing the
Cartesian coordinates and the connectivity around each rotor. This is run using the
following syntax:
inertia <inertiainput.txt >inertia_output.txt
The output file will have multiple inertia values calculated; the (m=2, n=3) inertia
value is the one we use in our calculations.
4. Next we need to fit a Fourier series to the rotor potential energy scans. You need
one input file (shown later) for each rotor consisting of the number of scan points,
the minimum energy value, and then a list of the energy values (all in Hartrees).
The Fourier coefficient list is the desired output and requires two steps:
conversion <fourier_input.txt >fourier_temp.txt
fourierfit <fouriertemp.txt >fourier out.txt
The bottom of the final output file will contain the require information: the 10 Fou-
rier coefficients for a I -a5 & b I -b5 and the maximum barrier for the rotation that
can be read from the Y(K) column.
5. Next we can construct the input file (which must be name "input.dat") to the
"tst2c I" program. The program is called by simply calling "tst2c I" with no argu-
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ments. The program will ask for a temperature range, the initial and final tempera-
ture, the temperature increment for partition function calculation, whether this is an
equilibrium (thermochemistry) calculation or a TST calculation, and whether this is
an equilibrium structure or a transition state. "output298.out" is generated if the
298...398 temperature range is chosen and "output.out" is generated if 300... 1500
is chosen. The files "output298.out" and "output.out" give the thermochemistry re-
sults in the following order. Temperature (K), Electronic Energy (Hartrees), Thermal
Correction to Enthalpy (kcal/mole in output298.out and Hartrees in output.out),
Entropy (cal/mol-K), Constant Pressure Heat Capacity (cal/mol-K), and the Partition
Function (unitless).
Additional notes that may be of use when using the code:
* Run tst2c I with the input.dat in the same folder (or in the folder from which you
are calling tst2c I).
* Choose the T=298...398 option first and go through the calculation. The range
would be 298 398, the interval could be anything, typically 100 if you are not inter-
ested in the low temperature regime, and maybe 10 if you actually want to fit the
rate in this range and not the 300-1500 range.
* If you are doing a TST calculation, choose I, or for a thermochemistry calculation,
choose 0.
* After completion, repeat this for 300... 1500 temperature range.
* You now have "rate298.out" and "rate.out" if you performed a TST calculation,
which are meant to be combined since "rate.out" does not have any headers.
These files yield the Barrier(OK), the rate constant, and the A-factor. [kcallmol and
mol-cm3-sec for the rate data]
* Generate "wigner.dat" by taking "rate.out" and adding a line at the top with the
magnitude (positive value) of the imaginary frequency. This will yield "wigner.fit"
that contains the modified Arrhenius parameter for the fitted rate (A, n, -Ea/R). In
this file, column I is the temperature, column 2 is the TST calculated rate constant,
and column 3 is the modified Arrhenius fitted rate constant values. This will let you
know if the rate constant fit is satisfactory.
If you are performing a thermochemistry calculation, the files generated with will be "out-
put*.out", which give the Temperature, OK energy, thermal correction to enthalpy (in
kcal/mol), the Entropy in cal/mol-K, and the Cp in cal/mol-K. "Output298.out" gives the
thermal correction for enthalpy for OK-298K in kcal/mol. "Output.out" yields the thermal
correction for enthalpy in Hartrees.
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Input.dat File Structure (called by tst2cl) for Thermochemistry calculation
[Linearity(3=nonlin, 2=lin)] [# of Atoms]
[# of Hindered Rotors ] [# of Free Rotors]
[Frequency Scaling factor]
[ All of the vibrational frequencies
- if using hindered/free rotors, remove the corresponding vib freq.]
[Rotational Constants in GHz - 2 for linear, 3 for non-linear]
[External symmetry #]
[Electronic Degeneracy] [Molecular Mass in AMU]
--------- Optional part: for use with Free rotors
[Reduced Moment (m=2,n=3)] [symmetry #]
--------- Optional part: for use with Hindered rotors
[Reduce Moment (m=2,n=3)] [symmetry #] [rotation barrier(kcal)] [3=fit option]
[Order of the Fourier fit to rotor potential]
[Fourier coefficients - do not include A0 and B0 which do not multiply sin/cos]
--------- End optional part
[electronic (OK) energy - not used in thermochemistry calculations]
*****If you have x free rotors and y hindered rotors, input all free rotor details first and
then start giving details for each of the hindered rotors.*******************
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Example input file for thermochemistry calculations:
(Note: one must remove the "//" lines)
3 5
1 0
0.9804
// frequencies
212.4427
459.8859
1382.5979
// rotational constants
12.50563 4.25883
288.2285
663.9915
1734.2700
3.17692
1
1 75.99089
// hindered rotor data
4.65742 2 5.284 3
5
// Fourier coefficients of rotor potential
-4.7378302E-02 -1.0927518E-07
-2.632403 -9.9341072E-08
1.0465977E-03 4.9670535E-07
-0.1035387 -1.7881393E-07
4.3195922E-02 -1.6987324E-06
-334.613570
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822.9955
1944.8424
Input.dat File Structure (called by tst2cl) for TST calculation:
[Linearity - Reactantl] [Linearity - Reactant2] [Linearity - TS)
[# of atoms - RI] [# of atoms - R2]
[# of Hindered Rotors ] [# of Free Rotors] (reactant 1)
[# of Hindered Rotors ] [# of Free Rotors] (reactant 2)
[# of Hindered Rotors ] [# of Free Rotors] (TS)
[Frequency Scaling factor]
=-- enter the following part for each reactant and then the TS ==
[ All of the vibrational frequencies
- if using hindered/free rotors or is the TS, remove the corresponding vib freq.]
[Rotational Constants in GHz - 2 for linear, 3 for non-linear]
[External symmetry #]
[Electronic Degeneracy] [Molecular Mass in AMU]
--------- Optional part: for use with Free rotors
[Reduced Moment (m=2,n=3)] [symmetry #]
--------- Optional part: for use with Hindered rotors
[Reduce Moment (m=2,n=3)] [symmetry #] [rotation barrier(kcal)] [3=fit option]
[Order of the Fourier fit to rotor potential]
[Fourier coefficients - do not include A0 and B0 which do not multiply sin/cos]
--------- End optional part
==-- end the part that is repeated for each species -
[electronic (OK) energy - R1] [elec. (OK) energy - R1] [elec. (OK) energy - TS]
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Example file for TST calculations:
(Note: one must remove the "//" lines)
// for HNO + N02. `- TS
//linearity for each species
333
3 3
//Hindered and free rotors for each species
0 0
0 0
0 2
0.9804
//Data for reactant 1
763.1028
240.76200 13.08274
1406.4832
12.40848
2 45.99290
//Data for reactant 2
1511.5322
562.40850 42.51278
1
1 31.00581
//Data for TS
168.1479
607.9469
1537.4094
39.64569 1.67507
1669.4175
39.52506
221.5160
880.4337
1722.9262
1.60731
2863.3929
567.1922
1500.0644
1991.9050
2 76.99872
//Free rotor data for TS
3.26982 1
0.68780 1
-204.851355 -130.330127 -335.156609
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1685.9831
Inertia.dat File Structure (called by inertia "- yields inertia.out)
- This yields the moments of inertia for the specific rotation. Note that the in the pivot
atom specification line, the 3 rd and 4 th entries should add up to the total number of atoms
in the molecule.
[# of atoms]
% input orientation in Cartesian coordinates from Gaussian
[Atomic# x y z] % for all atoms in structure: ordered 1, 2,...
[# of rotors]
[pivot atom 1] [pivot atom 2] [# atoms on pivot atom 1 side] [# on pivot atom 2 side]
[label of atoms attached to pivot atom 1 (# of entries = entry 3 from pivot line) ]
[label of atoms attached to pivot atom 2 (# of entries = entry 4 from pivot line) ]
fourier.dat File Structure (called by conversion - yields fourier.out)
- This is used for hindered rotors to fit the rotational potential to a Fourier series. The
input for this can be obtained by doing a potential energy scan of the rotor, typically us-
ing the opt=modredundant keyword in Gaussian and specifying the coordinate to vary.
[# of values] [smallest value - used for normalization]
[list of all of the values to fit, rotor potential values]
[specification of rotor: e.g H3C-----CH3]
fourier.out File Structure (called byfourierfit - yields fourier.fit)
- generated automatically by "conversion"
Fourier.fit contains the following fourier coefficients near the end of the file. They are
two columns of 6 rows. The first row is the Ao/Bo and is not used, the rest are put in the
input.dat file. It fits a fourier series to the rotational potential of the form:
PE(O) = Ao+Al*sin(O)+...+A5*sin(50) + Bo+B l*cos(O)+...+B5*cos(50)
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Wigner.dat File Structure (called by wignerfit3p - yields wigner.fit)
- This serves to correct for tunneling effects and is particularly important with H atom
transfers. All this file has is the data from "rate298.out" and "rate.out", preceded by the
magnitude of the imaginary frequency. The example is below.
0.156080E+02
0.156080E+02
0.156080E+02
0.156080E+02
0.156080E+02
0.156080E+02
0.156080E+02
0.156080E+02
0.156080E+02
0.156080E+02
0.156080E+02
0.156080E+02
0.156080E+02
0.156080E+02
0.679311E+00
0.812797E+00
0.699438E+03
0.448853E+05
0.776903E+06
0.630243E+07
0.316331E+08
0.114744E+09
0.330425E+09
0.802372E+09
0.171111E+10
0.329701E+10
0.585887E+10
0.974918E+10
0.189906E+12
0.190608E+12
0.235705E+12
0.297989E+12
0.376224E+12
0.470363E+12
0.580699E+12
0.707591E+12
0.851376E+12
0.101234E+13
0.119074E+13
0.138676E+13
0.160058E+13
0.183231E+13
1066.277
298.0
300.0
400.0
500.0
600.0
700.0
800.0
900.0
1000.0
1100.0
1200.0
1300.0
1400.0
1500.0
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8.1.2 Example of "tst2cl" Usage
This is an example of using "tst2cl" to calculate the entropy and heat capacity of the
C2H3ONO2 molecule, which contains two hindered rotors. The function "calc_rho" takes
the same input file as "tst2c I" and will generate a file that lists the energy levels for each
hindered rotor. The electronic files used in these examples can be found in the "Chapter 8
- tst2c I_example.zip" file in the electronic supplemental materials. The program files and
source codes can be found in the "Chapter 8 - tst2c I _program_files.zip" file.
The first step is the computational chemistry calculations, specifically finding an optimized
geometry and the resulting frequencies and rotational constants. Here we use the CBS-
QB3 method; the geometry is shown below. I will not list the frequencies here, but they
will be in the input file shown later.
Figure 8- 1I: Optimized structure of the C2H3ON02 molecule
There are two hindered rotors about the 4-9 and I-9 bonds. For these we need to per-
form potential energy scans to get an estimate of the torsional potential. These were per-
formed at a slightly lower level of theory than the geometry optimization. The resulting
scans are shown below for the 4-9 and I -9 torsions, respectively. Obviously, the axis units
are useless in this case, but we can get more precise numbers from the output files.
. ... .. . - S
I-D Scan of Total Energy
-358.3-
-358 3-
-358 3-
-358.3-
-358.3
-358.3-
-358 3
-358.3-
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
Scan Step Number
1-D Scan of RMS Gradient
Figure 8-2: Rotor potential energy surfaces in the C2H30N02 molecule (4-9 and I-9 respectively)
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1-D Scan of Total Energy j
-3583-
-3583-
-358.3
S-358.3
-3583-
-358.3-
-3 58. 3-
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
......... ..... Scan Step Number
1-D Scan of RMS Gradient
··
j. i
--- ~
Now we can start making the necessary input files to perform the calculation. First start by
calculating the moments of inertia for the two rotors; we need the Cartesian coordinates
and atom numbers from the equilibrium geometry. The input file is shown below:
Table 8-I: Inertia input file (inertia_c2h3ono2.txt)
The first 9 is the total number of atoms, which is followed by the coordinates of each atom
preceded by its atomic number. After the coordinates, we list the number of rotors to be
calculated, then the rotor definitions in three lines each. The first line lists the two atoms
than defined the bond about which the rotation happens, followed by the number of at-
oms attached to each end of the bond (e.g. on the atom 4 end of the bond there are 5
atoms, and 4 atoms on the atom 9 end of the bond). The next line lists the atoms on the
atom 4 end (atoms 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 in this case). The third line lists the atoms on the 9
end of the bond (atoms 9, 1, 2, and 3). You can verify this by comparing with the geome-
try shown above. It is the same principle for the second rotor.
Now that the input file is complete, we can call the function to calculate the moments of
inertia for the two rotors. The following command can be used:
inertia <inertia_c2h3ono2.txt >inertia_c2h3ono2 out.txt
A portion of the output to this is shown below. We have highlighted the part pertinent to
us; it is the (m=2, n=3) reduced moment of inertia (only the value for the I ' rotor is
shown in this section). The value for the next rotor will be later in the output file. These
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will be used in the final input file to "tst2c I" or the program "calc_rho" to calculate the ro-
tor energy levels.
Table 8-2: Partial inertia output file (inertia_c2h3ono2_out.txt)
Center of mass of the rotor B in 1 th rotor
-0.11658 0.00413 -0.03325
Reduced I (m=2,n=2) of 1 th Rotor= 6.63673
Reduced I (m=2,n=3) of 1 th Rotor= 5.09557
Determinant value = 1.00000
Reduced I (m=2,n=1) of 2 th Rotor= 22.38703
Next we can process the rotor energy scans and convert them in Fourier coefficients to
use in the final input file. This is a two step process but only requires making one input file,
which is shown below for the first rotor. The first line contains the number of points in the
energy scan and the minimum energy in the scan in Hartrees (for normalization purposes).
The next section lists the energy values in order of increasing dihedral angle. The final line
is where you can note the rotor this corresponds to, if desired. The energy values listed
here should cover the full 360 degree rotation.
Table 8-3: Conversion input file to get Fourier coefficients (fourier_c2h3ono2_rot I .txt)
The next step is to call the "conversion" and "fourierfit" programs to return the Fourier
coefficients for each rotor, The function calls would look like this:
conversion <fourier_c2h3ono2_rotl.txt >fourier_c2h3ono2_rotl.temp
fourierfit <fourier c2h3ono2_rotl.temp >fourier c2h3ono2 rotl fit.txt
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13 -358.268459
-358.268446
-358.268459
-358.268232
-358.266487
-358.264146
-358.263148
-358.262594
-358.262524
-358.262839
-358.263615
-358.265346
-358.267719
-358.268445
c2h3ono2 rotl
The intermediate file can be viewed in a text editor, but is not important. The output file
will give the important information, and the last few lines of this output are given below.
The Fourier coefficients are given as a 6x2 table of numbers; we want rows 2-6 for the
tst2c I input file which does not need the aO and bO coefficients. The other piece of infor-
mation we need is the maximum barrier to rotation, which can be read from the Y(K) col-
umn of energies in kcal/mole. In this case the maximum barrier is 3.72 kcal/mole. Other
information in the output regarding the accuracy of the Fourier series fit to the potential is
also given. This process would be repeated for each rotor in the molecule.
Table 8-4: Partial Fourier output file (fourier_c2h3ono2_rot I .fit.txt)
Now that the rotors have been characterized, we can construct the "tst2c I" input file,
which is shown below in its complete form for a thermochemistry calculation (i.e. not a
TST rate constant calculation). The following is a line-by-line description of the input file.
* The first line specifies the linearity (2=linear, 3=nonlinear) and number of atoms.
* Second line lists the number of hindered and free rotors
* Third line is the scaling factor for the vibrational frequencies
* The next set of lines lists the vibrational frequencies in wavenumbers (excluding the
frequencies corresponding to the hindered rotor motions).
* Next is the rotational frequencies in GHz
* Then the external symmetry number
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P(X) = A /2 + A COS( X ) + B SIN( X ) +...+ A COS( 5X ) + B SIN( 5X
0 1 1 5 5
3.96941638 0.
-1.90825236 0.751468122
-0.165296808 0.153521582
0.0776024684 -0.157713801
0.00684985006 -0.132508695
-0.00512844743 -0.00807824079
K X(K) Y(K) P(X(K)) Error
0 0.0000000 0.0087851 -0.0095171 0.0183022
1 0.5235988 0.4643570 0.4826600 -0.0183030
2 1.0471976 1.9534371 1.9351349 0.0183022
3 1.5707964 3.0396559 3.0579586 -0.0183027
4 2.0943952 3.5266035 3.5083013 0.0183022
5 2.6179938 3.7242689 3.7425721 -0.0183032
6 3.1415927 3.6803432 3.6620395 0.0183036
7 3.6651917 3.3327029 3.3510051 -0.0183022
8 4.1887903 2.7064486 2.6881475 0.0183010
9 4.7123890 1.2374487 1.2557513 -0.0183026
10 5.2359877 0.1424447 0.1241430 0.0183017
11 5.7595868 0.0000000 0.0183024 -0.0183024
12 6.2831855 0.0087851 -0.0095170 0.0183022
* Then the multiplicity and molecular mass
* Then comes the rotor specifications which makes use of the above work-
o The first line is: moment of inertia, rotor symmetry number, rotational bar-
rier, fit option (always will be 3)
o Order of the Fourier series fit to potential (should be 5)
o Finally the Fourier coefficients as given in the fourierfit output (a I-a5, b I -b5)
o Repeat this for each rotor (note that the second rotor in this case has a
symmetry number of 2 because it is the NO2 group rotation)
* Final line is the electronic energy
Table 8-5: "tst2c I" input file (input.dat)
3 9
2 0
0.9804
265.445800
400.735700
707.764100
904.413800
1157.918800
1423.669500
3163.530400
11.068450
561.108700
752.704100
957.403500
1314.113500
1696.421300
3223.683400
2.354790
1
1 89.011290
5.10 1 3.72 3
5
-1.908252 0.
-0.165297 0.
0.077602 -C
0.006850 -C
-0.005128 -C
9.38 2 6.95 3
5
0.120812
-3.521531
-0.088688
0.011766
-0.032438
-357.809992
Once the input file has been created, you can call "tst2cl" with no arguments.
751468
153522
.157714
.132509
.008078
-0.020080
0.220727
0.014015
-0.129429
0.017780
It will
prompt the user for several inputs, including the temperature range and whether this is
equilibrium structure or transition state. Once the file is run, you will get an output file
yielding the thermochemistry. The prompts are shown below. The bolded parts are those
entered by the user, followed by the enter key.
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681.385200
840.463100
978.018300
1349.836300
1770.050700
3259.734400
1.962750
Table 8-6: "tst2c I" user-prompted inputs
Type 1 for 298 to 398, 2 for 300-1500
Type 3 for 2000-20000
2
Type initial and final temperature
300 1500
Type temp interval
100
type 1 for TST 0 for partition function
0
Type 1 for ts and 0 for eq. str
0
The main output file (output.out) is shown below. The "enthalpy"
tion to enthalpy (in Hartrees in this case), the entropy in cal/mol-K,
is the thermal correc-
the constant pressure
heat capacity in cal/mol-K, and the partition function.
Table 8-7: "tst2c I" main output file for T-range 300-1500K (output.out)
T Energy Enthalpy Enttot Cptot Q
300.0 -357.809992 0.006850 77.959 21.635 33.294
400.0 -357.809992 0.010698 84.871 26.501 34.144
500.0 -357.809992 0.015243 91.219 30.377 34.921
600.0 -357.809992 0.020331 97.032 33.344 35.646
700.0 -357.809992 0.025834 102.350 35.621 36.327
800.0 -357.809992 0.031658 107.228 37.403 36.969
900.0 -357.809992 0.037736 111.719 38.827 37.577
1000.0 -357.809992 0.044019 115.871 39.984 38.152
1100.0 -357.809992 0.050469 119.728 40.939 38.698
1200.0 -357.809992 0.057059 123.326 41.736 39.218
1300.0 -357.809992 0.063765 126.694 42.408 39.713
1400.0 -357.809992 0.070570 129.858 42.978 40.186
1500.0 -357.809992 0.077458 132.840 43.465 40.639
There are also several other output files that will be
put.engy, output.ent, and output.cp. These files give the
present, with
details of the
the filenames: out-
contributions to the
thermal correction, entropy, and CP from translation, rotation, vibration, hindered rotors,
and free rotors. The entropy output file is shown below as an example. The final column
gives the total entropy that matches with the entropy returned in the main output file
shown above.
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Table 8-8: "tst2c I" entropy file for T-range 300-1500K (output.ent)
8.1.3 Using "calc_rho" to determine rotor energy levels
This functions reads the same input.dat file that "tst2c I " uses. In this case, no user inputs
are required for temperature ranges, and the only output file that is generated is called
"rho.out." The output file contains a list of the energy levels for each rotor. Often, several
negative energy levels will be found due to the fact that the Fourier series fit to the poten-
tial often results in slightly negative values at the energy minimum (this can be seen in the
P(X(K)) column in the Fourier output file). This is a problem we are looking to resolve, but
a quick and relatively accurate fix is to offset all of the energy values such that the lowest
energy level takes on a value equal to the harmonic oscillator zero-point energy (I/2*hv)
for the frequency of the rotor vibration in the original QM calculation.
These energy levels can then be used for whatever purpose you desire. We are working
on modifying the code to take in a maximum energy and an energy bin size so that a den-
sity of states profile can also be generated.
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T enttra entrot entvib entfrott enthin enttot
0.3000E+03 0.3940E+02 0.2626E+02 0.4879E+01 0.0000E+00 0.7416E+01 0.7796E+02
0.4000E+03 0.4083E+02 0.2712E+02 0.8300E+01 0.0000E+00 0.8620E+01 0.8487E+02
0.5000E+03 0.4194E+02 0.2778E+02 0.1188E+02 0.0000E+00 0.9614E+01 0.9122E+02
0.6000E+03 0.4285E+02 0.2833E+02 0.1541E+02 0.0000E+00 0.1044E+02 0.9703E+02
0.7000E+03 0.4361E+02 0.2879E+02 0.1881E+02 0.0000E+00 0.1114E+02 0.1024E+03
0.8000E+03 0.4427E+02 0.2919E+02 0.2204E+02 0.0000E+00 0.1173E+02 0.1072E+03
0.9000E+03 0.4486E+02 0.2954E+02 0.2509E+02 0.0000E+00 0.1223E+02 0.1117E+03
0.1000E+04 0.4538E+02 0.2985E+02 0.2797E+02 0.0000E+00 0.1267E+02 0.1159E+03
0.1100E+04 0.4586E+02 0.3013E+02 0.3070E+02 0.0000E+00 0.1304E+02 0.1197E+03
0.1200E+04 0.4629E+02 0.3039E+02 0.3327E+02 0.0000E+00 0.1337E+02 0.1233E+03
0.1300E+04 0.4669E+02 0.3063E+02 0.3572E+02 0.0000E+00 0.1366E+02 0.1267E+03
0.1400E+04 0.4706E+02 0.3085E+02 0.3803E+02 0.0000E+00 0.1392E+02 0.1299E+03
0.1500E+04 0.4740E+02 0.3106E+02 0.4024E+02 0.0000E+00 0.1415E+02 0.1328E+03
8.2 Solvation Energies from Gaussian03 and COSMO-RS and Their Re-
lation to Equilibrium Data
8.2.1 Background Information
Extracting solvation data can be very confusing due to the ever present, but ambiguously
acknowledged reference and standard states. So it is not hard to get a solvation energy,
but assuring yourself that it is the solvation energy you want/need can be tricky, mostly due
to the lack of clarity in where the underlying data came from. This should be considered
an addendum to chapter 2, but goes into more detail of the actual methods used to de-
termine the solvation energy and related parameters.
The solvation energy (usually the free energy of solvation here) will vary depending on the
states of the gas phase and condensed phase systems. This is a product of the entropy and
enthalpy changes with the state of the system (e.g. a system at a high pressure in the gas
phase will have less entropy that a low pressure system, increasing the free energy of the
system for a fixed temperature). It results from the translational entropy of the system.
The generic phenomenological expression for the solvation free energy is shown in equa-
tion (8-I).
AGSco0 = (AHf - TS - ( AHJ - T -S) g(8-
You can see from the above equation that decreasing the entropy of the gas phase would
increase Ggas, lowering the AGsolv. So the state (more specifically the concentration of sol-
ute) of each phase will determine the appropriate solvation energy that must be used. For
example, the solvation energy to go from a ideal gas phase of solute at STP to a solution
with a solute concentration of I M will have a specific solvation energy, which is different
than solvating the gas to a concentration of pure solute in the liquid phase (this would be
due to the direct concentration effect and due to non-ideal solution effects). These two
solvation energies would be related by a factor involving the concentration differences.
Typically it is assumed that ideal solution behavior is exhibited, regardless of the concentra-
tion of the solute (even for pure solute), which allows one to ignore the activity coefficient
(non-idealities). This really means that the solvation energy you are using is based on one
of two regimes: (I) an extrapolation of Henry's law behavior to higher concentrations (as-
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suming your measurement/calculation was performed in the dilute limit), or (2) Raoult's
Law type behavior that connects the pure solute limit with zero fugacity at the dilute limit.
If you wanted the true solvation energy, a correction for non-idealities would be required.
It is worth starting from a good theoretical basis from Ben-Naim's Solvation Thermodynam-
ics.'0 He introduces a worthwhile concept known as the pseudo-chemical potential (PCP,
usually denoted u*). Much of the discussion of the PCP is summarized from Ben-Naim's
work. This is the chemical potential of a solute molecule at a fixed position in some phase.
The benefit of this is that we don't have to worry about the translation entropy yet, since
the molecule is stationary. Therefore, this quantity does not depend explicitly on the con-
centration of solute in either phase. However, there will be concentration dependence
due to non-ideal effects, which are implicitly included in the PCP. The definition is given in
equation (8-2).
S= t• + kTln(pA') (8-2)
Where p is the number density of the solute (inverse of the molecular volume) and A3 is
the momentum partition function (usually assumed to be equivalent in gas and solution
phases for the same molecule). The second term in the equation is known as the libera-
tion free energy and corresponds to the additional energy gained by relieving the "fixed
position" criterion of the PCP. Using this, we can define quantities based on the PCP that
will be useful later on, shown here in equation (8-3).
AGsCor = As,liq - ,ig
AGsO,1 = AG;,v + kT In Ps,=iq AGso* - kT In ,iq (8-3)
sig ( ,ig
This relationship allows one to derive a solvation energy based upon the desired concen-
tration of the phases given the PCP difference. However, the PCP difference is also equal
to the solvation energy when the concentrations of both phases are equal (numerical they
are the same, but fundamentally are different). This may be particularly useful in quantum
chemistry calculation when one deals with an isolated molecule in the gas and solution
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phases, and the partition functions of both phases are often calculated at a pressure of I
atm. Theoretically, the relative PCP of a molecule can be estimated by taking the G(soln)
and subtracting out the contribution of the translational partition function (this will usually
assume ideal behavior). The problem is that the quantum chemistry codes rarely say this
anywhere, making it confusing and difficult to convince one's self of what you are dealing
with. The log term comes from the compression work necessary to change the concentra-
tion of the solute in the gas phase (or equivalently the solution phase for an ideal solution),
as shown in equation (8-4).
W = VdP = dP = RTn -RT In (8-4)
Now, given this equation, we can do a little example to see how one could use this to get
a desired solvation energy given the PCP difference. Let's say you want to find the energy
difference between a molecule of S in the gas phase at I atm, 298 K and the same mole-
cule in a solution with [S] = I mole/liter. In this case, we know that the gas-phase molar
volume is 24.465 L/mole and the molar volume of S in the liquid is 1.0 L/mole. Equation
(8-5) shows the relationship between the normal and PCP-based solvation energies.
AGsov =AGs° - RTln = 24.4 AG*o=  - (-1.894 e) (8-5)
24.465) solvmole
The solvation energy is more positive than for a case where the concentration does not
change. This makes sense because you have to "compress" the S when it goes into solu-
tion, resulting in a loss of entropy, meaning a more positive free energy change. Another
way to think about this is to assume you start with a gas at I atm, 298 K. You compress it
isothermally to a pressure corresponding to I M (24.465 atm). The work associated with
this process is the same 1.894 kcal/mole that we saw above, making the gas phase free en-
ergy higher. Once compressed to I M, then you can use the PCP difference to solvate di-
rectly at a constant concentration. (Note that the "compression" we refer to in the solu-
tion phase here is a selective compression, such that the overall density is constant but the
concentration of the solute increases. This is why the work to "compress" the solution is
the same as the gas phase (and not simply VAPf for an incompressible fluid).
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Figure 8-3: Solvation energy definition differences for various concentration states in both phases
This diagram shows the case for a negative solvation energy. So the solvation energy in-
creases (becomes less negative) relative to the PCP difference.
8.2.2 Interpreting the Results from Gaussian03 PCM Calculations
The output from a polarizable continuum model (PCM) or conductor-like solvent model
(COSMO) in Gaussian is a bit vague about exactly what the results mean. A good over-
view of what the output means is given at the following website: http://www.cup.uni-
muenchen.de/oc/zipse/compchem/solv/pcm.html.
A typical section of PCM output is shown below, taken from the end of an optimization
step for a water molecule with water as the solvent. There are two main types of energies
that the PCM will return, the electrostatic term (ES) and the non-electrostatic term. The
ES term is the part that comes from the electron interaction with the charged cavity (sol-
vent continuum), and the non-ES part comes from cavitation, repulsion, and dispersion.
The three energies listed at the top of the output are: the gas phase energy (with the ge-
ometry of the molecule in the PCM), the energy in the PCM using only the ES contribution,
and the energy of the molecule in the PCM taking ES and non-ES contributions into ac-
count. This may make you think that G03 will use the energy with non-ES contributions
included for future calculations... and you would be wrong. You will realize the SCF en-
ergy after PCM corrections is taken to be the same as the energy with only the ES contribu-
tion included. This is the energy that is passed onto subsequent calculation steps such as
frequency calculations. So be aware that if you do not manually add the non-ES contribu-
tion back into the energy after the fact, you will not be including it. The ES part will change
with basis set since it is dependent on the electron density. The non-ES will not change
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significantly with basis set or method since they are mostly empirical, but will change if the
radii set is changed in the G03 input file (this example used the UAHF radii set).
Variational PCM results
<psi(f) H lpsi(f)> (a.u.) = -76.446222
<psi(f) H+V(f)/2lpsi(f)> (a.u.) = -76.457901
Total free energy in solution:
with all non electrostatic terms (a.u.) = -76.456753
(Polarized solute)-Solvent (kcal/mol) = -7.33
Cavitation energy (kcal/mol) = 4.45
Dispersion energy (kcal/mol) = -5.18
Repulsion energy (kcal/mol) = 1.45
Total non electrostatic (kcal/mol) = 0.72
Partition over spheres:
Sphere on Atom Surface Charge GE1 GCav GDR
1 02 51.07 -0.003 -7.33 4.45 -3.73
After PCM corrections, the SCF energy is -76.4579011472 a.u.
There is also a question of whether you want to use the gas phase energy corresponding
to the geometry optimized in vacuum, or the geometry optimized in the PCM (as the sol-
vation energy above does). It seems more reasonable to use the gas-phase optimized en-
ergy to compute the solvation energy, which means you have to do a separate calculation,
If you take the free energy difference between the solution and gas phases, this will be simi-
lar to the PCP solvation energy because the translational partition function will cancel out
between the solution and gas phases (assuming the same pressure/concentration is used
for both). Often, it is assumed that the internal partition function does not change be-
tween the gas and solution phases, which is obviously not strictly correct. Also note that
the assumption of an identical translational partition functions in the gas and solution may
be incorrect.
Once problem arises if one performs a frequency calculation using the PCM. The frequen-
cies will differ somewhat from the gas phase due to changes in the electron density. The
problem is that even though you think you are doing a solution phase calculation, G03 still
uses the normal gas-phase statistical mechanics formulae to evaluate the thermochemistry
(at I atm). This approach may be reasonable for the internal partition functions, but is not
for the translational partition function. Basically, this means that even if G03 gave perfect
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solution phase frequencies (not the case), your entropy and heat capacity would still be
very inaccurate when compared to experimental data. There are two reasons:
I. First, there is no solvation term included explicitly in the entropy (it is lumped in the
solvation free energy). However, the solvation entropy is significant because the
process of cavitation changes the entropy significantly (it reduces the total volume
available to the solute). This is discussed quite a bit in the literature under the guise
of "scaled particle theory" by Chandler, Pratt, Pieriotti, Hummer, and Garde.3233,36-40
2. There is also a problem with the reference state, even after you correct for the sol-
vation entropy. G03 is giving you a value corresponding to I atm, whereas most
tables of experimental data will give a value referenced to a solution concentration
of I molar or normal. To compare with experimental data, you must correct the
G03 value by the solvation entropy, and then compress it from I atm to 24.465
atm (for I M reference state) similar to what was done with the AGsolv. The result-
ing expression is of the form:
Sexp = SGO3,latm + R In 24e o
This part is in reference to the data gained from the COSMOtherm program of Klamt, et
al., which utilizes the statistical mechanics of interacting surfaces to estimate the solvation
energies of species (and can also estimate non-ideal effects).' 47 This section will not dis-
cuss what must be done to use the program, only what needs to be done to interpret the
results.
This program touts the ability to calculate activity coefficients, vapor pressures, Henry's law
constants, solubilities, and other properties of compounds and mixtures. Since my work
was mainly focused on predicting the thermochemistry of species in solution, I though that
this was would provide another (hopefully better) avenue to generate estimates of the sol-
vation energy. It turns out that the solvation energy is embedded in many of the numbers
in the COSMOtherm output, though it is never given explicitly and the reference state is-
sue is unclear (again). Much of the data returned by COSMOtherm is referenced to an
ideal solution of pure solute for the condensed phase and an ideal gas phase at I atm for
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the gas phase. The manual is little help in the interpretation. One example of COS-
MOtherm output is shown below.
Compound: 1 (h2o)
Chemical potential of the compound in the mixture
Logl0(partial pressure [mbar])
Free energy of molecule in mix (E COSMO+dE+Mu)
Total mean interaction energy in the mix (H int)
Misfit interaction energy in the mix (H MF)
H-Bond interaction energy in the mix (H HB)
VdW interaction energy in the mix (H vdW)
Ring correction
-1.93570 kcal/mol
1.36442
-47992.12961 kcal/mol
-6.98076 kcal/mol
0.27528 kcal/mol
-6.17302 kcal/mol
-1.08302 kcal/mol
0.00000 kcal/mol
After some correspondence with the authors (Klamt and Eckert), they suggested that the
proper way to get the solvation free energy was from the output labeled
"LoglO (partial pressure) [mbar]." What they call "partial pressure" here is
actually the partial pressure divided by the solute mole fraction in solution. This value can
be related to the solvation energy by starting with the following equation, which is the
modified version of Raoult's Law shown in equation (8-6).
= P vap /,
X
i
(8-6)
Furthermore, from the book COSMO-RS by Klamt,12 we
ships shown in equation (8-7).
( pure i " ig
pvap = exp
kT and
can get the following two relation-
(8-7)*solution ure iYi = exp( i U p
' "* kT~
These are somewhat ambiguous in terms of units, and are likely missing some sort of refer-
ence state. The activity coefficient equation explicitly stated that the chemical potentials
are PCPs. First, notice that you should not be able to simply cancel out a normal chemical
potential with a PCP, even if they are both for the same state of the system (e.g. pure i).
We need to convert the normal CP in the vapor pressure equation to PCPs so that the
equations can be combined and simplified. This process is shown below in equations (8-8)
and (8-9).
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i,pgas =Xi+a + RT In } and /Pi,liq = /iiq + RT Int ggas =as =f J.iq
at equilibrium ig + RTln =(+1  ,iq + RTl n (8-8)
Ai,gas=AUi( 'a s+ ( RT In + +RTIn
'i+li'q - ti,gas ,Iexp RT )Yi)A. = f•)q
,gas , + iq =i fo ) + (8-9)
exp/'i'q -/'"as = :r, K A = r (y - P x• x yy f' +  (
T Rgas fi liq gas i liq
We can make the typical assumptions about ideal gas behavior and cancel the fugacities,
resulting in equation (8- 10).
exp _i -rflgas = xiy'+ (8-I0)
RT p gasxi liq
Then, since we are dealing with a pure system, it is implicit that the liquid mole fraction is
1.0 and pi is the vapor pressure. If we also assume that the reference state was taken to be
ideal (Raoult's) behavior, then the activity coefficient of the actual state is also 1.0 when the
system is pure solute, leaving equation (8- I).
exp RT a a I exp R(8-I I))RT .- pO ) x1yOO,+ )
Now all we have to deal with is the standard state (SS) mole fraction and pressure. The
activity coefficient in the denominator serves to correct for deviations from the pure state,
if the SS mole fraction is taken to be something other than 1.0. Now we are left with two
options, chose SS and evaluate the vapor pressure, or (what we are more concerned with)
try converting the SS CP's into PCP's. In order to do this conversion, we need to make use
of equation (8-12) relating the SS CP's to the PCP (this is derived later on):
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, +kT1(pA)-kTIn or /gas =i, 4+kT1n(p7A_)-kT1n (8-12)
In this equation, the "+ is the deviation of the real state from the reference state "+". If we
go back to the assumption we already made for a pure system, we arrive at equation
(8-1 3).
( olnmA' ) -,ga -In orlgs l
,liq ,iq +kTln(xoCsnA - kTIn or 0gs = gas+kTIn
li q /gas iq as + kT In xRT. Csoln +kT In y (8-13)
exp u Iiq gas - , .Xp P'xliq , gas RT .Cson
RT RT p
Now, making this substitution into the previous equation for the vapor pressure, we arrive
at a relationship between the vapor pressure and the PCP difference, equation (8-14).
yap I Pai ,gag PI - 1 1Ap = (...+ exp ' t li'q - '  = P exp 'a liq RTgas 0 x RT -Csoln
i 0 R T xi Y R T A P(8-14)
pap = exp Piiq - ,gas (RT .Csoln
RT
You can now see what must have been in the COSMO-RS book in order to arrive at the
equation: pure standard state for the liquid and a standard state pressure of I atm or I bar
in the gas phase. The liquid phase is assumed (in COSMOtherm) to be the hypothetical
state of pure i with a density equal to that of the solvent (always assume to be I kg/L),
which is 55.5 moles/liter for water. Since vapor pressure assumes a pure liquid phase, the
reference mole fraction is implicitly unity in this case, but it is sensible if the liquid mole frac-
tion was less, then the vapor pressure for that state would also be less (similar with a lower
density). Once the SS chemical potential is converted into a PCP, the dependence on the
standard state goes away, and the only "strange" term left is the total solution concentra-
tion. Any activity coefficients are also gone, since the non-ideal behavior is now built into
the PCP values. This illustrates a recurring theme, which is that the pseudo-chemical po-
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tential differences can be directly related to experimental measurements without the need
for activity coefficients or standard states.
For the activity coefficient equation, it is worth examining its origins. The "+" superscript in
the below equations means the reference state, which can be arbitrarily chosen. The ref-
erence is taken to be pure solute in this case (though you can assume the Henry's Law line
or the Lewis-Randall line, either works fine). The derivation is shown in equation (8-15).
S = + kTIn where: (usually, x =and =P=P' + f1
a, = = exp - -X- = exp  krkT x kT
-x, p + kT In (p, A') - , -kTln(p,+A') - •
x, kT kT p
e- =exp Csln
In this case, assuming both phases are condensed, we can use the mole fraction and solvent
concentration to define number density. Note that since the first CP is defined for the ac-
tual state of the system, the mole fraction will cancel out with the residual mole fraction on
the left-hand side from the activity definition.
The additional benefit comes when the equations for the vapor pressure and the activity
coefficient are multiplied together as is the case in the equation for pi/x. After cancellation
of terms, the results is a relationship between the PCP-based solvation energy and the
phase partitioning, shown in equation (8-16).
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p1 a
*purei *jg *solution *pure iPi = exp kT (RT -Cson) -exp i kTUi
= (RT Csn)exp( pure i ig + solution *pure i
Xi kT
kT [n P - ln (RT . Csoonu) - ong
kT[ In In(RT. CsoIn)]= A ig
AGolv = kT In P-i " C 1I
xi RT I Cso n
(8-16)
If the solvent is water, as is often the case, the concentration is taken to be 55.5 moles/liter,
the gas constant is taken to be 0.083 14 bar-L/mole-K (or 0.08206 atm-L/mole-K), and the
temperature is 298.15 K, then the expression simplifies to equation (8-17).
AG* = kT In - 4.281 kcso1v mole
AG',ty = kTIn -4.273kca
x mole
[=] barl
[=] atmxi
(8-17)
Now, assuming that all of the above derivations are correct, we now have a way to relate
the "loglO (partial pressure) " obtained from a COSMOtherm calculation to the
pseudo-chemical potential difference, which is equivalent to the free energy of solvation at
a constant concentration of solute (in the gas and condensed phase). Also note that the
PCP difference implicitly includes the non-idealities in the system, which is what allows for a
direct connection to the experimental data without the need for standard states.
8.2.4 Using the Computational Chemistry Data
Normally, we would like to validate the computational chemistry results by using experi-
mental data. In the gas phase, this is straightforward, but can become more tedious when
dealing with solution phase data (this type of data is also less available and has greater un-
certainties). One of the main reasons is that much of the experimental data is based on a
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reference state of dilute solution behavior extrapolated to a state of I molar or normal so-
lution. The measurement of the properties (AHf, S, AGE, etc.) is made under dilute solution
conditions, but because they are concentration dependent, it is useful to convert the data
to a common standard state instead of giving the data at the concentration at which the
measurement was taken, This means that a dilute solution measurement converted to a
state of I M will not be the same as an actual measurement at a concentration of I M be-
cause the dilute measurement has ignored non-idealities that may occur at high concentra-
tions. This will not really be addressed in detail here, but it is important to understand.
What this means for us is that we must make sure to take our quantum chemistry results
to the same state as the experimental data.
Let's assume that you want to compare free energy of formation data in aqueous solution
and the data is given at 298 K and I M. The easiest way to deal with this will likely be to
take the gas phase computational chemistry results and convert them to the equivalent
state of a I M concentration in the gas phase (for both enthalpy and entropy). Since we
typically make the ideal gas assumption, the change in enthalpy for an isothermal process is
zero (ignoring the flow-work PV term). The entropy change is very similar to the work be-
cause AH = 0, the result of which is equation (8-18).
TAS = f RT dV = RT In AS = R In I (8-18)
Since the gas phase data is most often given at a pressure of I atm, applying these correc-
tions to the data would yield equation (8-19).
AGas (1M) = AHs g- T AS"as (latm) + Rln = AGf" (latm)- RT M 1 (8-19)ff ( ia tm ar ) V8 -19)
AGfs (1M) = AGf (latm)-(-1.894k")
Entropy is lost in the compression process to I M, which results in a larger free energy of
formation under these conditions. Once you have the free energy in the gas phase at I M
concentration, then you can simply use the PCP difference to solvate the gas molecule to
estimate the free energy of formation in the solution phase, resulting in equation (8-20).
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AG q (1M) = AGy a` (latm) - (-1.894k ) + AGt•,, *f " / fmole sol compare with data (8-20)
Often, free energy data will not be available, but enthalpy of formation data has been
measured. This is more problematic because the computational chemistry codes usually do
not give the enthalpy or entropy of solvation separately (all terms are calculated as free en-
ergies only). The problem is that the free energy of solvation includes the solvation en-
tropy contribution, which is a significant part of the free energy. Therefore, it is very much
incorrect to say that AHsoiv = AGsoiv.
The task of computing an estimate of the enthalpy of formation in solution comes down to
being able to estimate either the enthalpy of solvation or the entropy of solvation. In gen-
eral, it is reasonable to think that the electrostatic interaction energy would be mostly an
enthalpic term. However, the empirical non-ES terms have large individual values, and po-
tentially can have a significant amount of solvation enthalpy associated with them. (e.g. even
though the net contribution to the free energy of solvation is usually small, that does not
rule out the case when the AHnon-Es and ASnon-Es are both significant, but mostly cancel out
in AGnon-Es = AHnon-ES - TASnon-ES). A method for addressing this was discussed in detail in
chapter 3.
8.2.5 Henry's Law Analysis - Computational and Experimental Data
One reasonably accurate set of data that is available for gas phase solubilities is the Henry's
Law constants (H) of various gases in water. The data shown here was taken from the
NIST Chemistry Webbook57 The purpose of this is to compare the estimates of the free
energy of solvation from computational techniques to those implied by experimental
Henry's Law data.
First, we need to determine how to covert the Henry's constants into solvation free ener-
gies. COSMOtherm allows for the estimation of the Henry's constant (in bar). One aspect
of this that is confusing if the standard state issue, again. It should be apparent that since
the H of a compound is a physical property, it is not dependent on the standard state.
However, since the free energy of solvation is dependent on the SS, it should also be ap-
parent that a SS must be introduced to convert between the two. Another issue to keep
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in mind is the definition of H, which is different in NIST (mole/kg-bar) and COSMOtherm
(bar/mole fraction) data. Equation (8-2 I1) shows two possible definitions for the Henry's
Law coefficients (m is molal, C is molar).
Pi = H -xi H pi = mi " Ci (8-21)
Consider starting out with a generic equilibrium constant for LVE, where the "o" super-
script signifies the standard state of the system for a given phase. The derivation starts with
relating the solvation energy to the fugacities, as shown in equation (8-22).
/i,gas =gas + RT in as /i,li, iq= +RT, In ,and
at equilibrium p 1 + R+
A ,gasiliq + RT In 0a ili q + RT In
gasqas I gas
-AG°olv = -(lui~iq -1<i gas) -- RTlin {~-j 1 I~ r$jga,
(8-22)
Using the definition of the activity-based equilibrium constant, we can rewrite the equation
as follows. We also make use of the reference state of infinite dilution behavior extrapo-
lated to a mole fraction of I.0 or an ideal gas, yielding equation (8-23).
fi,gas = Yi,+i+
fi,liq = Xi" +
dilute i ref fi,gas = yii•7P
f,liq = Xiy'li
AG K, iq
exp a I=KA=RT ( liq gas
figs=yi'P f KA -i i xya gp
a1 Jq " P.gas0
The yvalues in the above equations represent the deviation from a solution with Henry's
Law behavior (straight line fugacity from 0 with slope H), The fugacity coefficients repre-
sent the deviation from ideal gas behavior.
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(8-23)
A fi-+
0 x1i xi 1
Figure 8-4: Schematic definition of the activity coefficient based on fugacities.
If we assume ideal gas behavior at the standard state and at the system pressure, and as-
sume that the reference pressure for the fugacities in the gas phase is the system pressure,
then we arrive at equation (8-24).
=(xiy"f" y P xa" pKA = P =i P1(8-24)
i y i yiq P gs xi i ii gas
Now, we also assume that the real solution behaves as in the Henry's Law limit, allowing
the activity coefficient for the real state to be set to one, yielding equation (8-25). How-
ever, the activity coefficient of the standard state cannot necessarily be set to one, since the
solution at the standard state concentration may not be in the Henry's Law limit (e.g. a
concentration of 5 M).
C x0 f0 )ii / gasKA lq igas (8-25)
The solution phase fugacities are both for pure-component systems (as per our assump-
tion), with the only difference being that the reference pressure may be different from the
system or standard state pressure. Since they are at the same concentrations and tempera-
ture, this ratio of fugacities is found by integrating over the molar volume of the liquid with
respect to pressure, the result of which is the Poynting correction and can usually be as-
sume to be unity for low pressures (see Tester & Modell page 690-693, 3' Ed.)."' The
simplified result after neglecting the Poynting correction is shown in equation (8-26).
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Since we are concerned with Henry's law data, we can define the H' for COSMOtherm
directly using the partial pressure and mole fraction, shown in equation (8-27) (H' = pi/xi).
A H*o oxy7'~
AGo1, = -RT In 1 PAG I 0Ox• 21i'
for H' in bar
[for H* in bar]
Take note that the standard state solvation free energy is based upon the standard state
mole fraction/pressure in the respective phases.
For the NIST data, it is more work to get the units correct in terms of molality. I generally
make the assumption that molality and molarity are interchangeable for relatively dilute sys-
tems, It is also assumed that the total solution concentrations in the real and standard
states are equal. The results of these assumptions is equation (8-28).
for: X i  i
Ctotal
C,K= i po
A c7'= pIn
AGs°°" =-RTIn (H* -•ij
_c;and x.=
Ctotal
-AGo o
exp -GRT = H.
[foRT CyH in
Sfor H in m°'•+bar
One final assumption that is typically made is setting the y' to unity. This activity coefficient
represents the deviation from Henry's Law behavior when the solution is at the standard
state concentration. Presumably, if the standard state concentration lies far from the infinite
dilution limit, then this assumption would not be valid, and the activity coefficient could not
be ignored.
Using these equations to relate the solvation energy to the H-value, we can test the accu-
racy of both the G03 PCM and COSMOtherm calculations. It is also useful in reassuring
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(8-27)
(8-28)
ourselves that the G03 solvation is indeed based upon a constant concentration solvation
reference. The data below will show that this looks to be the case.
The table below gives the COSMOtherm-predicted Henry's constants, the experimental
H-value from NIST, and the AGsoiv that is estimated by Gaussian03. The COSMOtherm
and experimentally-implied solvation energies are calculated using the expression given
above, using the standard state pressures and mole fractions/concentrations above the re-
spective columns.
Table 8-9: Experimental and Computed AGsoiv based on Henry's Law Constant
P_ref (atm) = 1
x_ref 0.000736 0.0409 =C_ref (M)
H [bar ] Expt H Cosmo-RS Expt dG(solv)
Compound (COSMOtherm) [molal/bar] dG(solv) dG(solv) from G03
1 h2o 2.31E-02 -6.50 -6.71
2 n2 5.49E+04 6.00E-04 2.19 2.50 -0.41
3 n2o 1.60E+03 2.50E-02 0.10 0.29 -0.67
4 n2o3 #1 1.16E+03 6.00E-01 -0.09 -1.59 -1.21
n2o3 #2 2.60E+01 -3.82
5 n2o4 7.26E+03 1.60E+00 0.99 -2.17 -0.78
6 no2 6.90E+04 1.20E-02 2.33 0.73 -0.02
7 02 2.98E+05 1.30E-03 3.19 2.04 1.31
8 hono2 1.67E-01 2.10E+05 -5.33 -9.15 -7.52
9 hono 1.62E+00 5.00E+01 -3.99 -4.21 -6.14
10 no 7.81E+04 1.90E-03 2.40 1.82 1.33
11 hooh 6.61E-04 8.20E+04 -8.61 -8.60 -12.70
12 nh3 1.89E-01 2.70E+01 -5.26 -3.85 -4.73
You will notice two entries for the experimental data for N203, with the 0.6 molal/bar
value most closely matching the ab initio predictions. The above solvation energies corre-
spond to the case where the concentrations in both phases are equal (I atm equivalent in
this case). The following figure gives the graphical comparison between the experimental
and estimated values.
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Figure 8-5: Comparison of solvation energy estimates by G03 and Cosmo-RS at 298 K and a concentration
equivalent to an ideal gas at I atm.
We generally see good agreement between the experimental and calculated values, as well
as a close relation between the COSMOtherm and G03 estimates. Since these COS-
MOtherm estimates are based upon a constant concentration solvation, it gives us confi-
dence that the G03 solvation energy is based on constant concentrations, and that we are
converting the Henry's constant data to a solvation energy in the correct manner. I will
show a case below for different standard state concentrations, and the data will not match
with the G03 values.
The table below analyzes the predictions of both ab initio techniques relative to the ex-
perimental value (which will likely have a significant uncertainty). COSMOtherm appears to
be slightly better in terms of the mean-absolute deviation (MAD) and the sum of squares
of errors (SSE), but not dramatically different from the GaussianO3 PCM predictions for this
set of compounds.
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Table 8-10: Errors
dG(solv) Error
Error Error
COSMO G03
-0.31 -2.91
-0.19 -0.97
1.50 0.38
3.17 1.39
1.60 -0.75
1.15 -0.73
3.82 1.63
0.22 -1.93
0.58 -0.48
-0.01 -4.11
-1.42 -0.88
Avg = 0.92 -0.85
in Estimated AGsoV (kcal/mole)
dG(solv) IError
IErrorl iErrorl
COSMO G03 C
0.31 2.91
0.19 0.97
1.50 0.38
3.17 1.39
1.60 0.75
1.15 0.73
3.82 1.63
0.22 1.93
0.58 0.48
0.01 4.11
1.42 0.88
MAD = 1.27 1.47 SSE =
The figure below shows the case when the standard state is taken to be I bar for the gas
phase and 55.5 M (equivalent to the density of the pure solvent) for the solution phase.
Solvation from 1 atm to 55.5 M
10
ES 5
0
-1o
CD
h2o n2 n2o n2o3 n2o3 n2o4 no2 02 hono2 hono no hooh nh3
#1 #2
Figure 8-6: Comparison of solvation energy estimates by G03 and Cosmo-RS at 298to 55.5 molar solution phase. K for a I atm gas-phase
We see here that the COSMOtherm and experimental data agree relatively well again (as
they should since they are both based upon the same standard states), but the G03 data is
significantly different (due to the different implied standard states). One interesting aspect
of this plot is the value of the solvation energy of water predicted by COSMOtherm, which
is -2.23 kcal/mole for these standard states. If you remember back to the discussion of the
logl0 (pi/xi) that could be used to calculate the solvation energy from COSMOtherm,
we see that the solvation energy calculated directly from that is also -2.23 kcal/mole (ignor-
ing the reference state correction of about -4.3 kcal/mole). Again, this is further justification
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Compound
h2o
n2
n2o
n2o3 #1
n2o3 #2
n2o4
no2
o2
hono2
hono
no
hooh
nh3
Error^2
OSMO
0.10
0.04
2.25
10.02
2.56
1.33
14.59
0.05
0.34
0.00
2.00
33.28
ErrorA2
G03
8.49
0.93
0.14
1.94
0.56
0.54
2.66
3.71
0.23
16.87
0.78
36.86
0-
that the partial pressure data is based upon a pure solute liquid phase with a concentration
equal to pure water and a gas phase at I bar of pressure.
8.2.6 Changing Standard States to PCP
Having standard state (SS) dependence in the thermodynamic equations can be a bit cum-
bersome, since most computational chemistry codes will give you something other than the
ambiguous standard state Gibbs free energy. It is possible to convert the SS change in G to
a change in the PCP using equation (8-29).
S= i +kTIn(pA' )-kTln (8-29)
It is useful to understand why the definition in terms of the SS free energy has the depend-
ence on the various other activity coefficients and SS compositions. If we go back to the
relatively simple case of the Henry's Law constant, but ignore the assumption about the
actual solution being in the Henry's Law limit, we have the equation (8-30).
AG~,~ = -RT In Xi, Y_ = -RT In i (8-30)
,p• y~o,0  x ) H y7' x,
This implies that if one wanted to make the standard state AG equal to zero, it is enough
to simply set the standard state xi and pi equal to the measured value when H was deter-
mined. In this case, the standard and actual state activity coefficients will cancel out since
they will be for a system of the same concentration. Let's think about an example in three
different ways.
I. Assume we have N20 solvated in water, which is described by H* = 1600 atm.
Further assume that this was measured by applying a pressure of 1.0 atm of pure
gas above liquid water. This would imply that the liquid phase mole fraction is
0.000625 for the pressure of I atm. Now let's assume that we set our standard
states to I atm in the gas phase and 10 M solution of N20 for the condensed
phase. This would imply:
AG~ol = -RTIn 1 = 3.35 kcal RTIn('1600 y7o' 0.18 mole O
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What this says is that the standard state AGsoiv is dependent on the concentration
difference between the actual and standard states, and the difference in the non-
ideality of the solution at the actual and standard states. If both the standard and
actual states have the same degree of non-ideality, then it is sufficient to only cor-
rect for concentration differences. For the case of a 10 M solution, you could be
confident that activity coefficient ratio would not be one.
2. Let's now assume that we chose the standard states to be I atm in the gas phase
and a mole fraction of 0.000625 for the solution (i.e. the real state). Since the real
state and the standard state are taken to be the same mole fraction, the activity co-
efficients must be the same as well.
AGjv,, =-RT In 1 7 1 = 0.00 kmleT
1600 y7°"  0.000625)
This says that if you choose the standard state to be the same as the real state, the
SS AGsolV will be equal to zero. This makes sense because the actual AGsoiv must
also be equal to zero since the system is in equilibrium.
3. One final case is where the solution SS is taken to be something in the Henry's Law
limit, but not necessarily the same as the real state. Let's take the SS concentration
to be 0. I M (x = 0.00 18) with a pressure of I atm.
AGo,= -RT In 1 7 1 = 0.63 kcalsov1600 0.0018mole
Now, we have a solvation energy that is not zero, but since both states are in the
Henry's Law limit, the log of the activity coefficient ratio can be taken to be zero.
Note: Henry's Law data is implicitly measured such that the solution phase concentration in
the experiment is small, which means that the r = I for the actual state (assuming a
Henry's Law reference state). This leaves one with three options when trying to imply a
standard state solvation free energy from Henry's Law data, or trying to compute Henry's
Law data from computational chemistry data.
I. Easy Way: Assume a SS concentration that is in the dilute limit, so that the activity
coefficient can be taken as one. This way would be theoretically correct, but would
not necessarily match data that assumes a standard state of I M.
2. (Incorrect) Easy Way: Compute the AGo0 so~ as a Henry's Law extrapolation from the
real solution behavior by taking the SS activity coefficient to be equal to one. For
example, if one assumed a I M standard state, but neglected the activity coefficient,
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then they would be calculating the solvation free energy to take the solute from the
gas phase at Po to the solution phase at I M, assuming that the solution at I M still
obeyed Henry's Law.
3. Hard Way: Compute the real AGOsoiv by calculating the SS activity coefficient at the
SS concentration. For example, if one assumed a I M standard state, they would
need to estimate the actual activity coefficient for a I M solution of N20 in water.
They would be calculating the real solvation free energy to take the solute from the
gas phase at Po to the solution phase at I M.
That concludes the explanation of why we have the dependence on the activity coefficients
when talking in terms of the standard state solvation energy. What we would like to do
now is to see what happens when the SS CP's are converted into PCP's, and see if the ex-
pressions are simplified (as they should be based on the earlier discussion).
The PCP is defined for a solute in a fixed position in the gas/solution. This does not pre-
clude the effect of non-idealities because other free solute molecules could interact with
the fixed molecule and create a non-ideal mixture. So in reality, the PCP difference should
also include an implicit concentration dependence that is not related to the "liberation"
free energy (energy you get by releasing the solute from its fixed position). In principle,
both the p and /* in the PCP equation should have the same activity coefficient, assuming
the reference states are the same. The discussion below will provide a more rigorous rela-
tionship between the PCP and SS CP differences.
Consider the following, where a standard state and actual state CP are reference to the
same linear fugacity relationship. Equation (8-3 1) gives the CP as a function of the standard
state CP and the ratio of activities at the two states. The activity coefficients are the devia-
tions from the chosen reference state, not the deviation from standard state.
+Un, = u° +kTIn =" P'+--o In =U xIn ))
Ji (8-31)
A, uop + U TIn (xIO7,+
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The act of referencing the SS and actual state to the same relationship lets us stay flexibility
in our definition of the SS (we are not forcing a pure component or infinite dilution defini-
tion of the standard state). Also recall the definition of the PCP, equation (8-32).
Ai = A + kT1n(pi A) (8-32)
By equating the CP's in terms of the PCP and the SS CP, we can get an expression for the
relationship between the two, shown in equation (8-33).
a = +kT1n (pi A) = p, = +u U kTln 0 0+ p, +kTIn,X ) i  + pkn oo
o; +i l ,A)_n() P; I * o, I( >o.)
= In A)+(p ,yo' ) =- - + kTIn(piA )-kTnj In (8-33)
p0 = *t +kTln p°Af)-kTln
The activity coefficient of the actual state and the PCP must be the same, since both refer
to the same solution state surrounding the solute molecule (y*+= 7+). Taking this and
writing it in terms of a change in free energy, we arrive at equation (8-34).
f *+
AGO = AG* + kT
i Y-(8-34)
-
kT In prods Yi+
0+
\ reacts / i
The following examines the changes to the equilibrium relationships derived when we con-
vert to a PCP difference from a SS CP difference. Let's start with Henry's Law, derived
generally in equation (8-35).
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AGIvo = -RT In x, 7p = -RT In I * Y (P ,+ 0,+ xf *+
AGO = AG* + kT In
H ri
kTIn prod'+ = -RT n  ' -~ '
+ 1fH y+ 7 0+ x ) (8-35)
reacts i
AG* + kTUn PA) -kTUn =Rt 17 In
7g0+
For the gas phase, we can make the ideal gas assumption and use the ideal gas reference
state, which means that: *+ = yo = 1. We can also assume that the momentum partition
functions cancel out with each other since the molecule is the same in both phases, yielding
equation (8-36).
AG* + kT In P -kTIn '= -RTIn - (8-36)
Pg * v H T ro,' x 1
In the derivation of the Henry's Law expression, we assumed a Henry's law behavior refer-
ence state (which wasn't necessary, as we could have assumed Lewis-Randall ideal behav-
ior, as such, the gamma's from the original expression have been changed to the more
general "+" sign, meaning an arbitrary reference state). Let's expand the RHS a bit, as is
shown in equation (8-37).
AG* + kT In -kT -RTn - RTn (8-37)
VP)+ H ;5T 1 4)
You can see that the activity coefficients will cancel out with each other. We can then
think about converting the concentrations/densities to other units, as in equation (8-38).
The final simplified relationship is shown in equation (8-39), given that RT and kT are
equivalent when a uniform basis is used.
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AG +kT In X' RT = -RT In - RT In L
1 0 H (8-38)
AG* =-RTln( I)-RT n g- kT In x- CORT
AGsov = -RT In Hto (8-39)
Now we can examine the slightly more interesting case of a reaction equilibrium constant.
The general approach for an equilibrium constant for a reaction is the same as for the
Henry's Law derivation, only it will all be in solution and there will be different species.
Consider the reaction: A <* B + C, in aqueous solution. We can go back to the SS CP
and the fact that the CP's of the reactants and products are equal at equilibrium, yielding
the equilibrium constant derived in equation (8-40).
Piiq= Iiq + RT In iq
at equilibrium RT In = + RT In + + RT In
Rl A +RT~n f B n p O-R-- I±,u + poRRTnI  A1
lAO) f8 ff 0 )
-AG = -(B + /o - I = RTln { (A •f
(8-40)
.= x,,9 7f (arbitrary linear fugacity reference)
____H lB fC Aoexp -G7- - AKRT C o A
o A oB ,# o.#, #f o fAo,# CA
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Since we chose the same arbitrary reference state for the SS and the actual state, those
values will cancel out in the KA expression. It should not matter what reference state is
chosen for a given species in the reaction, since any arbitrary reference fugacity cancels out,
and the activity coefficients and mole fractions will take care of the rest. The mole fraction
ratios can be easily converted into concentration ratios (with the implicit assumption that
the total concentration of the solution at the actual state and standard state are the same,
which is not strictly true for solutions with significantly different concentrations). The ex-
pression in terms of the concentration-base equilibrium constant is shown in equation
(8-41).
exr -AG -,, xBT: xc_ x - r__C__ Ccy0 Co' #RT x 97,", C x xAT B AV4RT B c C rA C o, (8-41)
exp -= A c BRT CO# ) ),# , -A
Now, we can recall the relationship between the SS Gibbs free energy change and the PCP
difference and convert the SS change into a PCP change, yielding equation (8-42).
( (___ ( I _____ ___
exp _ G = p n _prods i reacts ro+
exp kT kT pL11 A,  H, 3+
reacts o+
*+ prods (8-42)
exp A-n> reacts prods KC A TB IT
kT) pA, IL J C0C T }KT# AT
prods o+ J V C
reacts i i( 4
Cancelling out a number of terms yields the simplified equation (8-43).
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expP =A Kc (8-43)kT AB C YBA c
c xp kT A3 -A
)AB'A C)
This result should not be surprising because it can be derived very easily from the PCP
definition, and setting the CP's equal at equilibrium, as shown in equation (8-44).
S+ kT ln pAA) = +kTln(pB)+ + kTI n (pcA
Gp A 3 pcA 3A G ',, A 3 -A 3exp -G exp Kcex kT pAAPA T A- (8-44)
c = exp kT A -A3
This result could be used to estimate the equilibrium constant for a reaction if you had es-
timates for the solution phase CP's without the translational partition function included. An
example of how one could arrive at a PCP in solution would be:
I. Calculate a gas phase free energy, then subtraction out the effect of the transla-
tional partition function: (Gas = Ggs- RT I[pgasA3] = Ggas - RT In[ A3 ])
2. Use a PCP solvation energy to convert to a solution phase PCP. This should also
include the non-idealities to get to the actual concentration in the solution from the
gas phase (still no translation). This uses an infinite dilution solvation energy and an
activity correction from the dilute limit to actual state:
AGov, = AGO" + RT In[y .
The resulting final equation is:
G:,, = G'a + AG;,ty = G ga -RTln[pga sA3]+ AGs " + RT ln [y*]
The AG"v energy is a typical value that could be obtained from a computational chemistry
program, which usually deals with isolated molecules. Technically, this should include
changes in the internal partition functions (vib/rot/elec) upon solvation, and exclude the
translation effects. This is numerically (although not fundamentally) the same as a solvation
energy if the concentrations in the gas phase and solution phase are taken to be equal
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(Gaussian03 assumes a pressure of I atm when evaluating both the gas phase and solution
phase partition functions, satisfying this criterion). The activity coefficient is the correction
from the infinite dilution solvation energy to a real solvation energy based on the state of
the system. This non-ideality is what gives rise to different Kc values if the system is in the
dilute limit as compared to a concentrated system. The relationship between the two is
shown in equation (8-45).
AG'Ov =G,,n -G, = G: +RTln[ '."]-Gas= AGo;+RTl[ "* (8-45)
If we take the expression for the PCP free energy in terms of the gas phase free energy,
and then write out an expression for the free energy change of reaction, we should be able
to relate the Kc value back to the gas phase AGRxn. We will make use of equation (8-46)
for gaseous species. The derivation is shown in equation (8-47).
note for ideal gas: o = +kT In (p - kT6)
AG,, = AGGas + A(AG o )
AGn.ýo, = AG 0,,a - RTln P,Pgas P,gas,A [AGs + AG 31,.o - AGAsoi]
SL PA gaS A j
- AGR ,' i= (-AGR"gas e -(AG.s 1 + AGcSl -AGA" , g=APAs (8-47)exp RT = exp eRT xpRT P,,g,,A 3
exp = ex exp
-A,.,og,I
=
s --AG,•,.,,,exp .n P.P T Aexp RT T RTpo RT ) A
Recalling the expression for the equilibrium constant, and substituting in the newfound ex-
pression for the PCP free energy change of reaction, results in equation (8-48) for the equi-
librium constant as a function of the gas-phase and solvation free energies.
Kc = exp , A3 A 3
-AG; ~ (-A (AG:0 , __0 1 3 (8-48)
Kc = exp ,ga exp oR PB B A(-
RT RT PA RT
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This simplifies to equation (8-49).
-AGO -A (AGsov) p p  m
K =Rxn,gas RTp A RTRT RT po RT (8-49)
We can also change the A(AGov),m to the dilute-limit solvation energy by employing the
use of the activity coefficients, the result of which is shown in equation (8-50).
1 -,AGO P B Pc
Kc =-• exp - Raxn,gas exp - (AGlVR 0 * *,0) 0 (8-50)RT RT RT (, 7B 7 pA
The pressure values in the above equation correspond to the conditions under which the
SS AG in the gas phase is calculated (typically I atm for a computational chemistry calcula-
tion). The activity coefficients will correct the chemical potential from the dilute limit be-
havior to the actual conditions in solution. The dilute limit solvation free energies are read-
ily available from quantum calculations (with typical errors being on the order of 2
kcal/mole).
Important note about A'": These activity coefficients correct for the difference between
the actual state and the state where the A(AGo,•)*,) is valid. It is necessary to understand
that the gamma will not necessarily be unity for all solutions where the concentration is di-
lute. This is because the gamma is also dependent on the concentrations of other species
in solution (i.e. Y*" (pure H20) • y I' (lM HN03)). For most quantum calculations,
the assumption is that the solvent is pure water and the solvation energy is based on pure
water. This means that if the species was dilute in the real system and the solvent was es-
sentially pure water, then the activity coefficient would be unity. However, in the system
discussed in this thesis, the solvent is usually a solution of -3 M nitric acid. In this case,
even if the solute is dilute, y7" (3M HNO3) • 1 if the solvation energy is based on a pure
water solvent. You would need an activity coefficient to first correct from a dilute condi-
tion in water to dilute in nitric acid solution, and then make another correction from dilute
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in nitric acid to the actual concentration in nitric acid. Equation (8-5 1) show this mathe-
matically, depending on whether the infinite-dilution solvation energy was estimated in the
actual solvent or in pure water.
AG',,, = AG,, + RTln[y '*]
AG*,E = AGH20 +RTIn "HN0 3 "H20 +RTIn *HN0"3 "HNOSONv I Io ALIn (8-5 1)
A practical way to estimate these activity coefficients would be to use COSMOtherm,
which can estimate the values of the PCP for a given state of the system. The general rela-
tionship was given earlier, but the more specific versions for this process are shown below
in equation (8-52).
.HNO ,, _ .,H2O L2 RHrO' <-''° = exp ýU R T 'RT
S(8-52)
r,,o, _ , oHNO3
These activity coefficients could be used to correct an ob initio calculation of the solvation
free energy in pure water in the dilute limit, to the actual solvation energy for the species.
However, the accuracy of COSMOtherm is untested for a wide variety of systems, includ-
ing those with high ionic strengths.
Definitions for terms in the infinite-dilution activity coefficient discussion:
AG,*,,: PCP-based solvation energy to go from the ideal gas phase to the actual
solution with the solute in actual concentration
AG*O,: PCP-based solvation energy to go from the ideal gas phase to the actual
solution with the solute in the dilute limit
AG ', 20,: PCP-based solvation energy to go from the ideal gas phase to pure water
with the solute in the dilute limit
y'••": activity coefficient to correct from the dilute state in the actual solution to
the actual concentration in the mixture
yFHNO *-=3 O : activity coefficient to correct from the dilute state in pure water to the di-
lute state in a nitric acid solution
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7"'HNO• * "HN : activity coefficient to correct from the dilute state in a nitric acid solution to
the actual solute concentration in the nitric acid solution
1p'0H20: PCP of the solute in the dilute limit in pure water
p*, "HN•: PCP of the solute in the dilute limit in the nitric acid solution
ý ' "" : PCP of the solute in the actual state of the mixture
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